CITY OF W INDSOR AGENDA 10/25/2021
Special Meeting of Council Meeting
Date: Monday, October 25, 2021
Time: 12:00 o’clock noon
Location: Council Chambers, 1st Floor, Windsor City Hall

All members will be participating electronically and will be counted towards
quorum in accordance with Procedure By-law 98-2011 as amended, which
allows for electronic meetings during a declared emergency. The minutes will
reflect this accordingly.
MEMBERS:

Mayor Drew Dilkens
Ward 1 – Councillor Fred Francis
Ward 2 – Councillor Fabio Costante
Ward 3 – Councillor Rino Bortolin
Ward 4 – Councillor Chris Holt
Ward 5 – Councillor Ed Sleiman
Ward 6 – Councillor Jo-Anne Gignac
Ward 7 – Councillor Jeewen Gill
Ward 8 – Councillor Gary Kaschak
Ward 9 – Councillor Kieran McKenzie
Ward 10 - Councillor Jim Morrison
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ORDER OF BUSINESS

Item #

Item Description

1.

ORDER OF BUSINESS

1.1.

In the event of the absence of the Mayor, Councillor Sleiman has been appointed Acting
Mayor for the month of October, 2021 in accordance with By-Law 176-2018, as
amended.

2.

CALL TO ORDER
READING OF LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We [I] would like to begin by acknowledging that the land on which we gather is the
traditional territory of the Three Fires Confederacy of First Nations, which includes the
Ojibwa, the Odawa, and the Potawatomie. The City of Windsor honours all First
Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples and their valuable past and present contributions to this
land.

3.

DISCLOSURE OF PECUNIARY INTEREST AND THE GENERAL NATURE THEREOF

4.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

5.

NOTICE OF PROCLAMATIONS
Proclamations
“Project Red Ribbon Day” – Monday, November 1, 2021
Illumination
“National Disability Employment Awareness Month” – Thursday, October 21, 2021
“Project Red Ribbon” – Monday, November 1 to Friday, November 19, 2021

6.

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

7.

COMMUNICATIONS INFORMATION PACKAGE (This includes both Correspondence
and Communication Reports)
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7.2.

Response to CQ 20-2021 - Best Methods to Get Timely and Meaningful Results on City
Issues Related to Dealing with the Various Railway Companies and Authorities That are
Located in Windsor - City Wide (C 147/2021)

8.

CONSENT AGENDA

8.1.

Award of RFP#152-20 – Traffic Infrastructure Non-Intrusive Signal Detection System
(C 144/2021)

8.2.

Hybrid Work Pilot Program - City Wide (C 124/2021)

8.3.

FCM Community Building Retrofit-GHG Reduction Pathway Feasibility Study Grant
Application - City Wide (C 149/2021)

8.4.

Request for exemption from Section 45(1.3) of the Planning Act to allow a Minor
Variance for 1680 Tecumseh Road West and 0, 1366-1378 Campbell Avenue - Ward 2
(C 145/2021)

8.5.

Request for Proposal No. 123-21: Selection of Real Estate Services for the Sale of
Surplus City-owned Commercial / Industrial Property - Ward 2 (C 150/2021)

8.6.

Request for Proposal No. 122-21: Selection of Real Estate Services for the Sale of
Surplus City-owned Residential property - Ward 2 (C 151/2021)

CONSENT COMMITTEE REPORTS
8.7.

Report No. 110 of the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee - Request for
pop-up bike lanes along University Avenue (SCM 300/2021) (SCM 224/2021)

8.8.

Report No. 112 of the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee - Windsor-Essex
Solid Waste Authority - Food and Organics Waste Plan (SCM 303/2021)
(SCM 269/2021)
Clerk’s Note: Administration submitting additional information. (AI 14/2021)

8.9.

Report No. 113 of the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee - Ojibway Shores
National Urban Park (SCM 304/2021) (SCM 270/2021)
Clerk’s Note: Administration submitting additional information. (AI 13/2021)

8.10.

Minutes of the Board of Directors, Willistead Manor Inc., meeting held June 10, 2021
and Minutes of the Executive Committee, Board of Directors, Willistead Manor Inc., held
June 24, 2021 (SCM 330/2021) (SCM 232/2021)

8.11.

Minutes of the Windsor Accessibility Advisory Committee of its meeting held June 1,
2021 (SCM 331/2021) (SCM 254/2021)

8.12.

Minutes of the Committee of Management for Huron Lodge of its meeting held August 5,
2021 (SCM 332/2021) (SCM 277/2021)
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8.13.

Windsor Essex 2020 Annual Report to the Community on the 10 Year Housing and
Homelessness Master Plan (SCM 328/2021) (S 133/2021)

9.

REQUESTS FOR DEFERRALS, REFERRALS OR WITHDRAWALS

10.

PRESENTATIONS AND DELEGATIONS

11.

REGULAR BUSINESS ITEMS

11.1.

Update on Windsor Works (C 109/2021)

11.2.

Deferral Report Back Re: Festival Plaza, Civic Esplanade, Waterfront Beacon-Ward 3
(C 153/2021)

AND
11.3.
AND
11.4.

Waterfront Beacon - Street Car # 351 (C 129/2021)

12.

CONSIDERATION OF COMMITTEE REPORTS

12.1.

(i) Report of the Special In-Camera meeting or other Committee as may be held prior to
Council (if scheduled)

12.2.

Minutes of the City Hall Square Plaza Civic Esplanade Steering Committee of its
meeting held August 12, 2021 (SCM 299/2021)

13.

BY-LAWS (First and Second Readings)

14.

MOVE BACK INTO FORMAL SESSION

15.

NOTICES OF MOTION

16.

THIRD AND FINAL READING OF THE BY-LAWS

Festival Plaza Improvement - Final Design - Ward 3 (C 123/2021)
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17.

PETITIONS

18.

QUESTION PERIOD

19.

STATEMENT BY MEMBERS

20.

UPCOMING MEETINGS
International Relations Committee
Wednesday, October 20, 2021
2:00 p.m., Zoom Video Conference
Committee of Management for Huron Lodge
Thursday, October 21, 2021
10:00 a.m., Zoom Video Conference
Diversity Committee
Wednesday, October 27, 2021
10:00 a.m., Zoom Video Conference
Environment, Transportation & Public Safety Standing Committee
Wednesday, October 27, 2021
4:30 p.m., Zoom Video Conference

21.

ADJOURNMENT
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Item No. 7.2
Council Report: C 147/2021

Subject: Response to CQ 20-2021 - Best Methods to Get Timely and
Meaningful Results on City Issues Related to Dealing with the Various
Railway Companies and Authorities that are Located in Windsor - City
Wide
Reference:
Date to Council: October 25, 2021
Author: Aadil Nathani
Executive Initiatives Coordinator
519-255-6100 ext 6404
anathani@citywindsor.ca
Legal Services, Real Estate & Risk Management
Report Date: September 28, 2021
Clerk’s File #: ACOQ2021
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
That Council RECEIVE the response to CQ 20-2021 for information.

Executive Summary:
n/a

Background:
At the Special Meeting of Council on July 26, 2021, Councillor Kaschak asked the
following question:
CQ 20-2021
Assigned to City Solicitor
Asks that Administration prepare a report for the best methods moving forward to
get timely and meaningful results on City issues related to dealing with the
various railway companies and authorities that are located in Windsor and who
have effects on residents and City property bordering these railway routes and
train tracks.
The current process and methods seem somewhat ineffective and very untimely.
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Discussion:
There have been many previous council questions regarding railways in Windsor.
Council Report 16304, which came to Council on January 21, 2013 (attached at
‘Appendix A’), summarizes the questions and responses to CQ 33-2008, CQ107-2008,
CQ10-2011, CQ23-2011, CQ56-2011, CQ67-2011 and CQ70-2011.
The City of Windsor had a Rail Issues Committee that arose as a result of a Rail
Rationalization Study. The Rail Issues Committee was disbanded by the Striking
Committee on February 25, 2019. This decision was adopted by City Council on March
4, 2019, under Council Resolution 115/2019 (attached at ‘Appendix B’). There is no
replacement committee or plan at the moment to make the Rail Issues Committee
active again.
Turning to jurisdiction, the rail companies operating in Essex County (Canadian Pacific,
VIA Rail, and the Essex Terminal Railway) are federally-regulated railway companies.
This leaves the regulation of rail travel and the associated routes and tracks outside of
municipal jurisdiction.
The Canada Transportation Act authorizes the Canada Transportation Agency
(“Agency”) to act in a quasi-judicial manner to deal with complaints regarding railways.
Individuals can make complaints, which are dealt with by the Agency through
facilitation, mediation, arbitration or adjudication. The Agency allows individuals to file
complaints regarding noise and vibration and has a guideline for the resolution of such
complaints (attached at ‘Appendix C’). Residents can file complaints together, but the
Canada Transportation Agency asks that if residents decide to file joint complaints, they
pick one or two spokespeople from their group to make communications more efficient.
These joint complaints are dealt with through mediation if the complainant and railway
consent to mediation. If there is no consent to mediation, the complaint is pushed to
adjudication. City Councillors can provide this guide to residents when a complaint is
received to assist residents in making effective complaints.
In addition to this process, City of Windsor 311 will receive complaints regarding
railways from residents. 311 operators are instructed to provide complainants the
contact information of the different railways operating in Windsor. The City of Windsor
only deals itself with issues regarding road conditions and grading around railways if the
issue is more than one metre away from the railway and with fencing requests to repair
or build new fences on city property around railways. Complainants are made aware of
this.

Risk Analysis:
n/a

Climate Change Risks
Climate Change Mitigation:
n/a
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Climate Change Adaptation:
n/a

Financial Matters:
There are no financial impacts associated with the receipt of this report.

Consultations:
Rob Slater, Executive Initiatives Coordinator, Office of the Commissioner of
Infrastructure Services
Alena Sleziak, Manager, Customer Contact Centre
Karen Kadour, Committee Coordinator, Council Services
Stephan Coqueux, Mediator, Alternative Dispute Resolution Group – Canada
Transportation Agency

Conclusion:
Railways are outside of municipal regulatory jurisdiction. The railways in Windsor are
owned by federal railway companies, therefore, they are governed by the Canada
Transportation Act and complaints go through the Canada Transportation Agency. The
municipality is not well placed to take these complaints to the Canada Transportation
Agency, unless the complaints stem from City properties bordering railways.
If individual residents have complaints, the Canada Transportation Agency provides a
forum for complaints to be heard and resolved through facilitation, mediation, arbitration
or adjudication, and Windsor residents can follow the complaint process. This is the only
complaint process available for issues regarding railways or rail companies.

Approvals:
Name
Aadil Nathani
Shelby Askin Hager

Title
Executive Initiatives Coordinator
City Solicitor and Commissioner, Legal
and Legislative Services
Chief Administrative Officer

Jason Reynar

Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Appendices:
1
2
3

Report dated January 7, 2013
Minutes from February 25, 2019 meeting
Canadian Transportation Agency - Guidelines for the Resolution of Complaints
Concerning Railway Noise and Vibration
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Item No.
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF WINDSOR
OFFICE OF THE CITY ENGINEER- Administrative
MISSION STATEMENT:
“The City of Windsor, with the involvement of its citizens, will deliver effective and responsive municipal services,
and will mobilize innovative community partnerships”

LiveLink Report #: 16304

Report Date:

January 7, 2013

Author’s Name: Mario Sonego

Date to Council: Jan 21, 2013

Author’s Phone: 519 255-6257 ext. 6356

Classification #: COMMUNICATION

(#3473-01/07/13:ebr)

Author’s E-mail: msonego@city.windsor.on.ca
To:

Mayor and Members of City Council

Subject:

VARIOUS COUNCIL QUESTIONS REGARDING RAIL ISSUES

1.

RECOMMENDATION:

City Wide: X

Ward(s):

To Council for information.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: N/A
2.

BACKGROUND:

Over the last few years, there have been a number of Council Questions pertaining to Railways (CQ33-2008, CQ107-2008, CQ10-2011, CQ23-2011, CQ28-2011, CQ56-2011, CQ67-2011 and
CQ70-2011). The purpose of this report is to address those eight questions in sequence that they
were received.

3.
I.

DISCUSSION:
CQ33-2008

Asks that with regards to idling trains behind the Sportsman’s Club
and Brentwood, can we invite representatives of the railways
responsible to a meeting of the Rail Issues Committee to discuss the
issue of idling trains on the tracks behind Brentwood, which are
subjecting residents to a barrage of noise and diesel fumes.

While the Rail Issues Committee does not exist as a Committee of Council anymore, it should be
noted that trains at CN’s major Van de Water Yard only idle while shunting. Shunting is
necessary in a railway operation in order to move trains or cars from one track to another.
With respect to the noise generated from the yard, the Canada Transportation Act (“CTA”) now
authorizes the Canadian Transportation Agency to resolve complaints regarding noise and
vibration caused by the operation of railways under its jurisdiction.
1 of 8
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In Section 95.1 of the CTA, it states that a railway company shall cause only such noise and
vibration as is reasonable, taking into account:



its operational requirements; and
the area where the operation is taking place.

In determining whether a railway company has caused only such noise or vibration as is
reasonable under section 95.1 of the CTA, the Agency will consider, amongst others, the
following elements:








the railway company's obligations to provide adequate and suitable service to its
customers as well as its operational requirements, such as issues of logistics,
efficiency and safety;
the affected area where the railway construction or operation takes place,
including its zoning and its occupation (i.e., type of land use), the proximity of the
affected persons, and any relevant changes in the affected area's land use;
the characteristics and magnitude of the noise or vibration (such as the level and
type of noise [impulse or constant], the time of day, duration, and frequency of
occurrence);
the impact of the noise or vibration disturbance on the persons affected;
relevant standards to assess the significance of the effects of noise and vibration
levels;
available mitigation methods and technologies that are cost-effective and
operationally feasible; and
efforts made by the parties to reduce the noise or vibration at its source and/or at
the point of reception, to prevent its propagation, and mitigate its impact on the
persons affected.

As this is a major rail yard, it is likely to be viewed that noise and vibration emitted from the Van
de Water yard are reasonable operational requirements associated with a railway.
However, even before the Canadian Transportation Agency will investigate a complaint
regarding railway noise or vibrations, it must be satisfied that collaborative measures as set out in
its “Guidelines for the Resolution of Complaints Over Railway Noise and Vibration” document
have been exhausted.
To satisfy the collaborative measures requirements of the CTA, the following measures must be
undertaken:





Direct communication shall be established among the parties.
A meaningful dialogue shall take place.
Proposed solutions shall be constructive and feasible.
Facilitation and mediation shall be considered

Collaborative measures are expected to be completed within 60 days of the railway company
receiving a written complaint - unless the parties agree to extend the process. The challenge the
Canada Transportation Agency then is faced with is to balance the concerns of residents with the
need for a railway company to maintain efficient and economically viable railway operations.
2 of 8
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II.

CQ107-2008

Asks our Administration to contact the Rail Companies & Via Rail
to ascertain why the engineers continue to blow whistles at all
hours of the day & night at level crossings which are audio
signalized with operating safety arms & lights, much to the
annoyance of people trying to sleep or get young children to sleep.
Further, what can we do to convince the Rail Companies to cease
this practice – especially on the east side near Pillette, Jefferson,
Lauzon Parkway, Lauzon, Penang, Clover and Banwell
intersections.

Train whistling requirements are set out in the Canadian Rail Operating Rules (CROR). With
respect to grade crossings, the CROR states that trains must whistle as they approach public
railway-roadway grade crossings. The Railway Safety Act allows municipalities to request
whistling cessation at a crossing.
Presently, there are 20 active crossings within the City that either have an agreement with the
railway, a CTA board order, or City By-Law that prohibits train whistles. A list of these
crossings is attached as Appendix A.
The City pays Canadian Pacific Railway for the increased insurance costs at their crossings
where the trains have stopped whistling. The cost is approximately $550 per crossing annually
and is budgeting in the Operations Department.
Should the City of Windsor wish to proceed with requesting whistle cessation at additional
crossings, it must:
1. Contact the railway company;
2. Notify the general public and all relevant organizations of its plan to pass a
Council resolution supporting the cessation of train whistling in the area;
3. Conduct a detailed safety assessment of the crossing with the railway company;
4. Pass a Council resolution supporting the cessation of train whistling at the
crossing; and
5. Assume complete liability for the crossing.
If and when an agreement has been reached between the railway company and the municipality,
the railway company will arrange to have whistling ceased and will notify Transport Canada of
the effective date.
Administration would not recommend pursuing whistle cessation at additional crossings. In
brief discussions with VIA Rail, they have indicated that their trains reach much higher speeds
compared to freight trains. Whistle blowing to VIA is an important safety measure and they
have indicated that should the City wish to have no whistling at VIA Rail crossings, that the City
would need to assume complete liability for these crossings.
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III.

CQ10-2011

Asks for an update on the Strategic Rail Study as originally
received by City Council in 2008.

Started in 2005 and completed in 2008, the Community Based Strategic Rail Study provides the
framework for a technically preferred rail rationalization scenario for the City of Windsor.
Additionally, it reviewed the technical possibility of a multimodal or intermodal facility at
Windsor Airport. At this time, there isn’t any update to provide to Council on the Community
Based Strategic Rail Study approved in 2008. Implementation of the preferred rail
rationalization scenario is largely dependant on the railways and Transport Canada.
IV.

CQ23-2011

Asks that Administration assess the 3-way intersection at Jefferson
Blvd. and South National in order to develop recommendations to
address the hazards associated with left and right turns from South
National on to Jefferson Blvd. given the obstructed sight lines on
north-bound Jefferson attributable to the railway crossing.
and

V.

CQ56-2011

Asks for a report from Administration outlining steps we could
take to address the safety issues at the Jefferson South National
railway crossing.

This was discussed in a previous report to Council and at this point, the City of Windsor is
working with VIA Rail to study what the options are with respect to the safety of this
intersection and a report has been commissioned by both VIA Rail and the City of Windsor.
The results will be reported back to Council separately.
VI.

CQ28-2011

Asks what is the protocol when the safety gates don’t release and go
back up after the train has passed and vehicle traffic continues to
backup? Who should drivers call and at what number? AND – can
we erect signs at our more problematic crossings informing
motorists who to call to correct the problem?

Following the issuance of Transportation Safety Board Rail Safety Advisory 07/95, railways
posted 1-800 emergency contact information at all public railway crossings in Canada.
Residents are encouraged to report any conditions at highway/railway crossings which may be
dangerous to highway or rail traffic.
To report such emergency:
1) Call the railway at the 1-800 number listed on the crossing to report the
malfunction/emergency; then
2) Call 911 to report the malfunction.
There is no standard for the type of signage or location of the emergency contact number under
current Transport Canada regulations.
4 of 8
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CN places their emergency contact phone number (1-800-465-9239), the mileage and
subdivision of the crossing location on a sign (4 inches by 24 inches) located on the back of
crossbucks at passive public crossings and on the gates and signal bungalows at automated
public crossings.
CPR places an emergency contact phone number (1-800-716-9132) and the five-digit Transport
Canada crossing number on a similar sign located on the back of crossbucks at all public
crossings.

Image taken from httpp://www.tsb.gc.ca showing location of Emergency contact number.

These emergency calls are directed to the CN or CPR rail police, respectively. They will then in
turn notify the appropriate rail traffic control centre which will then alert nearby trains.
VII.

CQ67-2011

Asks to come up with a timeline on repairing the road on Pillette
and the track. It is in bad shape and needs to be pursued. We need
to put pressure on the railroad company to work with
Administration to repair this section.

Administration has met with VIA and they have confirmed that the crossing at Pillette Road is in
their 2013 budget.
VIII.

CQ70-2011

Asks in response to neighbourhood complaints, Administration to
contact Via Rail in order to determine why incoming ViA trains
conduct train reversal exercises in and out of the Jefferson and
South National Intersection with each and every arrival. The intent
of this inquiry is to determine whether this activity can be stopped
or at the very least mitigated in order to minimize the impact on
vehicular traffic at the crossing.
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Administration met with VIA representatives regarding this issue who indicated that this is the
only way that trains can be turned around and there is no other method so this will continue in
order for the effective operations of VIA.

4.

RISK ANALYSIS:

Train whistles are a vital safety feature which protect motorists, pedestrians, and train crews
from collisions at railway grade crossings. The sole purpose of train whistling on the approach to
railway grade crossings is to alert motorists and pedestrians that an imminent danger is
approaching. Not having trains sound their whistles when approaching grade crossings may lead
to increased risk to the public, particularly for high speed trains such as VIA trains.
Furthermore, the City’s insurer would have to agree to the City assuming such a risk, which they
may not entertain. Therefore, taking on the risk for high speed rail crossings (i.e. VIA trains) is a
risk Administration could not recommend.
The maintenance of rail track through the City of Windsor is the responsibility of railway
companies. The rail industry encourages the public to report any and all problems at crossings.
These include events such as stalled vehicles, seemingly malfunctioning safety devices, and
instances of unclear sightlines.
All crossings have signage indicating the toll-free telephone number that may be used to reach
the relevant rail authorities in case of emergency. Reporting of problems and use of these tollfree numbers is to everyone's benefit.

5.

FINANCIAL MATTERS:

A consulting firm would need to be hired to conduct a detailed safety audit at each railway grade
crossing where the City is considering the cessation of train whistling. A safety audit reviews
the need for safety warning devices including signs, lights, bells and gates, but can also include
the need for anti-trespassing fencing and other mitigation measures to improve safety at the
crossing. The cost to implement any required safety improvements would be the responsibility of
the City.
In addition, each additional railway crossing where whistle-cessation is implemented will result
in increased liability to the City and in turn, increased annual insurance costs.

6.

CONSULTATIONS:

Information for this report was obtained from VIA as well as from other information sources and
compiled by the Public Works with input from Legal with respect to liability.
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7.

CONCLUSION:

The above information is with respect with the various council questions regarding rail and is for
Council’s information.

MARIO SONEGO

GEORGE WILKKI

City Engineer and Corporate Leader
Environmental Protection and Transportation

City Solicitor and Corporate Leader
Economic Development and Public Safety

SHELBY ASKIN-HAGER

HELGA REIDEL

Manager of Purchasing & Risk Management

Chief Administrative Officer

MS:RS:ebr

APPENDICES: APPENDIX A – LIST OF CURRENT ANTI-WHISTLING AGREEMENTS
DEPARTMENTS/OTHERS CONSULTED:
Name:
NOTIFICATION :
Name

Address

Email Address

Telephone

FAX
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APPENDIX A – LIST OF CURRENT ANTI-WHISTLING AGREEMENTS

Agreement/Board
Order/By-Law
Date
29/06/2001
29/06/2001
16/05/1994
16/05/1994
16/05/1994
16/05/1994
16/05/1994

Railway

ID

Spur/Subdivision

Mileage

Road

CPR
CPR
CPR
CPR
CPR
CPR
CPR

083
082
028
027
087
025
026

Main Line
Main Line
Main Line
Main Line
Main Line
Windsor Lead
Windsor Lead

105.87
106.31
109.80
110.26
109.30
1.00
0.57

CNR

077

CASO

220.23

Jefferson
North Service
McDougall
Dougall
Parent
Tecumseh W
Dougall
Sixth
Concession

CNR

076

CASO

220.54

Cabana

13/05/1996

CNR

075

CASO

221.78

Howard

13/05/1996

CNR

064

Chrysler

0.79

29/11/1988

CNR

065

Chrysler

1.05

Tecumseh E
Roseville
Garden

CNR

066

Chrysler

2.04

Jefferson

29/11/1988

CNR

068

Chrysler

2.18

Clemenceau

29/11/1988

VIA

057

Chatham

105.87

Devonshire

29/11/1988

VIA

059

Chatham

105.65

Walker

29/11/1988

VIA

060

Chatham

104.49

George

29/11/1988

VIA

061

Chatham

104.01

Pillette

29/11/1988

VIA

062

Chatham

103.10

Jefferson

29/11/1988

VIA

063

Chatham

101.72

Lauzon

29/11/1988

13/05/1996

29/11/1988

Board Order / By-Law

By-Law #12560
(no board order)
By-Law #12560
(no board order)
By-Law #12560
(no board order)
Board Order #1988-R-1105
& By-Law #9400
Board Order #1988-R-1105
& By-Law #9400
Board Order #1988-R-1105
& By-Law #9400
Board Order #1988-R-1105
& By-Law #9400
Board Order #1988-R-1105
& By-Law #9400
Board Order #1988-R-1105
& By-Law #9400
Board Order #1988-R-1105
& By-Law #9400
Board Order #1988-R-1105
& By-Law #9400
Board Order #1988-R-1105
& By-Law #9400
Board Order #1988-R-1105
& By-Law #9400
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Minutes
City Council
Monday, March 04, 2019

Page 32 of 38

Adopted by Council at its meeting held March 4, 2019 (CR115/2019)
VC/bm
Windsor, Ontario, March 4, 2019

REPORT OF THE STRIKING COMMITTEE
of its meeting held
February 25, 2019
PRESENT: Mayor D. Dilkens
Councillor R. Bortolin
Councillor F. Costante
Councillor F. Francis
Councillor J. Gignac
Councillor C. Holt
Councillor G. Kaschak
Councillor I. Kusmierczyk
Councillor K. McKenzie
Councillor J. Morrison
Councillor E. Sleiman
Also in attendance:

0. Colucci, Chief Administrative Officer
J. Payne, Community Development and Health Commissioner and
Corporate Leader Social Development, Health, Recreation and
Culture
V. Critchley, City Clerk/Licence Commissioner and Corporate Leader
Public Engagement and Human Resources
J. Mancina, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer and Corporate Leader
Finance and Technology
W. Vendrasco, Acting City Solicitor and Corporate Leader Economic
Development and Public Safety
J. Wilson, Corporate Leader, Parks, Facilities, Recreation and Culture
S. Vlachodimos, Deputy Clerk

Declarations of Pecuniary Interest:
Councillor Francis discloses an interest and abstains from voting on the
Enwin Energy appointments as a relative is an applicant.
Councillor Sleiman discloses an interest and abstains from voting on the
Committee of Adjustment appointments as a relative is an applicant.
Your Committee submits the following recommendations:
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Striking Committee Report

-2-

February 25, 2019

1.
That the following persons BE APPOINTED as Jurors for the 2019 Arts, Culture
and Heritage Fund:
•
•
•
•
•

Erin Armstrong
Carley Scweitzer
Vanessa Shields
Peter Hrastovec (previous Juror)
Charmaine Valbuena (previous Juror)

2.
That the recommended slate (attached) as submitted by the various
Business Improvement Area Boards of Management BE APPROVED.
3.
That the list of Council and citizen appointments (copy attached) to various
Agencies, Boards, Commissions and Committees BE APPROVED, for the 2019 - 2022 term
(unless otherwise noted) or until their successors are appointed.
4.
That Council's current policy regarding the appointment of citizen representatives
to only one Committee BE WAIVED for the following persons:
• Marina Clemens
• Yo Son Dah Nost Huff
5.

That the following Committees BE DISBANDED:
•
•
•

Museum Development Steering Committee
Pathway to Potential
Rail Issues Committee

6.
That the report on the Summary of the Advisory Committees Effectiveness for
2017 and 2018 BE RECEIVED FOR INFORMATION.

CHAIR

CITY CLERK
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Guidelines for the Resolution
of Complaints Concerning
Railway Noise and Vibration

Making Transportation Efficient and Accessible for All

available in multiple formats
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Printed and bound in Canada
ISBN 978-0-662-05998-1
Catalogue No. TT4-13/2008
1st edition, October 20, 2008
Available in multiple formats.
This document and other Canadian Transportation Agency
publications are available on the Web site at www.cta.gc.ca.
For more information about the Canadian Transportation Agency
please call toll free 1-888-222-2592; TTY 1-800-669-5575.
Correspondence may be addressed to:
Canadian Transportation Agency
Ottawa, ON K1A 0N9
e-mail: info@otc-cta.gc.ca
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INTRODUCTION
On June 22, 2007, Parliament enacted amendments to the Canada
Transportation Act (the CTA) which came into force the same day.
The CTA now authorizes the Canadian Transportation Agency
(the Agency), a quasi-judicial administrative tribunal of the federal
government, to resolve complaints regarding noise and vibration
caused by the construction and operation of railways under its
jurisdiction as well as public passenger service providers.

The Guidelines for the Resolution of Complaints
Concerning Railway Noise and Vibration have been
developed to assist persons, municipal governments,
and railway companies to resolve issues related to
railway noise and vibration.
They set out:
• the collaborative measures that parties must follow before
the Agency conducts an investigation or a hearing into a
complaint;
• the elements that the Agency considers in determining whether
a railway company is in compliance with the noise and vibration
provisions of the CTA; and
• how to file a complaint, list the information to be submitted,
as well as the process to be followed.

CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION
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APPLICATION OF THE GUIDELINES
The guidelines apply to railway companies that operate under
federal jurisdiction as well as public passenger service providers,
including urban transit authorities.1 A list of these organizations is
available on the Agency’s Web site at www.cta.gc.ca.
The guidelines apply to all forms of railway noise and vibration
produced during the construction and the operation of a railway.
For instance, this can be noise from passing trains or idling
locomotives, shunting, whistling, or noise from the compression
or “stretching” of trains.
Train whistles which are blown for safety reasons to warn of a
train’s passage are a legal requirement of the Canadian Rail
Operating Rules (CROR) administered by Transport Canada (TC)
pursuant to the Railway Safety Act (RSA). These requirements
are described in Rule 14 of the CROR which can be found on the
TC Web site at www.tc.gc.ca/rail.
Municipal governments seeking to eliminate train whistles for
residents living near railway crossings must contact the railway
company directly.
More information can be found in the TC Guideline No. 1, Procedures
and Conditions for Eliminating Whistling at Public Crossings, which
can also be accessed on the above-mentioned TC Web site. Queries
related to whistling should be directed to TC. The list of TC offices
and contact information across the country can also be found on
the TC Web site. The guidelines do not relieve the parties of their
obligations under the RSA.

1

These are VIA Rail Canada Inc. and urban transit authorities such as GO Transit, Agence métropolitaine
de transport, and West Coast Express. In this document, railway companies and public passenger service
providers will be collectively referred to as railway companies.

2
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The guidelines are designed to:
• encourage collaboration among the parties to a railway noise
or vibration issue; and
• ensure transparency and consistency in the Agency’s
decision-making process for noise and vibration complaints.

Agency decisions are legally binding on the parties involved, subject
to the appeal rights presented later in these guidelines.
The guidelines are meant to address principally noise and vibration
disputes with regard to existing railway infrastructure or facilities.
For railway construction projects that require Agency approval under
subsection 98(1) of the CTA, railway companies must evaluate the
potential environmental impacts – including noise and vibration issues.
Before authorizing the construction of a railway facility, the Agency
must be satisfied that the proposed infrastructure and facilities will not
likely create significant adverse environmental impacts.

Planning and Communication
As municipalities and railway facilities and operations grow
and expand in close proximity to each other, careful planning and
communication is critical in order to avoid future noise and
vibration issues.
Municipal and regional administrations have jurisdiction over
zoning and authorization of development near existing railway
infrastructure and facilities.
Careful consideration should be given at the planning and approvals
stages to measures that will prevent or mitigate the impacts of
potentially incompatible land uses, as well as other issues.

CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION
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Railway companies have control over their construction and
operations. They should assess and mitigate their impacts on
neighbouring areas – even when the construction and operations
are not subject to an environmental assessment and approval
under the CTA.

Ongoing communication among all involved in
railway noise and vibration issues can help develop
awareness of the needs and realities of other
parties and may help prevent future complaints.
Whether it is a railway company’s participation in a municipal
planning consultation or a municipal government working with
a railway company to solve problems, exploring solutions in a
proactive way can be productive for neighbourhoods, municipalities,
and railway companies.

PROVISIONS OF THE CTA REGARDING NOISE
AND VIBRATION
Section 95.1 of the CTA states that a railway company shall cause
only such noise and vibration as is reasonable, taking into account:
• its obligations under sections 113 and 114 of the CTA, if applicable;
• its operational requirements; and
• the area where the construction or operation is taking place.

4
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Section 113 of the CTA details the level of service a railway company
must provide to its customers for services such as the loading,
unloading, transportation and delivery of merchandise.
Section 114 specifies a railway company’s obligations regarding
the transfer of merchandise from its railway to that of other railway
companies, the return of rolling stock of other companies and the
obligation, where a railway forms part of a continuous line with
the railway of another company, to maintain the continuous line
of transportation.
Sections 113 and 114 do not relieve a railway company from its
obligation to cause only such noise or vibration as is reasonable.
A railway company’s operational requirements include not only
those operations necessary to effectively run a railway but also
any statutory or legal obligations under other legislation such as
the RSA.
The area affected by railway construction or operation encompasses
those residential, institutional and commercial establishments in close
proximity to the railway construction or operation.
Subsection 95.3(1) of the CTA authorizes the Agency to hear
complaints and conduct investigations. The Agency evaluates each
case on its own merits.
If the Agency determines that the noise or vibration is not
reasonable, it may order a railway company to undertake any
change in its railway construction or operation that the Agency
considers reasonable to comply with the noise and vibration
provisions set out above.

CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION
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COLLABORATIVE RESOLUTION OF NOISE AND
VIBRATION COMPLAINTS
The CTA specifies that before the Agency can investigate a
complaint regarding railway noise or vibrations, it must be satisfied
that the collaborative measures set out in these guidelines have
been exhausted.
Collaboration allows both complainants and railway companies to
have a say in resolving an issue. A solution in which both parties
have had input is more likely to constitute a long-term solution
and is one that can often be implemented more effectively and
efficiently than a decision rendered through an adjudicative process.
Collaborative measures are expected to be completed within
60 days of the railway company receiving a written complaint –
unless the parties agree to extend the process.

Collaborative Measures
Prior to raising their concerns with a railway company,
complainants should consult their municipal government with
regard to the railway noise and vibration issues they have.
The municipal government may have information and expertise
that is pertinent to the resolution of the complaint and may wish
to become involved in the discussion with the railway company.
To satisfy the collaborative measures requirements of the CTA,
the following measures must be undertaken:
• Direct communication shall be established among the parties.
Complainants must have the opportunity to:
– express their concerns clearly; and
– describe the impact of the noise or vibration to the
railway company.

6
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The railway company must have the opportunity to:
– be adequately informed of the situation,
– receive and exchange the necessary information to
understand the issue and explore solutions (The type
of information that should be provided to a railway
company for it to understand the issue can be found
in the complaint form); and
– present its views and relevant information on
its operations.
The railway must also respond to a written complaint within
30 days, and agree on a date within the following 30 days to
meet and discuss the resolution of the complaint.
• A meaningful dialogue shall take place.
Each party must come to the meeting prepared to listen
to the other’s concerns and be willing to explore available
options. For this dialogue to be productive, each party or
their representative must have a mandate to negotiate.
• Proposed solutions shall be constructive and feasible.
The parties must assess the solutions proposed and make
reasonable efforts to resolve the complaint. In assessing the
proposed solutions, parties should consider the elements the
Agency will use in resolving noise and vibration complaints
(set out on pages 13 and 14).
• Facilitation and mediation shall be considered.
If the parties are unsuccessful in resolving an issue on
their own, they must consider whether to use third party
facilitation or mediation services.
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Railway Noise and Vibration Complaint Process

Collaborative Measures Process

Train whistling
complaints: contact
your municipality
to implement
Transport Canada
anti-whistling
provisions

Railway noise &
vibration complaint

Collaborative measures:
discussion among
parties
Resolved

Unresolved

Voluntary
facilitation/mediation

Unresolved

Resolved

Formal complaint filed
with the Agency

Formal Compliance Process

Complaint not
within Agency
jurisdiction –
directed to proper
area for resolution

Agency satisfied
collaborative measures
have been exhausted

Agency unsatisfied
collaborative
measures have
been exhausted

Agency opens
pleadings

Railway company has
30 days to provide
its comments

Complainant has
10 days to reply

8

Agency investigates
and renders
a decision
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Resources Available to the Parties to Resolve Issues
One resource is a document entitled Local Dispute Resolution
Framework jointly developed by the Railway Association of Canada
and the Federation of Canadian Municipalities. It can be found on
their joint Web site at www.proximityissues.ca. This site also
includes the list of railway companies operating in Canada and
their contact information, various technical documents, mitigation
measures and best practices, and other useful information on
proximity issues.
Railway company contacts can also be obtained from Agency staff.

Facilitation and Mediation

Facilitation and mediation are collaborative approaches
to solving disputes in which a neutral third party
helps to keep the discussion focussed and assists
the parties in finding a mutually beneficial solution.
In both cases, the parties jointly make decisions to resolve the
disputed issues and ultimately determine the outcome.
Facilitation is an informal process. A facilitator works with the parties
to confirm the issue(s) in dispute and to determine if there are any
common areas of agreement that can lead to a quick resolution.
Mediation is a more structured and managed process than
facilitation, yet is still a flexible and highly effective means of
resolving issues. Mediation is confidential, unless the parties
agree otherwise, and allows the parties to develop creative
solutions that may not be available through formal adjudication.
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Agency Facilitation and Mediation Services
While the parties are encouraged to and should first consider
local facilitation and mediation services, they may wish to discuss
dispute resolution options with Agency staff. Given their extensive
knowledge of the railway industry and issues, Agency staff may
be able to assist the parties in resolving disputes informally
through facilitation.

Parties may also, on agreement, request the mediation
services of the Agency for issues under its jurisdiction.
An Agency-appointed mediator will contact the parties to initiate
the mediation process. The Agency’s time frame for completing the
mediation process is 30 days – unless the parties to the mediation
agree otherwise – and the mediation services can be accessed at
no cost to the parties. More information on the Agency’s mediation
process can be obtained at www.cta.gc.ca.

FILING A COMPLAINT WITH THE AGENCY
The Agency will only conduct an investigation or hear a complaint
once it is satisfied that the parties have tried and exhausted the
collaborative measures set out above.
Should one of the parties fail to collaborate, the Agency may accept
the filing of a complaint before the expiry of the above-noted 60 day
collaborative period.
In cases where the parties are not able to resolve the issues between
themselves or by way of facilitation or mediation, a complaint may
be filed with the Agency requesting a determination under the formal
adjudication process. The complaint must include evidence that
the parties have tried and exhausted, or that one of the parties
has failed to participate in, the collaborative measures set out in
these guidelines.
10
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Information brought before the Agency should be specific and
substantiated. Legal representation is not required.
Complaints may be filed by individuals, institutions, local groups, or
municipalities that consider their level of exposure to railway noise
or vibration to be unreasonable. When the Agency investigates a
complaint, it will ensure that the municipal government is informed
of the complaint and will seek its comments.
To avoid investigating numerous complaints for the same railway
construction or operation, the Agency encourages complainants
to consult others potentially affected before filing a complaint.
This may save time and effort for all parties.
Complaints may be made either in writing or filed electronically
and must include all supporting information (see Complaint Form).
Written complaints must be signed by the complainant and sent to
the Agency at the following address:
Secretary
Canadian Transportation Agency
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0N9
or by facsimile to: 819-997-6727
Complaints filed electronically are to be sent to the following
e-mail address:
secretaire-secretary@otc-cta.gc.ca
To courier a complaint, please use the following address:
Secretary
Canadian Transportation Agency
15 Eddy Street
17th Floor, Mailroom
Gatineau, Quebec J8X 4B3
A copy of the complaint filed with the Agency must be sent
concurrently to all parties involved.
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PROCESS
In accordance with its General Rules, after receiving a complaint,
the Agency ensures that each interested party has the opportunity
to comment on the complaint and any disputed issues. In general,
the Agency invites the other interested parties to respond within
30 days, and then allows the complainant 10 days to reply.
Both complainants and railway companies are responsible for
presenting evidence to support their position before the Agency.
The Agency may pose its own questions, request further
information, and conduct a site investigation where necessary.
The Agency may also order parties to undertake at their own
expense specific studies or tests required to provide adequate
and reliable data or assessments.
As an impartial body, the Agency cannot prepare or document
a complaint nor can it provide funding to any party for the
preparation of a complaint, answer or reply.

The Agency reviews all evidence that it has obtained
through its investigation to develop a comprehensive
understanding of the circumstances of each case,
before rendering its decision or determination.
The Agency strives to process complaints within 120 days of
receiving a complete application. However, given the complexities
or the number of parties involved in some noise or vibration
complaints, this goal may not be met. In such cases, the Agency
will act as expeditiously as possible.
Parties are encouraged to continue to work together to seek a
resolution even though a complaint may be before the Agency.

12
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ELEMENTS THE AGENCY WILL USE IN RESOLVING NOISE
AND VIBRATION COMPLAINTS
In determining whether a railway company has caused only such
noise or vibration as is reasonable under section 95.1 of the CTA,
the Agency will consider the following elements:
• the railway company’s obligations to provide adequate and
suitable service to its customers as well as its operational
requirements, such as issues of logistics, efficiency and safety;
• the affected area where the railway construction or operation
takes place, including its zoning and its occupation (i.e., type of
land use), the proximity of the affected persons, and any relevant
changes in the affected area’s land use;
• railway operations in the affected area, including any relevant
changes (volume of traffic, speed, length and frequency of trains,
methods of operation, increase or concentration of operations);
• the characteristics and magnitude of the noise or vibration
(such as the level and type of noise [impulse or constant],
the time of day, duration, and frequency of occurrence);
• relevant noise or vibration measurements or studies conducted
in the area affected;
• the presence of ambient noise other than that of railway
operations, such as highway noise;
• the impact of the noise or vibration disturbance on the
persons affected;
• relevant standards to assess the significance of the effects
of noise and vibration levels;
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• available mitigation methods and technologies that are costeffective and operationally feasible;
• efforts made by the parties to reduce the noise or vibration at its
source and/or at the point of reception, to prevent its propagation,
and mitigate its impact on the persons affected; and
• other issues relevant to the complaint.

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
Many standards and guidelines have been developed regarding
noise and vibration. For instance, some municipalities and provinces
have developed goals or standards of maximum acceptable noise
levels at the point of reception that are contained in by-laws,
policies or guidelines. The railway industry uses emission standards
to control noise at the source.
The Agency may take these standards and guidelines into account
in its deliberations, but is not bound by them.

WHAT IS REASONABLE?
The Agency determines what is “reasonable” noise or vibration
taking into consideration all of the elements mentioned above and
the jurisprudence regarding what is “reasonable”. Reasonableness
is determined on a case-by-case basis and relates to an objective
sense of what is just and proper in a given circumstance. What is
reasonable in some circumstances may not be reasonable in
other circumstances.

14
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The challenge is to carefully balance the concerns of communities
with the need for a railway company to maintain efficient and
economically viable railway operations. Overall, this balance is
inherent in the statutory requirement that the allowable noise or
vibration be only that which is reasonable.

DECISIONS AND APPEALS
Any Agency Decision is subject to the following conditions:
• it is binding upon the parties and remains in effect until it is
amended or rescinded;
• it may be reviewed by the Agency in light of new facts or
circumstances;
• it may be appealed to the Federal Court of Appeal on a matter
of law or jurisdiction within one month of the date of the order
or decision (section 41 of the CTA); and
• it may be appealed to the Governor in Council at any time
(section 40 of the CTA).

CONFIDENTIALITY
All documents filed with the Agency become part of the public
record and may be made available for public viewing. However,
in accordance with the General Rules (www.cta.gc.ca), a claim
for confidentiality can be made.
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PRIVACY
Decisions are posted on the Agency’s Web site and include the
names of the parties involved. The decision will also be distributed
to a number of organizations which have subscribed to and receive
Agency Decisions.

TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Agency will establish a technical advisory committee to provide
expertise and advice on best practices of general application
related to noise and vibration issues. The advisory committee
will not provide advice on individual complaints that the Agency
mediates or adjudicates.

REVIEW OF GUIDELINES
The present Guidelines will be reviewed no later than three years
after coming into effect so as to reflect current trends and the
Agency’s experience in resolving railway noise and vibration
complaints.

16
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RELEVANT DOCUMENTS TO THE RESOLUTION OF
NOISE AND VIBRATION COMPLAINTS
Published by the Canadian Transportation Agency:
• Consultation Guide on Railway Noise and Vibration Guidelines
• Resolving Disputes Through Mediation
• Canadian Transportation Agency General Rules
• Guide to Railway Works Cost Apportionment
• Are you involved in a transportation-related dispute?
The above are available in alternate formats.
Published by the Railway Association of Canada/Federation of
Canadian Municipalities:
• Final Report: Proximity Guidelines and Best Practices
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
For more information or copies of the above documents:
Toll Free: 1-888-222-2592
Facsimile: 819-997-6727
TTY: 1-800-669-5575
E-mail: info@otc-cta.gc.ca
For more information on the Canada Transportation Act, the Agency
and its responsibilities, or Agency Decisions and Orders, you can
access the Agency’s Web site at www.cta.gc.ca.

18
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Item No. 8.1
Council Report: C 144/2021

Subject: Award of RFP#152-20 – Traffic Infrastructure Non-Intrusive
Signal Detection System
Reference:
Date to Council: October 25, 2021
Author: Shawna Boakes
Senior Manager, Traffic Operations and Parking
519-255-6791
sboakes@citywindsor.ca
Report Date: September 27, 2021
Clerk’s File #: ST/14237
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
THAT Council APPROVE the award of RFP 152-20, Traffic Infrastructure Non-Intrusive
Signal Detection System, for the provision of traffic infrastructure non-intrusive signal
detection to an annual upset limit of $254,400 (excluding HST), to The Get Go Inc.
(DBA GGI Road & Traffic), for an initial period of one (1) year, with potential renewals
for successive one (1) year periods, provided all terms and conditions remain the same;
and,
THAT the CAO and City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to execute an agreement with The
Get Go Inc. (DBA GGI Road & Traffic) for the provision of providing traffic infrastructure
non-intrusive signal detection as stated above, satisfactory in form to the Commissioner
of Legal & Legal Services, in financial content to the Commissioner of Corporate
Services, and in technical content to the Commissioner of Infrastructure Services, or
designates.

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
In 2020, Traffic Operations issued a Request for Proposal (RFP) to select a new traffic
signal detection technology that would meet the ever changing needs of roadway users.
Older technology struggles to detect new roadway users; bicycles, scooters, ebikes, etc.
With the focus on the Active Transportation Master Plan including more and different
modes of transportation, it was important for the detection technology capabilities to
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match these new criteria. The goal of this RFP was to standardize on one (1)
technology moving forward for all installations.
Currently, the City utilizes video camera detection equipment for detecting vehicles at
the signals. The technology is almost 10 years old and often does not properly detect
the alternative modes of transportations (i.e. bicycles, e-scooters, etc.). There have
been significant advancements in the area of detection technology and it is required to
upgrade the equipment based on the evolution of multi-modes of transportation on our
roadways.

Discussion:
Traffic signal detection equipment is utilized at all major intersections and approximately
75% of the intersections throughout the City. This technology detects vehicles waiting
on the side streets (lower volume roads) and changes the signals to allow for the
waiting vehicle to proceed. The existing technology has been in use in the City for
many years and while it was ahead of it’s time at the point of installation, there have
been significant advances in the area of traffic signal detection technology in recent
years. Previous equipment worked well for vehicles including cars and trucks but
smaller modes of transportation were not always detected, i.e. bikes, e-scooters,
motorcycles, etc. New technology shows a much higher accuracy rate for multi-modal
users.
Therefore, an RFP was issued in 2020 with the sole purpose of selecting a new
technology that would meet the ever-changing needs of the traffic industry. The number
one priority of the selection criteria was accuracy of detection, if the system cannot
accurately detect the different road users, extra ‘nice to have’ technology is of no use.
The City completed a 6 month trial of three (3) shortlisted technologies that met the
initial criteria. Each product went through rigorous testing in the field to confirm the
accuracy of detection and test the ease of use. Each of the technologies also have
additional features including counting capabilities and other analytics that can be utilized
in the City’s existing Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS), however accuracy
was the primary requirement.
The Iteris camera technology as supplied by GGI scored the highest as per the criteria
set out in a 3 phase review approach including cost per intersection.
This technology will be implemented on all City intersections moving forward. New
signals, re-constructed signals, and replacement of existing failing detection technology,
will all be replaced using the Iteris system. Existing systems that are still functional and
operating will not be replaced until such time that they have failed or reached end of life.
The terms of the contract with GGI will include annual renewals, subject to either party
being able to opt out of the renewal. This will allow the City to ensure the technology still
meets its needs prior to each renewal and other conditions indicated in the agreement
are satisfied.
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Risk Analysis:
Existing technology does not meet the needs of the City moving forward. Not entering
into this agreement would create a lower level of service to the multi-modal roadway
users.

Climate Change Risks
Climate Change Mitigation:
N/A
Climate Change Adaptation:
N/A

Financial Matters:
The total upset cost of this work annually is $254,400 including non-refundable HST.
The Contract is not a result of a Sole Source Procurement.
An exemption from the acquisition methods of the Purchasing By-Law does not apply.
All costs for non-intrusive signal detection will be charged to the Traffic Signals – Capital
Upgrades and Replacements Projects annually. Sufficient funding is available in the
2021 project, ID 7211046, for the first year commitment of up to $254,400. There are
sufficient annual budget allotments for these costs included in the Traffic Signal
Upgrades and Replacements Program (OPS-008-20) capital budget development 10year plan for 2021.
There are no operational changes due to the selection of new technology.

Consultations:
Aaron Farough – Legal Counsel

Conclusion:
Administration recommends entering into a contract with The Get Go Inc. (DBA GGI
Road & Traffic) based on the terms and results of Tender 152-20.

Planning Act Matters:
N/A

Approvals:
Name

Title

Cindy Becker

Financial

Planning

Administrator
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Name

Title
Operations

Dwayne Dawson

Executive Director of Operations

Chris Nepszy

Commissioner, Infrastructure Services

Alex Vucinic

Purchasing Manager

Janice Guthrie

On behalf of Commissioner, Corporate Services – Chief
Financial Officer/City Treasurer

Shelby Askin Hager

Commissioner, Legal & Legislative Services

Jason Reynar

Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Appendices:
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Item No. 8.2
Council Report: C 124/2021
Subject: Hybrid Work Pilot Program - City Wide
Reference:
Date to Council: October 25, 2021
Author: Vincenza Mihalo, Executive Director of Human Resources
(519) 255-6515, ext. 6259; vmihalo@citywindsor.ca
Human Resources
Report Date: September 17, 2021
Clerk’s File #: MH/13786
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
THAT City Council APPROVE the development of a pilot Hybrid Work Program as
proposed in Appendix A (attached) for a period of one year starting in October 2021;
and,
THAT Administration PROVIDE City Council with a progress report after one year for
further recommendations; and,
THAT the draft of the new Hybrid Work Procedure (Appendix B) BE RECEIVED FOR
INFORMATION; and,
THAT the White Paper on Future of Working Remotely in Ontario’s Single Tier
Municipalities dated June 2021 (Appendix C) prepared on behalf of the Regional Si ngle
Tier Human Resources Group BE RECEIVED FOR INFORMATION.

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
The Work at Home Policy was first approved in 2006 as part of the City of Windsor
Corporate Pandemic Plan- Maintaining Business In, Through and Past a Crisis
(CR/12200). In this procedure, working at home was only permitted during an
emergency. The Work at Home Policy was converted into the Working at Home in the
Event of an Emergency or Other Special Circumstances in March 2020 as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic. This update included advances to technology and business
practices that had taken place since 2006, addressed ergonomic issues, and health and
safety concerns.
The current Work at Home in the Event of an Emergency Procedure was implemented
in March 2020 when the COVID-19 pandemic caused municipalities across Ontario
including Windsor to quickly transition many of their employees to working remotely.
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While working remotely became a mandatory necessity for pandemic purposes, globally
there has been much discussion of implementing work from home or hybrid models on
a more permanent basis. Many large private organizations were already implementing
or looking to implement remote work policies and other municipalities in Ontario are
exploring their options.
According to the White Paper on Future of Working Remotely in Ontario’s Single Tier
Municipalities (Appendix C), in some cases, municipal councils are passing motions
directing administration to implement permanent programs encouraging or mandating
as many employees as possible to work remotely indefinitely. In other cases,
municipalities are opting to take advantage of this time to downsize their office
infrastructure while increasing employee flexibility regarding their work location. Several
municipalities note that maximizing remote workers creates space for more municipal
services to be offered from fewer locations. Many municipalities anticipate developing
policies based on a hybrid model mixing remote and in-office work. Others are
expecting to end all remote work and have all employees return to the physical office
when it is safe to do so. Many are not yet sure of their next steps and are taking a wait
and see approach.

Discussion:
Administration recommends implementing a pilot a hybrid work program over the course
of the next year which would allow for certain employees in certain positions to work
from home some of the time. A hybrid workplace supports a blend of in-office and
remote workers.
The proposed Hybrid Work Procedure outlines the eligibility requirements and steps
required to engage in hybrid work in a way that allows for employees to meet the
requirements of their job responsibilities in serving the citizens and internal customers of
the City.
Eligibility to engage in hybrid work would depend on the nature of the employee's job,
the employee's current and past performance, availability of electronic resources, and
the overall feasibility of the proposed hybrid work schedule. Management would have
the sole and exclusive right to approve, modify, or rescind a hybrid work agreement.
Providing exceptional customer service to residents would remain the paramount
concern of the City.
The Hybrid Work Program, Procedure, and the related forms were sent to the Corporate
Leadership Team, Executive Directors, Managers of Administration as well as union
and CANUE executives for their feedback and information. All of the feedback received
was reviewed and considered. Not all of the feedback was incorporated as some
contradicted each other, but many of the suggestions were implemented that improved
the program and procedure.
Administration recommend launchimg the Hybrid Work Program as a pilot program so
we can see how this can be implemented in a post pandemic world. After the pilot
program, Administration would be able to report back to Council with the options for
continuing with hybrid work, adjusting the hybrid work program based on lessons
learned, or returning to work in the office full time again.
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Many Ontario municipalities have already been tracking metrics to analyze the pros and
cons of their working remotely strategies, which include those listed below.
Pros
According to some studies, hybrid work improves employee experiences, increases
productivity1 2, decreases the carbon footprint of commuting, enables a more inclusive
and diverse organization, and increases our ability to attract and retain the best
employees.
 A hybrid work model may increase the City’s ability to attract and retain the
employees looking for flexibility and a work life balance. A flexible hybrid work model
appears to be more appealing to younger employees, which can attract new talent.
According to a Bloomberg article,3 some employees are reportedly quitting their
positions instead of giving up working from home.
 Hybrid work can impact diversity, equity, and inclusion efforts with the potential for
more remote workers from a wider talent pool, including:
o Job candidates with physical or mental health disabilities who struggle with
commuting and navigating an office setting on a daily basis.
o People with primary family care responsibilities who need flexibility (the majority of
whom are women).
o People facing economic housing and transportation limitations who cannot afford
to live close to the office or commute daily.
 A hybrid work model may reduce turnover, both in the short term from employees
who might have health and safety concerns about returning to work in person, and
long term due to improved employee satisfaction. According to Stats Canada4, 80%
of individuals who began working remotely because of the COVID-19 pandemic
would like to work at least half of their hours from home once the pandemic is over.
 Our internal employee survey results indicate 60%-70% of staff want to work
remotely at least part-time after the pandemic. The survey results consistently
reference how working from home provides them increased flexibility to manage
their work and home responsibilities.
 As more City services are offered online, more employees would be able to work
from home. The more online channels there are (in addition to the existing phone
1

Wilson, Jim. April 5, 2021. “Work from home productive but longer hours a challenge: StatCan”. HR
Reporter. https://www.hrreporter.com/focus-areas/culture-and-engagement/work-from-home-productivebut-longer-hours-a-challenge-statcan/354618.
2 Klowden, Kevin and Quintus Lim. 2021. "Future of Work Insights for 2021 and
Beyond". Milk eninstitute.Org. https://milkeninstitute.org/sites/default/files/202104/MI%20Future%20of% 20Work%20Report%20-%20FINA L.pdf.
3 Melin, Anders and Misyrlena Egkolfopoulou. June 1, 2021. “Employees Are Quitting Instead of Giving
Up Working From Home”. Bloomberg. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021 -06-01/ret urn-tooffice-employees-are-quitting-instead-of-giving-up-work-from-home.
4 Mehdi, Tahsin and René Morissette. May 26, 2021. “Working from home after the COVID-19 pandemic:
An estimate of worker preferences”. Statistics Canada. https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/36-280001/2021005/article/00001-eng.htm.
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and in person options) the more convenient accessing City services will be for
residents.
 Using space differently with shared/flex workspaces would decrease the need for
office space. The reduced need for office space could potentially create space for
other City services in the future without expanding the City facility footprint
accordingly.
 Hybrid work is environmentally friendly and the City would reduce its carbon
emissions due to fewer employees commuting.
 Other municipalities have found a decrease in the amount of sick time used since
implementation of remote work. This could be attributed to the fact that some
employees can still be productive at home even when they are not well enough to
attend the office. Working remotely may ease the burden for those who struggle with
mental health issues and also reduce stress for caregivers, result in them needing
less sick days.
 Short-term remote work has resulted in an initial decrease of ergonomic
claims/interventions.
 Supervisors with the ability to ensure staff are meeting performance targets indicate
there has not been any loss of productivity. Time can be used more efficiently with
the increase of virtual meetings. Fewer employees will be travelling between
different buildings and different rooms to meet in person. Employees can transition
immediately from one meeting to the next, increasing productivity.
 Piloting a program like this demonstrates Council’s and Administration’s commi tment
to creating an organizational culture that is agile, innovative, and focused on
excellence—all necessary if we are to ensure Windsor achieves its full potential.
Cons
Hybrid work may increase the difficulty for supervisors and managers to monitor their
employee’s performance; there may be perceived unfairness, confidentiality concerns,
and health and safety risks.
 Working from home does not work for all positions or for all employees; as such, the
Hybrid Work Program will need to be flexible. Which positions are able to work from
home may change over time due to the nature of the position (e.g. increased digital
services decreasing the need for in-person services) or the individual filling the
position (employee without a dedicated workspace at home or without internet).
 Some employees who are not approved to work remotely because of their
performance, remote workplace, and/or position may feel disgruntled because they
do not have the same opportunity or flexibility.
 There will be higher burden placed on management staff to itemize performance
measurements with clear goals, timelines and outputs, rather than relying on simple
inputs (e.g. number of hours worked).
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 Ensuring fair and consistent performance measurement and monitoring across the
organization for both remote and on-site employees and maintaining the confidence
of staff and the public that productivity is not sacrificed.
 Less control of the hazards in the environment may lead to increased WSIB claims.
 There could be confidentiality concerns regarding unauthorized access, disclosure,
loss or theft of personal/sensitive information or a City device.
 There may be an increase in cyber security risk resulting from employees
connecting to their home networks or using personal devices 5.
 IT system failures can result in loss of productivity given remote workers’ reliance on
same.
 The data shows that some remote workers are much more productive but they tend
to work longer hours and are more prone to burnout.
 Decreased time spent face to face with coworkers might lead to a decrease in team
culture. Lack of in-person formal and informal discussions might reduce employee
engagement.
 Need to ensure employees who choose to spend more time working from home are
not marginalized or passed over for opportunities in favour of those who get more
“face time” with their supervisor/manager.

Risk Analysis:
Cyber Security (moderate risk)
There will need to be a review of cyber security for employees working from home to
ensure the City is not at an increased risk. Options for increased work from home cyber
security include enhanced antivirus, full disc encryption, and authentication protection.
Given that some remote work has been happening for a long time, this risk is not new
but the scale is greater.
Privacy considerations (moderate risk)
Employees approved to work from home must establish their own dedicated
workspaces in their home to ensure privacy. Supervisors/Human Resources may need
to review the employees workstation (via pictures and video chat) to ensure that privacy
can be maintained. Accidently leaking private information of a resident through files may
be a concern, confidentiality agreements will need to be signed and monitored.
Health, Safety, and Wellness (moderate risk)
We will want to consider the long-term hazards associated with home offices and
ensure that policies and resources are in place to keep remote workers physically,
mentally, and psychologically safe. We also want to keep remote workers engaged in
5

Dataprivacymanager.net. April 18, 2021. “Security Risks of Working From Home”. Data Privacy
Manager. https://dataprivacymanager.net/security-risks-of-working-from-home-in-the-time-of-covid-19/.
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Corporate Culture and Teamwork processes. This may include enhanced ergonomic
and cognitive assessment processes and guidelines.

Climate Change Risks
Climate Change Mitigation:
The Hybrid Work Program would result in an overall decrease of greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions.
In 2017, City Council approved the Community Energy Plan and Corporate Climate
Action Plan (CR426/2017) along with associated GHG emission reduction targets. A
hybrid work model would help our progress toward meeting both our community targets
and our corporate targets.
Community Targets:
 Reduce per capita energy use by 40% from 2014 baseline by 2041; and
 Reduce per capita GHG emissions by 40% from 2014 baseline by 2041.
Corporate Targets:
 Reduce primary energy use by 11% by 2030 and 25 % from 2014 baseline by 2041;
and
 Reduce GHG emissions by 20% by 2030 and 40 % from the 2014 baseline by 2041.
According to the Environmental Commissioner of Ontario’s Annual Energy Report,
“transportation is Ontario’s largest source of greenhouse gas emissions and typically is
the largest energy use. In 2014, the transportation sector consumed 36% of Ontario’s
energy.” In Windsor, the transportation sector accounts for 26% of the energy used,
36% of GHG emissions and 46% of the energy costs.
Hybrid work reduces the need for employees to commute to and from work and also
travel between worksites, reducing GHG emissions from vehicles. As the City is one of
the largest employers in Windsor, this could have a significant impact. According to
Windsor’s Community Energy Plan, a relatively modest elimination of 2% of average
journeys results in emissions reduction of about 8,000 Tonnes CO 2, or about 1%, of the
total transportation emissions in 2041.
This initiative would fulfill part of the action items from the Corporate Climate Action
Plan (2017):
P1: Create an Internal ‘Energy First’ Ethic
B3: Continue to Improve Operations, Maintenance, and Monitoring
Hybrid work would also support the Corporate Energy Management Plan (2019-2023):
The key objective of which is to identify energy efficiency opportunities, reduce
consumption, better manage costs, reduce our municipal carbon footprint and ultimately
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support a culture of energy conservation. Hybrid work supports the goals of this plan
which are:
 Achieve a 10% reduction in overall energy consumption over the five-year 2019 –
2023 timeframe of the Plan.
 Integrate information systems and coordinate corporate programs to support energy
related actions.
 Introduce new technologies where prudent.
Climate Change Adaptation:
In 2020 City Council approved the Degrees of Change, Climate Change Adaptation
Plan. A hybrid work model would contribute to both:
Action 1.1: Incorporate climate change considerations into Municipal Decision Making;
and
Action 2.8: Decrease public and private contributions to air quality contaminants.
In 2012, City Council passed a motion approving the development of a corporate wide
Climate Change Adaptation Plan. Part of that plan was that the City needed to develop
on-going strategies that will address climate change over the long-term including
incorporating climate change adaptation into city policies and high level plans. A hybrid
work program would certainly be a direct way of implementing this strategy.
A hybrid work model would allow flexibility for employees to work from home during
inclement weather. Reducing traffic on City streets would reduce risk to City staff
responding to such events such as snow plow and transit drivers. In 2020, City Council
approved the Degrees of Change, Climate Change Adaptation Plan. As mentioned
above, hybrid work would support action item 2.10 Enhance community safety during
icy conditions.

Financial Matters:
If the Hybrid Work Pilot Program is approved there should be limited financial burden to
the City as Appendix A: Hybrid Work Program states the following:
 Employees are not eligible to claim any expenses from the City incurred from
working from home. For example, employees would be responsible for expenses
relating to insurance, communication lines including internet connection and usage
fees, phone lines and usage fees, utilities, meal allowance, lighting, as well as the
procurement and maintenance of remote workstation furniture and IT equipment not
provided by the City.
 The employee is responsible for any costs associated with home renovations
required for a home office, including the physical installation of phone lines and
electrical upgrades.
 Employees may be required to attend their municipal worksite for anchor days,
meetings, training, events, or to pick up or deliver work-related items from time to
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time. When such travel occurs, employees are not entitled to mileage
reimbursement.
There may be some additional costs related to technology that cannot be quantified at
this time. Some hybrid workers may require a corporate laptop as not everyone has one
or additional home cyber security. Depending on the nature of the job they may also
require other peripherals such as an extra monitor for their primary work location.
Furthermore, some workers have special equipment that is not considered mobile and
expensive to duplicate in two locations (high end workstations for example). It may be
that these workers are not eligible for work from home but if they are, the equipment
needs will have to be addressed and budgeted within one’s departmental budget, not to
exceed the department’s budget.
Administration will monitor the program throughout the pilot period and on a longer term
basis as future decisions are made on ultimate structure of a hybrid work at home
procedure in order to consider all future budgetary impacts that may impact both the
operational and capital budgets. Future budgets would be created with full consideration
to the financial impacts of any future changes.

Consultations:
Karina Richters, Supervisor, Environmental Sustainability and Climate Change
Averil Parent, Environment & Sustainability Coordinator
Norm Synnott, CIO/Executive Director of Information Technology
Deirdre Brode, Policy & Procedure Coordinator

Conclusion:
In keeping with the modernization of the workplace and in an effort to foster a
productive and flexible work environment, Administration recommends piloting a Hybrid
Work Program which would allow employees to blend working from home and in-office
wherever it is operationally feasible to do so.

Planning Act Matters:
N/A

Approvals:
Name

Title

Vincenza Mihalo
Shelby Askin Hager
Chris Nepszy
Ray Mensour
Jelena Payne
Joe Mancina

Executive Director of Human Resources
Commissioner, Legal & Legislative Services
Commissioner, Infrastructure Services
Commissioner - Community Services
Commissioner, Human & Health Services
Commissioner, Corporate Services - Chief
Financial Officer/City Treasurer
Chief Administrative Officer

Jason Reynar
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Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Appendices:
Appendix A: Hybrid Work Program
Appendix B: Hybrid Work Procedure
Appendix C: White Paper on Future of Working Remotely in Ontario’s Single Tier
Municipalities
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Introduction
The City of Windsor (the City) supports its employees working from home where
operationally possible without compromising the delivery and quality of services
provided to our citizens. The Hybrid Work Program (Program) is a working
document/guide that will evolve over time.

Purpose
This program guide is to provide employees and management with terms of reference
and provide the foundation of what the expectation is for employees who are working
from home. The day-to-day requirements including the regularity of meetings and
management check-ins will vary depending on the nature of the work itself; and as a
result, may vary across divisions and departments. The option for a hybrid work
arrangement is not guaranteed for any employee or any position. The City reserves the
right to alter any hybrid work arrangement to meet operational needs, scheduling
concerns, customer service demands or other unforeseen circumstances. This Program
is to be read together with the Hybrid Work Procedure.

Definitions
Anchor day: predetermined day(s) in which the employee attends their municipal work
site. Anchor days will be outlined in the employee’s Hybrid Work Agreement but can be
changed with the approval of the employee’s supervisor/manager or changed by the
employee’s supervisor/manager as operationally required. There is no set number of
anchor days required as each situation will vary.
Designated work location: the location within the employee’s home in which the
employee will establish a suitable, dedicated workstation.
Hybrid meeting: in a hybrid meeting, a subset of the people attending are located
together in the same place and other participants join the meeting by conference call or
web conference.
Hybrid Work Agreement: an agreement between the Corporation and the employee
that outlines the hybrid work schedule and the expectations and conditions for the
hybrid work arrangement. Must be approved by the employee’s supervisor and
Commissioner and submitted to HR.
Hybrid work: a workplace model that supports a blend of in-office and remote workers.
Employees spend some of their work hours at their municipal worksite and others
working from home.
Municipal worksite: the municipal facility at which the employee works.
Operational feasibility: a measure of how well a proposed system solves problems,
takes advantage of opportunities and performs the necessary tasks of the Corporation.
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To be operationally feasible, the hybrid work arrangement must fulfill the needs of
internal and external customers without sacrificing quality, efficiency, and productivity.
Standard business hours: the regular hours for the employee’s work location, not
including regular breaks and lunch (ex. 8:30 am to 4:30 pm Monday through Friday).
Work at Home Health and Safety Form: a form that is to be completed by the
employee in consultation with their supervisor and submitted to the Health, Safety, and
Wellness Division in Human Resources. Includes a home office safety checklist to
assess any possible risks and hazards associated with the employee’s designated work
location.

Overview
It is recognized that the operational needs of each department and/or division may be
such that hybrid work is not possible. Given that working from home is a relatively new
phenomenon at the City, all participants are reminded to be mindful and patient as the
City navigates this new working arrangement and to work collaboratively as required.
We all have a responsibility and vested interest in hybrid work being a successful
alternative working arrangement now and in the future.

Right to Direct the Workforce
Employees understand that a hybrid work arrangement does not negate the right of
management to direct the workforce, subject to the provisions of any relevant collective
agreements, terms and conditions of employment, employment contacts, and/or City
policies which may be amended from time to time.
It is recognized that management has the right to require hybrid work employees to
attend their municipal worksite any day at any time during standard business hours.
This may be for anchor days, meetings, training, events, ensuring coverage when
coworkers are absent, urgent situations, rotating in or out of the office as required, etc.
Any hybrid work arrangement does not prevent such direction from management nor
negate the obligation on the part of the employee to follow such direction.
The establishment of a hybrid work arrangement does not create a contractual
entitlement to any ongoing hybrid work or work-from-home arrangement. The terms of
any hybrid work arrangement may be altered or cancelled by the City at any time.

Entering Into a Hybrid Work Arrangement
All employees (including all union and non-union) who want to enter into a hybrid
work arrangement are required to complete and sign a Hybrid Work Agreement and
a Work at Home Health and Safety Form. These two documents must be approved
and submitted to Human Resources, Health, Safety and Wellness Division before
the employee may begin their hybrid work arrangement.
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Hybrid Work Agreement
First, employees should complete and sign a Hybrid Work Agreement and submit it
to their supervisor/manager for approval.
Supervisors and managers may request that the employee revise their proposed
hybrid work schedule (based on scheduling concerns, departmental needs, etc) and
submit a new Hybrid Work Agreement for approval.
Some departments have created an overall hybrid schedule for their area that
changes throughout the year (e.g. on a monthly/quarterly basis). Employees who
wish to enter into a hybrid work agreement and continue according to this rotating
schedule do not need to complete a proposed schedule on the Hybrid Work
Agreement but instead should check the box:  According to my department’s
rotating hybrid schedule.
Once approved by the manager/supervisor, the Hybrid Work Agreement should be
sent to the employee’s Commissioner for approval before being sent to Human
Resources to Health, Safety and Wellness.
Work at Home Health and Safety Form
Once their Hybrid Work Agreement has been approved, the employee must
complete the Work at Home Health and Safety Form in full and submit it to the
supervisor/manager for approval.
Employees are responsible for assessing their designated work location for existing
or potential problems and for taking corrective steps in consultation with their
supervisor/manager and Occupational Health and Safety Advisors.
The approved Work at Home Health and Safety Form should be submitted to
Human Resources to Health, Safety, and Wellness.
The employee should regularly review the Work at Home Health and Safety Form to
identify and rectify potential hazards.
Failure to submit the Work at Home Health and Safety Form will render the Hybrid
Work Agreement null and void.

Hours of Work
The City expects that employees will work from home during standard business
hours or their regular hours of work per their collective agreement or employment
contract (e.g. 35 hours per week, 7 hours per day with a one-hour lunch and two 15minute breaks).
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Hybrid Work Schedule
Employees are expected to maintain their hybrid work schedule per their Hybrid
Work Agreement unless they have preapproval otherwise.
If an employee wants or needs to deviate from their schedule and change their
home/on-site days, a request must be submitted to and approved by their
supervisor/manager. The employee does not need to submit a new Hybrid Work
Agreement, they just need to contact their supervisor and get their approval in
advance (e.g. via email/text).
A mechanism to track any deviation from the regular schedule is important for both
health and safety and WSIB purposes. Supervisors and managers may exercise
discretion in approving requests to change home/on-site days as long as they are
aware of where each of their employees is working on any given day.
Employees who have a City email address should use outlook to indicate that they
are “Working Elsewhere” when they are working from home.

Supervisors and managers may require that an employee attend the municipal
worksite on days they were scheduled to work from home (ex. in emergencies/coworker’s absence/operational needs). Employees must be sure they can comply with
this direct and can commute to the worksite within a reasonable time.
In urgent or unexpected circumstances (such as bad weather or if the employee has
a repair service coming over), employees may request a last-minute change to their
hybrid work schedule subject to their supervisor or manager’s approval. Depending
on the circumstances, these requests may be denied if the municipal worksite is
open and the employee is required to provide services on-site.
If there is inclement weather so severe that the CAO declares that certain City
facilities should be closed, the Inclement Weather Procedure will be implemented.
During a state of emergency, pandemic, or other similar crisis declared by a federal,
provincial, or municipal authority, employees may be directed to work at home which
will be governed by the Work at Home in the Event of an Emergency Procedure.
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Accommodations
The City is committed to accommodating employees pursuant to the Ontario Human
Rights Code and the Canada Labour Code.
Hybrid work is not a replacement for a workplace accommodation. If an employee is
unable to work at their municipal worksite due to illness, injury, or disability they
would be similarly unable to complete their work-from-home. Employees who require
a workplace accommodation should contact their Disability Management Specialist
in Human Resources.
A hybrid work arrangement is not a replacement for child/dependent care.

Timekeeping: Overtime and Absences
The regular protocols to report an absence continue to apply including the Time and
Attendance Reporting Procedure.
The regular protocols to request time off continue to apply.
Employees may not alter their hours of work unless preapproved by management as
outlined in the Flex Time Policy and Guidelines.
Employees may not work overtime unless preapproved by their supervisor.
Employees are not expected to respond to emails or calls outside of their regular
hours of work except in the case of standby or call back (as outlined in the Hours of
Work/Overtime for Non Union Procedure) or they are pre-approved to work
overtime. If employees choose to respond outside their regular hours without preapproval, it will not trigger the overtime or premium provisions of the collective
agreement or City policy.
The time recorded in the Workforce Management System is accepted as the
employee’s representation of a true facsimile of their time and misrepresentations of
such entries are subject to investigation and/or discipline.

Work From Home Location
The employee’s primary residence is the only location from which working from
home is permissible. The primary residence must be in Ontario and within 200km of
the City of Windsor city limits except with express permission from their
Commissioner and the Executive Director of Human Resources. Employees who live
outside of Ontario may not be eligible to engage in hybrid work given the variation in
employment and health and safety laws.
Employees are expected to notify their supervisor/manager and the Employee
Service Centre (519-946-1372 or esc@citywindsor.ca) as soon as possible of any
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change to their designated work location and may be required to reapply or
complete a new Work at Home Health and Safety Form to continue their hybrid work
arrangement depending on the change in circumstances.
It is recommended that employees advise their personal home insurance carrier of
their working from home arrangements.

Technology Requirements
Employees who have not been issued a laptop from the Corporation will be
responsible for utilizing their personal laptop or computer while working from home.
The Corporation will not be held accountable and is not liable for any technical
problems that may occur while using a personal laptop or computer.
The City’s insurance coverage does not apply to non-City equipment.
Employees must ensure that any City equipment is kept in a secure location and is
not utilized by non-City employees.
Where it is evident that employees have failed to take reasonable precautions to
secure and protect City property, the City will not be held liable for loss or damage of
such property.
All City equipment and property including hardware, software, data, and supplies
must be restricted to City business and any damage or misuse must be reported
immediately to the employee’s supervisor/manager. The Acceptable Use Policy
applies to all employees working from home.
Employees must promptly return all City equipment and property to the City when
employment has ceased or upon request by the City.
When using LogMeIn, IT recommends that you have a 2Mbps connection minimum
and a latency of no more than 50ms for light office work. If you need to stream video,
your requirements must increase to match.
When using VPN, IT recommends a 5Mbps connection for smooth functionality, but
it will allow for remote connectivity using lower speed.
IT has a speed test available on Dashboard so you can test the speed that you are
getting from your internet service provider and see if it meets these requirements.
To participate in video conference meetings (such as zoom), employees should
have a video camera so they can join by video and audio and fully participate. The
employee should not join the meeting by phone because they will not be able to see
the screen or the information being presented clearly. If an employee does not have
a camera or is only able to join the online meeting by phone, their supervisor may
require them to attend their municipal worksite on days when they have online
meetings scheduled.
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Security and Confidentiality
All City of Windsor staff, regardless of their role or job title in the organization, are
responsible for the proper use of records under their custody and control that contain
personal information. A record is anything that could contain personal information: a
file, a form, an email, a voicemail recording, a handwritten note, etc. Personal
information is any information about an identifiable individual, including their
address, phone number, email address, sex, age, education, medical history,
financial information, credit card information, etc.
Employees must take all reasonable precautions to secure and protect City property
and data, regardless of the physical location where their work is being conducted.
When working from home, the privacy and confidentiality of City data must be
maintained the same as when working in the office.
If you are unsure whether the information is confidential or not, err on the side of
caution and treat it as confidential.
A separate, dedicated space for a home office will assist in keeping equipment, data,
and documentation within a designated area to avoid loss or inappropriate access.
Employees must maintain a clean desk and put away all files once complete and at
the end of the day.
Whenever possible, the designated work location should have a lockable door or
have lockable cabinetry where equipment and documents can be stored.
If the designated work location is shared or within a common area of the residence,
employees must ensure equipment is password-protected or locked when
temporarily unattended or not in use.
Sensitive or private information must not be discussed in the presence of others or
where it can be overheard. Watch the volume of your voice when having
conversations via web conference or on the phone that involve confidential
information.
Documents and screens should be placed so they are in view of the employee only.
In a shared workspace, documents printed, scanned, or faxed should be supervised
by the employee to ensure they are not retrieved or accessed by other individuals.
Passwords should be complex and not recorded or accessible to others. Passwords
must meet the current requirements outlined by the Information Technology
Department and in the Acceptable Use Policy.
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Employees should avoid removing personal or sensitive documentation from
municipal worksites. If you need to transport files or information from one location to
another, ensure that it is kept confidential in your briefcase, vehicle, home office, etc.
Employees must avoid connecting to any public Wi-Fi networks using City-issued
devices.
Employees must ensure that they password-protect their home wireless network if
connecting a City-issued device to their home Wi-Fi.
Employees may not dispose of any City records at their residence but instead,
ensure that such records are returned to their municipal worksite and disposed of via
the acceptable record disposal process at marked shredding consoles.
Employees must immediately report any potential breach of privacy to their
supervisor or manager, where there may be unauthorized access, disclosure, loss or
theft of personal/sensitive information or a City device.

Technical Support
The Information Technology Department has an array of tools available to employees
working from home available on Dashboard, including accessing voicemail from home,
teleconferencing instructions, Outlook web access and ESET, work from home tips,
Zoom video conferencing, Mitel MiCollab, and many more.
If employees require assistance, the Help Desk is available:
Phone: 519-255-6143
Email: itsupport@citywindsor.ca or helpdesk@citywindsor.ca
Regular Hours:
Monday to Friday
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Call 519-255-6143
After-Hours Emergency: Call 519-999-9049

Expenses
The employee is responsible for providing an adequate workspace and furnishings
while working from home. There will be no duplication of any office equipment for a
home office.
Employees may access basic office supplies required to perform their duties (e.g.
paper, pens) from their municipal work site. The employee is responsible for
purchasing and stocking all other supplies, including printer ink cartridges,
necessary to do their job.
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While it is not guaranteed, with their supervisor/manager's approval, employees may
be permitted to borrow small office equipment such as footstools, computer stands,
or mouse pads subject to availability. Employees who have small office equipment at
their in-office workstation may also be permitted to transport it to and from their work
and home offices, with their supervisor/manager's approval.
Large office equipment, which includes but is not limited to anything that could not
be transported easily by one person, anything that is permanently attached to
another piece of office furniture/equipment, or anything that would not fit inside an
airplane carry-on bag may not be borrowed.
Examples of Office Equipment
Small Office Equipment
Large Office Equipment
(could possibly be borrowed)
(may not be borrowed)
Footrest
Chair
Monitor stand
Desk/Sit-stand desk
Laptop raiser
Lamp
Mouse pad
Filing cabinet
Document holder
Printer
Laptop holder
Keyboard tray
Supervisors and managers and responsible for tracking what office equipment has
been lend to employees working at home.
Any equipment borrowed from the City must be returned immediately upon request.
The employee is responsible for the relocation of any equipment they have been
approved to borrow from the City to and from the home, as well as the proper
installation, maintenance and cleaning thereof. Support staff from IT or Facilities will
only provide remote support and will not attend the employee’s home.
Employees are not eligible to claim any expenses from the City incurred from
working from home. For example, the employee would be responsible for expenses
relating to insurance, communication lines including internet connection and usage
fees, phone lines and usage fees, utilities, meal allowance, lighting, as well as the
procurement and maintenance of remote workstation furniture and IT equipment not
provided by the City.
The employee is responsible for any costs associated with home renovations
required for a home office, including the physical installation of phone lines and
electrical upgrades.
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Mileage
Employees may be required to attend their municipal worksite for anchor days,
meetings, training, events, unexpected work schedule changes, or to pick up or
deliver work-related items from time to time. When such travel occurs, employees
are not entitled to mileage reimbursement.

Policies, Procedures and Programs
Appropriate, professional behaviour is expected when conducting City business. All
City policies, procedures, and programs continue to apply to employees working
from home including but not limited to the Respectful Workplace Policy, Social
Media Policy, and Standards of Employee Deportment. Employees must adhere to
the Professional Dress Policy for Non Uniformed Employees while attending online
meetings.
The Working Alone Procedure does not apply to employees who are working at
home. Employees should ensure that they have a means of communication to gain
assistance in the event of an emergency available in their designated work location
(home phone, cell phone, computer etc.).
A full list of City policies is available on Dashboard under Policies/Procedures.

Performance
While working from home, employees will need to complete all of their assigned
duties to the best of their ability. If they are unable to do they, employees must
communicate this to their immediate supervisor.
Employees must spend their work hours (not including breaks and lunch) dedicated
to completing their job duties for the City and cannot work for another employer or
provide child/dependent care during that time.
Employees who are currently required to log their work assignments or work time
while at their municipal worksite will continue to do so while working from home
unless directed otherwise by their supervisor.

Communication
Employees who are working from home are expected to maintain the City’s
customer service standard. This includes responding to written correspondence
within 3 business days and telephone correspondence within 2 business days.
Employees who are working from home should not have an out-of-office message
on their answering machine or their email.
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Employees should review the instructions on accessing voicemail from home or your
cell phone (available on Dashboard) if needed.
Employees will need to have voicemail available either by accessing their worksite
voicemail from home, on their work cell phone, personal cell phone, or home phone.
Employees are required to communicate with their supervisor and maintain an
agreed-upon work plan and deliverables. Personal social media platforms are not an
acceptable avenue for communication.
Employees should check Dashboard to stay up to date with what is happening at the
City and with their union/association. The Human Resources page on Dashboard
has information about how to connect with your union/association.
Employees may never hold in-person meetings in their homes or personal vehicles.

Collaboration
Hybrid Meetings
At times, employees may be required to attend meetings in person at their municipal
worksite. However, online meetings and hybrid meetings (with some employees
attending in-person and some attending online) will also be available and
encouraged when possible.
Anyone planning a hybrid meeting should ensure that the meeting room they book
has a screen available so anyone who is attending online can be seen.
Set up the room so online participants can see the faces of in-room attendees,
shared presentations, physical documents handed out, content created during the
meeting on whiteboards or flipcharts, etc.
Managing a hybrid meeting is harder than when the whole group is in person or
online together. One person should be assigned to guide the conversation and keep
it on track. The facilitator should draw the online participants in, keep them engaged,
and ensure their voices are heard, not interrupted or talked over.
Meetings should be designed for all attendees. Review each activity or exercise and
focus on how online participants can engage. Consider what tools and techniques
can be used to maximize their interaction with the in-room attendees.
If you need to poll the group, use an online or phone-based survey tool to collect
everyone’s input in real-time. This puts online participants on an equal footing,
versus a show-of-hands or relying on verbal feedback.
To capture meeting notes, use an online whiteboard (or focus a remote camera on a
flip chart) so everyone can see what’s being written as it happens.
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If the meeting calls for breakout groups, integrate online participants across several
breakout groups to accentuate their equal status.
Employees should participate in online and other forms of hybrid work collaboration
with their colleagues to maintain engagement with corporate culture.
Onsite Collaborations
When appropriate and safe, supervisors and managers should consider scheduling
an anchor day a few times per year when all the employees in their area will be in
the office to encourage in-person collaboration and team building.
Zoom Video Conferencing
All City of Windsor employees have access to a Basic Account in Zoom.
To create a "yourname@citywindsor.ca" account, visit the City of Windsor landing
page and click the "Sign in" button. You will be directed to your profile page.
Please see the training links and review the zoom instructions on the IT page on
Dashboard. It is highly encouraged that you register for live training through Zoom.
Mitel MiCollab
Mitel MiCollab is an enterprise collaboration software and tools platform solution that
securely and swiftly powers communications. MiCollab-application for voice, video,
messaging, presence, audio conferencing, mobility and team collaboration. Just as
you have advanced features when you are using MiCollab when you are at work,
you can use the application to deal with voicemails from home.
You can set up a group for each team you work with, so that you can see who is
available at any given time, or communicate with the entire team at once.
You can chat with individual contacts or initiate multi-chat.
The Contacts section provides your list of corporate contacts, favourites, and contact
groups.
MiTeam provides a workspace for team-based meetings, conversations, content
collaboration, and project management.
You can play, forward, or delete voicemail messages.
Make calls from MiCollab for Mobile Client
Microsoft (MS) SharePoint
Microsoft (MS) SharePoint is a multi-purpose platform that is used to leverage our
standardization, branding, and marketing of our Internet/Intranet websites.
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MS SharePoint functionality includes our Internet/Intranet Websites, Web
Applications, SharePoint Collaboration, Enterprise Portals, Enterprise Searches,
Content Management, and Workflows.
The integration of all these platforms allows us to leverage MS SharePoint Tools to
effectively share information, collaborate, manage, and publish documents.

Health and Safety
Employees must review the Work at Home Health and Safety Form with their
supervisor/manager.
Employees must allow City representatives from Health, Safety and Wellness to
inspect their designated work location via pictures and/or video chat to ensure that it
meets City standards for ergonomic wellness and health and safety.
The regular reporting protocols for any illness/accident arising out of work should be
followed. Employees must report any work-related injuries or illness which occurs
during their work hours to their supervisor/manager as soon as possible.
Supervisors must complete and submit an Internal Accident/Incident Report
(available on Dashboard under forms).
Employees must allow City representatives from Health, Safety and Wellness and/or
their supervisor/manager to inspect their designated work location where an injury
occurred to conduct any sort of assessment or investigation arising out of the
illness/accident (subject to any pandemic restrictions at the time).
Employees working from home may be required to grant access to their premises to
Ministry of Labour or Workplace Safety and Insurance Board authorities and Federal
Safety Officers (subject to any pandemic restrictions at the time).
Employees must have a first aid kit in their home that is fully stocked and they must
inspect it periodically. For example, a fully stocked first aid kit would include:








a current first aid manual;
1 card of safety pins;
12 adhesive dressings individually wrapped;
4 sterile gauze pads, 3 inches square;
2 rolls of gauze bandage, 2 inches wide;
2 field dressings, 4 inches square or 2 4-inch sterile bandage compresses; and
1 triangular bandage.

Employees must have a fire extinguisher in their home that is easily accessible, fully
charged, sealed, and in the proper class. Employees must visually inspect their fire
extinguishers monthly.
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Employees must have a smoke detector on the same floor as their designated work
location that is fully functioning. If they have fuel-burning appliances, employees
must also have a carbon monoxide detector in their home that is fully functioning.
Employees must test these devices every six months and change the batteries when
needed.
The maintenance and repair of electrical outlets and other parts of domestic
electrical systems are the responsibility of the employee.
Employees should always follow the manufacturer’s recommendations as outlined in
the owner’s manual for all health and safety-related devices.
In addition to following the manufacturer’s recommendations, employees should use
the following inspection schedule as a minimum standard:

Fire extinguisher
First aid kit
Smoke detector
Carbon monoxide
detector (if required)

Home Office Inspection Schedule
Visually inspect monthly
Inspect first aid box and its contents every 3 months
Test every 6 months and change the batteries when needed
Test every 6 months and change the batteries when needed

The City reserves the right to inspect the designated work location periodically to
ensure that it meets all required health and safety standards. Except in the case of
an incident, accident, or emergency, the Corporation will provide at least 48 hours'
notice to the employee before the inspection.
All inspections of the employee’s designated work location will follow any current
public health restrictions.
Using Work Equipment at Home
Supervisors/managers who provide employees working at home with equipment to
carry out their work should consider:
If the equipment is correct for the job that is being done;
Whether the equipment or machine can be safely used in a home environment;
Whether the equipment or machine can be safely used by a single operator (i.e. in
the absence of coworkers who could assist in the event of an accident);
Proper information or training is provided on how to use the equipment so that the
job can be done properly and safely;
The equipment being used is checked regularly and kept in a condition that does not
cause harm to the employee or others;
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Whether the equipment or machine creates an undue risk of harm to the employee
or others in the home;
Whether personal protective equipment is required and, if so, whether the work can
be safely performed in a home environment;
That all equipment and machines are in good working order when provided to the
employee and that any manufacturer’s safety labels are intact and safety manuals
are provided.

WSIB
The Workplace Safety and Insurance Act and its regulations do not specifically
address working from home arrangements; however, in general, a claim for
workplace injury while working from home is likely to be regarded as an
accident/illness arising out of employment. Given the aforementioned, it is a
requirement that employee adheres to their approved schedule as per their Hybrid
Work Agreement.
If employees do not adhere to their schedule, the supervisor/manager should
formally address the matter with them in an expeditious manner.
Employees who fail to adhere to their Hybrid Work Agreement will not be allowed to
continue working from home.

Ergonomics
Employees are encouraged to know the hazards or factors in their job that could
cause musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). While working from home, employees
should take steps to control or eliminate the MSD hazards and participate in making
their workplace safer. Employees need to be aware of MSD symptoms & report any
concerns or hazards to their supervisor.
When working with computer screens, employees need to adjust their workstations
to a comfortable position and take breaks from work. Remembering to stretch and
change position regularly can help reduce tiredness and prevent pains in the hands,
wrists, arms, neck, shoulders, and back.
Additional information and guidelines can be found in the Musculoskeletal Disorder
(MSD) Prevention Procedure and the related documents (available on Dashboard)
including the MSD Prevention Program Framework, Process for Ergonomic Risk
Assessment Requests, Ergonomics Information Sheet, Computer Workstation
Guidelines, General Ergonomics Principles, and the Back Care Information Sheet.
Before signing a Work at Home Health and Safety Form, supervisors and managers
should ensure the employee has reviewed the Computer Workstation Guidelines,
General Ergonomics Principles, and the Back Care Information Sheet.
Hybrid Work Program
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Wellness
The City of Windsor offers an employee wellness website designed to help improve
the overall health and well-being of employees. The goal of this website is to
improve health awareness, teach new skills, and show how to become involved with
the Wellness program. Check in with the wellness website regularly because the
wellness program is always being updated with new events and initiatives.
The City offers several confidential counselling services through the Employee
Family Assistance Program (EFAP). This service is available to all eligible
employees, to see if you meet eligibility requirements contact Human Resources at
255-6515 or email esc@citywindsor.ca. For more information, visit the EFAP page
on Dashboard.
Together with our EFAP, the City has put together an online interactive wellness site
(microsite) that offers resources and tools to help you get the complete picture of
healthy living. The site, Proactive Living: Your 360º Guide to Complete Health, also
highlights the importance of the connection between physical, mental and emotional
health.
Employees should talk to their supervisors/managers if they feel that their hybrid
work arrangement is negatively affecting their wellness or mental health. Together
they can discuss ways to change or improve the situation. Hybrid Work Agreements
can be changed and resubmitted if approved by the supervisor/manager. Human
Resources is available whenever needed to assist or provide resources for
employees and supervisors/managers.

Learning and Development
Employees are expected to have current and valid training in any required areas.
This includes completing the monthly safety talks and any mandatory in-class or
online training.
As required, employees may be asked to report to their regular municipal worksite or
another municipal worksite to attend training.
Before approving a Hybrid Work Agreement, supervisors must ensure that the
employee has completed the Ergonomics Safety Talk and the Ergonomics
Reminders for your Temporary Home Office.

Renewal of Agreement
Currently, Hybrid Work Agreements can be entered into up to and including
November 2022, after which time the City will assess the continued impact of
COVID-19 and its impact on the workforce.
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Moving forward, Hybrid Work Agreements will be re-submitted for approval annually
or more often depending on operational needs.
Employees will be asked to submit a Hybrid Work Agreement before their annual
performance appraisal if they wish to renew their hybrid work arrangement for the
upcoming year.
When considering renewing a Hybrid Work Agreement, the supervisor/manager will
consider the employee’s performance results over the previous year and any related
service impacts. The supervisor will determine if it is operationally feasible to
continue with the arrangement and what changes may be required.
During their performance appraisal, managers and supervisors should review with
the employee how their hybrid work arrangement is working for the employee and if
they require any additional training, supports, or adjustments.
Managers/supervisors may choose to review a hybrid work arrangement more often
if they deem it necessary.

Termination of Agreement
The City or the employee may change, revoke, or temporarily suspend a Hybrid
Work Agreement at any time as working from home is a privilege and not a condition
of employment.
If the Hybrid Work Agreement is terminated by the City, every effort will be made to
provide notice to the employee.
Normally, a minimum of ten working days notice will be given before the termination
or change takes effect unless the termination is due to operational need, an
emergency, or for performance reasons.
Valid reasons for changes, terminations, or temporary suspension may include but
are not limited to:








Business needs or operational concerns;
Performance concerns;
Workload peaks or increases;
Required attendance at business meetings or training;
Holidays, peak vacation periods, illnesses, absences;
Failure to meet the conditions of the agreement;
Personal circumstances.

If the employee transfers to a new position, they will need to submit a new Hybrid
Work Agreement to their new supervisor.
Employees who fail to comply with this program may be subject to disciplinary action
up to and including dismissal.
Hybrid Work Program
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Abuse of Agreement or City Property
The City retains the right to monitor, audit, or investigate any activity occurring on Cityissued devices or across City transmissions or data storage. Where it becomes
apparent that potential abuse of the Hybrid Work Agreement may have occurred,
employees will be notified of such concern by their supervisor/manager and the normal
protocols regarding a workplace investigation will occur. Where abuse of the
arrangement has occurred, the City is within its right to cancel the arrangement.
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Hybrid Work Agreement
Section A. Employee Information
Employee Name:
Home Address:
Employee Number:
Date:
Department:
Position Title:
Usual Municipal Worksite:
Direct Supervisor’s Name:
Personal Phone Number:

Voice Mail Available? Yes

No

Work Cell Phone Number (if applicable):
Alternative Phone Number (if applicable):
Will you be providing care to others while working from home?
Describe the typical tasks or current duties of your position that can be performed from
home:

Is there any portion of your duties that you will not be able to perform from home?

Is there any equipment or technology you will require to perform your duties from
home?

Describe the setup of the designed work location in your home. For example, will you be
working in a shared space? In an office or vacant room? Is it in a space where it is easy
to concentrate?

Hybrid Work Agreement
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Section B. Proposed Schedule:
If your department has been posting a hybrid schedule for the area that changes
throughout the year and you wish to continue engaging in hybrid work according to this
schedule, all you need to do is check this box:
According to my department’s rotating hybrid schedule.
If your manager has created an overall hybrid schedule for your department (that
doesn’t change regularly/monthly), please ensure you fill in your agreement request
according to this departmental schedule.
If you are proposing a reoccurring weekly schedule, you only need to complete week 1.
If you are proposing a rotating 2, 3, or 4 week schedule, you only need to complete that
number of weeks.
The template below is just a guideline. Use this section to propose a schedule that
works for your department, your position, and you. The notes section is available to
include any additional information, for example, if you are working mornings on-site and
afternoons at home or if your schedule will depend on the time of the month. Schedules
may be adjusted with supervisory pre-approval.
Week 1
Location

Notes

Sunday

On-site

Home

Monday

On-site

Home

Tuesday

On-site

Home

Wednesday

On-site

Home

Thursday

On-site

Home

Friday

On-site

Home

Saturday

On-site

Home
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Week 2
Location

Notes

Sunday

On-site

Home

Monday

On-site

Home

Tuesday

On-site

Home

Wednesday

On-site

Home

Thursday

On-site

Home

Friday

On-site

Home

Saturday

On-site

Home

Week 3
Location

Notes

Sunday

On-site

Home

Monday

On-site

Home

Tuesday

On-site

Home

Wednesday

On-site

Home

Thursday

On-site

Home

Friday

On-site

Home

Saturday

On-site

Home

Week 4
Location

Notes

Sunday

On-site

Home

Monday

On-site

Home

Tuesday

On-site

Home

Wednesday

On-site

Home

Thursday

On-site

Home

Friday

On-site

Home

Saturday

On-site

Home

Note: Supervisors and managers may advise the employee to revise their proposed
hybrid work schedule (based on scheduling concerns, departmental needs, etc) and
submit a new schedule for approval.
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Section C. Terms & Conditions
To be completed by the employee. Please initial the bottom of each page of this section.
I understand that the City expressly reserves the right to unilaterally terminate any
hybrid work arrangement and recall me to the physical workplace immediately.
Verification of Application
I acknowledge that the information provided by me in this agreement is true.
I will immediately inform my supervisor/manager of any changes that may alter the
information that I provided in this agreement (including a change of address).
Performance Expectations
I have read and understood my responsibilities as per the Hybrid Work Program and
Procedure.
I confirm I will complete all of my assigned duties to the best of my ability.
I confirm that a hybrid work schedule will not negatively impact my performance.
I will spend my work hours dedicated to completing my job duties for the Corporation. I
will not work for another employer or provide dependent care during that time.
I will maintain a high level of performance under this arrangement and acknowledge that
my performance will be periodically assessed by my supervisor/manager.
Location
I confirm that I have a designated work location in my home that is safe and where I can
be productive.
I will not have in-person meetings at my home.
I will not have in-person meetings in my personal vehicle.
Safety
I confirm that I will take every reasonable precaution to maintain a safe working
environment and avoid accidents to the extent reasonably possible while working at
home.
I understand that I need to complete and submit to Human Resources the Work at
Home Health and Safety Form before I may begin my hybrid work schedule.
I understand that failure to submit a completed and satisfactory Work at Home Health
and Safety Form will render this agreement null and void.
I understand that I must immediately report any accident or injury to my
supervisor/manager.
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I agree to allow City representatives to inspect my designated work location periodically
to ensure that it meets all required health and safety standards and when an
incident/accident occurs to conduct any assessment or investigation arising out of the
incident/accident*.
I agree that I will grant access to my home to Ministry of Labour or Workplace Safety
and Insurance Board authorities or Federal Safety Officers when required*.
*Please note that inspections will adhere to any pandemic related restrictions.
Confidentiality
I understand that under no circumstances may confidential and/or personal information
be communicated either within or outside of the City of Windsor, except to persons who
are authorized by the City of Windsor to receive such information.
I will not discuss sensitive or private information in the presence of others or where it
can be overheard.
I agree to keep my computer passwords confidential and secure.
I will protect physical access devices (for example, keys and badges) and the
confidentiality of any information being accessed.
I will not leave information available for viewing on my computer screen.
I acknowledge and agree that I am responsible for the safe and secure transport of all
confidential and/or personal information that I remove from a municipal worksite and am
responsible for the safe and secure return of such information to the City.
I will immediately report any potential breach of privacy to my supervisor or manager,
where there may be unauthorized access, disclosure, loss or theft of personal/sensitive
information or a City device.
Security
I understand that I am responsible for the security of the work which I conduct from
home and for any City property that I use to conduct that work.
I will take all reasonable precautions to secure and protect City property and data.
Hours of Work
I agree that I must be accessible to my regular municipal worksite during my scheduled
work hours under this agreement.
I will ensure I am prepared to attend my municipal worksite when requested, even on
days I was scheduled to work from home.
I acknowledge that I may not alter my hours of work unless preapproved by my
immediate supervisor/manager.
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I understand that I may not work overtime unless preapproved by my supervisor.
I recognize that the time recorded in the Workforce Management System is accepted as
my representation of a true facsimile of my time (ie. my work schedule as it appears in
WFM is accepted as my true hours of work). Any misrepresentation of such entries is
subject to investigation and/or discipline.
Availability
I will maintain a regular schedule whereby I check phone messages and check in with
my supervisor/manager regularly.
I agree to attend meetings when deemed necessary by my supervisor/manager or an
alternative member of management.
I understand that I must have arrangements in place for regular dependent care during
my hours of work.
Supplies and Equipment
I agree that City equipment and property inclusive of hardware, software, data, and
office supplies must be restricted to City business and any damage or misuse must be
reported immediately to my supervisor/manager.
I accept that any equipment provided by the City remains the property of the City and
must be returned upon the termination of this agreement or upon request.
Expenses
I understand that I am responsible for providing adequate workspace and furnishings.
Office furniture or equipment that is required to make my designated work location
ergonomically acceptable is my responsibility.
I acknowledge that I am responsible for any costs associated with home renovations
required for a home office, including the physical installation of phone lines and
electrical upgrades.
I understand that I am not eligible to claim any expenses from the City that were
incurred due to my hybrid work arrangement, including insurance, phone lines, phone
bills, internet connection and usage fees, utilities, meal allowance, lighting, etc.
I understand that I may access basic office supplies required to perform my duties (e.g.
paper, pens) from my municipal work site. However, I am responsible for purchasing
and stocking all other supplies (including printer ink cartridges).
I recognize that I may be required to attend a municipal worksite for anchor days,
meetings, training, events, or to pick up or deliver work-related items from time to time.
When such travel occurs, I am not entitled to mileage reimbursement.
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General Provisions
I am entering into this agreement voluntarily.
I acknowledge that I have reviewed and will comply with the Hybrid Work Program the
Hybrid Work Procedure.
I acknowledge that I will comply with all City of Windsor policies and procedures, any
legislation and regulations referred to therein, and any other directions or policies issued
by the Chief Administrative Officer, my Commissioner, or my supervisor or manager.
I acknowledge that the establishment of this hybrid work agreement does not create a
contractual entitlement to any ongoing hybrid work or work-from-home arrangement.
I acknowledge that the terms of this hybrid work agreement may be altered or cancelled
by the City at any time.
I acknowledge that I have no contractual right to work-from-home and that I may not
commence any proceeding against the City for breach of contract or constructive
dismissal in the event the City alters or cancels this hybrid work agreement.
I understand my request is subject to management approval, which will be made on a
case-by-case basis per the Hybrid Work Procedure and Program.

By signing below the employee acknowledges having read this
agreement, understood it, and agrees to be bound by its terms.
_______________
Employee’s Name (print)

____________________________
Employee’s Signature

Hybrid Work Agreement
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Section D. Supervisory Approval
I confirm the employee’s duties can be performed from home and existing levels of
customer service will be maintained or improved.
I confirm that this agreement is operationally feasible and cost-effective based on the
proposed or amended schedule above.
I confirm that this agreement is mutually acceptable to the employee and supervisor.
I confirm that the employee’s performance and attendance are satisfactory and the
employee displays work habits supportive of a successful hybrid work arrangement.
I have advised the employee to review the Computer Workstation Guidelines, General
Ergonomics Principles, and the Back Care Information Sheet.
I have confirmed that the employee has completed the Ergonomics Safety Talk and the
Ergonomics Reminders for your Temporary Home Office Safety Talk.
I will ensure that the employee completes the Work at Home Health and Safety Form
and it is sent to my Occupational Health and Safety Advisor before I allow them to begin
their hybrid work schedule.
Comments:

Hybrid Work Request:
Approved

Denied

_______________
Supervisor’s Name (print)

____________________________
Supervisor’s Signature

__________
Date

The City will provide equipment as follows:

Hybrid Work Start Date:
Hybrid Work Review Date:

Hybrid Work Agreement
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Section. E. Commissioner Approval
I confirm the employee’s duties can be performed from home and existing levels of
customer service will be maintained or improved.
I confirm that this agreement is operationally feasible and cost-effective based on the
proposed or amended schedule above.
Comments:

Hybrid Work Request:
Approved

Denied

_______________
Commissioner’s Name (print)

____________________________
Commissioner’s Signature

__________
Date

Forward all completed and signed documents to the Health and Safety Coordinator in
Human Resources.
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Work At Home Health and Safety Form
Section A. Employee Information
Employee Name:
Home Address:
Employee Number:
Date:
Department:
Position Title:
Direct Supervisor’s Name:

Section B. Working at Home General Safety Guidelines
These guidelines are intended as a brief overview for employees working at home and
are in no way intended to replace corporate health and safety training. Employees are
responsible for complying with these guidelines and any additional requirements
communicated to them.
Workplace Hazard Analysis/Risk Assessment: The employee, in consultation with
their supervisor/manager, will define the designated work location within their home and
discuss and address any health and safety concerns. The supervisor/manager will
ensure that the employee completes the Home Office Checklist below (Section C) and
instruct the employee to regularly review the checklist to identify and rectify potential
hazards.
How to Perform a Workplace Hazard Analysis/Risk Assessment:
There are five recommended steps to perform a proper risk assessment:
1. Identify any hazards:
The employee will complete the Home Office Checklist and will identify any hazards that
may be unique to the home that may not be captured on the checklist.
2. Decide who might be harmed and how:
Identify who may be affected by the work done at home and how they may be affected;
this may include the employee, members of the household (including children and pets),
or visitors.
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3. Assess the risks and take the appropriate action to remove them or reduce
them as far as possible.
The employee may identify a hazard that could pose a health and safety risk. The
supervisor/manager and the employee should discuss the steps that need to be taken
to eliminate or reduce those risks as is reasonably practicable. What needs to be done
depends on whether the hazard is a high or low risk. This is determined by considering
what type of harm or injury may arise and how often it may happen. Managers,
supervisors and employees, working together, may be able to remove hazards
altogether or take steps to lower the risk to an acceptable level. For example, in the
case of loose wires from work equipment, they could be tucked away under a desk or
table, or secured neatly around the furniture out of the way.
4. Record the findings:
To prevent the development of unsafe or unhealthy working conditions, the employee
must complete the Home Office Checklist to review the conditions in their designated
work location before beginning work there. Supervisor/managers will review the
completed Home Office Checklist and discuss any concerns with the employee. The
supervisor/manager shall raise any concerns they have to their Occupational Health
and Safety Advisor or the Manager of Occupational Health and Safety and Wellness.
5. Check the risks from time to time and take further steps if needed.
Employees need to conduct and document additional risk assessments from time to
time, especially when conditions or work processes change within the designated work
location. The assessment must take into account any new hazards that may cause
harm to the health or safety of the employee or other people affected by the change in
working conditions. Occupational Health and Safety Advisors will review this form and
advise the employee of any corrective steps that need to be taken.

Section C. Home Office Checklist
The designated work location in the employee’s home should provide the same level of
health, safety, and security that an employee would receive at their regular municipal
worksite. Employees are responsible for assessing their designated work location for
existing or potential problems and for taking corrective steps in consultation with their
supervisor/manager and Occupational Health and Safety Advisors, who will review this
form.

Risk Assessment

(√) Satisfactory (X) Unsatisfactory (n/a) Not Applicable

Emergency Procedures
1.

√

X Emergency contact numbers are posted in my designated work location
or programmed into my phone.
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2.

√

X I have a means of communication available in my designated work
location to gain assistance in the event of an emergency (home phone,
cell phone, computer etc.).

3.

√

X I have an emergency evacuation route in place and posted in my
designated work location.

4.

√

X Human Resources has my current contact information and my
emergency contact information.
For many employees, this can be completed through MyInfo on
Dashboard. For employees without access to Dashboard, call the
Employee Service Centre (ESC) at 519-946-1372.

5.

√

X I have a first aid kit located in my home that is fully stocked and
inspected periodically. My first aid kit includes:
a. a current first aid manual;
b. 1 card of safety pins;
c. 12 adhesive dressings individually wrapped;
d. 4 sterile gauze pads, 3 inches square;
e. 2 rolls of gauze bandage, 2 inches wide;
f. 2 field dressings, 4 inches square, or
2 4-inch sterile bandage compresses; and
g. 1 triangular bandage.

6.

√

X There is a smoke detector located on the same floor as my designated
work location that is fully functioning. I understand that I should test this
device every six months and change the batteries when needed.

7.

√

X

8.

√

X There is a fire extinguisher in my home that is:
a. Easily accessible
b. Fully charged
c. Sealed (seal is unbroken)
d. Proper class
e. Visually inspected monthly

9.

√

X I am aware that all incidents must be immediately reported to my
supervisor/manager and HR.

N/A (If I have fuel-burning appliances) there is a carbon monoxide
detector located in my home that is fully functioning. I understand that I
should test this device every six months and change the batteries when
needed.

Electrical Safety
Ensure electrical equipment is turned off before it is checked.
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10.

√

X The domestic electrical systems are adequate for electrical equipment.

11.

√

X Outlets are not overloaded and adequate surge protection is utilized
with all electrical equipment.

12.

√

X

13.

√

X All plugs, cables, wires, electrical cords, and other equipment is in good
condition and working properly:
a. Check that the outer covering of the cable or wire is gripped where it
enters the plug or equipment
b. Check that the outer cover of the equipment is not damaged, (for
example, look for loose parts or screws)
c. Check for burn marks or staining to suggest overheating

14.

√

X All electrical cords are neatly secured, out of the way, and anchored
when possible. There are no trailing wires (if there are, tuck them out of
the way, either under a desk or table, to prevent accidents).

15.

√

X There is sufficient ventilation room available around all electrical
equipment.

N/A Power bars are used in place of extension cords where possible.
If extension cords are used they are CSA approved and grounded by
three prongs.

Office Ergonomics
16.

√

X I have set up my designated work location using the Musculoskeletal
Disorder (MSD) Prevention Program Procedure and the related
ergonomic resources (available on Dashboard under
Policies/Procedures).

17.

√

X I can view my screen without tipping my head either forward or
backward, I can look straight ahead at my screen.

18.

√

X

19.

√

X My screen contrast and brightness are properly adjusted to prevent eye
strain and for my visual comfort. My screen is clear, readable, without
flicker, and free of any glare (reflections, white spots).

20.

√

X I can easily view my work without leaning forward.

21.

√

X I can reach frequently used items (ie. mouse, files) without stretching.

22.

√

X I can sit all the way back in my chair without the seat pressing against
the back of my knees.

23.

√

X My chair provides good lumbar support.

N/A My document holder (if applicable) is right next to or in front of
my screen.
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24.

√

X My feet are fully supported by the floor or a footrest.

25.

√

X I will make efforts to work in a neutral and supportive position with
proper posture including keeping my shoulders relaxed, my arms down
by my side, my elbows at about 90 degrees, and my wrists almost
straight (in a neutral posture) as I use my keyboard/mouse.

26.

√

X

N/A I will try to intersperse non-computer work (ie. filing,
photocopying) with my computer work.

27.

√

X

N/A I will avoid bending my neck and/or hunching my shoulders to
hold my phone.

28.

√

X I will take micro-breaks to stand up, stretch, and focus my eyes on
something far away.

29.

√

X I am aware that it is my responsibility to be aware of the City of
Windsor's recommended best practices regarding office ergonomics
and to direct any questions or concerns I have to my supervisor.

Work Environment
30.

√

X All furniture is free of sharp edges.

31.

√

X Drawers and doors are kept closed when not in use.

32.

√

X My designated work location is neatly organized and free of clutter and
tripping hazards.

33.

√

X My designated work location (including my computer and monitor) is
clean and free from dust and dirt.

34.

√

X Materials are safely stored.

35.

√

X Shelves are not overloaded and there are no heavy objects stored
above shoulder height.

36.

√

X The lighting in my designated work location enables me to work
effectively.

37.

√

X My designated work location and the surrounding area provide enough
space to work effectively. There is enough space in general and under
the desk to allow for free movement.

Other (any hazards that are unique to the home that were not captured on the checklist)
38.

√

X

39.

√

X

40.

√

X
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Recommended Corrective Actions (to be completed by the supervisor)
The employee’s supervisor/manager should decide on the appropriate corrective action
and implement it together with the employee. Employees, supervisors, and managers
should contact their Occupational Health and Safety Advisor if they have any questions
or need help determining the proper corrective action.
Item Number (1-40)

Corrective Action

Completion Date

I have completed the Home Office Checklist and attached a side profile photo of me
sitting at my designated work location following the ergonomic guidelines.
I hereby certify that the existing or potential hazards in the designated work location in
my home have been properly assessed, identified, and the appropriate corrective
actions applied to the best of my knowledge.

_______________
Employee’s Name (print)

____________________________
Employee’s Signature

__________
Date

_______________
Supervisor’s Name (print)

____________________________
Supervisor’s Signature

__________
Date

Supervisors should keep a copy of this completed form and forward the original signed
document to the Health and Safety Coordinator in Human Resources.
Should you have any questions or concerns please contact hrdiv@citywindsor.ca and
use the subject line “Occupational Health and Safety” or call 519-255-6515.
For information about mental health resources employees are encouraged to visit the
Employee Family Assistance Program page on Dashboard.
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THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF WINDSOR

PROCEDURE
Service Area: Office of Corporate Services
Department: Human Resources
Division:
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Hybrid Work

Procedure No.: HRHAS - PRO - 0045
Approval Date:
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Policy Ref.:
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Prepared By: Deirdre Brode, 2021

Working Environment Policy
Replaces: N/A
Date:

1. PURPOSE
1.1. In keeping with the modernization of the workplace and in an effort to foster a
productive and flexible work environment employees will be encouraged to establish
a Hybrid Work Agreement in accordance with this procedure wherever it is
operationally feasible to do so.
1.2. A hybrid work model will increase the Corporation of the City of Windsor (the
Corporation)’s ability to attract and retain the best employees.
1.3. This procedure outlines the eligibility requirements and steps required to engage
in a hybrid work arrangement in a way that allows for employees to meet the
requirements of their job responsibilities in serving the citizens and internal
customers of the Corporation.
1.4. A hybrid work arrangement must not have a negative impact on an employee’s
performance and therefore the ability of the Corporation or a department to meet its
goals and objectives.
2. SCOPE
2.1. This procedure applies to all employees including Transit Windsor (as approved
by Transit Windsor Board Resolution M104-2015).
2.2. If established, a hybrid work arrangement will not be permanent and will not
entitle an employee to an ongoing or future arrangement. Eligibility will be
reassessed from time to time. If an employee changes jobs within the Corporation,
there are performance concerns, or the arrangement is not operationally feasible, any
existing hybrid work arrangement may be re-evaluated, modified, or rescinded at the
discretion of management and will be discussed with the affected employee.
2.3. This procedure does not alter or replace the terms of an existing employment
contract, collective agreement, policies, procedures, practices, or legislation,
including but not limited to the Employment Standards Act, Ontario Human Rights
Code or the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, that will apply as if the
employee were working at a municipal work site.
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2.4. During periods of extraordinary circumstances, such as a pandemic or other
emergencies, the Corporation may request or require that employees work from
home for a temporary period of time as outlined in the Work at Home in the Event of
an Emergency Procedure.
2.5. If there is inclement weather so severe that the CAO declares that certain City
facilities should be closed, the Inclement Weather Procedure will be implemented
and the Corporation may request or require that employees work from home.
3. DEFINITIONS
Designated work location: the location within the employee’s home in which the
employee will establish a suitable, safe, dedicated workstation.
Hybrid Work Agreement: an agreement between the Corporation and the employee
that outlines the hybrid work schedule and the expectations and conditions for the
hybrid work arrangement. Must be approved by the employee’s supervisor and
Commissioner and submitted to HR.
Hybrid work: a workplace model that supports a blend of in-office and remote workers.
Employees spend some of their work hours at their municipal worksite and others
working from home.
Municipal worksite: the municipal facility at which the employee works.
Operational feasibility: a measure of how well a proposed system solves problems,
takes advantage of opportunities and performs the necessary tasks of the Corporation.
To be operationally feasible, the hybrid work arrangement must fulfill the needs of
internal and external customers without sacrificing quality, efficiency, and productivity.
Work at Home Health and Safety Form: a form that is to be completed by the
employee in consultation with their supervisor and submitted to HR. Includes a home
office safety checklist to assess any possible risks and hazards associated with the
employee’s designated work location.
4. RESPONSIBILITY
4.1. The Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) will:
4.1.1. Support the use of this procedure corporate-wide by promoting
compliance and consistency.
4.1.2. Support this procedure including recommending to City Council that
adequate budgetary resources be made available to meet the obligations under
this procedure.
4.1.3. Provide guidance, direction, and final authority when issues arise and the
Corporate Leadership Team and the Executive Director of Human Resources
are unable to come to a resolution.
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4.1.4. Provide short-term exemptions to this procedure depending on
exigencies of service for Corporate Leadership Team members.
4.2. The Corporate Leadership Team (CLT) will:
4.2.1. Support the use of this procedure in their respective areas by promoting
compliance and consistency.
4.2.2. Review and approve Hybrid Work Agreements submitted by employees
in their area to ensure consistency and fairness.
4.2.3. Provide short-term exemptions to this procedure depending on
exigencies of service for employees in their areas.
4.3. Executive Directors (ED) will:
4.3.1. When considering approving Hybrid Work Agreements for their direct
reports, ensure there are enough onsite managers and supervisors for their
area. Suggest alterations to the proposed hybrid work schedule when
necessary.
4.3.2. Provide direction to managers and supervisors on approving hybrid work
arrangements when required.
4.3.3. Determine whether new technological equipment that managers and
supervisors wish to purchase to enable employees to work at home should be
included within their departmental budget.
4.3.4. When purchasing any new technological equipment, considering options
that will allow for more employees to engage in hybrid work in the future (i.e.
consider purchasing laptops instead of desktops).
4.4. The Executive Director of Human Resources will:
4.4.1. As this is a pilot program for 12 months (after Council approval) to
determine future viability, review this procedure within the first 12 months or
more frequently if required.
4.4.2. Communicate this procedure and the related program, protocols, and
guidelines to all employees.
4.4.3. Work with departments to resolve any work-from-home issues, as
requested, especially concerning health and safety, sick leave, WSIB claims, or
training.
4.5. The Executive Director of Information Technology will:
4.5.1. Establish the rules for safe and secure network connectivity to the
corporate network from home.
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4.5.2. Provide the necessary technological equipment where available and
appropriate and the corporate network access if requested by the employee’s
supervisor or manager.
4.5.3. Be responsible for recording all technological equipment and corporate
network access that has been provided by Information Technology (IT) to
employees working from home and securing the return of such equipment and
removal of corporate network access upon the termination of a hybrid work
arrangement or when needed.
4.6. The Manager of Employee Relations will:
4.6.1. Provide advice and recommendations to EDs, supervisors, and managers
regarding any collective agreement implications arising out of hybrid work
arrangements.
4.7. The Occupational Health, Safety and Wellness Manager will:
4.7.1. Review, track, and deliver appropriate training in compliance with this
procedure and the related program, specifically as it relates to health, safety,
ergonomics, and wellness.
4.7.2. Review, track, update, and maintain appropriate documentation such as
Hybrid Work Agreements and Work at Home Health and Safety Forms.
4.8. Managers and supervisors will:
4.8.1. Review and adhere to the Hybrid Work Program.
4.8.2. Assess the ability of each employee under their supervision who submits
a Hybrid Work Agreement to work-from-home, taking into consideration their job
duties and past performance, equipment requirements, and operational
feasibility.
4.8.3. If an employee with an approved Hybrid Work Agreement requires a
Corporate laptop (or other technological equipment) and there is one available
make any necessary arrangements with the Executive Director of Information
Technology.
4.8.4. Record all corporate equipment that an employee has taken home and
secure the return of such equipment upon termination of the hybrid work
arrangement.
4.8.5. Ensure employees entering into a hybrid work arrangement completes
and sign a Hybrid Work Agreement and a Work at Home Health and Safety
Form. Employees who refuse to sign the Hybrid Work Agreement or Work at
Home Health and Safety Form will not be permitted to work from home.
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4.8.6. In consultation with their Health and Safety Advisor, Disability
Management Specialist, and the Ergonomist & Wellness Specialist, ensure that
the employee demonstrates that their designated work location meets the safety
standards of the Corporation by completing the Work at Home Health and
Safety Form.
4.8.7. Make sure employees are properly trained to work-from-home including,
but not limited to, the use of technology, health and safety, records compliance,
and protecting confidential information.
4.8.8. Track the hours of the employee using the Workforce Management
System or their established departmental practice.
4.8.9. Approve or deny requests from employees to alter their hybrid work
schedule, and know where their employees are working at all times.
4.8.10. Determine a method of communication in consultation with the
employee and maintain regular communication. Communication via personal
social media is not acceptable.
4.8.11. Monitor the work performance of the employee and take appropriate
steps if performance issues arise.
4.8.12. Ensure that the employee’s duties are completed without compromising
the quality of service.
4.8.13. Monitor the physical and mental health of the employee to ensure that
their environment remains safe, productive, and supportive of their well-being to
the extent possible by staying in regular communication.
4.8.14. Follow the established protocols if the employee reports a workplace
accident including completing an Accident/Incident Report.
4.8.15. Endeavour to provide reasonable notice if an employee is required to
attend a work function on-site or at another location or otherwise alter their
hybrid work schedule (unless it is due to an urgent situation).
4.8.16. Terminate the hybrid work arrangement if circumstances arise that
justify the termination, as agreed by the Executive Director, Commissioner, and
the supervisor or manager at their discretion.
4.8.17. Provide reasonable notice if a change is required to the employee’s
Hybrid Work Agreement unless it is due to an urgent situation or the employee’s
permission is suspended or revoked for performance reasons. If a change is
required to the employee’s Hybrid Work Agreement, communicate to the
employee the reasons why.
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4.9. Employees will:
4.9.1. Review and adhere to the Hybrid Work Program.
4.9.2. Self-assess whether a hybrid work arrangement is an avenue they wish
to pursue given their personal circumstances and work requirements.
4.9.3. Adhere to this procedure as well as any directives given by their
supervisor or manager.
4.9.4. Take all reasonable precautions to maintain their health and safety while
working from home.
4.9.5. In consultation with their supervisor or manager, define the designated
work location within their home where they will work and bring forward any
health and safety concerns.
4.9.6. Provide an adequate workspace and furnishings while working from
home. There will be no duplication of any office furniture for a home office.
4.9.7. Complete all of their assigned work to the best of their ability. If unable to
complete their assigned duties, communicate to their manager/supervisor as to
the reasons why.
4.9.8. Spend their work hours as outlined in their Hybrid Work Agreement
dedicated to completing their job duties for the Corporation. They will not work
for another employer or provide dependent care during that time.
4.9.9. Participate in online and other forms of hybrid work collaboration with
colleagues to maintain engagement with corporate culture.
4.9.10. Take all reasonable precautions to ensure the security of confidential
information including personal information and private conversations.
4.9.11. Immediately report any potential breach of privacy to their supervisor or
manager, where there may be unauthorized access, disclosure, loss or theft of
personal/sensitive information or a City device.
4.9.12. If appropriate, log their work hours in the Workforce Management
System or departmental system. Any falsification of this information could lead
to disciplinary measures up to and including dismissal.
4.9.13. Complete, sign, and forward the Hybrid Work Agreement and the Work
at Home Health and Safety Form and comply with any conditions.
4.9.14. Promptly return any equipment belonging to the Corporation after the
hybrid work arrangement has been terminated or upon request.
4.9.15. Be responsible for at home or personal internet service if their duties
require online internet services or access to the Corporate computer network.
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4.9.16. Ensure they can attend the municipal worksite when requested by their
manager/supervisor, even on days they were scheduled to work from home (ex.
in emergencies/co-worker’s absence). Including having the ability to commute
to the worksite within a reasonable time.
5. PROCEDURE
5.1. The employee’s designated work location must be in Ontario and within 200km
of the City of Windsor city limits except with express permission from the appropriate
Commissioner and the Executive Director of Human Resources. Given the variation
in employment and health and safety laws, employees are not usually eligible to
engage in hybrid work if their designated work location is outside of the province or
the country.
5.2. Employees whose job duties, in whole or in part, can be carried out effectively
from home may be eligible to enter into a hybrid work arrangement.
5.3. To establish a hybrid work arrangement, the employee is required to submit an
approved Hybrid Work Agreement and Work at Home Health and Safety Form to
Human Resources through the Health, Safety, and Wellness Division.
5.4. Employees should first submit a proposed Hybrid Work Agreement to their
supervisor/manager for approval before completing the Work at Home Health and
Safety Form.
5.5. Supervisors and managers may advise the employee to revise their proposed
hybrid work schedule (based on scheduling concerns, customer service
requirements, departmental needs, etc) and submit a new Hybrid Work Agreement
for approval.
5.6. When considering approving a Hybrid Work Agreement, supervisors/managers
should consider whether it is operationally feasible. Providing exceptional customer
service to residents needs to remain the paramount concern.
5.7. In some cases, employees will not be eligible to participate because of staffing
levels, the necessity to conduct work on-site at Corporate facilities or out in the
community, the nature of their work, scheduling issues, the availability of
technological resources, or operational demands.
5.8. The home/work environment, work habits, skills, and abilities of the employee
may also impact the decision to approve or deny a Hybrid Work Agreement.
5.9. Basic Eligibility Requirements:
 The employee must be in good standing;
 The employee must not have a recent history of unsatisfactory job performance;
 The employee has a history of abiding by all Corporate policies and procedures and
all lawful instructions and requirements of the Corporation;
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 There are no increased labour costs and no significantly increased unapproved
operational or capital costs (excluding IT equipment costs);
 The employee must be willing and flexible to adjust their schedule at the direction of
management based on operational requirements, staffing levels, nature of work,
etc. This can be on short notice or with advanced notice depending on changing
needs;
 The employee will follow all existing policies, procedures and practices, and abide
by the terms and conditions of this procedure, the Hybrid Work Program and the
Hybrid Work Agreement.
5.10. Job Characteristics:
 Work can be sent to and from the employee’s designated work location with ease,
speed, and confidentiality;
 The job involves a high percentage of work that can be performed from home;
 There is a low requirement for in-person face-to-face contact with management,
direct reports, customers, members of the public, other employees, etc.;
 The needs of internal and external customers can be satisfied without adverse
impact to the Corporation.
5.11. Schedule Considerations:
 The proposed schedule compliments the hybrid work schedules and regular work
schedules of the other employees in the department;
 All employees in the area with a Hybrid Work Agreement will not be working from
home on all the same days;
 All other employees can complete their duties while this employee is working from
home;
 Coverage can be assured for any breaks or absences;
 There will be enough supervisory staff on-site each day to manage the area;
 The proposed schedule is not intended to be a replacement for child or dependent
care.
5.12. Hybrid workers may require a corporate laptop or other technical equipment. It
is up to each department to determine if they have room within their departmental
budget to address these needs and if that is the best use of their resources.
5.13. Managers and supervisors will determine whether an employee who submits a
proposed Hybrid Work Agreement requires any technological equipment. If the
technological resources are available, they will make any necessary arrangements
with the Executive Director of Information Technology.
5.14. Any new technological equipment that managers and supervisors wish to
purchase to enable employees to work at home must be included within their
departmental budget.
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5.15. Employees who have not been issued a laptop from the Corporation will be
responsible for utilizing their personal laptop or computer while working from home.
The Corporation will not be held accountable and is not liable for any technical
problems that may occur while using a personal laptop or computer.
5.16. If the employee does not have the necessary technological equipment in their
home office, there is none available to borrow, and the Department decides not to
purchase more equipment that that time, the Hybrid Work Agreement can not be
approved.
5.17. Once approved by the manager/supervisor, the Hybrid Work Agreement should
be sent to the employee’s CLT member for approval before being sent to Human
Resources Health, Safety and Wellness Division.
5.18. Once the employee’s Hybrid Work Agreement is approved, the employee will
complete and sign a Work at Home Health and Safety Form. There are no
exemptions from this requirement.
5.19. Once completed, the employee should send the Work at Home Health and
Safety Form to their supervisor/manager for approval.
5.20. Supervisors and managers should review Work at Home Health and Safety
Forms for completion and ensure that any health and safety concerns are discussed
and addressed with the employee. In consultation with their Health and Safety
Advisor, Disability Management Specialist, and the Ergonomist & Wellness
Specialist, confirm that the employee demonstrates that their designated work
location meets the health, safety, and wellness standards of the Corporation.
5.21. Employees must submit a new Hybrid Work Agreement at least every 12
months, or sooner depending on operational demands, to be reviewed by
supervisors/managers and the employee to determine if it is operationally feasible to
continue with the arrangement and what changes may be required.
5.22. All employees must follow, to the best of their ability, the requirements of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act, the Canada Labour Code Part II, the Canada
Occupational Health and Safety Regulations, the Occupational Health and Safety
Act, the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, and guidelines produced by associated
health and safety partners, as applicable.
5.23. If an employee is injured while working from home, they must inform their
supervisor as soon as possible. The supervisor should complete an Internal
Accident/Incident Report as soon as possible as per normal protocols.
5.24. An employer has an obligation and responsibility to adhere to the reporting
requirements of the Workplace Safety & Insurance Act (WSIA) and the Canada
Labour Code in the event of a work related accident sustained by a person who is
working from home as a result of the implementation of this procedure.
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5.25. The Corporation reserves the right to inspect the home office space periodically
to ensure that it meets all required health and safety standards.
5.26. Except in the case of an incident, accident, or emergency, the Corporation will
provide reasonable notice to the employee prior to the inspection.
5.27. All inspections will adhere to any public health restrictions in place at that time.
5.28. Employees are not eligible to claim any expenses from the Corporation incurred
from working from home.
5.29. The establishment of a hybrid work arrangement under this procedure does not
create a contractual entitlement to ongoing hybrid work or work-from-home
arrangement. The terms of a Hybrid Work Agreement established under this
procedure may be altered, modified, or cancelled by the Corporation at any time. All
employees that request a hybrid work arrangement are required to acknowledge that
the establishment of a hybrid work arrangement does not create a contractual right to
any ongoing or future hybrid work arrangement and that the Corporation has the
express and unfettered right, to cancel or alter the terms of any hybrid work
arrangement.
5.30. Applicable legislation, regulations and guidelines
 Canada Labour Code;
 Canada Occupational Health and Safety Regulations
 Occupational Health and Safety Act;
 Workplace Safety & Insurance Act;
 Employment Standards Act;
 Ontario Human Rights Code;
 Ontario Regulation 380/04
 The Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act;
 Hybrid Work Program
 Acceptable Use Policy
 Flex Time Policy and Guidelines
 Information Management Inventory
 Mobile Strategy
 Travel and Business Expense Policy
 Collective agreements negotiated between the Corporation and any of its
unions/associations;
 All other policies, procedures, or directives that may apply
6. RECORDS, FORMS, AND ATTACHMENTS
 Hybrid Work Agreement
 Work at Home Health and Safety Agreement
 Internal Accident/Incident Form
Hybrid Work Procedure
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 WSIB Employer’s Report of Injury/Illness
 WSIB Policy Documents 15-02-02 Accident in the Course of Employment
 WSIB Policy Documents 12-02-01 Definition of Worker
 WSIB Policy Documents 12-04-03 Emergency Workers
 HR Info Sheet: Working at Home General Safety Guidelines
 HR Info Sheet: Computer Workstation Guidelines
 HR Info Sheet: General Ergonomics Principles

Hybrid Work Procedure
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Approved By:

_________________________________________
Vincenza Mihalo
Executive Director of Human Resources

_____________________
Date

_________________________________________
Shelby Askin Hager
Commissioner,
Legal and Legislative Services

_____________________
Date

_________________________________________
Joe Mancina
Commissioner,
Corporate Services
Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer

_____________________
Date

Hybrid Work Procedure
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_________________________________________
Jelena Payne
Commissioner,
Human & Health Services

_____________________
Date

_________________________________________
Ray Mensour
Commissioner,
Community Services

_____________________
Date

_________________________________________
Christopher Nepszy
Commissioner,
Infrastructure Services

_____________________
Date

_________________________________________
Jason Reynar
Chief Administrative Officer

_____________________
Date

Hybrid Work Procedure
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Future of
Working Remotely
in
Ontario’s
Single Tier
Municipalities
June 25, 2021
Regional Single Tier CAO Group
White Paper Presented by
Cathy Hoffman, GM Corporate
Services/CHRO and
Marianne Fenton, Manager HR
Strategy and Workplace Culture,
Municipality of Chatham-Kent
On behalf of
Regional Single Tier
Human Resources Group
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Adapting the Workplace During COVID-19
Municipalities
quickly transitioned
many employees to
working remotely
at least part-time
starting March 2020

Physical Distancing

Care for Children and Elders

Promote Stay at
Home
Keep Employees and the Public
Safe

Reduced Group Sizes
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2

Key Considerations

Policy
Development
Staffing
Impacts
Workplace
Culture
Performance
Budget
Environmental
Impacts
IT and
Office Equipment
Health and
Safety
Communication
and Messaging
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Analysis of Pros and Cons
Early remote working metrics reported by some municipalities
Pros

Pros

Cons

• Decreased sick time

• Less control over hazards in
the home office

• Decreased ergonomic
claims/interventions
• 60%-70% of staff want to work
remotely long-term
• Supervisors pleased with remote
worker performance
• Solves some accommodation
issues

• Some staff requesting return to
office due to isolation
• IT system failures result in
significant decreased
productivity
• Not all positions or employees
can work remotely
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Staying
Innovative

Poor Company
Culture

Blend
asynchronous
and synchronous
communication

Expand and evolve
office culture to
include remote
team culture

Burnout
Monitor workloads
and vacation usage

Lessons Learned
Challenges faced by private sector
pioneers of remote work such as Yahoo
and IBM.

Career
Stagnation
Create career
ladders for remote
workers and
monitor promotions

Suggestions for municipalities to
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overcome them.

Loneliness and
Isolation
Promote
conversations
about mental
health and provide
co-working spaces
5

1. Create a Remote Work Vision and
Transition Plan
2. Implement Thorough and Fair
Remote Work Policies and
Procedures
3. Measure and Evaluate Remote Work
Program Effectiveness for Continuous
Improvement
4. Support Supervisors to Evolve
Performance Management Skills and
Toolkits

Recommendations
For municipalities considering the
continuation of remote work long-term

5. Maximize IT Technology Solutions
to Help Remote Workers Stay
Connected and Productive
6. Use Change Management Strategies to
Engage all Stakeholders in Implications
of Remote Work
7. Follow Strong Communication Plan
to Promote Buy-in and Sustainability
of Remote Working Policy
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Questions?
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Item No. 8.3
Council Report: C 149/2021

Subject: FCM Community Building Retrofit-GHG Reduction Pathway
Feasibility Study Grant Application - City Wide
Reference:
Date to Council: October 25, 2021
Author: Kathy Roeder
Asset Coordinator
519-255-6100 x 6255
kroeder@citywindsor.ca
Asset Planning
Report Date: September 30, 2021
Clerk’s File #: GFG/14180
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
THAT City Council DIRECTS Administration to submit the necessary application to the
FCM Community Building Retrofit-GHG Reduction Pathway Feasibility Study stream;
and,
THAT the Chief Administrative Officer BE AUTHORIZED to sign and execute any
documents required to submit the applications to the Grant noted above, subject to all
documentation being satisfactory in legal form to the Commissioner of Legal &
Legislative Services, in financial content to the Commissioner of Corporate Services,
Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer; and in technical content to the Senior Manager of
Asset Planning, or designates; and,
THAT City Council APPROVES the following funding sources for the City’s grant
matching and ineligible costs, as noted in the financial matters section of this report,
 Funding in the amount of $62,000 from the Grant Matching Funding Project (Project
7191009);
 Funding in the amount of $60,000 from the Energy Reserve (Fund 188); and,
Funding in the amount of $63,000 from the WFCU Centre Capital Improvement
Reserve (Fund 206); and,
THAT City Council APPROVE the following recommendations upon the City receiving
written confirmation from the grant provider the City’s grant application is awarded the
requested funding:
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a) THAT the Chief Administrative Officer and the City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to take
any such action and sign any such documentation as may be required to effect the
recommendations and funding for the Grants, subject to all documentation being
satisfactory in legal form to the Commissioner of Legal & Legislative Services, in
financial content to the Commissioner of Corporate Services, Chief Financial
Officer/City Treasurer, and in technical content to the Senior Manager of Asset
Planning, or designates;
b) THAT the Chief Administrative Officer BE AUTHORIZED to delegate signing of all
claims and applicable schedules and other such documents required as part of the
request for payment to the Senior Manager of Asset Planning or designate, subject
to financial content approval from the area’s Financial Planning Administrator or their
manager;
c) THAT City Council PRE-APPROVE and AWARD any procurement(s) necessary
that are related to the grant awarded projects, provided that the procurement(s) are
within approved budget amounts, pursuant to the Purchasing By-Law 93-2012 and
amendments thereto; satisfactory in financial content to the Commissioner of
Corporate Services, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer, and in technical content
to the Senior Manager of Asset Planning, or designates;
d) THAT the Chief Administrative Officer and the City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to take
any such action required to effect the recommendation noted above and sign any
required documentation/agreement(s) for the grant awarded projects, satisfactory in
legal form to the Commissioner of Legal & Legislative Services, in technical content
to the Senior Manager of Asset Planning and financial content to the Commissioner
of Corporate Services, Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer, or designates; and,
e) That the Purchasing Manager BE AUTHORIZED to issue Purchase Orders as may
be required to effect the recommendation noted above, subject to all specification
being satisfactory in technical content to the Senior Manager of Asset Planning and
financial content to the Commissioner of Corporate Services, Chief Financial
Officer/City Treasurer, or designates.

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
The Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) administers a Green Municipal Fund
(GMF). Recently a new Community Buildings Retrofit (CBR) initiative was released
under the Green Municipal Fund. This initiative supports the retrofitting of public
buildings to improve energy performance, lower operating and maintenance costs, and
to transition to cleaner energy solutions over time.
The CBR funding helps communities of all sizes to significantly reduce greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, while extending their asset’s life cycle. The intent of the CBR initiative
is to support municipalities achieve the following:
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Improve energy performance and significantly reduce GHG emissions;
Create local jobs in your municipality and reduce operating costs; and,
Better building quality and greater community use.

The CBR non-repayable contribution (grant) funding project streams are:


Community Building Monitoring and Analysis funding involves collecting
data on existing buildings to improve energy performance. Funding for up to 80%
of eligible costs up to $25,000;



Community Building Recommissioning funding assists with ensuring building
systems operate at optimal levels while saving energy and improving occupant
comfort. Funding for up to 60% of eligible costs up to $55,000; and,



GHG Reduction Pathway Feasibility Study funding assists with determining
the best approach to integrating energy and GHG reductions into longer-term
management plans. A pre-application has to be completed and sent to FCM so
they can assess if the project is eligible to submit a formal application. Funding
up to 80% of eligible costs up to $65,000 for a single building or up to $200,000
per portfolio of buildings as long as the average per building does not exceed
$65,000.

The City can only submit one application for each of these streams and there is no
application submission deadline. Applications are accepted year-round until all annual
funds are allocated.
Community buildings eligible for this funding are:





Athletic facilities, such as indoor rinks, sports arenas, swimming pools and gyms.
Recreational facilities, including recreation centres and clubhouses.
Cultural facilities, including performing arts centres, art galleries, auditoriums and
libraries.
Community buildings, including community centres, seniors’ centres and clubs,
and halls

Discussion:
This report outlines details related to the GHG Reduction Pathway Feasibility Study
project stream application. If, at a later date, a project is identified as eligible for
submission to another CBR project stream and funding is available to cover grant
matching and ineligible costs, the applicable report will be brought forward to seek
approval to submit an application.
The fundamental scope of the GHG Reduction Pathway Feasibility Study project stream
is to identify a sequence of GHG reduction measures for local recreational and cultural
facilities and to spur other potential energy efficiency measures that could be uncovered
during a feasibility study process. It is anticipated the results of this study will help
support short and long-term capital projects while mapping out a course to extend the
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life of these buildings and reduce operating and maintenance costs over that same
period. This provides the City with the an opportunity to create a corporate long term
plan to integrate energy and GHG reductions for managing community buildings to help
reduce our GHG emissions for each of these community buildings by at least 50 percent
within 10 years and by at least 80 percent (near net-zero GHG emissions) within 20
years.
Unlike the other FCM CBR project streams, the Feasibility study stream required a preapplication to be submitted before a full application would be made available to the City.
FCM uses the pre-application process to determine whether an organization and their
project are eligible for funding. On August 30, 2021, Administration submitted a preapplication to FCM and on September 13, 2021, Administration was notified we were
granted approval to submit an application. CAO 183/2021 provided the approval to
submit the pre-application under Delegation of Authority By-law (s. 3.25).
Assessment and selection of applications submitted for FCM GHG Reduction Pathway
Feasibility Study funding is done through a competitive process. An external expert
peer review panel evaluates all funding applications. An internal FCM analysis is also
completed before funding recommendation are submitted to the Green Municipal Fund’s
managing director, the Green Municipal Fund’s Council and FCM’s Board of Directors.
The seven buildings outlined below were selected in collaboration with the Supervisor,
Environmental Sustainability and Climate Change, Facilities Staff and the Energy
Initiatives Team. Each group brought forth a number of buildings to consider and over
several meetings a number of buildings were eliminated when evaluated against eligible
criteria. The combined area (571,376 ft2) of these buildings represent about 25% of the
City’s building portfolio.
If funding is awarded this project will be managed by the Energy Initiatives Team.
Name

Type

Sq. Ft.

Forest Glade Arena

Community Centre

11,647

Forest Glade Arena

Arena (twin pads)

61,364

Gino and Liz Marcus
Community Complex

Community Centre /Indoor Pool

39,000

Optimist Community Centre

Community Centre / Library

20,000

Constable John Atkinson
Community Centre
Memorial Community Centre

21,246

Capri Pizzeria Recreation
Complex (CPRC)

Arena (twin pad)/Community Centre

98,000

WFCU Centre

Community Centre /Indoor Pool/ Arena (multiple ice pads, main
6800 seat spectator bow, includes a Seniors centre)

TOTALS

320,119
571,376
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Risk Analysis:
There is the potential risk that our application may not be approved. This risk is
mitigated by ensuring we are able to meet all the criteria in the project, put forward the
strongest project and provide confirmation that we have already committed to the
funding source for the City’s portion of the project.

Climate Change Risks
Climate Change Mitigation:
The seven community buildings selected are responsible for 4,170 tonnes of CO2,
representing 12% of the City’s 2019 corporate emissions. The development of GHG
reduction pathways for these facilities will provide an opportunity to develop a wholebuilding integrated approach to reduce energy and emissions. The development of
GHG reduction pathways will also provide capacity building amongst City staff and will
help inform future planning policy for development.
The current Corporate greenhouse gas emissions reduction target is 40 percent below
2014 levels by 2041. The Corporate inventory for 2019 reported an increase of 3.6%
above the 2014 baseline. Grants such as these provide financial opportunities to
accelerate climate action while building internal capacity, which can support future
action.
Climate Change Adaptation:
Improving energy performance of buildings through implementation of a GHG reduction
pathway provides an opportunity to make these facilities more energy resilient as well.
Facilities that use less energy for heating and cooling are more likely to maintain
comfortable thermal conditions longer than traditional buildings providing additional
resiliency. This is a consideration as these facilities may be used as evacuation centres
or cooling centres when the need arises

Financial Matters:
The total cost of the project including eligible and ineligible costs is estimated at about
$385,000. The maximum available funding offered by FCM for a GHG reduction
pathway feasibility study with a portfolio of buildings is up to 80% of eligible costs or
projects up to a maximum of $200,000. Administration will be requesting $200,000 in
funding therefore the City’s obligation or Net City Costs are $185,000. The table below
outlines the project costs.
Estimated Eligible
Costs

Estimated Ineligible
Costs

Total Costs

Project Costs

$342,827

$42,173

$385,000

Grant Funding

(200,000)

Net City Costs

$142,827

(200,000)
$42,173
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The sources to fund the City’s obligation (Net City Costs) project are outlined below:
Project / Fund
Project 7191009

Description

Amount

Grant Matching Funding

$62,000

Fund 188

Energy Reserve

$60,000

Fund 206

WFCU Centre Capital Improvement Reserve

$63,000

Net City Costs

$185,000

Each of the above noted projects and funds have sufficient funding in them to cover
these costs. If the City’s application is successful, these funds will be transferred to a
separate capital project for administrative ease.

Consultations:
Karina Richters - Supervisor, Environmental Sustainability and Climate Change
Tom Graziano - Senior Manager Facilities
Sergio Grando – Energy Initiatives Special Projects
Sokol Aliko - Manager Energy Initiatives

Conclusion:
It is recommended that City Council approve the submission to FCM’s Community
Buildings Fund, GHG Reduction Pathway Feasibility Study project stream for the project
outlined in this report.

Approvals:
Name

Title

Muhammad Masri

Financial Planning Administrator

Mike Dennis

Financial Manager, Asset Planning

Melissa Osborne

Senior Manager, Asset Planning

Joe Mancina

Chief Financial Officer

Jason Reynar

Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
N/A

Appendices:
N/A
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Item No. 8.4
Council Report: C 145/2021

Subject: Request for exemption from Section 45(1.3) of the Planning Act
to allow a Minor Variance for 1680 Tecumseh Road West and 0, 13661378 Campbell Avenue - Ward 2
Reference:
Date to Council: October 25, 2021
Author: Jason Campigotto
Site Plan Approval Officer
jcampigotto@citywindsor.ca
519-255-6543 ext. 6162
Planning & Building Services
Report Date: September 27, 2021
Clerk’s File #: ZB/13896
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
That the site located at 1680 Tecumseh Road West, and 0, 1366-1378 Campbell
Avenue, Lots 9 and 10, and Part of Lots 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15, Registered Plan
931, situated at the northeast corner of Tecumseh Road West and Campbell
Avenue, BE EXEMPTED from the mandatory two-year period where no
applications for minor variance are permitted following a zoning bylaw
amendment under Section 45 (1.3) of the Planning Act, as per authority granted
to Council under Section 45 (1.4) of the Planning Act.

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
Location:

1680 Tecumseh Road West & 0, 1366-1378 Campbell Avenue
(northeast corner of Tecumseh Road West and Campbell
Avenue)

Ward:

2

Planning District:

RiverWest

Zoning District Map: 4
Applicant:

Adeolu Ireyomi on behalf of Refuge Properties Services &
Investments Inc.
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On January 18, 2021, Council considered and approved Official Plan Amendment 134
and a site specific Zoning By-law Amendment (Planning File Number Z-015/20,
ZNG/6124) through Council Resolution 607/2020 DHSC 215, supporting a proposed
four storey residential apartment building with surface parking for 30 vehicles.
On February 17, 2021, Council adopted By-Law Number 3-2021 to further amend City
of Windsor Zoning By-Law 8600 through site specific provision 399:
399. For the lands comprising part of Lots 9 and 10, and Part of Lots 11, 12,
13, 14 and 15, Registered Plan 931, Known Municipally as 1680
Tecumseh Road West; 1378 Campbell Street, 1366 Campbell Avenue
and 0 Campbell Avenue ("the property"), the following regulations shall
apply:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Lot Frontage - Minimum - as existing
Front Yard Depth - 0m
Interior Side Yard width - Minimum - 3.6m
Exterior Side Yard width- 0m
Required Parking - 1 space /unit
(ADDED by B/L 3-2021, Feb. 17, 2021)

On September 16, 2021, Refuge Properties Services and Investments Inc. submitted an
application for Site Plan Control approval (SPC-044/21) for the proposed development.
Accompanying the application is a ‘Request for Exemption’ letter prepared by Lassaline
Planning Consultants Inc. (refer to Appendix A) identifying the following:
“We are now in the stage of finalizing the site plan design for submission to staff for
consideration. Through the final adjustment of the site details and because of site
constraints, it has been determined that the site will not be able to meet the bylaw
requirements for minimum landscaped open space. High level quality landscaping will
be provided, however, site constraints are limiting the ability to provide the coverage
required under the bylaw. A minor change to the existing zone provision is required to
authorize the development being purported in the adopted OPA 134 and approved
Bylaw 3-2021.”
The subject properties underlying zoning is Residential District 3.1, requiring a minimum
landscaped open space yard of 35%; the proposed development provides for 22%
landscaped open space yard after the building footprint and required parking are
accounted for.
Reduction to the landscaped open space yard provision was not requested at the time
of the Zoning By-Law amendment application as the detailed final design of the site
followed Development and Heritage Standing Committee review. Minor amendments of
final plans are frequently required and can occasionally result in the requirement for a
minor variance.
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In situations where a proposed minor variance does not contravene the intent of the
recent zoning by-law amendment, Council has the option to approve a resolution
permitting the application to proceed to the Committee of Adjustment. As such, the
applicant has made a request of Council by way of the City Planner and the Planning
Department in accordance with Section 45 (1.4), to permit such a resolution to be
passed.
Planning Act
The Planning Act provides the basis for the establishment of a Committee Adjustment to
evaluate requests for relief from regulations of a Zoning By-law.
On July 1, 2016, Bill 73 came into effect and implemented a number of legislative
changes to the Planning Act. As part of Bill 73, Section 45 of the Planning Act was
amended (45 (1.3)) by putting in place a two-year moratorium for minor variance
applications within two years of the date of passing of a zoning by-law amendment.
Specifically, Section 45 (1.3) states that “Subject to subsection (1.4), no person shall
apply for a minor variance from the provisions of the by-law in respect of the land,
building or structure before the second anniversary of the day on which the by-law was
amended.” The intent of the changes to the Planning Act were to give greater control
to Municipalities to prevent the reversal of zoning provisions that council determined to
be important through the by-law amendment processes.
The Act does, however, provide Municipalities the flexibility through Council resolution,
to allow minor variance applications to proceed to the Committee of Adjustment on a
case-by-case basis within the 2-year time frame (Section 45 (1.4) of the Planning Act)
because it is recognized that there may be instances where material changes to
development proposals are necessary and that minor relief from regulations are
required to permit the development. To address this, provisions were further included in
the Planning Act (45 (1.4)) to allow, by Council resolution, the opportunity to submit an
application for a Minor Variance.
Administration is recommending that Council pass a resolution that will allow the
applicant to make application to the Committee of Adjustment for the purpose of
reducing the required landscape coverage.

Risk Analysis:
There is little to no risk associated with accepting the recommendation to allow for an
application to the Committee of Adjustment.

Financial Matters :
N/A

Consultations :
Staff from Planning and Legal were consulted in the writing of this report.
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Conclusion :
Section 45(1.3) is intended to operate to provide additional oversight to developments
requesting zoning by-law amendments to protect the decisions enacted by Council from
being reversed through a minor variance. It should be noted that the merits of minor
variances are still deliberated by the Committee of Adjustment using the established
four-part test and that public notice to neighbouring properties would be provided should
the application be permitted to be made. The Planning Act provision does not intend to
override the authority of any Committee of Adjustments and their powers to deliberate
the merits of a minor variance applications.
In my professional opinion, the application for an exemption to Section 45 (1.3) as
proposed in the recommendation of this report is consistent with the Provincial Policy
Statement, 2020 and maintains conformity with the City of Windsor Official Plan.

Planning Act Matters:
N/A

Approvals:
Name

Title

Neil Robertson

Manager of Urban Design / Deputy City Planner

Thom Hunt

City Planner

Wira Vendrasco

Deputy City Solicitor

Shelby Askin Hager

City Solicitor

Jason Reynar

Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Robert DiMaio

RDiMaio@archonarchitect.com

Jacki Lassaline

jackie@lassalineplan.ca

Appendices:
1 Appendix A - Letter Requesting Council Approval to Permit Minor Variance
Application
2 Appendix B - Site Plan and Elevation Drawings
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Item No. 8.5
Council Report: C 150/2021

Subject: Request for Proposal No. 123-21: Selection of Real Estate
Services for the Sale of Surplus City-owned Commercial / Industrial
Property – Ward – City Wide
Reference:
Date to Council: October 25, 2021
Author: Chris Carpenter
Coordinator of Real Estate Services
519 255-6100 ext. 6420
ccarpenter@citywindsor.ca
Legal Services, Real Estate & Risk Management
Report Date: October 1, 2021
Clerk’s File #: APM/14243
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
I.

A. That the following real estate company BE APPROVED to list and sell City of
Windsor surplus commercial / industrial properties at a commission rate of 3.75%
and that the City enter into an agreement with respect to the foregoing with:
CBRE Limited
Attention: Brook Handysides
3200 Deziel Drive, Suite 110
Windsor, ON N8W 5K8
II. Conditions:
1.

The commission rate recommended above is to be split equally between the
Listing Broker and the Co-operating (Selling) Broker.

2.

Listings are for a period of 90 days and may be renewed after review.

3.

The agreement is for a three-year term with an option to extend for one (1)
additional year, at the sole discretion the City.

4.

a)

The City appoints the Broker to list, at the expense of the Broker, the
properties for sale through the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) operated
by the Windsor Essex County Association of Realtors;
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b)

The agreement may be terminated with or without cause by either party
on the giving of 15 days’ notice in writing to the other party. Upon
termination by either party, the Broker will provide unconditional mutual
releases of any active listings upon request.

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
By-Law 52-2014 establishes a policy for the disposal of Land. Schedule A of the policy
includes the following:
4.

RESPONSIBILITY
4.1

5.

City Real Estate Staff will:

4.1.5. Retain qualified Multiple Listing Services (“MLS”) brokers or agents to
assist, as appropriate, with the Disposal.
DISPOSAL RULES
5.3

Method of Disposal
5.3.1

Subject to direction from City Council all Surplus Land will either be
listed on the MLS of the local Real Estate Board or offered for sale by
City Real Estate staff.

Discussion:
Request for Proposal No. 123-21 is a proposal for real estate services for the sale of
surplus city-owned commercial / industrial property. The RFP called for the selection of
a real estate company to service commercial / industrial listings.
The closing date for the RFP was August 13, 2021 and Administration received five (5)
submissions. The proposals were checked for compliance to the RFP. Two of the
submissions failed to provide all of the required documents and therefore were
disqualified. The “Selection & Evaluation Criteria For Ranking Consultants”, that
attached as Appendix “C” to the RFP was used to rank the proposals. An Evaluation
Committee composed of Frank Scarfone, Manager of Real Estate Services, Kate
Tracey, Legal Counsel, Chris Carpenter, Coordinator of Real Estate Services and
Denise Wright, Lease Administrator, together with the assistance of Amanda Brazeau,
Buyer (Purchasing), reviewed and scored the proposals.
The highest scoring proponent was CBRE Limited and, therefore, the company being
recommended for this assignment.

Risk Analysis:
As in any RFP, failure to award the contract in accordance with the terms of the RFP
and the Purchasing By-Law could result in liability to the municipality. This is considered
unlikely to occur in this instance and is therefore of low risk.
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Not awarding the contract could bear medium risks relative to the disposition of surplus
City-owned properties. Real Estate Companies are not only able to list properties for
sale on MLS, they also utilize company websites and a strong advertising network
designed to market properties to a much larger target group than what City staff could
reach. This additional exposure helps to decrease the time properties are listed for sale
and ensure that sale prices are for market value.

Climate Change Risks
Climate Change Mitigation:
Entering into this agreement does not pose a climate change risk.
Climate Change Adaptation:

N/A
Financial Matters:
Commission is only payable upon the successful completion of a transaction.

Consultations:
Alex Vucinic, Purchasing Manager
Amanda Brazeau, Buyer - Purchasing
Wira Vendrasco, Deputy City Solicitor

Conclusion:
Entering into an agreement with the above selected real estate company will allow for
the continuation of a very successful initiative in the sale of select surplus City-owned
commercial / industrial properties. Mandated use of the MLS will help achieve sales for
market value. Continued use of the RFP selection process allows Real Estate Services
to utilize the service of a real estate company, at a fixed commission rate while
improving the level of advertising for the sale of surplus City-owned properties.
Reporting requirements and overall levels of service are expected to be consistent with
previous contractual arrangements for this service.

Approvals:
Name

Title

Chris Carpenter

Coordinator of Real Estate Services

Frank Scarfone

Manager of Real Estate Services

Shelby Askin Hager

Commissioner of Legal and Legislative
Services

Joe Mancina

Commissioner of Corporate Services, Chief
Financial Officer, City Treasurer
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Name

Title

Jason Reynar

Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Cameron Paine
Buckingham Realty (Windsor Ltd.)
Brook Handysides
CBRE Limited
Mark Lalovich
Re/Max Preferred Realty Ltd

4573 Tecumseh E Windsor N8W
1K6
3200 Deziel Dr Suite 110
Windsor N8W 5K8
10-6505 Tecumseh Rd E
Windsor N8T 1E7

cpaine@buckinghamrealty.ca
Brook.handysides@cbre.com
mark@lalovichrealestate.com

Appendices:
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Item No. 8.6
Council Report: C 151/2021

Subject: Request for Proposal No. 122-21: Selection of Real Estate
Services for the Sale of Surplus City-owned Residential property - Ward
City Wide
Reference:
Date to Council: October 25, 2021
Author: Chris Carpenter
Coordinator of Real Estate Services
519 255-6100 ext. 6420
ccarpenter@citywindsor.ca
Legal Services, Real Estate & Risk Management
Report Date: October 1, 2021
Clerk’s File #: APM/14243
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
I.

A. That the following real estate company BE APPROVED to list and sell City of
Windsor surplus residential properties at a commission rate of 3.8% and that the
City enter into an agreement with respect to the foregoing with:
Buckingham Realty (Windsor) Ltd.
Attention: Cameron Paine
4573 Tecumseh Road East
Windsor ON N9A 7K6
II. Conditions:
1.

The commission rate recommended above is to be split equally between the
Listing Broker and the Co-operating (Selling) Broker.

2.

Listings are for a period of 90 days and may be renewed after review.

3.

The agreement is for a three-year term with an option to extend for one (1)
additional year, at the sole discretion the City, subject to CAO approval.

4.

a)

The City appoints the Broker to list, at the expense of the Broker, the
properties for sale through the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) operated
by the Windsor Essex County Association of Realtors;
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b)

The agreement may be terminated with or without cause by either party
on the giving of 15 days’ notice in writing to the other party. Upon
termination by either party, the Broker will provide unconditional mutual
releases of any active listings upon request.

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
By-Law 52-2014 establishes a policy for the disposal of Land. Schedule A of the policy
includes the following:
4.

RESPONSIBILITY
4.1

City Real Estate Staff will:
4.1.5. Retain qualified Multiple Listing Services (“MLS”) brokers or agents to
assist, as appropriate, with the Disposal.

5.

DISPOSAL RULES
5.3

Method of Disposal
5.3.1
Subject to direction from City Council all Surplus Land will either be
listed on the MLS of the local Real Estate Board or offered for sale by City
Real Estate staff.

Discussion:
Request for Proposal No. 122-21 is a proposal for real estate services for the sale of
surplus city-owned residential property. The RFP called for the selection of a real estate
company to service residential listings.
The closing date for the RFP was August 13, 2021 and Administration received 3
submissions. The proposals were checked for compliance to the RFP. One of the
submissions failed to provide all of the required documents, and therefore was
disqualified. The “Selection & Evaluation Criteria For Ranking Consultants”, attached as
Appendix “C” to the RFP was used to rank the proposals. An Evaluation Committee
composed of Frank Scarfone, Manager of Real Estate Services, Kate Tracey, Legal
Counsel, Chris Carpenter, Coordinator of Real Estate Services and Denise Wright,
Lease Administrator, together with the assistance of Amanda Brazeau, Buyer
(Purchasing), reviewed and scored the proposals.
The highest scoring proponent was Buckingham Realty (Windsor) Ltd. and, therefore,
the company being recommended for this assignment.
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Risk Analysis:
As in any RFP, failure to award the contract in accordance with the terms of the RFP
and the Purchasing By-Law could result in liability to the municipality. This is considered
unlikely to occur in this instance and is therefore of low risk.
Not awarding the contract could bear medium risks relative to the disposition of surplus
City-owned properties. Real Estate Companies are not only able to list properties for
sale on MLS, they also utilize company websites and a strong advertising network
designed to market properties to a much larger target group than what City staff could
reach. This additional exposure helps to decrease the time properties are listed for sale
and ensure that sale prices are for market value.

Climate Change Risks
Climate Change Mitigation:
Entering into this agreement does not pose a climate change risk.
Climate Change Adaptation:
N/A

Financial Matters:
Commission is only payable upon the successful completion of a transaction.

Consultations:
Alex Vucinic, Purchasing Manager
Amanda Brazeau, Buyer - Purchasing

Conclusion:
Entering into an agreement with the above selected real estate company will allow for the
continuation of a very successful initiative in the sale of select surplus City-owned residential
properties. Mandated use of the MLS will help achieve sales for market value. Continued us e of
the RFP selection process allows Real Estate Services to utilize the service of a real estate
company, at a fixed commission rate while improving the level of advertising for the sale of
surplus City-owned properties. Reporting requirements and overall levels of service are
expected to be consistent with previous contractual arrangements for this service.

Approvals:
Name

Title

Chris Carpenter

Coordinator of Real Estate Services

Frank Scarfone

Manager of Real Estate Services

Shelby Askin Hager

Commissioner of Legal and Legislative
Services

Joe Mancina

Commissioner of Corporate Services,
Chief Financial Officer, City Treasurer
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Name

Title

Jason Reynar

Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
Name
Cameron Paine
Buckingham Realty
Ltd.)
Tim Campbell
Century 21 Teams &
Associates Ltd.

Address
4573 Tecumseh E Windsor
(Windsor N8W 1K6
11825 Tecumseh E
Windsor N8N 1L8

Email
cpaine@buckinghamrealty.ca

sold@timcampbell.com

Appendices:
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Item No. 8.7

Committee Matters: SCM 300/2021
Subject: Report No. 110 of the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee Request for pop-up bike lanes along University Avenue
Moved by: Councillor McKenzie
Seconded by: Councillor Francis
Decision Number: ETPS 845
THAT Report No. 110 of the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee (WECEC)
of its meeting held June 24, 2021 indicating:
That the proposal from the Windsor-Essex Youth Climate Council for a pop-up
temporary separated bike lane on University Avenue BE ENDORSED.
BE RECEIVED; and,
THAT the Environment, Transportation & Public Safety Standing Committee ENDORSE
the creation of a pilot project for temporary separated bike lanes along University Ave.
in 2022; and,
THAT Administration COORDINATE with all appropriate internal departments to
develop this pilot project proposal; and,
THAT the City of Windsor APPROACH the University of Windsor to develop terms for a
financial model for implementation of a pilot project for separated bike lanes along
University Ave; and,
THAT Administration CONSULT with external stakeholders including the University of
Windsor, the DWBIA, Bike Windsor-Essex and other organizations or groups as
appropriate to develop a pilot project for separated bike lanes along University Ave.;
and further,
THAT Administration BE REQUESTED to provide comment related to this request
when this report proceeds to Council.
Carried.
Report Number: SCM 224/2021
Clerk’s File: MB2021
Clerk’s Note:
1. The recommendation of the Standing Committee and Advisory Committee are
not the same.
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2. Please refer to Item 7.1 from the Environment, Transportation & Public Safety
Standing Committee Meeting held September 22, 2021.
3. To view the stream of this Standing Committee meeting, please refer to:
http://csg001harmony.sliq.net/00310/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20210924/
-1/5266
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Committee Matters: SCM 224/2021

Subject: Report No. 110 of the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee Request for pop-up bike lanes along University Avenue
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July 21, 2021
REPORT NO. 110
of the
WINDSOR ESSEX COUNTY ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
of its meeting held June 24, 2021 via Zoom video conference

Members Present: Councillor Chris Holt, Chair
Councillor Kieran McKenzie
Deputy Mayor Gord Queen, Town of Kingsville
Keri Banar
Derek Coronado
Rosanna Demarco
Michael Schneider
Richard St. Denis
Radwan Tamr

Your Committee submits the following recommendation:
Moved by Councillor McKenzie, seconded by Deputy Mayor Gord Queen
That the proposal from the Windsor-Essex Youth Climate Council for a
pop-up temporary separated bike lane on University Avenue
BE ENDORSED.
Carried.
K. Banar voting nay.

_________________________
CHAIRPERSON

_________________________
COMMITTEE COORDINATOR

NOTIFICATION:
Name
WECEC Committee and
County representatives
Lyra Sheldon
Windsor-Essex Youth
Climate Council

Address

E-mail
on-file
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Item No. 8.8

Committee Matters: SCM 303/2021
Subject: Report No. 112 of the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee Windsor-Essex Solid Waste Authority - Food and Organics Waste Plan
Moved by: Councillor Francis
Seconded by: Councillor McKenzie
Decision Number: ETPS 848
THAT Report No. 112 of the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee (WECEC)
of its meeting held June 24, 2021 indicating:
That a Letter of Support from the Windsor Essex County Environment
Committee BE SENT to the Essex Windsor Solid Waste Authority (EWSWA)
endorsing the following:
1. That the Food and Organic Waste Management Oversight Committee BE
DIRECTED to proceed with a procurement plan for construction of a new
Food and Organics Waste Processing Facility (“the Facility”) with the
following minimum criteria:
a. That the Facility BE LOCATED:
i.
on lands adjacent to the Regional Landfill, or
ii.
on lands adjacent to the Windsor Biosolids Processing Facility, or
iii.
at a site supplied by a proponent through the procurement
submissions, and;
b. That, consistent with the intent of the City of Windsor Community and
Corporate Energy Plans and the Essex County Regional Energy Plan, that
the Facility BE DESIGNED using a technology that produces renewable
energy with concurrent recovery of nutrients, in addition to helping
municipalities towards their greenhouse gas reduction goals and to meet
or exceed waste diversion targets set out in the Organics Provincial Policy
Statement, and;
c. That the Facility BE DESIGNED to accept, at a minimum, source
separated organics from Windsor and the participating municipalities
(confirmed by September 30, 2021), through a curbside collection
program, and;
d. That if the Facility is located at the Windsor Biosolids Processing Facility,
biosolids from the City of Windsor’s wastewater treatment facilities BE
INCLUDED in the minimum feedstock, with the costs and revenues
related to the processing of the biosolids portion of the feedstock being
apportioned to the City of Windsor, and;
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e. That industry standards BE EXCEEDED regarding odour control at the
facility and the end product, and;
2. That the 7 County municipalities BE REQUESTED to report to each of their
respective Councils by September 30, 2021 for direction on whether those
municipalities will participate in the Regional Food and Organics Waste
Management program at its onset and to what degree, based on the
recommendations of the Oversight Committee and endorsed by the EWSWA
Board (attached as Schedule “A”), and;
3. That the Food and Organics Waste Oversight Committee BE DIRECTED to
report back to the EWSWA Board with a recommended Procurement Plan
outlining project delivery model selection, timing and next steps, and;
4. That the Food and Organics Waste Oversight Committee BE DIRECTED to
pursue planning and environmental approvals for the municipally owned sites
adjacent to the regional landfill in the County of Essex and the Windsor
Biosolids Processing Facility in the City of Windsor, and;
5. That, prior to any contract award for design and construction of the Facility,
the General Manager of EWSWA BE DIRECTED to report back to the
EWSWA Board with a Regional Food and Organics Waste Management
Plan, such plan to include the proposed funding model including sharing of
expenses, revenues and environmental credits and responsibilities of all
parties related to the Facility and the food and organic waste collection
system.
BE APPROVED; and,
THAT Administration BE REQUESTED to provide comment related to the request; and,
THAT this information BE PROVIDED to Council when this report proceeds to Council.
Carried.
Report Number: SCM 269/2021
Clerk’s File: MB2021
Clerk’s Note:
1. The recommendation of the Standing Committee and Advisory Committee are
not the same.
2. Please refer to Item 7.4 from the Environment, Transportation & Public Safety
Standing Committee Meeting held September 22, 2021.
3. To view the stream of this Standing Committee meeting, please refer to:
http://csg001harmony.sliq.net/00310/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20210924/
-1/5266
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Committee Matters: SCM 269/2021

Subject: Report No. 112 of the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee Windsor-Essex Solid Waste Authority - Food and Organics Waste Plan
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September 22, 2021
REPORT NO. 112
of the
WINDSOR ESSEX COUNTY ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
of its meeting held June 24, 2021 via Zoom video conference

Members Present:

Councillor Chris Holt, Chair
Councillor Kieran McKenzie
Deputy Mayor Gord Queen, Town of Kingsville
Keri Banar
Derek Coronado
Rosanna Demarco
Michael Schneider
Richard St. Denis
Radwan Tamr

Your Committee submits the following recommendation:
Moved by Councillor McKenzie, seconded by D. Coronado,
That a Letter of Support from the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee BE
SENT to the Essex Windsor Solid Waste Authority (EWSWA) endorsing the following:
1. That the Food and Organic Waste Management Oversight Committee BE DIRECTED to
proceed with a procurement plan for construction of a new Food and Organics Waste
Processing Facility (“the Facility”) with the following minimum criteria:
a. That the Facility BE LOCATED:
i. on lands adjacent to the Regional Landfill, or
ii. on lands adjacent to the Windsor Biosolids Processing Facility, or
iii. at a site supplied by a proponent through the procurement
submissions, and;

b. That, consistent with the intent of the City of Windsor Community and
Corporate Energy Plans and the Essex County Regional Energy Plan, that the
Facility BE DESIGNED using a technology that produces renewable energy
with concurrent recovery of nutrients, in addition to helping municipalities
towards their greenhouse gas reduction goals and to meet or exceed waste
diversion targets set out in the Organics Provincial PolicyStatement, and;

c. That the Facility BE DESIGNED to accept, at a minimum, source
separated organics from Windsor and the participating municipalities
(confirmed by September 30, 2021), through a curbside collection
program “, and;

d. That if the Facility is located at the Windsor Biosolids Processing Facility,
biosolids from the City of Windsor’s wastewater treatment facilities BE
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Windsor Essex County Environment
Committee

Report No. 112

INCLUDED in the minimum feedstock, with the costs and revenues related
to the processing of the biosolids portion of the feedstock being
apportioned to the City of Windsor, and;

e. That industry standards BE EXCEEDED regarding odour control at the
facility and the end product, and;

2. That the 7 County municipalities BE REQUESTED to report to each of their
respective Councils by September 30, 2021 for direction on whether those
municipalities will participate in the Regional Food and Organics Waste
Management program at its onset and to what degree, based on the
recommendations of the Oversight Committee and endorsed by the EWSWA
Board (attached as Schedule “A”), and;

3. That the Food and Organics Waste Oversight Committee BE DIRECTED to
report back to the EWSWA Board with a recommended Procurement Plan
outlining project delivery model selection, timing and next steps, and;

4. That the Food and Organics Waste Oversight Committee BE DIRECTED to pursue
planning and environmental approvals for the municipally owned sites adjacent to the
regional landfill in the County of Essex and the Windsor Biosolids Processing Facility
in the City of Windsor, and;

5. That, prior to any contract award for design and construction of the Facility, the
General Manager of EWSWA BE DIRECTED to report back to the EWSWA Board
with a Regional Food and Organics Waste Management Plan, such plan to include
the proposed funding model including sharing of expenses, revenues and
environmental credits and responsibilities of all parties related to the Facility and the
food and organic waste collection system.
Carried.
________________________
CHAIRPERSON
________________________
COMMITTEE COORDINATOR
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Windsor Essex County Environment
Committee

Name
WECEC Committee
and County
representatives
Michelle Bishop,
General Manager,
Essex-Windsor Solid
Waste Authority

Address

Report No. 112

E-mail
on-file

mbishop@ewswa.org
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Additional Information: AI 14/2021

Subject: Additional Information Regarding Windsor Essex County
Environment Committee Report No. 112 – Windsor Essex Solid Waste
Authority – Food and Organics Waste Plan - City Wide
Reference:
Date to Council: October 25, 2021
Author: Karina Richters
Supervisor of Environmental Sustainability & Climate Change
519-253-7111 ext. 3226
krichters@citywindsor.ca
Pollution Control
Report Date: October 4, 2021
Clerk’s File #: MB2021
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Additional Information:
At their September 22nd, 2021 meeting the Environment, Transportation and Public
Safety Standing Committee referred Report No. 112 of the Windsor Essex County
Environment Committee – “Food and Organics Waste Plan” to administration for review
and comment. This memo serves as administrations review of the motion from WECEC
to send a letter of support to the EWSWA board in favour of the Food and Organics
Waste Plan.
The motion as presented in Report No. 112 is the same as presented to the EWSWA
Board on June 1, 2021 from the City of Windsor’s Project Administrator on behalf of the
Regional Food and Organics Waste Oversight Committee.
At this meeting, the
EWSWA Board received the recommendations and passed a motion for EWSWA
Administration to retain a third party independent consultant to conduct a peer review of
the evaluation process as detailed in the GHD Limited report. Based upon the
conclusions of the Peer Review Report, minor revised recommendations have been
submitted to the EWSWA board meeting of October 5, 2021.
The updated recommendations are not substantially different from the earlier
recommendations proposed and supported by the WECEC Committee.
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If Council supports the WECEC motion, administration is recommending that the
attached letter be signed by the WECEC chair – Councillor Holt.

Consultations:
Corporate Projects – Project Administrator
Manager, Environmental Services

Approvals:
Name

Title

Kevin Webb

Manager, Environmental Quality

Jake Renaud

Senior Manager, Pollution Control

Chris Nepszy

Commissioner, Infrastructure Services

Jason Reynar

Chief Administrative Officer

Appendices:
1

Windsor Essex County Environment Committee Letter of Support
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4155 Ojibway Parkway • Windsor, Ontario N9C 4A5
Tel: 519-253-7111 ext.3290 • Email: aparent@citywindsor.ca
Essex Windsor Solid Waste Authority
360 Fairview Avenue West, Suite 211
Essex, ON N8M 3G4
October 18, 2021
Re: Regional Food and Organics and Waste Management
WECEC endorses the recommendations presented to the EWSWA Board on June 1, 2021
from the Project Administrator on behalf of the Regional Food and Organics Waste Oversight
Committee. WECEC is aware of the recent updated recommendations presented to the Board
on October 5th, 2021 and has no concerns with the revised recommendations.
Through this letter, we would like to emphasis our agreement with the following
recommendations:
 That a regional approach to organic waste management be established;
 That the process to manage the organic waste supports the City and County’s energy
and greenhouse gas targets; and
 That the process to establish an organic waste management system continue
immediately without any further delay.
Thank you for your commitment to the Windsor/Essex Region.
Yours truly,

Chris Holt
Windsor Essex County Environment Committee - Chair
The Windsor Essex County Environment Committee is an advisory committee for environmental
issues to the City of Windsor and the County of Essex.

1
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Item No. 8.9

Committee Matters: SCM 304/2021
Subject: Report No. 113 of the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee Ojibway Shores National Urban Park
Moved by: Councillor Francis
Seconded by: Councillor McKenzie
Decision Number: ETPS 849
THAT Report No. 113 of the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee (WECEC)
of its meeting held June 24, 2021 indicating:
That the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee (WECEC)
supports the creation of the Ojibway Shores National Urban Park, and further,
that a letter BE SENT to the Federal Government (Minister of Infrastructure and
Communities; Minister of Environment and Climate Change) and to our local
Federal Members of Parliament to encourage the creation of an Ojibway Shores
National Urban Park.
BE APPROVED; and,
THAT Administration BE REQUESTED to provide comment related to the request; and,
THAT this information BE PROVIDED to Council when this report proceeds to Council.
Carried.
Report Number: SCM 270/2021
Clerk’s File: MB2021
Clerk’s Note:
1. The recommendation of the Standing Committee and Advisory Committee are
not the same.
2. Please refer to Item 7.5 from the Environment, Transportation & Public Safety
Standing Committee Meeting held September 22, 2021.
3. To view the stream of this Standing Committee meeting, please refer to:
http://csg001harmony.sliq.net/00310/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20210924/
-1/5266
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Committee Matters: SCM 270/2021

Subject: Report No. 113 of the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee Ojibway Shores National Urban Park
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September 22, 2021
REPORT NO. 113
of the
WINDSOR ESSEX COUNTY ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
of its meeting held June 24, 2021 via Zoom video conference

Members Present: Councillor Chris Holt, Chair
Councillor Kieran McKenzie
Deputy Mayor Gord Queen, Town of Kingsville
Keri Banar
Derek Coronado
Rosanna Demarco
Michael Schneider
Richard St. Denis
Radwan Tamr
Your Committee submits the following recommendation:
Moved by R. St. Denis, seconded by Councillor McKenzie,
That the Windsor Essex County Environment Committee (WECEC) supports the
creation of the Ojibway Shores National Urban Park, and further, that a letter BE SENT
to the Federal Government (Minister of Infrastructure and Communities; Minister of
Environment and Climate Change) and to our local Federal Members of Parliament to
encourage the creation of an Ojibway Shores National Urban Park.
Carried.
_________________________
CHAIRPERSON

_________________________
COMMITTEE COORDINATOR
Name
WECEC Committee
and County
representatives

Address

E-mail
on-file
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Additional Information: AI 13/2021

Subject: Additional Information Regarding SCM 270/2021 Ojibway
Shores National Urban Park - Ward 1
Reference:
Date to Council: October 25, 2021
Author: Karina Richters
Supervisor, Environmental Sustainability & Climate Change
519-253-7111 ext. 3226
krichters@citywindsor.ca
Pollution Control
Report Date: September 30, 2021
Clerk’s File #: MB2021
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Additional Information:
At their September 22, 2021 meeting the Environment, Transportation and Public Safety
Standing Committee referred Report No. 113 of the Windsor Essex County Environment
Committee – “Ojibway Shores National Urban Park” to Administration for review and
comment. This memo serves as Administration’s review of the recommendation for
WECEC to send a letter to the federal government (Minister of Infrastructure and
Communities; Minister of Environment and Climate Change) and to our local MPs to
encourage the creation of an Ojibway Shores National Urban Park.
Administration does not note any risks or issues with the WECEC report and the
direction to send a letter of support for the creation of a National Urban Park that would
contain the Ojibway Shores property. In fact, advocating to protect, conserve and
enhance this area aligns with the goals of the Environmental Master Plan, specifically


Objective C4: Expand public understanding of the value of natural spaces and
native plants;



Objective C6: Acquire or transition additional lands for integration into our parks,
natural areas and natural heritage system;



Objective C7: Protect, enhance and expand the quality and condition of our
natural areas and wetlands; and,



Objective C9: Increase connectivity within and between our parks and natural
areas.
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From a climate change perspective, advocating for a National Urban Park that includes
the Ojibway Shores property aligns with the goals of the Climate Change Adaptation
Plan, specifically:


Action 5.1: Protect and enhance the management of natural areas to improve
climate change resilience;



Action 5.3: Enhance linkages between and among natural heritage features; and,



Action 5.7 Enhance Detroit River shoreline protection measures along Windsor’s
riverfront and Peche Island.

At the June 7th City Council meeting, Council moved to write a similar letter petitioning
the federal government to move forward swiftly to establish the Ojibway National Urban
Park, as well as to secure the undeveloped shoreline property in Sandwich Town),
known as the Dorion property, to mitigate the flood risk to the historic Duff-Baby House
(CR234/2021). Since this resolution, the City of Windsor has also signed a statement of
collaboration with Parks Canada to further explore the potential for the national urban
park.
A letter from WECEC to the federal government, as noted in their report, would support
action already undertaken by the City. If Council supports the WECEC motion,
Administration is recommending that the attached letter be signed by the WECEC chair,
Councillor Holt.

Consultations:
Senior Manager, Parks

Approvals:
Name

Title

Kevin Webb

Manager, Environmental Quality

Jake Renaud

Senior Manager, Pollution Control

Chris Nepszy

Commissioner, Infrastructure Services

Jason Reynar

Chief Administrative Officer

Appendices:
1

Letter regarding Ojibway National Urban Park
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4155 Ojibway Parkway • Windsor, Ontario N9C 4A5
Tel: 519-253-7111 ext.3290 • Email: aparent@citywindsor.ca
Minister of Infrastructure and Communities
180 Kent Street, Suite 110
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 0B6
Minister of Environment and Climate Change
Fontaine Building 12th Floor
200 Sacré-Coeur Blvd.
Gatineau, QC K1A 0H3
October 18, 2021
Re: Proposed Ojibway National Urban Park
Please accept this letter in support of the creation of the Ojibway National Urban Park.
WECEC wishes to acknowledge their support for the City Council Decision (CR234/2021)
endorsing a letter from MP Masse to the Ministers of Transport, Infrastructure and
Communities and Environment and Climate Change on May 18, 2021. We encourage
continued collaboration between Parks Canada and the City of Windsor to protect the Ojibway
Complex including; Ojibway Park, Spring Garden Natural Area, Black Oak Heritage P ark, the
Tallgrass Prairie and the federal property of referred to as Ojibway Shores.
Thank you for your commitment to the Windsor/Essex Region.
Yours truly,

Chris Holt
Windsor Essex County Environment Committee - Chair
cc: MP Brian Masse
MP Irek Kusmierczyk
The Windsor Essex County Environment Committee is an advisory committee for environmental
issues to the City of Windsor and the County of Essex.

1
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Item No. 8.10

Committee Matters: SCM 330/2021
Subject: Minutes of the Board of Directors, Willistead Manor Inc., meeting held
June 10, 2021 and Minutes of the Executive Committee, Board of Directors,
Willistead Manor Inc., held June 24, 2021
Moved by: Councillor Bortolin
Seconded by: Councillor McKenzie
Decision Number: CSPS 160
THAT the minutes of the Board of Directors, Willistead Manor Inc., of its meeting held
June 10, 2021 and minutes of the Executive Committee, Board of Directors, Willistead
Manor Inc., of its meeting held June 24, 2021 BE RECEIVED.
Carried.
Report Number: SCM 232/2021
Clerk’s File: MB2021
Clerk’s Note:
1. The recommendation of the Standing Committee and Advisory Committee are
the same.
2. Please refer to Item 7.1 from the Community Services and Parks Standing
Committee Meeting held October 6, 2021.
3. To view the stream of this Standing Committee meeting, please refer to:
http://csg001harmony.sliq.net/00310/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20211006/
-1/5267
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Committee Matters: SCM 232/2021

Subject: Minutes of the Board of Directors, Willistead Manor Inc., meeting held
June 10, 2021 and Minutes of the Executive Committee, Board of Directors,
Willistead Manor Inc., held June 24, 2021
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SG
June 10, 2021
A meeting of the Board of Directors, Willistead Manor Inc. is held this day
commencing at 4:00 o’clock p.m. via Zoom, there being present the following members:
D. Sanborn -- Chair
A. Abu-Zahra
C. Dettinger
MJ.Dettinger
J. Evans
C. Gaudette
R. Gauthier
R. Jasey
K. Renaud
Regrets from Board Members:
C. Holt
A. Jahns
D. Langstone
Also in attendance are the following resource personnel:
M. Staadegaard, Manager, Culture & Events
D. Seguin, Deputy Treasurer – Financial Accounting
T. Graziano, Senior Manager, Facilities
C. Menard, Cultural Development and Willistead Manor Coordinator
S. Gebauer, Council Assistant & Executive Secretary to the
Board of Directors, Willistead Manor Inc.
1.

CALL TO ORDER

The Chairperson calls the meeting to order at 4:05 o’clock p.m. and the Board
considers the Agenda being Schedule “A” attached hereto, matters, which are dealt
with as follows:
2.

ADOPTION OF THE MINUTES

Moved by R. Jasey, seconded by J. Evans,
That the minutes of the Board of Directors, Willistead Manor Inc. meeting
held April 8, 2021 BE ADOPTED as presented.
Carried.
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3.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES

J. Evans inquires about any progress in enhancing the signage at the entrance of
Willistead Park. M. Staadegaard suggests that Mr. Evans meet her on site to discuss
the signage and some suggested changes.
R. Gauthier asks for clarification regarding the restoration of the fence around
Wilistead Park. T. Graziano indicates that the existing fence is mostly salvageable and
that the current fencing will likely be removed, repaired, refinished and reinstalled and
that the columns will be repaired.
R. Gauthier inquires about the status of the Courtyard restoration and asks that
the Board members be given some advance notice so that they will have the
opportunity to provide input. T. Graziano indicates that a Project Manager will be
assigned soon and adds that once the wedding season has ended, work will begin in
the Paul Martin Gardens and then the Courtyard.
T. Graziano, Senior Manager, Facilities, informs the Board members that he has
reached out to the Parks Department regarding the two segments of asphalt trails near
the driveway gates. Parks has agreed to connect the trails, allowing walkers and
children to loop around the entire park without walking on the road.
4.

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT

D. Sanborn informs the Board members that because Art in the Park was
cancelled once again this year due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Rotary Club of
Windsor (1918) will instead be holding a virtual auction. At this time it is not known
whether any funds raised from the auction will be donated to Willistead Manor.
5.

REPORTS
5.1 Management

M. Staadegaard, Manager, Culture and Events, regretfully informs that Board
members that Nicole Hutchinson, the local curatorial consultant hired by the Board to
research, design and implement the historical exhibit in the Coach House, has
submitted a letter of resignation. Due to unforeseen circumstances, Nicole is unable to
see the project through and because of the current restrictions and her inability to
access any archives, she has not conducted any research and therefore funds
approved for the first phase of the project were not disbursed.
M. Staadegaard informs the Board members that there may be an opportunity to
partner with the University of Windsor or perhaps an individual in the community that will
be able to take on both the research and design of this project. M. Staadegaard
indicates that she will explore these options and will report back at a future meeting of
the Board.
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C. Menard, Cultural Development and Willistead Manor Coordinator, informs the
Board members that he has been in communication with Suede Productions regarding
the documentary about Willistead Manor and provides the following update: Suede
Productions is currently working through colour correction, audio, still imagery rights,
and have captured seasonal drone footage. At this time they are targeting August 2021
as a final delivery date.
R. Jasey asks Administration if he could access the Manor in order to take
photos. M. Staadegaard indicates that this would not be possible at this time as the
Manor is still closed, however there could be an opportunity as we move into the next
stages of re-opening.
5.2 Treasurer
D. Seguin, Deputy Treasurer, Financial Accounting, provides the current account
balances as follows:



Operating Account - $31,000.
Savings Account - $2,790.

D. Seguin informs the Board members that report number C 73/2021 entitled
“Willistead Furnishings Trust funding”, went to Council on June 7, 2021 and that City
Council approved the administrative recommendation asking that City Council Direct
that $10,000. be transferred annually from the Willistead Restoration Improvement Fund
to the Willistead Furnishings Trust for the continued maintenance and acquisition of
furnishings, artwork, and other historical items within Willistead Manor.
The Board members discuss the list of various Willistead capital initiatives that
was provided by D. Seguin.
6.

COMMITTEES
6.1 Fundraising

R. Jasey informs the Board members that he has contacted Mr. Parent from
Families First Funeral Home and Tribute Centre Inc. to inquire about the possibility of
listing Willistead Manor as a recipient of charitable donations. He indicates that
because of Willistead Manor’s charitable status families can request this.
6.2 Community Relations and Promotion
R. Gauthier asks Administration if the articles about Leslie Merinoff-Kwasnieski
that were featured in Vogue Magazine could be shared publicly. C. Menard indicates
that he will look at available options.
The Board members discuss ways in which contributions to the Manor could be
recognized, including a donor wall and plaques.
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6.3 Acquisitions
R. Gauthier informs the Board members that he has been looking into having
pedestals made to elevate the candelabras located in the Great Hall. This project will
be considered in the early fall.
6.4 Friends of Willistead
K. Renaud indicates that they would like to see some Christmas decorating
taking place at the Manor this year but states that it could not be done in the usual
manner. K. Renaud asks that Administration confirm by August whether the decorating
will go ahead as they will require access to the Manor to take inventory before preparing
to decorate.
M. Staadegaard informs the Board members that she will explore different
options for showcasing the Manor in full Holiday decor, keeping the safety of the Manor
and the safety of the volunteers in mind. She states that the public is excited and
waiting for places to re-open and for things to do.
R. Gauthier suggests that Administration consider a virtual tour.
6.5 Education
MJ. Dettinger indicates that there is some time to organize and think of ways to
approach the Educational program because the schools will not reopen until
September. She states that the Historical Exhibit, once complete, will be a great site for
students to visit.
R. Jasey suggests that publications or flyers could be used to promote Willistead
Manor Educational Tours, highlighting that they include local history and take place in a
clean and controlled environment.
.
6.6 Historical
None.
6.7 Event Planning Committee
None.
7.

NEW BUSINESS

C. Gaudette informs the Board members that she was approached by an
individual about a possible donation of furniture. C. Gaudette did go out to see furniture
and although it may not be appropriate for the Manor, she is awaiting a call back
regarding the donation.
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8.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

The next regular meeting of the Board of Directors, Willistead Manor Inc., will be
held Thursday, September 9, 2021 at 4:00 o’clock pm.
9.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting is adjourned at 4:55 o’clock p.m.

________________________________
CHAIRPERSON

________________________________
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
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June 24, 2021
A special meeting of the Executive Committee Board of Directors,
Willistead Manor Inc. is held this day commencing at 10:00 o’clock a.m. at
Willistead Manor, there being present the following members:
D. Sanborn, Chair
J. Evans
C. Gaudette
R. Gauthier
Also in attendance are the following Resource Personnel:
M. Staadegaard, Manager, Culture & Events
T. Graziano, Senior Manager, Facilities
C. Menard, Cultural Development and Willistead Manor Coordinator
B. Calleja, Supervisor, Facilities
K. Tang, Planner III - Heritage
S. Gebauer, Council Assistant & Executive Secretary to the Board of
Directors, Willistead Manor Inc.
1.

CALL TO ORDER

The Chairperson calls the meeting to order at 10:08 o’clock a.m. and the
Board considers the Agenda being Schedule “A” attached hereto, matters which
are dealt with as follows:
2.

ADOPTION OF THE MINUTES

Moved by C. Gaudette, seconded by J. Evans,
That the minutes of the Executive Committee Board of Directors
Willistead Manor Inc. meeting held March 12, 2020 BE ADOPTED as presented.
Carried.
3.

REPORTS
3.1

Chairperson
None.

3.2

Administration

B. Calleja, Supervisor, Facilities appears before the Committee members
to provide an update regarding an upcoming project on the Paul Martin Terrace.
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He informs the members that this fall the existing brick pavers on the Paul Martin
Terrace will be replaced with a new stone tile. B. Calleja displays a photograph of
the tile that was recommended by the Heritage Architect and provides information
regarding the finish, the tile size, grout colour and grout line thickness. He informs
that the window guards will be rehabilitated and that waterproofing will be done in
the area around the Morning Room.
C. Gaudette agrees that the stone tile is a great choice but asks whether a
sample board could be created, displaying all of the selections and if the
Committee members could meet on site to see it. B. Calleja indicates that he can
accommodate this request adding that the plan is to begin the work when the
wedding season ends.
K. Tang, Planner III – Heritage, informs the Committee members that the
Heritage Alteration Permit will be brought forward to the July meeting of the
Development and Heritage Standing Committee.
4.

NEW BUSINESS

R. Gauthier informs the Committee members that Mayor Dilkens posted the
information regarding the Vogue Magazine articles about Leslie MerinoffKwasnieski on his Facebook page and thanks C. Menard for his assistance in
getting that done.
5.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

The next meeting of the Executive Committee Board of Directors, Willistead
Manor Inc. will be held on Thursday, September 9, 2021 at 3:30 o’clock p.m.
6.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting is adjourned at 10:55 o’clock

a.m.

__________________________
CHAIRPERSON

__________________________
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
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Item No. 8.11

Committee Matters: SCM 331/2021
Subject: Minutes of the Windsor Accessibility Advisory Committee of its meeting
held June 1, 2021
Moved by: Councillor Bortolin
Seconded by: Councillor McKenzie
Decision Number: CSPS 161
THAT the minutes of the Windsor Accessibility Advisory Committee of its meeting held
June 1, 2021 BE RECEIVED.
Carried.
Report Number: SCM 254/2021
Clerk’s File: MB2021
Clerk’s Note:
1. The recommendation of the Standing Committee and Advisory Committee are
the same.
2. Please refer to Item 7.2 from the Community Services and Parks Standing
Committee Meeting held October 6, 2021.
3. To view the stream of this Standing Committee meeting, please refer to:
http://csg001harmony.sliq.net/00310/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20211006/
-1/5267
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Subject: Minutes of the Windsor Accessibility Advisory Committee of its meeting
held June 1, 2021
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Windsor Accessibility Advisory Committee
Meeting held June 1, 2021
A meeting of the Windsor Accessibility Advisory Committee is held this day
commencing at 10:00 o’clock a.m. via Zoom video conference, there being present the
following members:
Sally Bennett Olczak, Co-Chair
Peter Best, Co-Chair
Councillor Ed Sleiman
Surendra Bagga
Sheila McCabe
Ricardo Pappini
Nicholas Petro
Caleb Ray
Guests in attendance:
Anthony Gyemi and Stephanie Stiers, Archon Architects
Regrets received from:
Kristy Franklin
Nicholas Schuurman
Also present are the following resource personnel:
Gayle Jones, Accessibility/Diversity Officer
Tom Graziano, Senior Manager, Facilities
Tracy Beadow, Project Administrator, Engineering
Amanda Alchin, Council Resolutions Coordinator
Karen Kadour, Committee Coordinator

1.

Call to Order

Sally Bennett Olczak, Co-Chair, calls the meeting to order at 10:01 o’clock a.m.
and the Committee considers the Agenda being Schedule “A” attached hereto, matters
which are dealt with as follows:

2.

Disclosures of Interest
None disclosed.
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Addition to the Agenda
Moved by S. McCabe, seconded by Councillor Sleiman,
That Rule 3.3 (c) of the Procedure By-law 98-2011 be waived to add the following
additions to the Agenda:
Item 6 - Black Oaks Park Bench
Carried.

3.

Adoption of the Minutes

Moved by Councillor Sleiman, seconded by R. Pappini,
That the minutes of the Windsor Accessibility Advisory Committee of its meeting
held November 24, 2020 BE ADOPTED as presented.
Carried.

4.

Presentation - Adie Knox Expansion Feasibility Study

Anthony Gyemi and Stephanie Stiers, Archon Architects appear before the
Committee regarding the Feasibility Study for Adie Knox. S. Stiers advises that they have
been working on a Feasibility Study over the last year and adds that a Federal grant
opportunity has come forward for this project. In order to meet the requirements of the
grant, some revisions have been made to the design features, i.e. energy efficiency
improvements, reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and exceeding accessibility
standards. S. Stiers suggests the establishment of a subcommittee of WAAC members
(to attend one to two meetings) to assist with the identification of some accessible design
features that can be incorporated into the design for the purpose of this grant application.
G. Jones advises that the subcommittee can enhance and make workable
suggestions going beyond a ramp. Many times accessible design can focus on features
such as ramps and that is not optimal. If the design is universally accessible, a ramp will
not be required.
R. Pappini indicates as a landscape architect, oftentimes a design is made and a
ramp is installed later. The intent is to create an environment for everybody to experience
the entrance to a building, especially a great building like Adie Knox.
Councillor Sleiman asks if the design by Archon Architects will be provided to
WAAC.
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A. Gyemi responds that they are not actually designing the building; they are doing
a feasibility study. They are involved with the master plan; planning the facility from the
start with accessibility as well as other issues and to create a community hub.
C. Ray adds he would like to see the design plans presented to the Committee.
T. Beadow states that a meeting request to the subcommittee will set up to review
how to move forward with the current plans. She adds there may be a few sections in the
grant application where they will require assistance relating to some of the verbiage
relating to accessibility.
The Chair calls for volunteers to sit on the subcommittee. S. McCabe, P. Best, K.
Franklin (tentative) and R. Pappini volunteer. The Chair also offers her assistance as
back-up.

5.

Business Items

5.1

Lions Club International Foundation Award

The Chair announces that Peter Best is the recipient of the Melvin Jones Fellow
Award for dedicated humanitarian services.
P. Best advises that he has been a member of the Lions Club since 1984 and
throughout that time, has been involved in many advocacy initiatives. He adds that the
motto of the Lions Club is “We serve” and in April 2021 a district meeting via Zoom was
held with representatives from all over the world. The premise of the meeting was to
assess various projects and services and he was surprised with the announcement that
he had been awarded the Humanitarian Services Award. He adds that he wants to help
others and make a difference in our community and country.
The Committee congratulates P. Best on his achievement.

5.2

Windsor-Essex AAC Meeting Update

P. Best reports that on March 11, 2021, WAAC members met with representatives
from approximately six AAC Committees via Zoom. The discussion included common
interests, collaborations, and various projects. He adds that a meeting of the WAAC
subcommittee will be held in the near future to discuss holding a forum that includes
presentations, i.e. NaviLens or accessible trails, etc He notes that positive comments
were provided following the meeting. The attendees were provided with a task to go back
to their respective AAC’s to determine if there is an interest in collaborating with the other
AAC’s and following that, will make a decision to move forward with this initiative. He
proposes holding a forum in the fall 2021 with the AAC’s with a presentation and lunch
which would involve cost implications. He thanks K. Franklin for her contributions to the
3
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AAC meeting as Chair of the committee. He asks if anyone is interested in filling the role
as Chair of the committee to help coordinate the forum to be held in the fall 2021.
The Chair remarks that it was a very good meeting for Windsor-Essex with great
discussion and the AAC representatives were interested in what each area is doing.
G. Jones advises that the WAAC 2021 Operating Budget is approximately
$12,000. She notes that the Facility Accessibility Design Standards were discussed at
the AAC meeting along with accessible websites.
N. Petro expresses concern that as a member of the subcommittee, he was not
apprised of the AAC meeting. He volunteers to assist with the fall event.
G. Jones adds that the organizers of the AAC event limited the number of
attendees for the meeting.
P. Best notes that there was some confusion with the AAC meeting and will
endeavour in the future to ensure that WAAC members are notified of any future
meetings.
P. Best indicates that he will liaise with Christine Easterbrook (who chaired the
AAC meeting) to coordinate an event for the fall 2021.

5.3

Financial Variance Report
The Chair advises that the 2021 Operating Budget for WAAC is $12,357.

5.4

NaviLens Pilot Project

G. Jones provided a brief overview of Navilens which uses “super charged QR
codes” to assist blind and low vision individuals. These codes are designed to be printed
and posted where they can be scanned using the free Navilens App. When the app
detects a code it announces the distance to the code so that a user is immediately
oriented to where the code is and how far away it is. It could be a powerful wayfinding
tool for blind and low vision individuals in our community and could be useful for transit
stops, marking trails and also potentially street signs. It can additionally deliver any other
information associated with the code such as the name of the location, relevant
information about the surrounding, and link to further information on a website. It is
possible for a code at a bus stop to provide dynamic information about the bus route and
arrival time of busses.
G. Jones asks the Committee if they are interested in doing a pilot project and if
so, to consider Transit Windsor. She suggests that a few members meet with Transit
Windsor on this initiative and to come back at a future meeting with a presentation by G.
Jones, the members who met with Transit and administration from Transit.
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The Chair asks if Administration is aware of other municipal pilot projects with
NaviLens or with any other organizations.
G. Jones reports there are several cities in Europe, such as Barcelona and Murcia,
Spain that use NaviLens which proved to be successful. She adds that some European
cities use NaviLens on their street signs.
In response to a question asked by R. Pappini regarding if the App is free for users
in difference languages, G. Jones responds that it is free for users and is available in
different languages.
The Chair asks the members of the Transportation Subcommittee (P. Best, C. Ray
and Y. Huff) to work with G. Jones and Transit Windsor on this initiative.
P. Best remarks that there are signs and symbols everywhere in the world and
these scanning devices through a mobile phone are like signs for the blind. In terms of a
pilot project, he suggests testing the App in a building, i.e. City Hall a mall, and if
successful would liaise with Transit Windsor.
R. Pappini agrees with the approach provided by P. Best., i.e. testing the App in
City Hall and then move it from an interior to an exterior venue. He proposes placing
NaviLens information plaques at City Hall to help spread the word even more.
G. Jones suggests a quick meeting with Transit Windsor at the outset to provide
awareness of this project and if it shows promise, WAAC will report back.
C. Ray indicates he has played with some of these Apps in the past, and he
encourages members to download the app, see what works, print off the QR codes and
place them around the home and backyard.
The Chair indicates her willingness to be part of the pilot project.
P. Best advises that he downloaded and printed various QR codes and placed
them on doors, cupboards and he adds that these are programmable. For example, a
QR code was placed on the front door, and when he used his camera it said “front door
ten feet to the left”.

5.5

Facility Accessibility Design Standards (FADS) Update

G. Jones reports that the City of Windsor’s Facility Accessibility Design Standards
was created in 2006/2007 and it was based upon the City of London FADS. She notes
that anything tied to the built environment for buildings has been updated in the Building
Code. Due to the change in legislative standards, it is important to update the FADS
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document. She adds that the FADS document of 2006/2007 was provided in the past to
S. Bagga for review.
S. Bagga reports that the Building Code has changed quite a bit especially on the
universal washroom and many other requirements. He indicates that he could provide
an outline of the FADS document if a consultant is retained.
In response to a question asked by P. Best regarding if there is a “layman’s”
version of FADS” available, G. Jones responds there is not as it is a technical document
for planners, engineers, etc.
G. Jones states that Windsor’s FADS was based on the City of London’s document
(with some tweaks). The City of London has provided notice that their updated 2021
FADS will be available in June 2021 and will allow municipalities to use this document.
She suggests once the 2021 London FADS is received, that a review is undertaken to
compare the City of Windsor/City of London FADS and to liaise with other departments
on this matter. She recommends that once the City of Windsor’s FADS is updated, that
WAAC in conjunction with the Communications Department create a few one minute
videos highlighting for example, how to make an accessible entry way based on the City’s
FADS.
S. Bagga remarks that when the updated City of Windsor FADS is completed, that
he along with R. Pappini will provide a presentation/seminar to review the FADS
standards in a manner that is understandable.
S. Bagga notes that he received an invitation from the Project Manager,
Community Development & Health to join the broader community enhanced network
group meetings. He adds that he did attend one of the meetings. R. Pappini adds that
he will also be attending the meetings which are essentially information gathering
sessions.

5.6 Diversity and Accessibility Officer Updates
G. Jones provides an update regarding the memorial tree for Wayne Meneguzzi
and advises that the tree was planted in the fall of 2020 in Jackson Park. A small
ceremony will be held when permitted.
In terms of the bench for Sandra Friesen, G. Jones responds that she met with an
engineer in the Parks Department. She asks P. Best if Alexander Park is the preferred
area for the bench.
P. Best concurs because it is located across from Lions Manor and S. Friesen was
blind.
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G. Jones reports as option one, there are two metal benches located on the path
at Alexander Park and it is suggested that the commemorative plaque be placed on one
of those benches which could be done soon. If WAAC prefers another bench, this can
be negotiated with Parks.
P. Best states that the benches that are located up along the road are far from the
water. He indicates that there are no benches on the trail by the water that veers off to
the left and for blind individuals it would be a nice place to sit and listen to the water. He
adds that individuals sitting on the benches located up by the road cannot hear the water.
Discussion ensues regarding the placement of a picnic table with a
commemorative plaque.
G. Jones responds that this location will be problematic as the two benches at the
river are commemorative and for other individuals.
S. McCabe expresses concern that benches were placed by the road that no one
sits on.
Councillor Sleiman indicates that the benches were placed by the road for the
residents of the Lions Manor.
G. Jones provides an overview of her efforts and follow up over many years with
the Parks Department regarding the accessible amenities at Alexander Park either
through Councillor Sleiman’s ward funds or through WAAC.
The Chair suggests that a walkthrough at Alexander Park be arranged with the
Parks Engineer, G. Jones, Councillor Sleiman, P. Best and S. Bennett Olczak prior to the
next WAAC meeting.
G. Jones suggests this meeting be held as soon as possible.
Moved by P. Best, seconded by R. Pappini,
That the Senior Manager, Parks BE INVITED to attend the next meeting of WAAC
to discuss matters relating to Alexander Park.
Carried.
Moved by Councillor Sleiman, seconded by S. McCabe,
That the Accessibility/Diversity Update for June 2021 BE RECEIVED.
Carried.
5.7 Autumn 2021 Forum
This item was discussed under Item 5.2.
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5.8 Advisory Bulletin regarding the Conflict of Interest
This document is received for information.

5.9 Accessibility Hub
P. Best provides an overview of the accessibility hub as follows:







The accessibility hub refers to an accessibility and resource centre.
Many groups do not have an area to meet.
In the past, P. Best held meetings at the Public Library through Nicole Hayward.
Discussion took place regarding individuals with mobility issues and the blind and
visually impaired.
A place where people with disabilities can come together, and discuss their
concerns.
Could produce videos on how to use an audio pedestrian signal, or NaviLens
In speaking with Nicole Hayward, P.S.L. Librarian – Accessibility, she suggested
setting up a concept discussion with herself, and G. Jones regarding the logistics
of developing this initiative.

In response to a question asked by S. Bagga regarding the location of the
accessibility hub, P. Best responds that it currently does not exist. P. Best states that a
group has been meeting at the Riverside Library and there are facilities available
downstairs.
The Co-Chair asks P. Best to outline what WAAC can do to assist in this
endeavour.
P. Best suggests a meeting be convened with the representatives from the
Windsor Public Library and G. Jones. S. Bagga, and C. Ray volunteer to attend this
meeting and (possibly Y. Huff).
Moved by P. Best, seconded by S. McCabe,
That the Senior Manager, Traffic Operations and Parking attend the next WAAC
meeting to discuss the audio pedestrian signal outside of the Riverside Library.
Carried.
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New Business
Black Oaks Park Bench

G. Jones advises that this matter was brought to her attention by S. McCabe. It
appears that Joy Mayerhofer and her husband; citizens went out to Black Oaks Heritage
Park which is a very natural area with trails with no benches along the path. As Mrs.
Mayerhofer uses a walker, and there was no place to rest, she was unable to complete
the trail with her husband.
G. Jones indicates that she contacted the Forestry and Parks Departments to
address the lack of benches along the trail. She was advised by Parks that the cost of a
commemorative wooden bench is approximately $2,100. A representative from Forestry
noted that there are concerns with maintaining the natural environment.
G. Jones proposes that, as there is $12,000 in the WAAC 2021 operating budget,
that WAAC purchase one commemorative bench to increase accessibility along the path.
She also suggests that the Naturalist and Outreach Coordinator look into further
opportunities to increase accessible rest areas along that trail.
S. McCabe suggests using a tree trunk as a place to rest.
R. Pappini proposes that instead of installing a bench, an alternate material would
be large flat landscape stones arranged in different heights for transference from
wheelchairs and may be materials that the city already has. He notes this would add
character, as we want to create an amenity that draws people in.
Moved by S. McCabe, seconded by R. Pappini,
That Karen Cedar, Naturalist and Outreach Coordinator, City of Windsor BE
INVITED to the next meeting of WAAC to discuss options to increase accessibility along
the trails in Black Oak Park.
Carried.

7.

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held at the call of the Chair.
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Adjournment
There being no further business, the meeting is adjourned at 12:08 p.m.

___________________________
CHAIR

___________________________
COMMITTEE COORDINATOR
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Item No. 8.12

Committee Matters: SCM 332/2021
Subject: Minutes of the Committee of Management for Huron Lodge of its
meeting held August 5, 2021
Moved by: Councillor Bortolin
Seconded by: Councillor McKenzie
Decision Number: CSPS 162
THAT the minutes of the Committee of Management for Huron Lodge of its meeting
held August 5, 2021 BE RECEIVED.
Carried.
Report Number: SCM 277/2021
Clerk’s File: MB2021
Clerk’s Note:
1. The recommendation of the Standing Committee and Advisory Committee are
the same.
2. Please refer to Item 7.3 from the Community Services and Parks Standing
Committee Meeting held October 6, 2021.
3. To view the stream of this Standing Committee meeting, please refer to:
http://csg001harmony.sliq.net/00310/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20211006/
-1/5267
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Committee Matters: SCM 277/2021

Subject: Minutes of the Committee of Management for Huron Lodge of its
meeting held August 5, 2021
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Committee of Management for Huron Lodge
Meeting held August 5, 2021

A meeting of the Committee of Management for Huron Lodge is held this day
commencing at 10:00 o’clock a.m. in the Board Room, Huron Lodge, there being present
the following members:
Councillor Ed Sleiman, Chair
Councillor Jeewen Gill
Councillor Gary Kaschak
Also present are the following resource personnel:
Jelena Payne, Community Development & Health Services Commissioner
Alina Sirbu, Executive Director of LTD Administrator Huron Lodge
Karen Kadour, Committee Coordinator

1.

Call to Order

The Chair calls the meeting to order at 10:02 o’clock a.m. and the Committee
considers the Agenda being Schedule A attached hereto, matters which are dealt with as
follows:

2.

Disclosure of Interest
None disclosed.

3.

Minutes

Moved by Councillor Kaschak, seconded by Councillor Gill,
That the minutes of the meeting of the Committee of Management for Huron Lodge
held December 11, 2020 BE ADOPTED as presented.
Carried.

4.

In Camera
No In Camera session is held.
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Committee of Management for Huron Lodge
Meeting Minutes

5.

August 5, 2021

Business Items

5.1 Administrator’s Report
A. Sirbu provides a summary of the Administrator’s report as follows:















The Province has mandated that hospitals provide support to long-term care and
retirement homes.
HDGH has assigned an Infection Prevention and Control Practitioner and an
Environmental Services Specialist to visit onsite monthly to complete sustainability
assessment forms verifying proper processes and resources are in place for hand
hygiene, PPE, screening, isolation requirements, staffing, etc.
All audits have been favourable.
The Huron Lodge Administration Team participated in meetings for the CARF
Continuing Accreditation on November 20, 2020. On December 15, 2020, Huron
Lodge was granted Three-Year Accreditation effective through June 30, 2023.
Huron Lodge was the successful recipient of The New Horizons for Seniors Grant
in the amount of $25,000.00 for the Chrysalis Program.
Huron Lodge has begun the process of implementing the Chrysalis Program, as
funded through the New Horizons for Seniors provincial grant in order to redesign
and implement a person-centred program creating a supportive, environmental,
clinical, psychosocial and technological framework to support healthy aging.
This project reduces isolation while encouraging social participation of residents
that have a mental health diagnosis or symptoms of dementia.
A few examples of the components implemented through this project are the
individualization of resident doorways to assist with environmental cues for people
living with cognitive deficits or dementia relate diagnosis, the implementation of
ITS NEVER 2 LATE technology and tablets for virtual programming and
connectivity.
The Health Quality Ontario Long-Term Care Home Performance Reports provides
data on indicators selected to measure long-term care home performance in
Ontario.
There was a COVID outbreak at Huron Lodge that lasted 54 days. The families
were called everyday to receive regular updates on their loved ones.
Purchased twenty I-pads to allow the residents an opportunity to communicate with
their families.

J. Payne advises that with the onset of COVID and when family members could
no longer visit their loved ones, extra support was provided through the redeployment of
city staff.

2
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Committee of Management for Huron Lodge
Meeting Minutes

August 5, 2021

Moved by Councillor Kaschak, seconded by Councillor Gill,
That the report of the Administrator of Huron Lodge for the term of December 2020
to June 2021 and the Communications package BE RECEIVED.
Carried.

7.

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held at the call of the Chair.

8.

Adjournment
There being no further business, the meeting is adjourned at 11:05 o’clock a.m.

Following the meeting, a tour of the Huron Lodge facility is provided for the
Committee of Management for Huron Lodge members.

___________________________
CHAIR

___________________________
COMMITTEE COORDINATOR

3
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Item No. 8.13

Committee Matters: SCM 328/2021
Subject: Windsor Essex 2020 Annual Report to the Community on the 10 Year
Housing and Homelessness Master Plan
Moved by: Councillor Bortolin
Seconded by: Councillor McKenzie
Decision Number: CSPS 165
THAT the report of the Acting Manager of Homelessness & Housing Support and
Coordinator of Housing Administration & Development dated September 20, 2021
entitled “Windsor Essex 2020 Annual Report to the Community on the 10 Year Housing
and Homelessness Master Plan – City Wide” BE RECEIVED for information.
Carried.
Report Number: S 133/2021
Clerk’s File: GH/11710
Clerk’s Note:
1. The recommendation of the Standing Committee and Administration are the
same.
2. Please refer to Item 8.3 from the Community Services and Parks Standing
Committee Meeting held October 6, 2021.
3. To view the stream of this Standing Committee meeting, please refer to:
http://csg001harmony.sliq.net/00310/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20211006/
-1/5267
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Council Report: S 133/2021

Subject: Windsor Essex 2020 Annual Report to the Community on the
10 Year Housing and Homelessness Master Plan - City Wide.
Reference:
Date to Council: October 6, 2021
Author: Kelly Goz
Manager(A), Homelessness & Housing Support
519-255-5200 ext. 5362
kgoz@citywindsor.ca
Diane Wilson
Coordinator, Housing Administration & Development
519-255-5200 ext. 5217
diwilson@citywindsor.ca
Housing and Children's Services
Report Date: 9/20/2021
Clerk’s File #: GH/11710
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
THAT the Windsor Essex 2020 Annual Report to the Community on the 10 Year
Housing and Homelessness Master Plan BE RECEIVED for information.

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
The Housing Services Act, 2011, requires that every Service Manager have a plan to
address housing and homelessness and further, requires Service Managers at a
minimum to review and amend its plan at least once every five (5) years.
In May 2014, City Council approved the Windsor Essex 10 Year Housing and
Homelessness Plan (HHP) and approved the implementation of the strategies identified
in the HHP (Council Report #17176, Council Resolution #128/2014).
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In November 2019, Council approved the renewed Plan titled “Home Together: Windsor
Essex Housing and Homelessness Master Plan 2019 – 2028” (CR 612/2019 Report # S
197/2019).
Furthermore, Ontario Regulation 367/11 s.8 states that every year on or before June
30th the Service Manager must provide the details of:
I.
II.

The measures undertaken by the service manager to meet the objectives and
targets in its housing and homelessness plan, and
The progress achieved towards meeting those objectives and targets, as
measured in accordance with the plan.

The updated 10 Year Housing and Homelessness Master Plan represents a shift in
focus and establishes the framework of a housing and homelessness system that works
more collaboratively across sectors, to ensure that efforts are aligned around key goals
that focus on long term housing outcomes. The updated Plan also aims to improve
system integration recognizing that the housing and homelessness sector cannot end
homelessness and address all housing needs on its own.

Discussion:
On behalf of the community, Housing Services is pleased to provide you with the
seventh Annual Report to the Community on the Windsor Essex 10 Year Housing and
Homelessness Master Plan.
The seven goals, corresponding strategies and key targets presented highlight
achievements made during 2020. The COVID-19 pandemic required adjustments to
many of the operations, programs and supports highlighted in the Annual Report. As our
community worked tirelessly to protect the health and wellbeing of all residents, funding
programs made available through upper levels of government presented unexpected
opportunities to increase partnerships and advance the strategies of the HHMP.
The following table outlines the Community Progress on Strategies set out in the
Housing and Homelessness Master Plan.

Table 1: Community Progress on the Strategies

Community Progress on the
Strategies
30
20

10
0

28
14
8
8
7
1 2 013 0 3 221 231 031 343
Number of Strategies Not Started
Number of Strategies In Progress
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Goal 1: Sustain and Expand Social and Affordable Housing Supply
Strategy III:
Adjust municipal land use planning regulations and offer incentive to increase the
supply of affordable housing
Changes from Second Units to Additional Dwelling Units (ADUs)
In 2011, municipalities in Ontario were mandated to have policies permitting second
units under Bill 140, the Strong Communities through Affordable Housing Act. In the
summer of 2019, the Province of Ontario passed Bill 108, the More Homes, More
Choice Act, which amended parts of the Planning Act to require municipalities to
establish Official Plan policies and zoning that authorize the use of additional residential
units.
The City of Windsor’s amendments to implement ADUs were presented to the
Development and Heritage Standing Committee at the March 9, 2020 meeting and were
approved by City Council at their May 4, 2020 meeting (CR199/2020). The by-laws that
implemented changes to ADU regulations went into effect on June 26, 2020.
The Second Residential Rental Unit program is intended to increase the supply of
affordable housing and assist eligible to low to moderate income home owners to:
• Create new second residential unit(s) in existing single family homes.
• Repair/rehabilitate existing second residential unit(s) to make it a legal unit or to
make it an accessible unit.
The release of the Second Residential Rental Unit Program by Housing Services has
been paused in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, as the program requires
resources to complete municipal approvals on site reviews, and constructors to have
access to building supplies, which are currently in high demand and short supply.
Strategy VI: Conduct a review of the current social housing stock to determine the
current and future state of repair and leverage government funding to support capital
repair, replacement and upgrading of major building components for social housing.
Target: on average 30% of social housing stock will be repaired annually.
 7526 social housing repairs were completed (365% increase from 2019)
 Housing Services was successful in mobilizing provincial dollars towards the 2020
Ontario Renovates Social Housing Repair Program funded under Ontario’s
Community Housing Renewal Strategy. The intent of the program is to assist
Windsor and Essex County social housing provider(s) to rehabilitate units that require
essential repairs to preserve and extend the functional lifespan of the social housing
supply and/or modify units to increase accessibility. The 2020-21 funding amount of
$2.7 M and was allocated to Social Housing Providers through Windsor and Essex
County to address urgent and necessary repairs to 1207 social housing units that will
be repaired by December 31, 2021.
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 In addition, through effective capital budget planning the Federal and Provincial
Social Housing Providers completed 6319 essential repairs to social housing units.
Target: By 2022, conduct a review of the current social housing stock to determine the
current and future state of repair
In 2020, Housing Services issued a Request for Proposal to hire a consultant to conduct
and complete a fulsome review for social housing providers under the Housing Services
Act, 2011. The successful proponent chosen for the review is Pretium Engineering Inc.
Operational and Building Capacity Assessments are underway for 32 Social Housing
Providers.
The purpose of this comprehensive review is to assist current federal and social
housing providers with the development of a strategic asset management plan and
long-term governance structure. The City’s Housing Services Division staff will primarily
use the information proposed as a platform for a broader based risk mitigation strategy.
Recommendations from the review will inform the Program Planning for future capital
repair funding through the Province of Ontario and/or Government of Canada
Strategy VII: Utilize available rent subsidies to maintain current levels of social and
affordable housing and to minimize the impact of the expiring housing programs.
Target: by 2028, number of households assisted in RGI, affordable rental housing units
and / or rent assisted units will increase by 30%.
In 2020, 617 households were assisted in rent geared to income units, affordable rental
housing units and/or rent assisted units, of which 232 households were housed off the
Central Housing Registry. The total number of households housed in 2020 represents
a 48% decrease from 2019.
Windsor Essex vacancy rates have dropped dramatically from a high of 20% some
years ago to 3.6% in 2020 with average market rents increasing significantly over the
past number of years. As compared to other service areas in Ontario, Windsor Essex
spent nearly 1.5 more months in lockdown in 2020 due to COVID-19 outbreaks
experienced in the region and the Province implemented a pause on the enforcement of
residential evictions through the Landlord Tenant Board. The data brought forward
regarding the number of households housed in social housing units in 2020 from the
CHR-WEC waitlist confirms that turnover in social housing units has decreased in 2020
due to the above noted factors.
Windsor Essex Housing Benefit (WEHB)
The Windsor Essex Housing Benefit (WEHB) is a monthly benefit paid directly to eligible
low-income households to bridge the gap between affordable rent (roughly 30 percent
of income), and average market rent for the service area. Unlike other forms of housing
assistance (e.g. rent-geared to income, rent supplement), the benefit is tied to the
household and not a physical housing unit, allowing the benefit to move with the
household within the Windsor Essex service area.
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WEHB offers must be made in order of priority on the Central Housing Registry Windsor Essex County (CHR-WEC) waitlist, as these benefits count towards the
Windsor Essex legislated service level standard. The WEHB gives recipients more
flexibility to choose where they live, while encouraging economic and social inclusion.
The WEHB utilizes a simpler way of calculating income, comparable to the approach for
the child tax credit. As of December 2020, 23 WEHB applications were deemed eligible
with an average monthly subsidy amount of $317.
As of September 1, 2021 58 WEHB applications were deemed eligible with an average
monthly subsidy amount of $373.
Canada Ontario Housing Benefit (COHB)
The Canada Ontario Housing Benefit (COHB) is a monthly benefit paid directly to
eligible low-income households. Eligible applicants will receive a monthly benefit based
on the difference between 80% of the Average Market Rent (AMR) for the Windsor
Essex service area, and 30% of their Adjusted Family Net Income (AFNI). Like the
WEHB, the COHB is tied to the household and not a physical housing unit, and allows
the benefit to move with the household within the Province of Ontario.
The benefits of the COHB program:




Ensures a similar calculation of the benefit across the province and a consistent
approach, while being responsive to local conditions;
Enables households to retain in-year increases in income; and
Allows applicants to live in communities that best suit their needs (e.g.,
education, child care, employment opportunities, community engagement).

As of January 2021, 214 COHB applicants from Windsor and Essex County have been
deemed eligible for the COHB by the Ministry of Finance (MOF) on behalf of the
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing (MMAH).
Geared-to-Income Rent (RGI) Simplification
The legislative RGI simplification changes came into force on July 1, 2020 and allowed
Service Managers the choice of implementing the changes on July 1, 2020 or July 1,
2021. The target date to implement the RGI simplification changes in Windsor Essex is
set for July 1, 2021. As a result of the Housing Services Act Regulatory Changes, the
implementation of the new Rent Geared to Income (RGI) rules and calculations for
Windsor Essex. Six (6) RGI training sessions were held for administrators, 52
participants attended overall. Continued resources, training and sector support is
available to program administrators.
Goal 2: Sustain and Expand Housing That Is Linked with Support
Strategy I: Expand Housing First Programs
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Through additional funding, two (2) Housing First for Youth staff were added to the
Windsor Essex Housing Connections program, representing a 100% Increase from
2019.
Strategy II: Expand services and supports for people who experience chronic, episodic
or high acuity homelessness and who have been identified as having complex needs
At Budget 2020, City Council invested in one permanent Homelessness Street
Outreach Worker. This service is delivered in partnership with Family Services
Windsor-Essex.
Target: By 2024, 70 more people will be housed through Housing First programs and
supported to retain their housing at 6 months.


Sixteen more households were housed for the first time and supported through
Windsor Essex Housing Connections, the regions Housing First program. This is
a 30% decrease from 2019. Decreases in first time hosing placements were due
in part to the pandemic and lower availability of affordable housing.

Other Programs and Initiatives under Goal 2 include:
Keep the Heat (KTH) is an emergency assistance program that provides funding for
heat and energy for those who are experiencing financial difficulties and are in receipt of
a notice of termination of heating utilities.


330 Households were assisted through Keep the Heat

The Housing Stability Plan (HSP) offers assistance for the payment of rental arrears in
order to avoid eviction or to pay for first or last month’s rent in order to secure affordable
housing.


581 Households were assisted with rent assistance

The Housing with Supports Homes provide permanent housing, meals and
supervised care for low income individuals who require some assistance with activities
of daily living. There are 10 Housing with Supports Homes in the City of Windsor and
12 Housing with Supports Homes in the County of Essex.



339 Residents were assisted in City Housing with Supports Homes
232 Residents were assisted in County Housing with Support Homes
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Goal 3: Ending Homelessness
Strategy I: Conduct emergency shelter review and implement recommendations to
improve emergency services for people experiencing homelessness.
In fall 2019, Vink Consulting was retained to conduct a review of the emergency shelter
system in Windsor Essex. Shortly after the draft report was prepared the COVID-19
pandemic began. The pandemic required certain immediate shelter service delivery
adjustments to address the initial COVID-19 state of emergency and required
adjustments for the medium and long-term. As such, additional research and analysis
was conducted and the draft findings and recommendations were updated in June 2020
in response to the new reality of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Strategy VII: Research, assess and where appropriate implement a diversion approach
Pre-Intake Assessments were implemented at the Welcome Centre Shelter for Women
& Families to assess and divert women and families from accessing emergency shelter,
where appropriate.
Of the pre-intake assessments completed by the Welcome Centre Shelter for Women
and Families, 316 women and families were diverted from the emergency shelter
system into other housing options.
 49% stayed with family and friends
 10% stayed in a motel paid by client
 31% own apartment
 10% stayed in home community
Table 2: Emergency Shelter Statistics
Welcome Centre
Shelter for Women
Total Households

Welcome Centre
Shelter for Families

Salvation Army

Downtown Mission

436 Single women

325 Families

668 Single Men

1749 Single men

(11% decrease)

(46% decrease)

(17% decrease)

542 Single women
158 Youth

Average Length of
Stay

11 days

14 days

13.7 days

Target: By 2028, 2,800 people experiencing homelessness will be housed through
Coordinated Access systems following a Housing First philosophy


418 people were housed in 2020.

Target: By 2024, 50% of people experiencing chronic homelessness will be housed
with appropriate supports
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53 households experiencing chronic homelessness were housed with supports.
An additional 210 households experiencing chronic homelessness were housed
and self-resolved their experience of homelessness.

Target: By 2024, the number of people experiencing chronic homelessness will be
reduced by 50%


In 2020, the number of households experiencing chronic homelessness
decreased to 327 (4% decrease from 2019)

Goal 4: Address Indigenous Housing and Homelessness Needs
Target: By 2028, 80% of Indigenous people experiencing homelessness will have
access to housing and supports by Indigenous led organizations


5 Indigenous households experiencing homelessness were housed and
supported by Indigenous led organizations

Target: The current number of Urban Native Social Housing Units 81 will be sustained
and maintained


46 units at Can Am Urban Native Homes were sustained and maintained through
repair in 2020.

Goal 5: Reduce and Prevent Youth Homelessness
Strategy V: Advocate for and leverage diverse funding sources and collaborative
opportunities to support the needs of youth


Two Housing First for Youth staff were added to the Windsor Essex Housing
Connections program. (100% Increase from 2019)

Target: By 2028, 100 additional youth experiencing homelessness will be housed with
appropriate supports


In 2020, 18 youth experiencing homelessness were housed with appropriate
supports (31% decrease from 2019).

Goal 6: Foster Successful Tenancies Through Community Collaboration
Strategy III: Provide landlord and tenant education to support successful tenancies
In 2020 Pathway to Potential and Housing Services continued to work together to
deliver the RentSmart Ontario Program in Windsor Essex County. Despite the COVID19 pandemic presenting challenges for the delivery of RentSmart training, programming
was adapted to be delivered virtually.
Target: 50 people living in affordable, social and supportive housing will receive
RentSmart training each year.
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Table 3: 2020 RentSmart Course Participation
Number of
Participants

Percent of
Participants

Virtual Course

50

57.5%

In-Person Course

37

42.5%

Tenant Basic
Course (3hr)

81

93.1%

6

6.9%

Tenant Certificate
Course (12hr)

Table 4: 2020 RentSmart Participation by Targeted Population
Target Population

Number of Participants

Youth

13

Newcomer Women

37

Newcomer & Youth

39

Goal 7: Monitor, Report and Evaluate
Target: By 2022, HIFIS will be implemented in 100% agencies participating in
coordinated access.



4 Data Sharing Agreements signed by organizations to implement Homeless
Individuals & Families Information System (HIFIS)
77 Staff trained to use Homeless Individuals & Families Information System
(HIFIS) in Windsor-Essex County.

Other Programs & Initiatives
Community Safety & Wellbeing Plan
The City of Windsor and County of Essex are collaborating with committees and
organizations from across multiple sectors to develop the region’s first Community
Safety and Well-Being (CSWB) Plan.
In 2020, the CSWB Project Team completed the first phase of sector and municipal
engagements by convening advisory committees and by connecting with local
organizations, police services boards and municipal leaders. Throughout this process,
the Housing Department has been a contributing partner, sharing insights on
methodologies, contextualizing data and identifying key housing and homelessness
indicators to support issue identification.
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29 Community Engagements completed in 2020.

COVID-19
In 2020, the City of Windsor received $12.8 million in additional funding from the
provincial and federal governments to assist vulnerable populations throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic. This funding allowed emergency shelters and supportive housing
facilities to adhere to new public health guidelines such as enhanced cleaning and
COVID screening in order to better protect their staff, clients and the broader community
and provided pandemic pay for these front line workers. It also provided food for
families, funded the new Homelessness & Housing Help Hub (H4) as well as the COVID
Isolation & Recovery Centre (IRC) for people experiencing homelessness. These
programs provided services for approximately 3,500 people throughout the year.
Isolation & Recovery Centre
The Isolation and Recovery Centre was established to provide a space for people
experiencing homelessness to safely isolate should they be directed to. In May of 2020
medical supports were provided onsite and virtually by a number of partners including
Windsor Essex Community
Health Centre, Windsor Essex County Health Unit, Hotel Dieu Grace Healthcare and
Canadian Mental Health Association Windsor Essex County Branch. The onsite Shelter
provider,
Welcome Centre Shelter for Women and Families provided 24/7 shelter support for all
clients onsite inclusive of arranging food deliveries, client support and wellbeing checks.
Homelessness & Housing Help Hub (H4)
At the beginning of the pandemic, emergency shelters had, at that time, not been open
during day time hours and other public spaces and storefronts known to be frequented
by persons experiencing homelessness began to close or restrict access to the public.
In order to respond to the growing needs of people experiencing homelessness,
Windsor Waterworld transitioned and has evolved from operating as a recreation facility
to a homelessness and housing response program beginning April 20, 2020. A variety
of community agencies collaborated to deliver services throughout 2020 including but
not limited to the City of Windsor, CommUnity Partnerships, Family Services WindsorEssex, Windsor Family Homes & Community Partnerships, New Beginnings, Housing
Information Services, Canadian Mental Health Association and Windsor Essex
Community Health Centre.



544 Number of unique people who attended H4 from April-December 2020
7723 Number of visits to H4 from April-December 2020

Risk Analysis:
Risks were identified in the original report at the outset of projects. No further risks have
been identified.
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Climate Change Risks
Climate Change Mitigation:
N/A
Climate Change Adaptation:
N/A

Financial Matters:
The adjusted Housing and Homelessness gross operating budget for 2020 is over $62.1
million. In addition, the Provincial and Federal governments have allocated over $19.1
million (2020-21) in COVID-19 funding for housing and homelessness programs. While
the COVID funding was allocated to immediately address the threat of the virus in the
region, mitigate the risk of spread, and support entities experiencing outbreak,
investments have also been made that support long term initiatives identified within the
10 Year Housing and Homelessness Master Plan.
All the strategies identified within the 10 Year Housing and Homelessness Master Plan
are funded within the approved municipal budget that includes funding from the
provincial and federal governments.

Consultations:
Stephen Lynn – Manager, Social Policy & Planning (A)

Conclusion:
We would like to thank our community partners, housing and homelessness
stakeholders and program participants who have decided to share this journey. As
made prevalent in this report, the investments made have had a positive impact and we
will continue to work towards an inclusive and comprehensive future where everyone
has a safe, affordable, accessible and quality home where they can fully participate.

Planning Act Matters:
n/a

Approvals:
Name

Title

Kelly Goz

Manager (A), Housing and Homelessness
Support

Debbie Cercone

Executive Director, Housing and Children’s
Services

Jelena Payne

Commissioner,
Services
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Name

Title

Jason Reynar

Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Ron Dunn

mailto:ron@downtownmission.com

Josephine Heuton

jheuton@wechc.com

Joyce Zuk

jzuk@fswe.ca

Anna Angelidis

angelidis@lscdg.com

Lynn Calder

lynncalder@alsogroup.org

Lady Laforet

info@welcomecentreshelter.com

Karen Kadour

kkadour@citywindsor.ca

Mike Galloway

mgalloway@countyofessex.ca

Danny Pinkson

Danny.pinksen@salvationarmy.ca

Appendices:
1
2020 Annual Report - Home Together: Windsor Essex 10 Year Housing and
Homelessness Master Plan
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HOME TOGETHER
Windsor Essex
Housing & Homelessness
Master Plan

2020

ANNUAL REPORT
Home Together

Windsor Essex

10 Year

Housing & Homelessness Master Plan
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VISION:

Windsor Essex is an inclusive community
OUR
where everyone has a safe, affordable,
COMMUNITY’S
accessible, and quality
home, and
VISION
everyone lives where they can actively
Windsor Essex is an inclusive community where everyone
participate
has a safe, affordable, accessible and quality home and

In 2020, the COVID-19
pandemic required
adjustments to many
of the operations,
programs and supports
highlighted in the
Annual Report. As our
community worked
tirelessly to protect
the health and wellbeing of the vulnerable
populations served,
funding programs made
available through upper
levels of government
presented unexpected
opportunities to
increase partnerships
and advance the
strategies of the HHMP.

everyone lives where they can actively participate.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES:
GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The following guiding principles will direct our action a community,
in support of the plan:
Achieving our goals is a collective responsibility that
will require cross-sectoral collaborative action to
develop system-level solutions.
We
Wewill
willimplement
implementevidence-based
evidence-basedsolutions with a
focus on efficiency, cost effectiveness and continuous
improvement.

HOW ARE WE DOING?

Our programs, services and supports will be peopleAnnual
Report highlights
Our programs,
services
and supports
be and
people-centred
and The
aimed
at helping
centred
and aimed
at helping
peoplewill
obtain
retain
the accomplishments
housing.
people obtain and retain housing.
achieved in 2020 under the

following 7 Goals.
The Plan will be responsive to the National Housing
The Plan will be responsive
Strategy, Ontario’s Community Housing Renewal
TOTAL
STRATEGIES
Housing Renewal
andProvincial
any other future
Provincial and Federal
housing
and
Strategy
and any Strategy,
other future
and Federal
FOR
HHMP
housing and homelessness strategies and initiatives.

8
Achieving the goals under the Plan will require
leveraging
Community
Progress
on
the
Strategies
Strategies
Achieving
the goals under the Plan will require
from
Planning
16 InPhase
additional resources from all level of government.
Strategies
all levels of government.
Goal 1

Y
x

Strategies
Strategies
In Progress completed

Goal 3
COMMUNITY PROGRESS ON THE STRATEGIES
Goal 4
Community Progress on the Strategies

0

2

4

Goal 1

6

Goal 5
8
Goal 6

or Ongoing

10

12

Goal 7

Goal 2

0

Goal 3

2

4

6

8

Number of Strategies Not Started

Goal 4

1

47

remaining

42

Goal 2

Goal 5

Number of Strategies In Progress

Goal 6

Number of Strategies Enhanced / Ongoing

Goal 7
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Number of Strategies Not Started

Number of Strategies In Progress

10

12

SUSTAIN AND EXPAND
SOCIAL & AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

GOAL

1

RGI SIMPLIFICATION

As a result of the Housing Services Act
Regulatory Changes, the implementation of the
new Rent Geared to Income (RGI) rules and
calculations for Windsor Essex will come into
effect as of July 1, 2021.

6

Number of RGI Simplification
Training Sessions held.

52

Number of participants attended
RGI Simplification Training.

Social Housing Business Process & Asset Management Review
Pretium Engineering Inc. was awarded the consultant contract for the Social Housing Business
Process and Asset Management Review.
Operational and Building Capacity Assessments are underway for 32 Social Housing Providers.
Recommendations from the review will inform the Program Planning for the Province of Ontario’s
Community Housing Renewal Strategy Phase II (2022-2025) funding projects.
Additional Dwelling Units-Second Residential Rental Unit Program
The Second Residential Rental Unit Program was approved by City Council on May 4, 2020.
The program is intended to:
• Increase the supply of affordable housing.
• Create new second residential unit(s) in existing single family homes.
• Repair/rehabilitate existing second residential unit(s) to make it a legal unit or to make it an
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2

SUSTAIN AND EXPAND
HOUSING THAT IS LINKED
WITH SUPPORTS

GOAL

2

16 MORE households
housed and supported
through Windsor Essex
Housing Connections
(30% Decrease from 2019)

Ongoing review of
housing continuum and
support options

330 Number of
Households assisted
through Keep the Heat
339 Number of
Residents in City Housing
with Supports Homes

232 Number of
Residents in County
Housing with Supports
Homes

$

581 Number of
Households assisted with
Rent Assistance

“I would not have been able to handle
things as well if I wasn’t housed.....
with the assistance of WEHC and
a rent supplement, I will be able to
provide better for my children.”
3

- WEHC Participant

“I’m looking forward to having
a place to rest my head
and be able to sleep when
necessary without fearing for
my safety and belongings.”
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ENDING
HOMELESSNESS

GOAL

3

NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS EXPERIENCING CHRONIC HOMELESSNESS

342

2019

327

2020

(4% Decrease from 2019)

WELCOME CENTRE SHELTER FOR WOMEN & FAMILIES

316 Single Women & Families Diverted from the
Emergency Shelter System into Other Housing Options
Stayed
in Home
Community
Motel Paid
by Client

418

Households experiencing
homelessness
were housed.

10%

10%

WINDSOR ESSEX BY-NAMES PRIORITIZED LIST DATA

(7.7% Increase from 2019)

Family or
Friends

49%

53

Households experiencing
chronic homelessness
were housed with
supports.
(10% Increase from 2019)

210

Own
Apartment

Households experiencing
chronic homelessness
were housed and
self-resolved.

31%

(48% Increase from 2019)

EMERGENCY SHELTER STATS

DOWNTOWN MISSION
(Information was provided by the Downtown Mission)

Welcome Centre
Shelter For Women

Welcome Centre
Shelter for Families

Salvation Army

SINGLE WOMEN

FAMILIES

SINGLE MEN

436

325

668

Decrease of 11%

Decrease of 46%

Decrease of 17.4%

AVERAGE LENGTH
OF STAY

AVERAGE LENGTH
OF STAY

AVERAGE LENGTH
OF STAY

11 DAYS

14 DAYS

13.7 DAYS

Decrease of 3%
4,812 total bed nights

Decrease of 7.6%
4,612 total bed nights

Total
Number of

Total
Number of

Total
Number of

Total
Number of

SINGLE MEN

SINGLE WOMEN

YOUTH

FAMILIES

Decrease of

Decrease of

Decrease of

Decrease of

1,749

16%

542

11%

158

31.6%

0

100%

Increase of 24.5%
9,008 total bed nights

TOTAL ANNUAL BED NIGHTS 18,600
Decrease of 34.89%
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4

GOAL

4

ADDRESS INDIGENOUS
HOUSING AND
HOMELESSNESS NEEDS

5

Indigenous households
experiencing homelessness were housed and
supported by Indigenous
led organizations.

REDUCE AND PREVENT YOUTH
HOMELESSNESS

2

Housing First for Youth
staff enhancements
to the Windsor Essex
Housing Connections
program.

(100% Increase from 2019)

5

18

Youth experiencing
homelessness were
housed with appropriate
supports.

(31% Decrease from 2019)
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46

Can Am Urban Native
Homes units sustained
and maintained through
repair.

GOAL

5

FOSTER SUCCESSFUL
TENANCIES THROUGH
COMMUNITY
COLLABORATION

11

Youth

37

Newcomer Women

39

Newcomer & Youth
Women

16

People experiencing or
at-risk of homelessness

Virtual Course

50

57.5%

In-Person
Course

37

42.5%

Tenant Basic
Course (3hr)
Tenant
Certificate
Course (12hr)

81

93.1%

6

6.9%

Number of
Participants Attended

Percent of
Participants

Sales

Landlords/Property
County
Managers

2020

5.7%

RentSmart
Participants
by Region

City
94.3%

1st Qtr

2nd Qtr

6

2020 RentSmart Course Participation

TARGETED
39 Newcomers Women
POPULATIONS

10

GOAL

3rd Qtr

In 2020 Pathway to
Potential and Housing
Services worked together
to continue to deliver the
RentSmart Ontario Program
in Windsor Essex County.
Despite the COVID-19
pandemic presenting
challenges for the delivery
of RentSmart training,
RentSmart Ontario adapted
to provide programming that
could be delivered virtually.

4th Qtr

2020 COURSE FEEDBACK
4

“The WEST RentSmart program and a staff
helped me to learn about Canadian
Landlords and Tenants responsibilities and rights,
things to look for when choosing a
rental property, how to choose a rental house or
apartment, and how to manage your
finances and many more. These have been very
useful information and tools for me as I integrate
into my new Canadian life. I am very thankful to
the RentSmart program because it provides me
life skills, support and education with one goal,
successful tenancies.”
-Language Learner Participant
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6

GOAL

7

MONITOR, REPORT
AND EVALUATE

77

Number of Staff trained to use
Homeless Individuals & Families
Information System (HIFIS) in
Windsor-Essex County.

4

Number of Data Sharing Agreements
signed by organizations to implement
Homeless Individuals & Families
Information System (HIFIS).

The “Help is Around the
Corner” Information Sheet,
is designed to be used by
businesses and residents
to assist in determining who
to contact if you encounter
someone who may be experiencing homelessness.

https://www.citywindsor.ca/
residents/housing/Documents/Helpis-Around-the-Corner-Poster.pdf

Quarterly meetings held
with Housing and
Homelessness Advisory
Committee (HHAC) and the
Windsor Essex
Community Advisory Board
(CAB) as the champions
and to inform the development of a work plan that
supports the goals and
strategies of the 10 year
Housing and Homelessness
Master Plan.

7
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OTHER PROGRAMS &
INITIATIVES/COVID-19
COMMUNITY SAFETY & WELLBEING PLAN
The City of Windsor and County of Essex are collaborating with committees and
organizations from across multiple sectors to develop the region’s first Community Safety
and Well-Being (CSWB) Plan. A vital component of CSWB planning is to leverage and
align existing community strengths and resources for collective action on identified priorities.

29

Number of
Community
Engagements
Completed

In 2020, the CSWB Project Team completed the first phase of sector and municipal
engagements by convening advisory committees and by connecting with local
organizations, police services boards and municipal leaders. Throughout this process,
the Housing Department has been a contributing partner, sharing insights on
methodologies, contextualizing data and identifying key housing and homelessness
indicators to support issue identification.

COVID-19
In 2020, the City of Windsor received $12.8 million in additional funding from the provincial and federal governments to assist
vulnerable populations throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. This funding allowed emergency shelters and supportive housing
facilities to adhere to new public health guidelines such as enhanced cleaning and COVID screening in order to better protect
their staff, clients and the broader community and provided pandemic pay for these front line workers. It also provided food for
families, funded the new Homelessness & Housing Help Hub (H4) as well as the COVID Isolation & Recovery Centre (IRC) for
people experiencing homelessness. These programs provided services for approximately 3,500 people throughout the year.

ISOLATION & RECOVERY CENTRE

HOMELESSNESS & HOUSING HELP HUB (H4)

The Isolation and Recovery Centre was established to
provide a space for people experiencing homelessness to
safely isolate should they be directed to. In May of 2020
medical supports were provided onsite and virtually by a
number of partners including Windsor Essex Community
Health Centre, Windsor Essex County Health Unit, Hotel Dieu
Grace Healthcare and Canadian Mental Health Association
Windsor Essex County Branch. The onsite Shelter provider,
Welcome Centre Shelter for Women and Families provided
24/7 shelter support for all clients onsite inclusive of
arranging food deliveries, client support and wellbeing checks.
Isolation and Recovery Centre
Unique Clients and Bed Nights Per Month
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

At the beginning of the pandemic, emergency shelters had,
at that time, not been open during day time hours and other
public spaces and storefronts known to be frequented by
persons experiencing homelessness began to close or
restrict access to the public. In order to respond to the
growing needs of people experiencing homelessness,
Windsor Waterworld transitioned and has evolved from
operating as a recreation facility to a homelessness and
housing response program beginning April 20, 2020. A
variety of community agencies collaborated to deliver
services throughout 2020 including but not limited to the
City of Windsor, CommUnity Partnerships, Family Services
Windsor-Essex, Windsor Family Homes & Community
Partnerships, New Beginnings, Housing Information
Services, Canadian Mental Health Association and Windsor
Essex Community Health Centre.

54 4
Apr-20

May-20

Jun-20

Jul-20
Referrals

Aug-20

Sep-20

Oct-20

Nov-20

Bed Nights

Dec-20

Number of
unique people
who attended H4
from AprilDecember 2020

7 , 7 23
H4

Number of
visits to H4
from AprilDecember 2020

THANK YOU TO OUR FUNDERS

Homelessness & Housing Help Hub (H4)

At the beginning of the pandemic, emergency shelters had, at that time, not been open during day time
hours and other public spaces and storefronts known to be frequented by persons experiencing
homelessness began to close or restrict access to the public. In order to respond to the growing needs
of people experiencing homelessness, Windsor Waterworld transitioned and has evolved from operating
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variety of community agencies collaborated to deliver services throughout 2020 including but not
limited to the City of Windsor, CommUnity Partnerships, Family Services Windsor-Essex, Windsor Family

8

The City of Windsor is the Service
Manager for housing and homelessness
programs for the City of Windsor and
County of Essex. You can contact us
and learn more about our programs and
services at the following:
HOUSING AND CHILDREN’S SERVICES
400 City Hall Sq. E. PO Box 428 Station “A”
Windsor ON N9A 6L7
519-255-5200 ext 6240
sshousing@citywindsor.ca
www.citywindsor.ca/residents/housing/Pages/
Housing.aspx

WINDSOR ESSEX COMMUNITY
HOUSING CORPORATION
Portable Housing Benefit 		
(COHB and WEHB) Applications
519-254-6994 ext 4005

housingbenefit@wechc.com
www.wechc.com/customer-survey-inquiry

CENTRAL HOUSING REGISTRY
Rent-Geared-to-Income (RGI) Applications
2470 Dougall Ave.
519-254-6994
www.chrwec.com

HOMELESSNESS & HOMELESSNESS
PREVENTION
519-255-5200 ext 5289
sshousing@citywindsor.ca
www.citywindsor.ca/residents/housing/
Housing-with-Supports-and-HomelessnessPrevention/Pages/default.aspx
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Item No. 11.1
Council Report: C 109/2021

Subject: Update on Windsor Works
Reference:
Date to Council: October 25, 2021
Author: Melissa Osborne
Senior Manager Asset Planning
mosborne@citywindsor.ca
519-255-6100 x6111
Asset Planning
Report Date: August 12, 2021
Clerk’s File #: MD/14028
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
THAT City Council RECEIVE FOR INFORMATION the report on progress to date and
the 2021 / 2022 recommended planned projects to advance a portion of the
recommendations outlined in “Windsor Works – An Economic Development Strategy for
the City’s Future Growth”; and,
THAT Council ENDORSE the following to allow the Windsor Works Implementation
Plan to proceed:
THAT the Chief Administrative Officer and City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to sign any
agreements or documents as required to formalize the roles and responsibilities of
various partners in order to authorize Windsor Works Initiative projects, collaborations
or taskforces, subject to such documents being satisfactory in technical content to the
Commissioner of Economic Development and Innovation, in financial content to the City
Treasurer or designate, and in legal form to the Commissioner of Legal & Legislative
Services; and,
THAT City Council APPROVE the Chief Administrative Officer to be the designate for
the Commissioner of Economic Development and Innovation until the position is filled
allowing for efforts to proceed with Windsor Works initiatives; and,
THAT City Council APPROVE the $1,000,000 previously approved for the Windsor
Works capital project (Project ID 7202006) be directed to the Office of the
Commissioner, Economic Development and Innovation, to proceed with the completion
of various Windsor Works Initiative priority projects; and,
THAT City Council PRE-APPROVE and AWARD any procurements necessary that are
related to Windsor Works Initiative projects, provided that the procurements are within
approved budget amounts, pursuant to the Purchasing By-Law 93-2012, satisfactory in
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financial content to City Treasurer, and satisfactory in technical content to the
Commissioner of Economic Development and Innovation, or designates; and,
THAT City Council APPROVE the redirection of $950,000 in existing approved annual
operational budget funding for Economic Development to the newly established Office
of the Commissioner, Economic Development and Innovation to assist with establishing
the base budget for the area; and,
THAT City Council DELEGATE authority to the Chief Administrative Officer to approve
the creation and hiring of any new positions in the Office of the Commissioner,
Economic Development and Innovation, provided funding for such positions falls within
the approved annual operational budget allocation of $950,000; and,
THAT City Council DIRECT that any additional operational or capital funding required
for the Office of the Commissioner, Economic Development and Innovation be brought
forward by the Commissioner of Economic Development and Innovation as part of the
Office’s operating and capital budget recommendations for City Council consideration;
and,
THAT City Council APPROVE an amendment to CR69/2021 directing Administration to
return progress reports twice annually instead of quarterly.

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
In 2020, the City contracted Public First, to develop an economic development study
and map out a strategy that builds on Windsor’s strengths: manufacturing and
automotive history, proximity to Detroit, post-secondary educational institutions, culture,
infrastructure and industry partners. Also considered were the mandates of existing
regional economic development entities (e.g. Invest Windsor-Essex) as part of this
review work.
The resulting report, “Windsor Works - An Economic Development Strategy for the
City’s Future Growth” (the “Windsor Works Report”), was returned to City Council on
February 8, 2021. It provided a comprehensive review of the City’s strengths and
opportunities around four themes: Location, Infrastructure, Future and Talent (L.I.F.T.).
Public First put forward 40 recommendations to be reviewed in further detail in order to
build an appropriate implementation plan (Appendix 5 – Policy Proposals, of the
Windsor Works Report).
When the Windsor Works Report was presented to City Council, nineteen delegates
from industry, education and partnership organizations spoke in support of it. At that
meeting, City Council adopted Council Resolution CR69/2021:
That Council RECEIVE the external advisory report and ENDORSE IN
PRINCIPLE the recommendations enclosed in Windsor Works: An
Economic Development Strategy for the City's Future Growth; and further,
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That Council DIRECT Administration to undertake the work required in
order to prepare a detailed implementation plan as soon as practical and
provide quarterly updates to Council on progress.
On February 22, 2021, City Council approved an increase of $550,000 for the
Windsor Works Economic Development Initiative (“Windsor Works”) through
Budget Decision B5/2021. These funds were established as part of the operating
budget of the Mayor’s Office until a plan to implement Windsor Works was
developed.
On April 6, 2021, the City’s new Chief Administrative Officer, Jason Reynar, joined the
Corporation. One of the key priorities of the new CAO was to develop an
implementation plan for the recommendations made in the Windsor Works Report and
report back to City Council. Given the expedited timelines for completion of this work,
the City’s Senior Manager of Asset Planning, Melissa Osborne, was asked on April 14,
2021 to assist in leading these efforts with a target to report back to City Council by
September 2021. This report serves to meet the requirements of CR69/2021.
On June 7, 2021, the CAO also brought forward an in camera report on the current
state assessment of the City. That report recommended the creation of a new
Corporate Leader position to align the City’s Economic Development, Building,
Planning, and Information Technology service areas into a single portfolio. City Council
approved this recommendation, which also established a new position: Commissioner
of Economic Development and Innovation. Recruitment for this position is currently
underway.
The newly formed Office of the Commissioner, Economic Development and Innovation
is fundamental to implementing the recommendations included in Appendix 5 of the
Windsor Works Report. Given this new approved vision, this report serves to provide
high-level information and recommendations on the use of existing approved
operational and capital budget funding previously approved by City Council for
economic development. Its recommendations will allow the new Commissioner of
Economic Development and Innovation to prioritize projects and resourcing in a flexible
manner in order to proceed with the Windsor Works Implementation Plan (Appendix A).

Discussion:
The Windsor Works Report laid out several recommendations related to leveraging the
City’s Location, Infrastructure, Future and Talent (L.I.F.T). In total, 40
recommendations were provided, each with a general idea of “what it might look like” for
implementation. Administration reviewed each recommendation. Several of the
recommendations were not ones the City could directly action, such as post secondary
education partnerships with US counterparts or programming of the Windsor
International Film Festival (WIFF). Some cross-border recommendations are less
feasible to prioritize at this time due to the pandemic border restrictions. However, the
suggestions provided were not the only way a recommendation could be achieved;
rather, a place to start or to open up a discussion.
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Windsor Works is also intended to be a long-term initiative executed over several years.
To do so, Administration requires the ability to be quickly responsive to changes, which
may require changes to the implementation plan, including modifying the way in which
they are achieved in order to seize opportunities as they present themselves.
Administration has generated a list of potential projects the City could complete, or
should develop further, over the next 12 to 18 months. Extensive efforts were made to
interview various key stakeholders noted in the Windsor Works Report, identify activities
planned or already underway that align with Windsor Works’ recommendations and
develop a list of additional activities the City should proceed with to advance progress
on Windsor Works.
Key enabling projects, such as communications and data analytics, were identified as
particularly important for early consideration. Public First was engaged to assist on the
data analytics as well as provide support and guidance to the team in order to ensure
the implementation plan aligns with the Windsor Works Report. Crestview Strategy,
subcontracted by Public First to assist in the development of the Windsor Works Report
and experts in marketing and communication, was retained to develop the Windsor
Works Communication Plan, included in the attached implementation plan, as well as to
create specific investor attraction materials to be released early 2022.
Implementation Plan Summary
The implementation plan for the next phase of the Windsor Works Report is attached as
Appendix A. The plan identifies how the projects align under the L.I.F.T. strategy and
orient towards the Windsor Works Report recommendations. Chapter 2 of the report
also provides detail around a Windsor Works Communication Plan and Data Analytics
approach, both of which are enabling projects for Windsor Works.
Several of the projects identified in Chapter 3 are already in process at the City.
Indeed, many City initiatives can be seen through the economic development lens and
doing so will help advance the overall vision of Windsor Works.
Here is an example of these types of projects:


The Central Riverfront Implementation Plan (CRIP) Update



Festival Plaza and Waterfront Beacon



2022 CAN-AM Police and Fire Games



Cloudpermit digital building permits



Downtown Windsor Community Improvement Plan (CIP)



Active Transportation Master Plan (ATMP)



Gordie Howe Bridge and its community benefits



Transit Windsor Service Delivery Plan



Bird E-Scooter Pilot Project



Public EV stations
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Physician Recruitment



Memoranda of Understanding with the University and College

There are several new projects recommended in Chapter 4 for which a capital
investment of approximately $2.99 million is require for them to proceed. This amount is
inclusive of the Windsor Works Communication Plan and data analytics project costs for
which some of the projects have capital funding sources identified reducing the
unfunded amount to $2.49 million. There is currently approved capital funding of $1
million for the implementation of Windsor Works, as well as an additional $1 million in
2022 and 2023 approved in principle in the 2021 10-Year Capital Budget. Approval of
the use of these funds would be sufficient to commence work on all recommended
projects.
Many of the new projects cited in the implementation plan are also dependent upon the
creation and staffing of new positions in the Office of Economic Development and
Innovation. A target of twelve to fourteen positions was identified that would fully enable
the rapid implementation of Windsor Works. During the 2021 budget deliberations, City
Council approved an operational budget increase of $550,000 for economic
development, resulting in a total annual budget of $950,000. A key driver for this
increase, as discussed during the 2021 budget deliberations, was Council’s recognition
of the need for funding to implement the recently approved Windsor Works Report. This
economic development funding was initially identified under the Mayor’s operational
budget, until such time as a plan to activate Windsor Works was established. Directing
this funding to the Office of the Commissioner, Economic Development and Innovation
will establish a base budget and allow the Commissioner to proceed with staffing priority
positions related to data analytics, marketing and communications, project
management, land development and administrative support, which will help activate
Windsor Works.
Resourcing
Administration’s ability to implement Windsor Works, including communications and
data analytics aspects, is directly tied to the recently created Office of the
Commissioner, Economic Development and Innovation and is dependant upon
additional resourcing. Chapter 5 of the implementation plan provides additional clarity
on the divisions and staffing required.
To better understand the resourcing needed for the Windsor Works recommendations,
Administration sought information from comparable municipalities about the structures,
staffing levels and costs they devote to economic development. While information could
only be secured from two municipalities, Kitchener and Hamilton, both are good
indicators of the significant financial and staffing resources necessary for significant
economic development. As shown in Appendix B, Hamilton’s Economic Development
Division has 45.99 regular full-time staff with an annual operational budget of $5.6
million, while Kitchener has approximately 30 regular full-time staff with an annual
operational budget of $6 million. It should be noted that neither Kitchener nor Hamilton
includes divisions such as Planning or Building as part of their economic development
team and budget; however, both municipalities do include the funding for their
development grants and Community Improvement Plans (CIPs) as part of the economic
development budgets.
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By comparison, the City of Windsor has one regular full time staff position devoted to
economic development: the Senior Economic Development Officer, in addition to
positions at InvestWE. Funding for this position, as well as our grant and CIP programs,
as well as the allocated cost to Invest WE, totals $3 million annually. The additional
allocation of $950,000 to address expanded duties around economic development and
innovation would bring the total consolidated annual operational investment to $3.9
million with approximately 8 to 10 staff (plus InvestWE staff). Administration feels these
investments will allow us to address new corporate deliverables and Windsor Works
projects.
The City’s contribution to Invest WE represents approximately 55% of Invest WE’s core
annual funding, and contributes towards the 19 permanent staff. Continued investment
in Invest WE allows the City to have the necessary resource levels to provide required
services not addressed by City staffing, including but not limited to:


foreign direct investment attraction



small business and entrepreneur development



business advice and support



conference and trade shows



industry retention and expansion



auto-mobility and innovation

This investment has also resulted in significant progress around Windsor Works, as
many of Invest WE’s activities directly relate to the L.I.F.T. Strategy and
recommendations. Invest WE has been able to make significant strides towards the
automobility and technology and coordinated several collaborations with various
organizations such as the University, College, WETech Alliance and the City. A list of
these activities can be found in the appendices of the Windsor Works Implementation
Plan.
A key to the success laid out in the Windsor Works Communications Plan is marketing
tactics, events and collaborations that will require a provincial, national and international
level focus. There may be some marketing and communication synergies with Invest
WE, particularly around automobility, which will be explored further to leverage any
investment currently made by the City with InvestWE. Notwithstanding this, many of the
communication plan recommendations are new, and depending on Council’s desire to
quickly and effectively implement Phase 1 of this plan, there will likely be a need to
engage with a third-party marketing firm with international contacts and experience.
The City’s Corporate Communications department will be of value, noting their greatest
strength is ensuring Windsor residents are aware of what is happening, rather than
attracting interest and investment from abroad.
Community Partners
Windsor Works is a community initiative where collaborations and taskforces will be key
to moving the entire plan forward. The Windsor Works Report outlines the need for
various taskforces to be established in order to formalize the various community
partnerships and collaborations necessary to deliver Windsor Works’ vision. These
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formal collaborations will help inform how more overarching relationships are
established and allow for more specific, project-based engagements immediately and in
the near future.
Several collaborations between these partners and City already routinely occur. A listing
of many of the activities being led by other organizations is included in Part 1 of the
attached Windsor Works Implementation Plan. This list is based on information
gathered from various interviews and discussions but it is not exhaustive. As the
Windsor Works Communication Plan is rolled out and various taskforces are set up, it
will be easier to capture and report on more activities that align with Windsor Works.
Collaborations between the City and University were present in report C 111/2021 on
September 27, 2021, and a future report regarding increased partnering between the
City and St. Clair College will provide a similar list of history and collaboration as well.
There is also likely to be an agreement or MOU around the Municipal Nomination
Program (MNP) being led by the Chamber of Commerce. This program will likely
require a collaborative statement and focus for the program’s submission and selection
processes.
The ability to create these collaborations and draw upon the strengths of each group will
be a key to the success of Windsor Works. Collaborations also create opportunities to
leverage funding from other sources, including but not limited to grants which
municipalities are not eligible to apply. Collaboration can allow the City to further
Windsor Works’ goals by supporting the efforts of community partners who are eligible
to apply for these funds and being a part of the project implementation.

Risk Analysis:
Should the request to direct previously approved economic development funding for
Windsor Works to the new Office not be approved in whole or in part, progress on
Windsor Works Implementation Plan will be delayed.
There is a risk that various decisions which rest outside of the City’s control may impede
progress on identified Windsor Works projects or alternatively, may create new
opportunities not currently identified. Allowing the new Commissioner and CAO
flexibility for project selection and resourcing manages this risk by allowing
Administration to be responsive to such changes and take advantage of opportunities
as they arise.
Some of the recommendations in this report will require the continued support and
partnerships with various organizations in the City. In some cases, projects
recommended in this report may align with other community initiatives and efforts, which
presents a risk to City resources should efforts be duplicated. Moving forward with the
new Office and various recommendations in the Windsor Works Communication Plan
should help to mitigate this risk by ensuring the City and its partners are “in the loop” on
each others’ activities and progress.
The hiring of the Commissioner of Economic Development and Innovation position is
currently in process. While this will hinder the implementation of some projects, there
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are many initiatives such as, the microsite and data analytics which can proceed,
provided the funding as identified in this report is approved.

Climate Change Risks
Climate Change Mitigation:
While there are no specific risks associated with this report, various initiatives in the
implementation plan may have such risks, and will be presented as required in future
reports to City Council.
Climate Change Adaptation:
While there are no specific risks associated with this report, various initiatives in the
implementation plan may have such risks, and will be presented as required in future
reports to City Council.

Financial Matters:
Through the 2021 Operational Budget deliberations on February 22, 2021 (B5/2021),
City Council approved an increase of $550,000 for Windsor Works Economic
Development resulting in a total annual operational budget of $950,000. This funding
was approved in recognition of the need for additional operational funding in order to
implement the Windsor Works Report approved during the February 8, 2021 City
Council Meeting (CR69/2021). The creation of the Office of the Commissioner,
Economic Development and Innovation, along with the implementation plan for Windsor
Works, provides a high-level description of how these funds will be used to establish a
base budget for the Office.
As noted previously in this report the initial outline of resourcing for the area suggests a
staff compliment of fourteen positions, at an approximate cost of $1.6 million. Initial
funding of $950,000 will allow the Commissioner of Economic Development and
Innovation to determine the allocation of these funds for annual departmental expenses
(i.e. cell phones, computer, consulting, travel, etc.) as well as priority positions which
should be filled immediately in order to continue progress on Windsor Works.
Based on the implementation plan attached as Appendix A, there is currently $2.99
million in estimated costs for the recommended projects. The following projects have
funding sources identified:
-

Data Analytics – 2022 capital budget development will recommend redirecting
$300,000 in funding from the Intranet Redesign & Internet Accessibility project
(ITC-007-07) to a new project titled Data Analytics (ITC-001-22);

-

Investment Attraction Materials - $54,000 from current operational funding
carried over in 2021 for economic development and;

-

Goyeau Commercial Space - $150,000 from previously approved capital funding
to rehabilitate the Goyeau parking garage.
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This reduces the unfunded projects to $2.49 million. The 2021 10-year Capital Budget
includes a Windsor Works project. There is currently $1 million in approved capital
funding and an additional $2 million identified in 2022 and 2023. Administration
recommends these capital project funds be redirected to the Commissioner of
Economic Development and Innovation for priority Windsor Works projects and
collaborations.
The use of existing operational and capital funding will allow Administration to
immediately establish the Office and proceed with projects at no additional cost to the
City. Any additional operational or capital funding deemed necessary by the
Commissioner of Economic Development and Innovation will be brought forward
through the annual operational and capital budget process for City Council
deliberations.

Consultations:
As identified in Appendix A – Windsor Works Implementation Plan

Conclusion:
That City Council approve the recommendations in this report allowing previously
approved operational and capital funding to be leveraged by the Office of Economic
Development and Innovation to commence work on implementing various activities,
which relate to Windsor Works.

Planning Act Matters:
N/A

Approvals:
Name

Title

Melissa Osborne

Senior Manager Asset Planning

Joe Mancina

Commissioner, Corporate Services/CFO
and City Treasurer

Shelby Askin-Hager

Commissioner, Legal and Legislative
Services

Chris Nepszy

Commissioner, Infrastructure Services

Jelena Payne

Commissioner, Human and Health
Services

Ray Mensour

Commissioner, Community Services

Jason Reynar

Chief Administrative Officer
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Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Appendices:
Appendix A - Windsor Works Implementation Plan
Appendix B - Hamilton and Kitchener
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350 City Hall Square
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6S1
Phone: 519-255-CITY(2489)
or Dial 311
Web : www.citywindsor.ca

WINDSOR WORKS
Report back on implementation plan
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Presented:
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CHAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION
In the summer of 2020, the City of Windsor engaged a consultancy firm to create
a new economic development strategy for the city. The product of that initiative,
Windsor Works: A Strategy for the City’s Future Growth (the “Windsor Works
Report”) was returned to Council on February 8, 2021.
Public First developed the strategy put forth in the Windsor Works Report based
on input provided by development and policy consultants. In commissioning
Public First, the City sought an outside perspective on its relative strengths and
an objective assessment of how best to achieve its economic development goals
based on a review of literature and case studies of urban development and
economic regeneration.
The report argued for a strategy based on four key pillars distinct to
Windsor’s geography, culture and history:
Location: when borders reopen, Windsor should
take more advantage of its geographic position
and work more closely with Detroit and Michigan.
Windsor should forge closer connections at all
levels between both cities, create new incentives
for businesses, foster a cross-border culture and
promote the Windsor-Detroit region with more joint
events and initiatives that build the rich heritage and
shared identity of the two cities.
Infrastructure: Windsor must invest to meet
the needs of a growing city. The City needs to
improve its downtown district, complete riverfront
developments and provide new and enhanced
mobility options. Planning for these investments now
will allow Windsor to seize opportunities that flow
from major infrastructure projects like the Gordie
Howe Bridge and new hospital that should be
completed in the coming decade.
4
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INTRODUCTION CONTINUED...

Future Economy: Windsor should build on its
manufacturing strength to become a hub for the
auto sector of the future. By promoting innovation,
the City can also diversify into technology-adjacent
sectors where it already has a presence like border
and healthcare services. Electric vehicles and
automobility present huge opportunities for Windsor
if efforts encourage growth in more niche sectors
that support this transition, including cyber security,
artificial intelligence, and advanced manufacturing.
Talent: Windsor should work more closely with
community partners to attract, train and retain
the top talent needed by local employers. The
city’s post-secondary institutions should be more
directly engaged as part of Windsor’s economic
development agenda. New partnerships should
seek to attract new skilled residents, focus on
research and development and implement projects
and programs that will support local entrepreneurs
and businesses in sectors primed for future growth.
The City of Windsor’s new economic development strategy was endorsed
unanimously at a Special Meeting of Council on February 8, 2021 through
CR69/2021:
That Council RECEIVE the external advisory report and ENDORSE IN
PRINCIPLE the recommendations enclosed in Windsor Works: An Economic
Development Strategy for the City’s Future Growth; and further,
That Council DIRECT Administration to undertake the work required in order
to prepare a detailed implementation plan as soon as practical and provide
quarterly updates to Council on progress.
Due to several shifts in administrative staff and structures, including the transition
to a new Chief Administrative Officer, preparatory work on this implementation
plan began in April 2021.

5
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CHAPTER 1:

CREATING THE
IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN
This document outlines how City Administration is approaching the Windsor
Works Economic Development Initiative (the “Windsor Works Initiative”) based on
the strategy and recommendations given in the Windsor Works Report. It includes
internal actions already underway, planned actions to achieve “key enablers”
critical to the overall initiative’s success and proposed next steps in 2021-22.
Since April, Administration has been working to form Windsor Works strategy into
cohesive initiative with clear governance. Administration established a team to
service this initiative and draw together information and activities from different
business units and external parties.
Between April and August 2021, people from the
following organisations have been engaged with
directly (phone, email and or virtual meeting)
by Administration regarding Windsor Works:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

InvestWE
University of Windsor
St. Clair College
Chamber of Commerce
WETech Alliance
Downtown Accelerator
City of Detroit
Windsor International Film Festival (WIFF)
Tourism Windsor Essex Pelee Island (TWEPI)
YQG and Windsor Tunnel
Several businesses in Windsor

6
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Administration commissioned additional clarification from Public First

to triage the report’s recommendations
into an implementation plan.

Over the last two months, Public
First provided advice on moving
the strategy forward, particularly
regarding data and metrics

(see Chapter 2 of this implementation plan
and Appendix Part 2).
In addition, Public first referred CrestView Strategy to lead the preparation of the
Windsor Works Communications Plan (see Chapter 2 of this implementation plan as well
as Appendix Part 3) and create investor attraction materials. Once this plan and
associated materials are completed, the City can begin to publicize the Windsor
Works Initiative more broadly.
The Windsor Works Report proposed a range of policy ideas to help achieve the
goals of the strategy. The report noted its recommendations were, “high-level
ideas ... still requiring legal, financial and administrative input” (p. 100). It also
acknowledged that the policy actions recommended varied in complexity and cost
and were not the only way of delivering the initiative’s goals:
The authors hope they serve as a catalyst for ideas that might achieve the
stated objectives, even if the exact recommendation is not followed to the
letter. They reflect the authors’ judgment of what would turn this strategy
into a practical plan of action, but they are not the only way of achieving the
desired objectives. (p. 113)
In preparing to implement the Windsor Works strategy, Administration has begun
to examine options for how certain goals could and should be pursued in detail.
Some policy ideas proposed in the Windsor Works Report are not viable actions
for the City at this time. Some may be achievable in alternate ways, while others
may only be possible with significant buy-in from agencies and jurisdictions
outside of the City’s direct sphere of control.
Although the report returned by Public First does not specifically identify
inclusion, diversity, arts or culture in its pillars, Administration recognizes these
considerations as essential to the success of the Windsor Works Initiative.
Robust and inclusive community engagement must be embedded in strategic
planning processes to ensure that impacts and benefits are equitable, vulnerable
populations are protected and community support for projects is strong.
Considering opportunities to integrate arts and culture into many of the projects
can also increase community buy-in and create a more vibrant and welcoming
overall result.
7
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CHAPTER 1:

DOCUMENT
STRUCTURE
This document contains an implementation plan in five chapters and an appendix in
three parts.
Chapter 2 outlines timeframes and the City’s progress on three key enablers; identified
as critical for the strategy’s implementation.
Chapter 3 outlines activity to date on the initiative and recommended activities over the
next twelve to eighteen months tied to the four pillars of the strategy.
Chapter 4 provides an overview of next steps requiring Council agreement.
Chapter 5 outlines the required resources to allow any of the noted work to proceed.

1

of the appendix describes some activities led by others, such as
InvestWE, University of Windsor or St. Clair College, that fits squarely
with the goals articulated in the Windsor Works Report.

PART

2

of the appendix includes advice from Public First , on how to improve
the City’s data gathering and analysis capabilities, which are vital to
support the Windsor Works Initiative and many of its parts.

PART

3

of the appendix provides a detailed communication plan, from
Crestview, to publicize the Windsor Works initiative.

PART

Administration expects that this report, and future ones like it, will form part of an annual
progress report to Council on the Windsor Works Initiative. Future reports will contain
more detailed information as the many moving parts of the initiative are confirmed and
implemented by the City and its partners.

The City welcomes the engagement and enthusiasm that has resulted from the publication
of the Windsor Works Report and will continue to support any external initiatives that align
with the four pillars of the strategy – especially those with strong levels of community
support – to further accelerate achievement of the strategy’s goals.
8
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TIMEFRAME AND
KEY ENABLERS

CHAPTER 2:

Timeframe: Economic diversification that drives successful urban regeneration can take
years or decades. The foundations for future success can take many months or years
to create, even in the best of times. The Windsor Works Report envisaged a multi-year
strategy that would unfold progressively over the next decade as various new initiatives
are funded and rolled out. Some of the strategic goals will take many years to see to
fruition and others will only be delivered in the long-term (beyond 2030).
This implementation plan focuses on an initial five-year time horizon, with planned
metrics that measure progress against the strategy’s goals stretching to 2030. Some
actions recommended in the report can be addressed in a short timeframe, while others,
such as growing Windsor’s population, are only measureable over a longer period and
require verification by official data sources, such as the Census.
Current Constraints: The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic impacts the City’s ability to
proactively engage with key stakeholders in order to scope joint initiatives, especially
those in Detroit and Michigan. Virtual engagement has been necessary, but, as public
health restrictions ease, the City intends to redouble its efforts to meet with key local
partners and build a community of advocates for the Windsor Works Initiative.
Staffing changes have affected progress on this report since it was endorsed in principle
by Council. Between Council’s adoption of CR69/2021 in February 2021 and the
writing of this implementation plan, the City has brought on new staff in the established
Corporate Leadership roles of Chief Administrative Officer, Commissioner of Community
Services and Commissioner of Infrastructure. Over the same period, the City’s
administration has been re-organized, including the creation of a new Commissioner and
Office of Economic Development and Innovation that will become a cornerstone of the
Windsor Works Initiative.
Staffing uncertainty also currently limits the capacity of Administration to develop
further plans within the Windsor Works Initiative. Administration’s team leading the
implementation plan’s development were not involved in the creation of the Windsor
Works Report, requiring time and consultation in order to review and analyze the report’s
findings. The working team is also comprised of experienced City staff who have taken
on this project in concert with their regular duties, limiting their ability to focus and
dedicate all time to this initiative while still fulfilling the duties of their regular positions.
Recruitment for the Commissioner of Economic Development and Innovation is underway
but is not yet completed. Council Report C 109/2021, to which this document is attached
as Appendix A, has been submitted in order to secure approval for base operational
and capital funding for the Office of Economic Development and Innovation. Once
this funding is approved and these positions filled, Administration will have capacity to
enhance this implementation plan and pursue the Windsor Works Report’s goals.
9
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CHAPTER 2:

KEY ENABLERS
Three key enablers have been identified as foundational to
the success of the Windsor Works Initiative and essential for
all future work being considered.

1

KEY
ENABLER:

Senior municipal leadership, with a city hall team
focused on delivery of the strategy

Unlike cities in the United States, Windsor does not have all the levers it might want in
order to control its own destiny, and any plan for the future of the city is dependent not
just on other agencies and tiers of government, but on the sustained political leadership
of the Mayor and the Council themselves. (p. 113)
The Windsor Works Report was clear that the City needed to secure political consensus
and sustained support and leadership from Council to ensure the strategy has the right
environment to succeed. This includes the creation of an in-house team, reporting
to the Mayor and Council, dedicated to the economic development of Windsor in
particular rather than as part of the broader Windsor-Essex County region. The report
recommends empowering this team to create project-specific working groups across
various municipal departments in support of the Windsor Works Initiative (p. 109).
City Council’s decision to approve the creation of a Commissioner and Office of
Economic Development and Innovation aligns directly with this key enabler.

2

KEY
ENABLER:

Recruit key external players to the mission

The Windsor Works Report recommends the City “use [its]
convening power and leadership” to establish groups of support
for the report’s strategy (p. 109). Aligned with this, the Mayor
has committed to the creation of new forums where the City can
work directly with key local stakeholders to realize the Windsor
Works vision.
The Talent Taskforce has been identified as the first group to proceed. Efforts are
currently underway to establish Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) between the
City and the University of Windsor and one between the City and St. Clair College as
foundational steps to establish the Talent Taskforce. Chapter 4 of this implementation
plan includes a specific project to define and develop this taskforce, with a goal of a first
meeting for in 2022. The timing of this goal is dependant on the successful recruitment
of the new Commissioner of Economic Development and Innovation.
10
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KEY ENABLERS, continued...

3

KEY
ENABLER:

Define, update and report key metrics regularly

The Windsor Works Report identifies the ability to measure progress as “essential”
to pursuing its recommended strategy. To monitor the initiative’s movement towards
its ten-year goal, the City needs to identify appropriate key success metrics to serve
as indicators of progress and direction. For example, the report suggests Windsor’s
population should continue to increase in order to support growth and diversification,
both as a catalyst for new investment as well as an indicator that the city is continuing
to attract talent. To give indication of success in pursuit of this goal, the report suggests
evaluating Windsor’s population growth against the Ontario average (p. 110).
The City intends to commission an analysis of existing and potential data sources to
define a suite of metrics that will support the delivery of the Windsor Works strategy.
Initial assessments indicate that many metrics will be difficult to monitor based on
currently available data. Information about many possible indicators is either not
collected, incomplete, or only available through third parties.
Existing municipal record systems also lack key elements that could allow the City to
monitor progress towards particular goals better, especially over time. As an example,
a focus on reviving Downtown Windsor will require good measures of investment and
business, which could be made by comparing historical and current build values from
municipal records like building permits. However, current datasets representing these
records are not set up to allow for more specific geographic boundaries than the City’s
ward boundaries as they are currently defined. Because of this, generating reports
to answer questions about the growth of distinct geographic areas that do not match
existing ward boundaries will require significant manual analysis, which is also subject to
an inevitable rate of human error.
Creating a meaningful dataset to enable Windsor Works’ strategy will take time, but the
exercise is very necessary if demonstrated progress is going to be shown. From this, the
City can develop its first data strategy and begin to invest in the people and tools needed
to generate meaningful metrics for all areas of its operations (see Appendix Part 2).
In 2019, the City engaged a consultant, Information Builders, Inc. (IBI), to assess its
capabilities to use data analysis to drive service improvements. As part of their review,
IBI identified a number of opportunities for improvement across the City. Their findings
also included an assessment of our current data analysis capacities and possible
barriers to success. Council received the resulting IBI report, C 200/2019, on December
16, 2019 with the following recommended actions:
Develop an integrated information management strategy to meet the City’s
strategic goals;
Adopt and implement a de-siloed business intelligence and analytics
architecture in phases as described in the report;
Create a Business Intelligence Centre of Excellence (BI CoE) to support this new
architecture and improve the effectiveness of data use across City service areas;
and Invest in business process re-design and change management that is
essential to the success of the overall plan.
11
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KEY ENABLER 3, continued...

Appendix Part 2: Investing in Data- Why and How, identifies a three-fold purpose of
investing in data: understand your community better; improve the efficiency of city
services; and innovation to support growth and diversification. Below are two specific
examples, which tie to the three-fold purpose of investing in data:
The City of London has built a new artificial intelligence (AI) tool to predict whether
people will become chronically homeless. By examining data such as age, gender,
family and shelter history, the Chronic Homelessness Artificial Intelligence model (CHAI)
predicts whether individuals will become chronically homeless within the next 6 months
or seek shelter services. Using data and Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools such as this is
a viable tactic to help take preventative measures and reduce the overall strain on the
shelter system.
Internal City staff are recommending the second
example as a pilot project. It is also recommended
this pilot project is done in partnership with the
University of Windsor, and St. Clair College,
building on the talent recommendations as well.
Utilizing sensors to collect data to help drive
business decisions, logistics, etc has become a
popular trend over the last several years. In the
Parks department there are over 500 hundred
large garbage bins located throughout various
parks that are sunken into the ground. Based on a
predefined schedule, staff are deployed to check
the status of a bin and determine if it must be
emptied. Often, the checking of bins results in no
action needed. By placing sensors in the garbage
bins to measure capacity the City should be able
to leverage an environmentally friendly solution
that reduces fuel costs and more effectively
utilizes employees and vehicles.
To move forward towards a data-driven
decision-making model, the adoption of IBI’s
recommendations will be critical to ensure
the proper structure, talent, and processes
necessary for success are in place.
The new Office of Economic Development and
Innovation cites a clear need for the creation
of data analytics for the City. The Information
Technology Department has been working to
define the needs and ways in which the City can
start to build the foundation necessary to develop
a robust data analytics strategy, including the
resourcing required (see Chapter 5 of this
implementation plan).
12
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MARKETING AND
COMMUNICATIONS

The Windsor Works report also acknowledged that a new economic
development strategy would depend upon effective communications, and for
the City to improve how it markets itself to those outside:

COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
The Windsor Works Communications Plan, developed and
delivered by Crestview Strategy, with input and direction from
the City of Windsor, outlines a strategic approach to connect
the initiatives and recommendations contained within the
Windsor Works report.
The Windsor Works Communications Plan, divided into
individualized tactics in three phases, will deliver an
integrated communications strategy that engages key
stakeholders and the public with the Windsor Works Initiative.

[M]any of Windsor’s strengths – the
assets that make it attractive as a
place to study, invest and settle – are
either not widely known or are just
under-appreciated. In this regard, the
city could achieve some important
parts of the strategy simply by more
effective and sustained efforts at civic
marketing, in an alliance with existing
agencies and local partners. It is in
this respect that the city may not
have done enough in recent years:
proactively communicating what
makes Windsor special – both to the
rest of Canada and beyond. (p. 112)

The implementation of these tactics will begin with a branding
exercise. A comprehensive branding exercise is suggested to
craft a public-facing message to market the Windsor Works
plan to different audiences, including prospective investors,
tourists and residents. Integrating a strategic branding exercise into the communications efforts will
ensure that the overall project has a cohesive, attractive, and creative approach to generate interest and
engagement.

The Communications Plan reflects the four pillars of Windsor Works’ LIFT strategy by communicating it
in three themes - LIVE, WORK and GROW. Live focuses on the quality of life in Windsor, Work focuses
on business and the benefits of working in Windsor and Grow focuses on ways in which Windsor, and
those who live there can continue to improve. This tactical approach focuses on core themes to showcase
and draw investment and talent to the city, both nationally and internationally and will position the City
of Windsor on a provincial, national and international stage as a future home for students, working
professionals, entrepreneurs, and families.
INVESTOR ATTRACTION MATERIALS
Crestview Strategy is developing public facing materials to support investment attraction as part of Windsor
Works. In addition, the City also plans to improve how it presents its services online with a program to
refresh the website and put more services online. As part of the deliverables for the investor attraction
materials, Crestview Strategy will create a Windsor Works micro-site (windsorworks.ca) to serve as a single
‘online home’ for all Windsor Works content. The details of the content and functionality of the micro-site
are being developed with City Administration.
Crestview Strategy will provide the City of Windsor with pitch materials, a short promotional video and
corresponding online creative content to help attract job creators to Windsor. Together, these investor
attraction materials will cite the Windsor Works Report’s key findings and align with the Windsor Works
Implementation Plan (see Appendix A) to make Windsor an even more attractive place to live, work and grow.
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CHAPTER 3:

TAKING THE STRATEGY
FORWARD
The Windsor Works Report endorsed the City’s original desire to diversify its economy.
It also acknowledged that “unlike many post-industrial cities that have seen key
industries downsize or depart, Windsor continues to grow its population and attract new
investments.” It recommends a strategy to achieve the goal of economic diversification
based on four pillars so the city was “able to leverage infrastructure investments, exploit
new economic trends, and attract more of the skilled people that will drive future growth”
(p. 70).
This chapter summarises some of the activity taken in the last four months around the
four pillars of the L.I.F.T. strategy. A further listing of activities, particularly those led by
other organisations, is included as Part 2 of this implementation plan’s appendix.

LOCATION

OUR PRIME POSITION CLOSE TO THE USA IS OUR MAJOR STRENGTH -

Windsor-Detroit is our future. Windsor Works
will forge deeper connections, attract Michigan
residents, and sell Windsor-Detroit. New civic
events will improve the quality of life in our city and
showcase our rich heritage. (p. 83)
14
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TAKING THE STRATEGY FORWARD, continued...

The Windsor Works Report stressed the importance of scale and of finding new ways
of leveraging Windsor’s unique location. This forms the first pillar, Location, focused on
attracting more investors, jobs and ultimately residents to Windsor with the particular
qualities of its geography and physical spaces. The report noted that for this strategy
to be successful, the “interconnectedness” between Windsor and Detroit should be
fostered “with a thousand separate actions, all happening in the same direction but led
by a varied group of actors” (p. 84), including municipal politicians and officials, private
businesses, community organizations and non-profit groups.
The report commented that “a good level of collaboration [is] already happening ad hoc”
(p. 84) but that it needed to be increased and made more systematic. With ongoing
border restrictions due to COVID-19 health measures, this objective has been greatly
impacted. While some restrictions eased in August 2021, the volume of tunnel traffic
within those first two weeks, is still only 26% of what was experienced in 2019. As a
result, further action towards this strategy has proven more challenging to initiate. When
public health restrictions ease, this pillar will come back into focus.

Strategic Goal: Attract Michigan
Establish better links between Windsor and Detroit/Michigan
The City continues to seek ways in which to collaborate and exchange ideas with Detroit
and Michigan. While the pandemic and border closure has created challenges in this
space there are things the City can proceed to work on to be better positioned as the
restrictions change.
City of Windsor staff have met with officials from the City of Detroit and economic
development partners in Michigan to discuss the Windsor Works strategy and there
was general agreement that creating a formal partnership of some kind would be
beneficial. The example of the close economic ties between Seattle and Vancouver may
provide inspiration, and the opportunities that may come from the new Gordie Howe
International Bridge, opening in 2024, was agreed on as a focal point. The City believes
the appointment of a new Commissioner will provide new impetus to a partnership with
Detroit and allow for the development of more tangible options to discuss with them.
In advance, the City is undertaking work to map out the economic development
landscape in order to better understand existing roles and relationships. In addition, the
City also needs to better understand the relationships and or agreements the Chamber
of Commerce and or InvestWE have already started with parties in the Detroit and
Michigan area – for example, the Bi-National Mobility Partnership signed in May 2020.
There is likely opportunity for the City to further engaged through these established
relationships and then expand further. Expediting this initiative will require the use of
government relationship experts.

15
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TAKING THE STRATEGY FORWARD, continued...

The Windsor Works Report also recommended that the City seek opportunities to
participate in joint bids with Detroit. On May 15, 2021, the City, along with Detroit,
provided letters of support for the University of Windsor’s joint submission with Wayne
State to the United Nations’ program to become a Regional Centre of Excellence
(RCE) network member. RCE is a network of individuals, organizations and experts,
currently 181 globally, who are committed to using education as a tool for building a
sustainable future. The City will continue to lend its support to such initiatives, as well
as seek out other opportunities the City should directly pursue for joint international
programs.
Creating a competitive business environment
The City is renewing its ambition to be more business friendly. The Windsor Works
Report noted the City must be an attractive location for existing businesses to expand
their operations to or for new businesses to start in. It recommends establishing a new
Business Attraction Centre that would serve as a “one-stop-shop” for development
and planning, and new business grants (p.85). The City shares this ambition and
recognises that some of its inherent strengths are not always recognized by businesses
looking to locate in the region. Windsor also faces stiff competition among mid-size
Canadian cities all seeking to attract new businesses.
The City also understands the importance of supporting employers already in Windsor to
grow and seize new opportunities to expand, including by successfully taking advantage
of funding channels available to them. In recognition of this, the Administration has
begun to plan a variety of streamlined channels for new or established businesses to
seek out and apply for funding from various public and private granting bodies through
an online funding portal.
Administration has already initiated public/private partnerships to make engaging with
vital development processes easier. In 2018, the City’s Development Services partnered
with Finnish company Evolta to develop Canada’s first fully-digital e-permitting platform
for building, planning and right-of-way permits. This undertaking launched in July 2021
as Cloudpermit in order to make navigating building permit processes as fast, easy and
simple as possible. City staff worked closely with developers in Finland and Canada on
the design and deployment of this solution, which provides an always-accessible online
tool for submitting permits, monitoring their progress, paying for completed permits and
sharing documents with contractors, designers and City staff. By partnering City expertise
on municipal processes with the creativity and innovation of private business, the
resulting solution has received strong positive feedback from industry and residents on
its ease of use. Cloudpermit’s integrated project and document management functions
also makes permitting more transparent by ensuring all parties involved in a development
project – City staff, landowners, contractors, project managers and others – can see
exactly where their application is in the development process, what needs to be done
next to move it forward and who needs to take those actions.
16
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TAKING THE STRATEGY FORWARD, continued...

Improvements to further shift to a user-focused building permit process have been
reviewed by Chief Building Official and are being returned to Council in an upcoming
report. In this report, Administration explains the ‘gatekeeper’ role of building permits as
the final check that all relevant requirements, including City policies, regional authority
(e.g. ERCA) requirements, and provincial legislation, are met. While Cloudpermit makes
these requirements and how to satisfy them clearer for developers, Building suggests
a realignment of frontline staff towards a ‘named-person’ approach where staff develop
relationships with applicants and help liaise between developers and other departments
to ensure processes move forward smoothly. Building anticipates that, in addition to
improving customer service, this will also reduce duplication, streamline processes
and ensure applicants have confidence their project is getting dedicated attention from
knowledgeable individuals who understand the details.
Together, these actions are early steps towards
creating a virtual single Business Engagement
Centre for the City of Windsor. Further work will
be undertaken to outline the function and goals
of this Centre, and metrics established to track its
activity.
Windsor Works’ strategy recognized the
importance of the City’s Community Improvement
Plans (CIPs) in attracting new businesses in
the technology or professional services sector.
Administration has initiated a review of its existing
CIPs to ensure they provide reliable incentives
that secure investment and jobs in Windsor,
with particular focus on incentive accessibility
to new companies not engaged in traditional
manufacturing seeking out brownfield sites for industrial uses. The current Economic
Revitalization CIP applies city-wide and includes the Small Business Investment Grant
Program available to small and medium enterprises. The current program only pays the
tax increment (using the existing taxes as the baseline), and does so for 10 years. An
expanded incentive requires exploring an alternative funding model to provide grants for
up to 100% of the municipal property taxes.
Any reforms to CIPs can be implemented via an amendment to the existing incentive
programs or the creation of a new program under the existing CIP. Planning has
committed to amend the Economic Revitalization CIP by May 31 2022. Once the terms
of the amendments are approved, funding for them will be needed. Administration
recommends allocating approximately $500,000 as an initial investment in the potential
uptake of the various CIPs noted in this section. Additional resources will be required for
administration to manage the new CIPs. For more information, please refer to Chapter 5
of this implementation plan.
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Strategic Goal: Sell Windsor-Detroit
Attracting international investment
In order to diversify the City’s economic base, Windsor must continue to attract
investment. Windsor Works’ strategy places an emphasis on attracting businesses from
Michigan to consider Windsor as their location of choice for a Canadian business. As
Administration identifies appropriate metrics to track progress, the City will work with
InvestWE to measure the volume and type of new investment from outside Windsor.
Tracking these metrics will allow the City to monitor its success in increasing the rate of
investment like the recent investments described below:

Soothsayer Analytics, a U.S.-based ICT company, is excited to announce
its expansion into the Canadian market. Over the last year, Soothsayer
has grown to 100+ employees globally and Canada marks their sixth
expansion. The company expects to be established in Windsor-Essex within
two to three months, hiring both technical and sales representatives with
projections for 20+ data scientists working in Canada. Soothsayer will offer
data science consulting and training services to the Canadian market.
Online mortgage firm Edison Financial, which arrived in Windsor in 2019,
has expanded during the pandemic. From 10 employees at the start of 2020,
the Windsor-based business – backed by Rocket Companies in Detroit – is
expecting 70 staff back in their office as public health guidance on remote
working is lifted. Based out of the Rocket Innovation Studio in downtown
Windsor, the company reportedly expects continued growth in 2021 and will
have as many as 100 employees by the end of the year.
The City continues to explore how to use its own resources to encourage more private
investment into the Windsor economy, including how best to support promising highgrowth start-ups in sectors like technology and automobility. The Windsor Works Report
proposed that the City should mirror the approach of other similar cities and create a
venture capital fund:

If the city were to follow the example of Buffalo, NY, it could further catalyse
the start-up ecosystem locally by creating its own entrepreneurial fund
focused on businesses within the municipality. This could be used to
invest in the Windsor-based small business sector, using an independent
organisation to award grants based on a rolling competition, with the city
investing dollar-for-dollar with private or philanthropic backers into the
companies with the greatest potential for growth. (p. 69)
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Although venture capital investments are not traditionally something municipalities
engage in. Under the right structure and with clearly defined outcome goals, they can
be valuable to cities and attractive to investors. There is limited information for municipal
venture capital investment, however Administration was able to obtain some information.
Municipal venture capital investment tends to be focused on ensuring a percentage of
the funding is spent or the company itself is located within that municipality. Pursuing this
recommendation will take additional investigation in order to fully understand if venture
capital investment is appropriate for our community, and if so how such an investment
would be structured.

The Windsor Works Report also proposes the creation of a dedicated
Windsor-Detroit Board of Trade. Depending on how discussions develop
around a formal partnership between the two cities. Promotion of international
trade and foreign direct investment could still become tangible options for
collaboration, but no decisions have been made yet.
Sell Windsor-Detroit through marketing and targeted events
The City recognises the value that targeted events can offer as a showcase of Windsor’s
rich cultural life and as a way of appealing to potential new residents. The City will
renew its engagement with partners in Michigan to examine how future joint events
could serve to market Windsor-Detroit to the world. For example, the City plans to review
the cultural partnerships and joint events with Detroit that have been undertaken in the
past and consider their feasibility for 2022 and beyond.
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The Windsor Works strategy also saw a place for the City to sponsor or convene other
types of events that play into the wider economic development space, for example, it
proposed convening an international conference on 21st Century borders tied to the
opening of the new international bridge. In a similar vein, the City’s partner agency
InvestWE has announced their sponsorship of a conference in September 2021 in
partnership with City Age to focus on the Great lakes region and its potential dominance
in the battery and EV manufacturing sectors. As well, Windsor will be host in 2022 to the
US Canadian Police and Fire games. This international event will draw in people from
both countries to watch these competitive events. The CAN-AM event typically has 8001000 participants plus spouses and family who come to spectate. It is a biennial multi
sport event held in North America and runs for 6 days.
Other private-sector events can be powerful ways to promote Windsor. The City will
continue to engage with civic and cultural partners to further develop a showcase of
the region’s history and culture. The City is also reviewing what other steps could be
taken to attract artists to the Windsor area to expand local film and performing arts
opportunities once public health restrictions are fully lifted. This includes the potential
creation of a film officer who understands the needs of this growing industry and how
Windsor can align with the professional and educational resources it has in this field.
Windsor’s location, its proximity to US film production and students from local postsecondary institutions lend themselves well to supporting this.
To pursue this, the City will need to determine the feasibility and potential business
case for this. This would not only tie to the Windsor Works strategy around the future
economy and talent retention, but it could create opportunities for additional local art
and theatre events, which creates even more reasons to want to live, work and play in
Windsor.

INFRASTRUCTURE

WE MUST CONTINUE

... TO INVEST IN INFRASTRUCTURE AS OUR POPULATION GROWS

Windsor Works will revive districts, improve mobility, increase
housing supply to meet modern demands, and pursue
development that seizes the opportunities from the new bridge
and hospital. (p. 83)
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Strategic Goal: Improve infrastructure and revive downtown
Build the housing stock that meets incoming demand
With a growing population, demand for housing of all types continues to exceed
supply in Windsor and the surrounding areas. In order to continue to attract talent and
investors, Windsor Works encourages the City to further investment in infrastructure that
better matches the solutions that will actually address this demand – not just in terms
of volume, but also the types of housing that meet the needs of buyers who may be
relocating to the Windsor area. The City should continue to encourage densification and
diversity of housing stock growth in the downtown core in order to support regeneration
and attract more residents who want to live in a vibrant urban centre.
The City has already approved key tools to apply this strategy with. In September
2017, City Council approved the establishment of the Downtown Windsor Community
Improvement Plan. As of July 2021, this CIP has approved the creation of 545
residential units through the grant programs designed to incentivize diverse infill housing
in the downtown area. The Windsor Works Report urged the City to aspire to create
3,000 new residential units in the downtown core by 2030, with current CIP activity
contributing towards that goal.
Additionally, study is already underway as part of the Deep Energy Retrofit Program
to determine how the City could provide opportunities to residents to fund efficiency
improvements to their homes like high efficiency windows, supplementary insulation,
lighting upgrades, or programmable controls. These changes may include the installation
of in-home EV chargers, creating more opportunities for people to consider purchasing
an electric or hybrid vehicle.
Residents living in denser urban neighbourhoods still
demand certain modern amenities like options for
charging electric vehicles. In response, the City recently
announced that it is currently installing 11 EV charging
stations with 22 total charging ports in various public
spaces across the City. The project will monitor usage of
these charging stations and return vital data on further
expansion of the network in the future. All of the units will be installed by no later than
March 2022, with the first locations starting in September 2021.
Riverfront revitalization
A key element of making the downtown core more appealing is to continue to invest in
the riverfront. The City continues to put in place elements of the Central Riverfront
Implementation Plan (CRIP) in phases. The design of the new festival plaza area is
completed and was before Council on October 4, 2021 with Report C 123/2021.
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As well, Council approved the implementation of a Waterfront Beacon in 2020 and the
consultation and design work on the Civic Plaza and Esplanade is currently underway
to create a tie between City Hall and the riverfront.
Improve urban mobility
Windsor Works was explicit that for cities, selling yourself as a destination for investors
and for new residents was also about showing that Windsor was vibrant and liveable,
and a good choice for young professionals and working families with cultural and leisure
opportunities to support a good quality of life. Active transportation is an important
infrastructure priority for the City that will also contribute to liveability.
More cycling infrastructure is planned and the
Windsor-Detroit Bridge Authority (WDBA) is investing
in improvements to Sandwich Street as part of the
Gordie Howe International Bridge project. Cycling
facilities, including a combination of bike lanes and
multi-use trail connections, will be incorporated into the
project to connect the Sandwich Street corridor to the
Gordie Howe International Bridge multi-use path at the
Canadian port of entry.
Following the adoption of the Active Transportation
Master Plan (ATMP), an online map shows all active
transportation infrastructure the City has installed to
date as well as upcoming investments either planned
or currently under construction. City staff will continue
to update the map to illustrate the City’s progress on
this multi-year plan. The City will continue to pursue
grant opportunities from sources from other levels of
government as well as other agencies to help drive more
progress on the plan when and where opportunities
present themselves.
There continues to be upgrades to public transit options for Windsor residents. New
bus routes have been added since 2020 and additional routes are coming forward as
part of 2022 Budget process. Feasibility study for a new garage is underway along with
plans for upgraded Transit Windsor bus fleet and opportunities to deploy EV buses is
also being explored as well as on-demand service options.
The Windsor Works Reports cited improving urban mobility as a key ingredient of
downtown revival. In spring 2021, the City took the first step to improve mobility with the
launch of an e-scooter rental pilot. The City has a 1-year pilot agreement with Bird
Canada to provide 500 e-scooters and 100 e-bikes within a pilot area from Riverside
Drive to Tecumseh Road and Prince Road to Drouillard Street. In the first three and a half
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months, Bird recorded approximately 90,000 trips, averaging about 4.2 km / 27 minutes
per trip. Bird also reports around 16,000 unique riders since May and a 50% increase
in rides taken since July. Bird offers a community pricing program to enable low-income
residents and employees of pre-approved non-profit groups to receive a 50% discount.
Bird has held several safety and education events in partner Business Improvement
Areas and have participated in various tourism events like weekly graffiti tours.
Future projects around city infrastructure should, wherever possible, be ‘smart’
investments. The envisioned Innovation Corridor is a good example of this approach.
Efforts are underway to establish an MOU among St. Clair College, the University of
Windsor, InvestWE and the City to support some preliminary initiatives and explore the
feasibility and available support for the project. This project will require a great deal
of collaboration with public and private organizations as well as ongoing community
engagement and guidance. As the idea is further developed, the City and other
partners will need to assess feasibility, risks and what, if any, additional costs the City
or other partners may incur to create the necessary infrastructure. Many of the City’s
existing projects already align with this ‘smart city’ concept, such as the environmental
assessment currently being conducted by Transportation Planning for University Avenue,
the Engineering Traffic technology RFP and Transit Windsor’s plans to develop “ondemand transit”.
The City will continue to explore proposals to extend and expand services to lands
suitable for commercial, residential and industrial development in future. A primary
focus should be to evaluate the current inventory of land compared to potential demand
projections expected to be generated as the Windsor Works efforts progress. The ability
to respond quickly and efficiently to inquiries and opportunities is essential to attracting
and securing these significant investments in Windsor. This requires the City to have
access to appropriate and available inventory. Based on recent inquires and initial
review, there is an indication that the City should actively investigate current and future
demands primarily in the industrial land category understanding it is likely to generate a
need for investment. Without proper industrial land inventory, the City loses its ability to
grow and offer service enhancements.
Another means of attracting investment for such areas
is for the City to be able to immediately engage with
potential investors and advise on what land and sites
are available that would suit their needs. Undertaking an
Airport Lands Secondary Plan and related studies
would allow the City to provide more certainty to potential
investors around species at risk, geotechnical, traffic and
servicing implications for a particular site. Developing this plan and the studies that
will inform or correlate to it will give the City an advantage when discussing locations
with potential business. These studies should be completed in conjunction with the
secondary plan for the airport lands to boost the attractiveness of those areas as places
where the City is demonstrating its commitment to encouraging growth.
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FUTURE ECONOMY
Our manufacturing strength and skilled workforce means we can become a
hub for innovation, new tech enterprises, and the auto sector of the future.
Windsor Works will spearhead this transition and win new investment. (p. 83)

Strategic Goal: Become the site of Canada’s future auto sector
Ontario is already North America’s second largest auto
cluster , and the City will continue to work closely with
InvestWE to sell the advantages of the area for more
investment in this high growth sector, especially where
that leverages Windsor’s proximity to the US market
and cross-border partnerships on new innovations as
part of the integrated supply chain under the CUSMA
for trade.
Invest in future auto manufacturing infrastructure and skills
Since February 2021, InvestWE has confirmed publicly that an EV ramp-up factory or
battery production plant in the Windsor region are two bids being pursued, and either
would help to cement the area’s importance to the future auto sector here in Canada.
National initiatives, like Project Arrow, are also progressing with Federal support and
they help to raise the profile of the EV revolution as a key opportunity for the auto sector,
and for Canada’s green economic future, and one that Windsor must continue to benefit
from.
The City sees an important role in helping to catalyse a trend towards small start-ups
choosing Windsor as a base in order to benefit from the network effect of clustering
close to where larger strategic industry investments are happening. Electric Vehicles
(EVs) is one such area, where recent announcements from Federal and Provincial
partners, along with Stellantis (previously Fiat Chrysler Automobiles) have shown the
wider manufacturing sector the advantages of building Canada’s future auto sector in
Windsor.
One tool available to the municipality is to provide incentives for new firms choosing
to locate in Windsor. Companies in the EV space are currently eligible for incentives
under the City’s Economic Revitalization CIP. A comprehensive update of this CIP is
underway which will place increased importance on EV research and development
and manufacturing and this will align closely with the Windsor Works recommendation.
A new CIP that directly benefit companies working in the future auto sector could be in
place by May 31 2022, with council approval.
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Build up expertise in software and cyber-security
InvestWE and the City’s post secondary institutions
will be vital partners in this shared endeavour in terms
of attracting investor dollars and skilled employees to
provide the innovation and talent pipeline for the EV
sector of 2030 and beyond. One recent example is the
St Clair College Innovation Hub. Under the recently
approved Fed Dev application, Invest WE will support
the creation of an Innovation Hub at SCC, with $1.7m
secured over three years to develop this initiative.
The purpose is to develop a talent pipeline/workforce development in the areas of
automobility entrepreneurship and the associated advanced manufacturing technologies.
This initiative will create a hub to streamline industry engagement with students
and graduates from post-secondary institutions, align the curriculum to emerging
technologies in the automobility space, and conduct small-scale commercialisation
projects with local industry partners.

Strategic Goal: Diversify via building up adjacent sectors
Healthcare will continue to be a major local employment sector. With the anticipated
arrival of a new regional hospital within this decade, the Windsor Works Report clearly
indicated that the City should see healthcare as an important adjacent sector to support
the local economy’s diversification away from traditional manufacturing.
Through a partnership with the University of Windsor
and Western University’s Schulich School of
Medicine and Dentistry, Windsor Campus opened as
a formal Regional Medical Campus in 2008. The City
continues to provide annual support its physician
recruitment program in Windsor-Essex. Robust
economic development requires a healthy population
and Windsor, like many other regions of Ontario,
needs to undertake efforts to attract new doctors to
care for its growing and aging population.
Windsor’s future economy must be home to a diverse range of new businesses and
also accommodate new ways of working. Small start-ups in the professional services
or e-commerce space, along with technology-driven businesses in key growth sectors
like healthcare, cyber, and logistics are part of the future of Windsor’s local economy –
alongside the City’s established and historic strengths in the automotive industry. These
businesses often need and expect different options for commercial office space.
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Windsor Works recognized the contributions of existing organisations like WETEch
Alliance, the Downtown Accelerator and the University of Windsor’s EPICentre in
providing a space for entrepreneurs, but also argued that Windsor’s size could justify
a larger-scale venue purposefully geared to technology start-ups. In this vein, the City
is open to exploring opportunities with philanthropists, private sector sponsors and
post secondary institutions to potentially set up and or invest in a dedicated tech hub
space. This space could be used by start-ups in sectors critical to Windsor’s economic
future like automobility, cyber security and medical technologies. It may require further
investigation to determine a viable set up and create the collaboration and space.
The Windsor Works report noted the lack of a coworking hub location of sufficient scale to be attractive
to start ups, new firms or smaller companies. Work has
progressed on a new plan to renovate and repurpose
the vacant space under the Goyeau Parking Garage
to create a commercial hub designed to host start-ups
and pop-up ventures in the City’s downtown.
Recent months have seen a preliminary community engagement with representatives
from the City, InvestWE and the Downtown Windsor Business Improvement Association
to explore space opportunities and ideas. The vacant space under the garage runs along
Goyeau and Chatham Street and is approximately 13,000 sq ft. Partners believe there
is great potential to use this space for start ups, pop-ups and other ideas. The ability to
tie in art and culture to the exterior is also a potential for this project.
Bringing together a larger community group, including but not limited to the University
and College, will provide ideas not only for the space but also funding, purpose and
ways it in which it can further Windsor Works. It will take time and resources to
determine ideas and a plan that will keep the space financially sustainable use of
existing funding allocated to Goyeau will be leveraged for studies, design work and
engineering for the proposed space. Collaborating with other partners also allows for the
ability to leverage other grant and funding sources the City may not be able to directly
pursue.
Ensuring Windsorites are prepared for the changing job market of the future is vital as
advances in automation, artificial intelligence and robotics increasingly disrupt traditional
labour models. Invest WE is leading Workforce Windsor Essex, WEtech Alliance, St.
Clair College and Unifor Local 444 to develop a proposal to the Future Skills Centre
(a not-for-profit organization) which seeks to fund projects that “shockproof” the future
of work. The objective of this call is to support all industries that face challenges to
mitigate future workforce dislocation and look for new opportunities to accelerate skills
training and help people to navigate an evolving job market.
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TALENT
We must attract and retain more national and global talent. Windsor Works
will support new start-ups, and reward entrepreneurs who locate here; so the
city becomes a place where smart people want to move to study, work and be
trained. (p. 83)

Strategic Goal: Attract and retain more national and global talent
Leverage Windsor’s post-secondary educational institutions
The City is committed to supporting all initiatives to train, retain and attract talent to live
and work in Windsor. The report identified a persistent complaint of local employers
that too much of Windsor’s graduate talent is not retained in Windsor. This pillar of the
strategy sees a crucial role for partner organisations, including Workforce WindsorEssex. Given the municipality’s limited role in skills provision, this element of Windsor
Works is likely to be led by the City’s two post-secondary institutions.
Establish a Windsor Talent committee focused on training and retaining highly
educated people
The Windsor Works Report noted that, “both the
University and the College should play a greater
role in the future of Windsor’s economy and work
closely with the city and other private sector
partners to contribute to economic development”
(p. 107). Since the Windsor Works Initiative was
launched, the Mayor has engaged directly with
the leadership of the College of St Clair and the
University of Windsor on this theme.
With pending MOUs between the City and
Windsor’s two largest post-secondary institutions,
and the new Talent Taskforce to provide a
mechanism for engaging with them on our shared
skills and training agenda, the City is confident that
a set of clear projects can be initiated. A further
report to Council on the Talent Taskforce and the
areas it has agreed to focus on will be forthcoming
in 2022.
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Attract highly-skilled workers from across Canada and abroad
The City can advance its talent agenda by engaging with higher levels of government
through the programs that Windsor can access. One such program is Municipal
Nominee Program (MNP), where municipalities can apply to attract new migrants
to settle in them. The Windsor Essex Regional Chamber of Commerce is leading
discussions with Provincial entities and will be coordinating a meeting of all local
stakeholders to update them on progress and discuss any confirmed next steps. The
City of Windsor, along with many others, have provided a letter of support for the need
and desire for the MNP.
The information contained in the Windsor Works Report emphasizes our need for skilled
immigrants as vital to our pursuit of economic development, but, at this time, there is no
clarity on what obligations the City will have if the MNP is pursued and awarded. It also
notes the MNP is a regional program. Windsor should pursue opportunities to participate
as a pilot location for this program so the City and other partners can help guide the
development a more permanent local solution in the future with targeted incentives for
newcomers.
Administration has also been investigating the potential use of Mitacs. Mitacs offers
funding support in the form of grants for collaborative research between interns and
faculty supervisors at Canadian post-secondary institutions. Funding is based on the
scope of a given project and the number of people required from a post-secondary
institution to complete it. By accessing these types of grant programs, the City can
provide direct support to help foster and retain talent in Windsor. Several potential
Windsor Works projects, including but not limited to data analytics, are ideal for this
type of program. Administration recommends that the new Project Management service
area be the co-originators working with administration and post-secondary institutions to
pursue these opportunities.
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CHAPTER 4:

The immediate next step to implement Windsor Works is the establishment of the office of Economic
Development and Innovation. The City’s ability to implement Windsor Works’ recommendations,
including its communication plan and data analytics elements, depends on additional resourcing and
funding directly tied to this office and discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.
Several projects listed in Chapter 3 have already underway with leadership by areas outside of
the Office of Economic Development and Innovation. These projects include but are not limited
to: Festival Plaza Improvements, On-Demand Transit and the Bird E-Scooter Pilot. While these
projects align with various Windsor Works recommendations and demonstrate progress towards its
goals, the focus of this report is on providing an implementation plan for additional projects to move
the Windsor Works Report’s recommendations forward further.
The following pages outline key projects planning information for each of these new projects. While
some projects do not require capital funding to proceed, many of the projects do. In total, there
is an estimated capital cost of $2.99 million required. The Data Analytics ($300,000), Investment
Attraction Material ($54,000) and Goyeau Commercial Space ($150,000) have previously identified
funding sources reducing the unfunded projects to $2.49 million. It is recommended these projects
be funded from the Windsor Works project identified in the 2021 Capital Budget. There is currently
$1 million in capital funding and an additional $1 million allocated in both 2022 and 2023 for a total
of $3 million, which can be pre-committed for immediate use.

KEY ENABLING PROJECTS
PROJECT NAME:

Data & Insights (Analytics)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

In 2019, the City of Windsor hired Information Builders, Inc. (“IBI”) to identify efficiencies
that data analytics and information management could achieve. The purpose of this
project is to implement the recommendations from their report to Council.
Efficiencies through data analytics will be achieved by completing the following objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Develop an integrated data management strategy to align with the City’s strategic goals.
Design a business intelligence architecture to be implemented in phases.
Establish standards that promote “clean” data and a framework for data governance
Create and staff a Business Intelligence Centre of Excellence (BI CoE) to be referred to as the
Data and Insights division.
Create a change management plan and strategy for business process re-design to support the
phased implementation of data analytics.
Identify “low hanging fruit” initiatives to be prioritized through the data governance framework.
Develop a project plan using a phased approach to implement the data management strategy
and business intelligence architecture.
Identify related costs, resources and software/hardware to implement the data management
strategy in a phased approach.
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ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

$300,000

Medium /
Large

Data
Analytics

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS:

INTERNAL TEAM

• Data Analytics
• Information Technology
• Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
from various departments for
datasets
• Executive Directors
and management for all
departments

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

•
•
•
•

St. Clair College
University of Windsor
WETech Alliance
InvestWE

This project will result in being a support mechanism to use
metrics and data to guide strategic business decisions through
the creation of a culture that encourages critical thinking at all
job levels to regularly question and investigate information to
discover insights that drive action.

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:
KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Create Information (data) Management Strategy/Data Architecture RFP

3-6 months

Create Information (data) Management Strategy

6 months

Develop Data Architecture with framework for Data Governance, and
Standards

6-12 months

Create a Business Intelligence Centre of Excellence (BI CoE) referred to as
the Data and Insights division

6-9 months

Create a change management strategy

3-6 months

Identify “low hanging fruit” initiatives

On-Going

Develop an implementation plan inclusive of related costs, resources
requirements, software/hardware needs, etc.

3-6 months

Report back to Council

Annual Report
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PROJECT NAME:

Windsor Works Communications Plan
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

The Windsor Works Communications Plan outlines a preliminary strategic approach
to connect the initiatives and recommendations contained within the Windsor
Works Report. This communication plan would be utilized as a starting point for
the team hired to action tactics specific to Phase 1 – Launch. The remaining two
phases, Phase 2 – Build, and Phase 3 – Sustain, will follow pending metrics which
demonstrate expected positive impacts resulting from Phase 1.
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

$600,000

Medium /
Large

External
Affairs

(phase 1)

Template

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

INTERNAL TEAM

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

• Data Analytics
• Communications
• IT (Web Team)

• InvestWE
• Post-Secondary Institutions
• Private Sector

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:

This timeline presumes that one vendor delivers all three phases,
noting Phase 3 should result in operationalizing newly established
communication and marketing program.

Web Analytics
SociaI Media Analytics
Investment Attraction
Expansions Facilitated

New Jobs Facilitated
Priority Files
Business Startups
Funding Applications/Leads

KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Project Charter developed

1-3 months

Issue and award RFP for Phase 1

3-6 months

Implement Phase 1

6 months

Assessment of economic stimulus results from Phase 1

1 month

Planning for Phase 2 (parallel with Phase 1)

6 months

Implement Phase 2

6 months

Planning for Phase 3 (parallel with Phase 2)

6 months

Report back to Council

Annual Report
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PROJECT NAME:

Investor Attraction Materials
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Crestview will develop positive pitch materials and corresponding online creative
content to help attract job creators to Windsor region. The approach will leverage
the key findings of the WW report such as, current attributes that make Windsor
strong, as well as outline the WW-based plan to make Windsor an even more
attractive location for job creation. The outcomes will be:
• Quality design pitch Materials for prospective investors
• WW micro-site to house content online
• Short promotional video for micro-site and social media
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

$54,000

N/A

External
Affairs

(already contracted
and funded)

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

INTERNAL TEAM

•
•
•
•
•

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS:

Economic Development
IT
Communications
CAO’s Office
Planning

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

• InvestWE

Monitoring of public engagement activity
This timeline presumes that staffing resources required from
External Affairs and other internal and stakeholders are available.
In addition, this work has ties to Phase 1 of the Communication
Plan, such that the start of this project will need to be determined
in concert with the larger Communication Plan project.

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:

KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Creative development phase

2 months

Creative material presentations to Windsor Works team

1 month

Product finalization

1 month
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KEY ENABLING PROJECTS, continued...
PROJECT NAME:

Community Engagement and Survey Tool
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Pilot project with ZenCity, which is a civic engagement platform that attempts to
help local leadership understand their residents. Using comparative data gathered
anonymously from social media platforms, specialized algorithms and human experts
to deliver insights into how municipalities fare compared to each other on key metrics.
They also deliver push polling via smartphones that can measure local sentiment on
either specific issues or on an ongoing basis. This survey technique allows the City to
gain insight into what local people are talking about and the balance of opinion based
on social media analysis. These surveys can help monitor progress towards Windsor
Works goals and the impacts or outcomes of specific projects and pilots.
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

$150,000

Small

Project
Management

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

INTERNAL TEAM

•
•
•
•

IT - Analytics and Insight
Communications
Economic Development
Recreation

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

• N/A

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS:

Monitoring of public engagement activity

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:

This timeline is contingent on successful hiring of Data Analytics
and External Affairs positions.
KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Project Charter developed

1-3 months

Issue Sole Source

1 month

Implement and monitor results

12 months

Report to Council
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KEY ENABLING PROJECTS, continued...

LOCATION PROJECTS
PROJECT NAME:

Detroit Economic Development Landscape
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

The City continues to seek ways in which to collaborate and exchange ideas
with Detroit and Michigan. A comprehensive review of the Detroit Economic
Office enables us to identify key players and decision makers, as well as how
our neighbour and key economic partner handles and processes Foreign Direct
Investment initiatives and business development proposals.
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

$75,000

Small

Sr. Economic
Development
Officer

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS:

INTERNAL TEAM

• N/A

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

• Detroit Economic
Development Office
• InvestWE
• Post-Secondary Institutions

Thorough understanding of Detroit Economic Development Landscape
1. Who are the key players and decision makers, and how do they interact
with each other
2. What are the various supporting networks that play a role, i.e. Chamber
of Commerce, post-secondary institutions, community partners, etc.
3. How are Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) initiatives pursued
4. How are business development inquiries processed
5. How do the surrounding counties support Economic Development

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:

This timeline is contingent on available staffing resources
required from Project Management and Economic Development
departments.
KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Project Charter developed

1-3 months

Issue and award RFP

1-3 months

Report development

3-4 months

Report to Council
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KEY ENABLING PROJECTS, continued...
PROJECT NAME:

Venture Capital Fund
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of this project is to determine whether a Venture Capital approach
would be appropriate for the City to establish. As part of this project, the consultant
would consider options for how it would be implemented including, but not limited,
to the legal, financial and resourcing considerations as well as requirements and
limitations. This project would also define key performance metrics for the fund,
which would be used to monitor value for investment.
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

$150,000

Small

Project
Management
Division

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS:

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:

INTERNAL TEAM

• Sr. Economic
Development Officer
• Legal
• Finance
• Data Analytics

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

• InvestWE
• Windsor-Essex Capital
Angel Network

Business Case Proposal to include metrics as part of value for
money proposition.
This timeline is contingent on successfully securing a third
party expert in this field and presumes 12 months is sufficient to
complete the work once the consultant is on-board.
KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Project Charter

1-3 months

Issue and award RFP

1-3 months

Consultant to develop and deliver report

12 months

Report to Council
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KEY ENABLING PROJECTS, continued...
PROJECT NAME:

Film and Arts Industry
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Culture can be an economic catalyst. This project will examine how Windsor could
become a more attractive location for the film and arts industry. Municipalities such
as Hamilton and Sudbury have leveraged this industry. With Windsor’s proximity to
Michigan, the programs offered at our post-secondary institutions and local talents
and skills, there is potential for this type of industry.
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

$50,000

Small

Sr. Economic
Development
Officer

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS:

INTERNAL TEAM

•
•
•
•
•

Planning
Legal
Finance
Building
Recreation & Culture
(Special Events)

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

• WIFF
• Post-Secondary Institutions

This project should result in a business case which provides clarity on
the benefit and measurable outcomes which can be tracked, should the
findings recommend proceeding.

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:
KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Project Charter

1-3 months

Issue and award RFP

2-4 months

Consultant to develop and deliver report

3-4 months

Report to Council
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KEY ENABLING PROJECTS, continued...
PROJECT NAME:

Online Funding Portal
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

The City understands the importance of supporting employers already in Windsor
to grow and seize new opportunities to expand, including by successfully taking
advantage of funding channels available to them. This funding portal will provide
businesses, as well as the City, a means to research funding opportunities for their
businesses. In addition, various local grants can be added to the database and
weekly reports will be provided on users of the site, which can then be leveraged as
lead sheets for follow-up.
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

Small

Sr. Economic
Development
Officer

$165,000
(for 3 years)

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS:

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:

INTERNAL TEAM

• Asset Planning
• Communications
• IT

•
•
•
•

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

• InvestWE
• Chamber of Commerce
• Workforce WindsorEssex

Number of businesses accessing tool to find funding
Number of leads generated for Windsor
Number of leads which open or expand business in Windsor
Uptake in CIPs

This timeline is contingent on micro-site development, which is
part of the Investor Attraction Material project.
KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Project Charter

1 month

Issue Sole Source

1 month

Design look and feel

2 months

Staff training

1 month (in parallel)

Grant identification and management plan

1 month (in parallel)

Funding portal launch

1 month

Report to Council

Annual Report
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KEY ENABLING PROJECTS, continued...

INFRASTRUCTURE
PROJECT NAME:

Airport Employment Land Plan
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

The Airport Employment Land Plan will initiate a comprehensive review of the employment
lands to identify the path towards creating shovel-ready sites for business investment. The
ability to have sites primed for development provides us with a significant advantage over
others as motivated companies want to move quickly with as few roadblocks as possible.
OUTCOMES:
Secondary Plan for the Airport Employment Land:
• Identifies key studies to be undertaken in addition to the ones known
• Provides a clear view of potential economic development hurdles with respect to any investment initiated
Enables us to move forward and complete known studies:
• Species at Risk Study – Assessment for endangered species Archaeological Study – Assessment for
archaeological resources
• Servicing Study – Functional design for sanitary and storm to determine capability and capacity
• Geotechnical Study – High level quality and characteristic study of soil conditions
• Traffic Study – Transportation impact of proposed developments on surrounding area
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

$550,000

N/A

Sr. Economic
Development
Officer

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

INTERNAL TEAM

•
•
•
•

YQG;
Engineering;
Planning;
Economic Development

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

• N/A

• Reduced response time to potential investors
• Ability to proactively market land to potential investors rather than
just responding to requests

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS:
PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:

KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Issue study RFPs

1-3 months

Study delivery

6-8 months

Secondary Plan development

8-12 months (in parallel)

Report to Council

Annual Report
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KEY ENABLING PROJECTS, continued...

FUTURE ECONOMY
PROJECT NAME:

Amendment to Economic Revitalization Community Improvement Plan (CIP)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The importance of Community Improvement Plans (CIPs) was recognised in the Windsor Works strategy and the City
has progressed the plans to expand them. The goal is to provide reliable incentives that secure investment and jobs
in Windsor, while being accessible by some of the new companies in the technology or professional services sector or
others not engaged in traditional manufacturing who are seeking out brownfield sites for industrial uses.
The Economic Revitalization CIP applies city-wide and has the Small Business Investment Grant Program available to
SMEs. The current program only pays the tax increment (using the existing taxes as the baseline), and does so for 10
years. An expanded incentive requires exploring an alternative funding model to provide grants for up to 100% of the
municipal property taxes.
Any reforms to CIPs must be implemented via an amendment to existing incentive programs or the creation of a new
program under the existing CIP. Planning has committed to amend the Economic Revitalization CIP by May 31 2022.
Once the terms of a new CIP are approved, funding will be needed. There may also be additional resource required for
administration to manage the new CIPs.
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

N/A

Planning

$500,000

(estimated base
funding to set up
reserve to handle up
take on new CIPs
once approved)

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

INTERNAL TEAM

• Planning
• Finance

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

• N/A

POTENTIAL EXTERNAL
STAKEHOLDERS:

• N/A

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:

This timeline is contingent on the decisions of Standing
Committee and Council.
KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Research and analysis

1 month

Draft changes

1 month

Internal consultation

1 month

External consultation

1 month

Administrative report

2 months

Standing Committee and Council approvals

2 months

Final revised CIP

1 month

Support materials

1 month

Report to Council

May 2022
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KEY ENABLING PROJECTS, continued...
PROJECT NAME:

Goyeau Commercial Space
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

This project will renovate and repurpose the vacant space under the Goyeau Parking
Garage to create a commercial hub designed to host start-ups and pop-up ventures
in the City’s downtown. The vacant space under the garage runs along Goyeau and
Chatham Street and is approximately 13,000 sq. ft. In 2017 City Council allocated
approximately $2.4 million to the rehabilitation of the Goyeau Parking garage.
Administration has completed a significant portion of this work with some final
elements remaining at a cost of $350,000. There is sufficient funding in this project
to complete the structural and design work required for this project. Completion of
this would will provide clarity on the cost to repurpose the space, how to activate the
space to achieve various Windsor Works recommendations in support of the City’s
economic development objectives and partners to assist.
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

$150,000

Medium/
Large

Project
Management

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

INTERNAL TEAM

•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Operations
Planning
Facilities
Building
Legal
Finance

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

• DWBIA
• InvestWE
• Post-Secondary Institutions

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS:

Business Case Proposal to include metrics as part of value for
money proposition.

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:

This timeline presumes that a structural study of the space does
not result in any significant findings, which will impact options.
KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Project Charter

1-3 months

Engineering study awarded and completed

3 months

Exploring options for the location

8 months

Report to Council
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KEY ENABLING PROJECTS, continued...
PROJECT NAME:

Technology Hub
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

This project is to explore various ways in which technology hubs, such as the
one on Kitchener/Waterloo, are structured. It will explore what is currently within
the City, identify gaps and opportunities as well as potential partners and funding
opportunities.
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

$50,000

Medium/
Large

Project
Management

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS:

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:

INTERNAL TEAM

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

• Information Technology
• Legal
• Finance

• Post-Secondary Institutions
• WeTech Alliance
• Downtown Accelerator

Business Case Proposal to include metrics as part of value for
money proposition.
It is anticipated that this project can be done in 12 months,
however final duration of time and key milestones will be
determined via the project charter.
KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Project Charter

1-3 months

Investigation and Research

8 to 11 months

Report to Council
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KEY ENABLING PROJECTS, continued...

TALENT
PROJECT NAME:

Post-Secondary institution project engagements
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

This project will evaluate various providers that offer funding support in the form of grants for
collaborative research between interns and faculty supervisors at Canadian post-secondary
institutions. It will construct a process for the City to internally identify potential projects and
which funding program to leverage. The recommended funding is so that the City has a matching
funding source to proceed with submissions once projects are identified.
An immediate project is one in the Parks department. The project is being evaluated with the
University of Windsor, St. Clair College and Mitacs. The purpose of the project is to pilot the use
of sensors in parks garbage bins to measure capacity. The intent is for the data to automatically
create workorders to trigger the refuse collection. Presently, collection is done based on a
schedule with employees visually determining if a bin has reached capacity. At the onset, it
is estimated that the use of sensors on a large scale could result in significant fuel savings, a
reduction in effort to manually determine if a garbage bin should be emptied, and an environmental
impact resulting from the more efficient deployment of vehicles. An outcome of the pilot will be
a business case with the cost-benefit analysis to deploy this technology on a larger scale. It is
also an excellent opportunities to further initiatives with the University and College, continuing in
helping provide for talent retention.
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

PROJECT
CHARTER TYPE

PROJECT MANAGER
OR AREA

$200,000

Small

Project
Management

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS:

•
•
•
•
KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS:

OTHER CITY ADMIN
TEAM MEMBERS:

IT
Communications
Data Analytics
External Affairs

POTENTIAL PARTNERS

• Post-Secondary Institutions

Project should also provide KPI’s which can be monitored and
reported on to demonstrate use of these programs is helping to retain
talent locally.

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE:
KEY TASKS

EXPECTED DURATION

Project Charter

1-3 months

Parks Garbage Bin Project

6-12 months

Report to Council
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REQUIRED
RESOURCING

CHAPTER 5:

As can be seen in Chapter 4, the various initiatives proposed to move Windsor Works forward
depend on the creation and staffing of new positions in the Office of Economic Development and
Innovation. Through preliminary discussions with the CAO on the new office’s form, a target of
twelve to fourteen positions were identified that would enable the Windsor Works Implementation
Plan.
Administration’s ability to implement Windsor Works, including communications and data
analytics aspects key to the initiative’s overall success, is directly tied to the recently created
Office of Economic Development and Innovation and is dependant upon additional resourcing.
Under the new commissioner, four new focus areas need to be resourced to implement Windsor
Works: Strategic Initiatives PMO, Strategic Land Development, Data Analytics and External
Affairs.
STRATEGIC INITIATIVES PMO:

This section will be dedicated to project management resources on strategic initiatives (e.g.,
investigation of venture capital funds, process re-engineering, Open Data 2.0). This will ensure
a committed focus to achieving rapid results on Council’s strategic vision, most relevant at this
time being the implementation of the Windsor Works strategy. Resources dedicated to project
management will facilitate expedited project timelines to achieve results of the Windsor Works
report. The necessity of this area was identified in Report C 96/2021,”New Department: Office of
Economic Development and Innovation.”
STRATEGIC LAND DEVELOPMENT:

The purpose of a strategic land development group under the office of the Office of Economic
Development and Innovation is to take on a more proactive development and redevelopment
approach dealing with City owned property and preparing land for development. Possible
activities include:
• Real Estate/Property: refocusing the land portfolio and disposition of City owned
property to achieve community benefits beyond highest market value of the property.
This may include exploration of land banking, actively seeking development
opportunities, Expressions of Interest, alley and right of ways and review of the Land
Disposition Policy.
• Preparing land for development: strategic servicing and land development in alignment
with the City’s Official Plan.
• Community Improvement Plans: use of existing CIPs to target specific developments
to enhance economic development and improve existing neighbourhoods.
• Upfront community engagement for large redevelopment.
Many of these activities are already taking place within the Planning Department or Legal
Services. The realignment of these activities under a Strategic Land Development group with
the focus of implementing Windsor Works will allow more creative and innovative initiatives to
move forward.
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CHAPTER 5, continued...
DATA ANALYTICS:

Developing capacity to deliver data & insight analytics was proposed in the 2019 Information
Builders, Inc. (IBI) report. This aligns with Windsor Works because a comprehensive data
strategy will allow Administration to gauge the City’s progress towards meeting the goals outlined
in the Windsor Works Report. Building greater capacity to identify, measure and report on
relevant metrics will ensure progress is measured. Using evidenced-based metrics will provide a
clear indication of the City’s performance and allow for further identification of opportunities and
the development of recommendations. Working with community partners such as the University
of Windsor and St. Clair College offers opportunities for collaboration that will help to facilitate
sharing data, resources and knowledge along with the possibility of creating jobs for students to
build talent.
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS:

Relations with Detroit, the University of Windsor and St. Clair College are identified as crucial
to the implementation of Windsor Works. The City has already initiated the development of
a Partnership Agreement with the University of Windsor and will begin to pursue a similar
agreement with St. Clair College. To facilitate these relations, staffing is needed to coordinate
initiatives. A connection with the City’s Communications staff is also important to maintain
consistent messaging and amplify like-minded efforts. The City’s corporate communications
team would also provide identity standards support and local message delivery for campaigns
being delivered by the agency hired to deliver messaging provincially, nationally and
internationally.
During the 2021 budget deliberations, City Council approved an operational budget increase
of $550,000 for economic development, resulting in a total annual budget of $950,000. A key
driver for this increase, as discussed during the 2021 budget deliberations, was Council’s
recognition of the need for funding to implement the recently approved Windsor Works Report.
This economic development funding was initially identified under the Mayor’s operational
budget until such time as a plan to activate Windsor Works was established. Directing this
funding to the Office of Economic Development and Innovation will establish a base budget and
allow the Commissioner to proceed with filling approximately six to eight new full time priority
positions related to data analytics, marketing and communications, project management, land
development and administrative support in order to activate Windsor Works.
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APPENDIX PART 1: ACTIVITIES RELATED
TO WINDSOR WORKS
Strategy Pillar: Location
Bi-National Forum on Academic and Economic Development
Excellence
Lead: St. Clair College
Status: In process
To create a vibrant bi-national forum to identify collaboration opportunities within the
academic/research fields, along with economic/business development organization
through key local institutions and organizations within the Detroit/Southeastern Michigan
and Windsor-Essex Regions to increase cross-border collaboration to promote
academic excellence and economic prosperity.
To help achieve this vision and goal, the forum will include representatives from key
organizations, including: Wayne State University, the University of Detroit Mercy,
Lawrence Technological University, the University of Windsor, St. Clair College, the
Detroit Economic Growth Corporation (DEGC), the Detroit Mobility Lab (DML), Michigan
Mobility Lab, Techtown Detroit, WEtech Alliance, WorkForce Windsor Essex and Invest
WindsorEssex. Where possible, this forum will be extended to include other important
partners like the University Research Corridor, and the Transborder Research
University Research Network.

Draft Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Detroit Economic
Growth Corporation
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
Invest WE has completed a Draft MOU between Detroit Economic Growth Corporation
and Invest WE to leverage shared resources and partner on complimentary activities
include Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), Business Retention and Expansion (BRE), and
bi-national initiatives. The MOU outlines key KPIs that could be used to measure the
success of the partnership.
The draft agreement has been prepared and is currently awaiting signatures from
leadership of both organizations.
The investment attraction team has also leveraged target sectors/countries that align to
the overall FDI goals of Michigan. This ensures the team can leverage the US assets
where appropriate (access to large market).
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Bi-National Mobility Partnership
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
The WindsorEssex Economic Development Corporation (WE EDC) has signed a
partnership agreement with the Detroit Mobility Lab (DML) to create a bi-national
mobility partnership aimed at supporting companies on both sides of the border to
expand into new markets and create the most powerful mobility node in North America.
This partnership will provide one-on-one support to CEOs and founders working on
foreign direct investment projects provide access to business development workshops,
and virtual/physical space to facilitate networking.

Invest WE Website Redesign
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
Newly redesigned website focused on site selectors and FDI. Rebranding of the
organization puts Investment attraction top of mind within the org. The Website also
house key data and tools to leverage such as, EMSI, Gazelle, Site Selection, and local
data sets that are updated quarterly.

Physical Location
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
A physical location can be housed within the Invest WE Office Downtown. It is a short
drive from the tunnel and bridge and the Investment attraction team already provides
familiarization tours as part of their day-to day work. Depending on the type of the
company and their specific business case, office space can be made available to
companies that leverage virtual reality at Invest WindsorEssex's Automobility and
Innovation Centre.

Detroit Mobility Lab Office Space
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
Negotiated in the DML contract is a space for Invest WE staff to work out of the DML
office. Due to the border being closed for non-essential travel this opportunity has been
unable to be leveraged, however the border could be re-opened by the fall of 2021.
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Community Events
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
Invest Windsor Essex's Automobility and Innovation Centre currently hosts community
events aimed at upskilling and Professional Development. Specifically events such as
"Learn to code, Hackathons, tours of the VR CAVE and challenge events" have all been
hosted in person and virtually over the past two years.

Windsor Tech Hub
Lead: University of Windsor
Status: In process
Planning and establishment of a physical downtown hub for innovation in information
technology and applied technology initiatives. The Windsor Tech Hub will provide a
range of innovative programs and services which will be focused on youth, educational
and community-based programming; work-integrated learning; industry-public sectoruniversity collaboration spaces; and work/innovation/mentorship spaces for start-ups
and industrial partners.

IBLS Logistics and Transportation Committee
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In process
Through the Logistics and Transportation committee established by Institute for Border
Logistics and Security (IBLS) a key connection with the World Trade Centre Association
has been established. There is currently a Detroit/Windsor Location that could be
leveraged.
The association is a non-profit, non-political organization dedicated to promoting and
supporting international commerce and intercultural communications in our area and
throughout the world.
MEMBER BENEFITS:





Roundtable discussions and training seminars
Language and cultural training
Identifying potential markets for your products
Meeting space available

LOCAL INDUSTRIES:
Automotive, Aerospace: Aviation & Defense, Healthcare & Wellness, Information
Technology & Software, Advanced Manufacturing, Agri-Business, Food & Beverage
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Processing, Animal Husbandry, Clean Technology, Energy: Utilities & Mining,
Hospitality: Tourism & Leisure, Chemicals, Transportation: Logistics & Warehousing,
Engineering: R&D: Architecture & Construction, Industrial Manufacturing, Marine:
Maritime & Shipbuilding/Sporting Boats, Arts & Design, Fashion, Furniture.

Engage with Windsor International Film Festival (WIFF)
Lead: WIFF
Status: In place
For 2021, WIFF included content regarding the Underground Rail Road which directly
ties together Detroit and Windsor's history. It should also be noted in 2015 the WIFF
program included a Prohibition film. WIFF continues to review content and consider
opportunities to align with Windsor Works recommendations where feasible.

Invest WE Update and Branding
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
Key data and background collateral can certainly be shared from updated branding and
website work completed by Invest WE.

Strategy Pillar: Infrastructure
Capital Investment Map
Lead: City of Windsor
Status: In place
Capital Investment map provides information from 2016 to 2021 on what has been done
and what is planned based on active projects of interest to residents for facilities,
recreation, parks, sidewalks, active transportation and roads. It helps to communicate
the progress being made as well as how capital funding is being utilized in the
community.

Innovation Corridor for Connected Autonomous Vehicles (CAV)
Technologies
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In process
In partnership with City of Windsor, University of Windsor and St Clair College, Invest
WE is leading the development and coordination of an innovation corridor to identify a
real world location to test and validate CAV technologies. Leveraging smart traffic
equipment along Huron Church.
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Regional Public Works Commissioners of Ontario (RPWCO)
Innovation and Technology Subcommittee
Lead: City of Windsor
Status: In process
Collaboration by several of the larger Ontario municipalities creates opportunities for
learning more about new companies and technologies, partnering in RFP and or
leveraging other municipal RFP for projects (similar to Metrolinx) and through pilot
projects may create opportunities for new business to locate in Windsor.

W.E. Shop Local Show
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
WindsorEssex Shop Local Show is the premier event for consumers to explore what
Windsor-Essex has to offer. The free public event features 50 diverse, independent
small businesses products and services such as food and drink, housewares, artisan
and wellness products, and local services, as well as demonstrations, door prizes and
networking opportunities.
W.E. Shop Local Show was hosted by the Small Business & Entrepreneurship Centre
each October from 2015-2019 in celebration of Small Business Month in Canada. The
show is currently on hiatus due to the pandemic.

TWEPI Shop YQG
Lead: TWEPI
Status: In place
Shop #YQG is a joint initiative between Tourism Windsor Essex Pelee Island (TWEPI)
and Windsor Essex Regional Chamber of Commerce (WERCC) aimed at encouraging
Windsor-Essex residents to support local restaurants, businesses, professional services
and farmer’s markets. It is a marketing and awareness campaign aiming to keep retail
dollars in the community and drive economic growth. Interested businesses will receive
a free branding toolkit that will incorporate the Shop #YQG logo. The accompanying
website, www.shopyqg.ca, serves as a one-stop shop for residents to explore local
shopping options by category and geographical district.

Capital Investment Map
Lead: City of Windsor
Status: In place
The 2020 Holiday Gift guide profiled over 175 local artisans, small businesses, and
retail stores in an effort to support local businesses.
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Leverage VR Cave for Public Meetings
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In process
Support could be provided by way of the VR cave to leverage the tool for public
meetings, taking individuals through the site virtually. Funding secured for this type of
work under new FedDev agreed starting April 2022.

Strategy Pillar: Future Economy
Facilitate Introductions with Potential Program Providers
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In process
Invest WE can facilitate a number of introductions with potential program providers.
Introductions have already been made to Detroit Mobility Lab, Chief of Staff Windsor
and a proposal from TechStars has been shared. Funding to purchase this service has
been secured under new FedDev Agreement. Approx. $500k total over two years
($250k each year). In addition the Further to the $1.5B Green and Inclusive Community
Buildings (GICB) program could be leveraged to support the redevelopment of a
physical space to house the accelerator and support the programming.

Project Arrow
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
Invest WE is the official simulation partner for Project Arrow. The Simulation team has
worked on taking the initial design and bringing it to life in a virtual experience. As the
project moved to the engineering phase, the VR CAVE simulation team partners with
the Automotive Parts Manufactures Association, Project Arrow team to assist with the
Computer Aided Engineering work that is currently underway. This initiative is lead by
APMA and is tasked with created the first fully Canadian built Zero Emission Vehicle
(ZEV).

FDI-led Gen Studies (P3 Group)
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
Identified 62 companies in the Electric Vehicle supply chain and prioritized 15 of these
companies for targeted outreach for FDI. This work will also inform on going lead
generation and the targeted FDI strategy in the EV supply chain. In addition to the FDI
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list of companies, InvestWE has worked with P# group to develop a regional e -mobility
and hydrogen strategy focused on the next generation of the automotive industry,
specifically focused on automobility type projects.

Talent Study for EV Value Chain
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In process
A report focused on required skills and in-demand occupations in the electric vehicle
(EV) and battery production value chain for Windsor-Essex. In order for stakeholders in
this sector to be successful and willing to locate operations in Windsor-Essex, they will
need to ensure the region has access to the specific type(s) of required talent. How can
we grow this talent locally and where is this talent already located around the globe?
The overall goal is to identify the talent need and requirements throughout the EV value
chain and what strategies could be deployed to transition the local economy from
Canada’s Automotive Capital to Canada’s Automobility Capital. Project Steering
Committee includes: City of Windsor, University of Windsor, St. Clair College, IWE

Smart Corridor Study and EV Value Chain
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
Innovation Science Economic Development Canada contracted Invest WE to lead and
complete a Smart corridor Feasibility study. The study focused on developing options
for a Cross-Border Smart Corridor to enhance trade opportunities between Canada and
the United States and create efficiencies and opportunities for revenue generation both
at the border and with the region. The report focused on identify potential partners,
technologies, modes of transportation and locations for this technology to be deployed.

St. Clair College Cybersecurity Graduate Certificate
Lead: St. Clair College
Status: In progress
It is a 2- year graduate certificate, comprised of three micro-credentials: 1.
cybersecurity, 2 automotive cybersecurity, 3. supply chain logistics. A student will need
at least a 3-year Computer Science Diploma or work experience. There is a shortage of
cybersecurity experts in Canada, especially in the automotive and supply chain.
This programming by St. Clair College would be the first of its kind in North America. To
help support this initiative, Invest WE will continue to work with St. Clair College,
including having a representative on the Program Advisory Committee.
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Future Skills Centre
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In process
Invest WE is leading Workforce Windsor Essex, WEtech Alliance, St. Clair College and
Local 444 to develop a proposal to the Future Skills Centre (a not-for-profit organization)
that is looking to provide funding to projects that address "shockproofing the future".
The objective of this call is to support all industries with challenges to mitigate, and also
looks for new opportunities that can be further leveraged, accelerating skills training to
help many navigate an evolving job market. The project submitted aims to develop an
innovative re-training model for those laid-off during the COVID-19 pandemic,
specifically those working in the automotive sector within the Windsor-Essex Region,
the hardest hit region by pandemic-related restrictions. Through this project, a coalition
of local partners plans to re-train those who worked in the automotive sector and use
their transferable skills to re-employ them in the automobility sector, focusing on the
local/global demand for automotive cybersecurity. Two areas of action: a tailored postsecondary program to support both jobseekers and local employers by developing
cybersecurity auditors (including ISO Standard 21434) to help automotive companies be
compliant as well as transitioning mechanically-inclined employees to cyber-operational
positions; as well as programming to spur individuals to pursue cybrepreneurship as an
option.

Association Outreach
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
Canadian Association of Moldmakers, Automate Canada, Automotive Parts
Manufacturers Association, Canadian Tooling & Machining Association, Trillium
Manufacturing Network, Automotive Policy Research Centre, etc. could help publicize to
their membership/contacts. Invest WE has deep partnerships already in place with each
of these organizations and can facilitate using these relationships.

St. Clair College Innovation Hub
Lead: St. Clair College, Invest WE
Status: In process
Under the recently approved Fed Dev application, Invest WE will support the creation of
an Innovation Hub at SCC. $1.7m has been secured over three years to develop this
initiative. The purpose of this proposed initiative is to develop a talent pipeline/workforce
development in the areas of automobility, entrepreneurship and the associated
advanced manufacturing technologies.
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Goals and Objectives:
1. Establish an innovation hub to streamline the process to engage industry and
college faculty and students
2. Align curriculum and develop entrepreneurship programs in emerging
technologies, automobility and advanced manufacturing
3. Establish a centre focusing on emerging technologies in automobility and
advanced manufacturing
4. Conduct commercialization projects with industry partners in automobility and
advanced manufacturing

Digital twin of Windsor Detroit Tunnel
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
Invest WE has created the first digital Twin of an international border crossing in
Canada. This project will use the virtual border environment to provide industry,
government and researchers with a safe and scalable virtual environment to field-test
the deployment of upcoming technologies in key locations without creating a
disturbance to the flow of traffic. The first project developed is in partnership with
TELUS to determine how a connectivity can be maintained for CAVs in the Tunnel.

Gordie Howe International Bridge Charge Park Feasibility Study
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
Invest WE has completed a feasibility study to develop a charge park at the base of the
GHIB. In partnership with UW and the GHIB partners the study will identify type of
charging infrastructure (Hydrogen, battery electric, fuel cell) and locations to
manufacture energy.

Joint Support and Development, Schulich School of Medicine –
Windsor Campus
Lead: Western University & University of Windsor,
Status: In place
Unique provincial example of sustainable medical education for secondary cities and
mid-sized universities. Early, highly successful innovator in interactive virtual learning.




30% increase in number of physicians in the Windsor-Essex region from first
graduating class (2008) to 2019.
77% graduate retention rate for family medicine graduates.
First psychiatric stream graduates 2021: 100% retention rate.
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Continue to Support We-SPARK Development
Lead: University of Windsor, St. Clair College, Hotel-Dieu Grace Health Care, Windsor
Regional Hospital
Status: In place
Multi-organizational, cross-sectoral research network involving health practitioners,
clinicians, and scholars pursuing research and knowledge mobilization on key health
issues, expanding regional health research ecosystem and infrastructure, and student
skill and leadership development opportunities and public health education.

Great Lakes Economy Conference
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
The Invest WE team is hosting a conference in partnership with City Age to focus on the
Great lakes region and it potential dominance in the battery and EV manufacturing
sectors.
The Great Lakes Economy is one of the world’s major trans-boundary economic
engines. It is home to more than 100 million people and a six-trillion-dollar economy. If it
were a country, it would be the world’s third largest economy. As the world’s
transportation, energy and infrastructure systems all embark on a massive electric
transformation, the Great Lakes region can build on its hydroelectric, manufacturing and
renewable energy assets to be the world’s energy powerhouse. City Age proposes to
run one or a series of events that profiles the leadership emerging from Windsor Essex
and Detroit amid a major regional and national audience.
Speakers and Audience:
1. 300+ registration per event
2. Leaders from cities, provinces and states, and the federal government,
universities, OEM’s and major corporations, leaders in urban and energy
technology solutions.
3. Participants to include representatives from across the Great Lakes region, with
a focus on bi-national collaboration
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Strategy Pillar: Talent
EV Skills and Talent Needs Assessment
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
A report focused on required skills and in-demand occupations in the electric vehicle
(EV) and battery production value chain for Windsor-Essex. In order for stakeholders in
this sector to be successful and willing to locate operations in Windsor-Essex, they will
need to ensure the region has access to the specific type(s) of required talent. How can
we grow this talent locally and where is this talent already located around the globe?
The overall goal is to identify the talent need and requirements throughout the EV value
chain and what strategies could be deployed to transition the local economy from
Canada’s Automotive Capital to Canada’s Automobility Capital. Project Steering
Committee includes: City of Windsor, University of Windsor, St. Clair College, InvestWE

Community Safety & Wellbeing Plan
Lead: City of Windsor
Status: In place
City staff from the Human and Health Services department are leading the development
of a regional Community Safety and Well-being Plan for Windsor and Essex County.
The Provincial government has mandated the development of such plans with the
ultimate goal to achieve sustainable communities. This type of planning focusses efforts
and investments towards the long-term benefits of social development.
The synergies with Windsor Works revolve primarily around talent attraction and
retention. Communities that provide a sense of safety and belonging, and offer
residents opportunities for employment, education, health care, food, housing, and
social and cultural expression, will be far better positioned to attract economic
investment and the skilled workforce to support those investments.

Health Service for Person Experiencing Homelessness
Lead: City of Windsor, Local Physicians
Status: In process
In partnership with City administration, local medical professionals have been exploring
opportunities to provide coordinated healthcare services to persons experiencing
homelessness and the precariously housed. As discussions proceed, those involved
have looked to engage students in the Family Medicine and Psychiatric residency
programs at the Windsor campus of the Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry.
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Residents are likely to remain in the community where they have trained and the
historical partnership between the City and the Schulich School has been very effective
to support the retention of these trainees in the community. 77% of Family Medicine
residents who have graduated from the program have set up practice in this region.
This initiative further provides the opportunity attract and retain talent, as residents can
build connections in the community upon which to establish their career.

Employment & Social Services Bid for Service System Manager (SSM)
for Employment Ontario Services
Lead: City of Windsor
Status: In process
The City of Windsor is the designated Service System Manager (SSM) delivering
income support (Ontario Works) and Employment Ontario programs in Windsor and
Essex County on behalf of the Provincial government. In 2019, as part of their
Employment Services Transformation initiative, the Province announced their intent to
create a new service delivery model integrating social assistance employment services
into Employment Ontario, and select service system managers through a competitive
process.
In 2020, the Employment and Social Services department’s Request for Qualification
(RFQ) submission qualified for the second stage of the competitive process to become
the SSM. As a qualified RFQ applicant, the City will be invited to participate in the Call
for Proposal (CFP) process, expected in Spring/Summer 2022, which is another
comprehensive step required to secure the SSM employment contract. If designated as
the SSM, the department will be responsible for all Employment Ontario service funding
in the Windsor-Chatham-Sarnia catchment area.

Application Assistance
Lead: City of Windsor
Status: In place
Invest WE can promote to Windsor automotive companies through existing contacts
and assist with application process. Invest WE has a Business Ombudsman in place to
support servicing businesses in this capacity and has been offering this support directly
to businesses since 2013.
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Work with Invest WE’s Network of Companies
Lead: Invest WE
Status: In place
Working through Lead Gen and Place based marketers connections can be leverage
from Invest WE's network of companies and through the data assets/systems already in
place.

Industry Liaison Officer
Lead: Invest WE, University of Windsor, St. Clair College
Status: In place
Embedded within the University of Windsor, this position will work with academic,
government and industry partners to develop training programs/modules/microcredentials in V2X, simulation, and other associated technologies. This position will
work directly with employers to support upskilling and re-training related to new indemand skills identified by research, conduct inventory of future jobs and skills required
to help build a pipeline for the future, and support recruitment campaigns. This position
also will lead the Data Science and Mobility work related to the Automobility Ecosystem
project. Funding has been secured through 2025 and starts in April 2022.
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APPENDIX PART 2: INVESTING IN DATA –
WHY AND HOW
The City of Windsor must take steps to improve its data position. There are equivalent
cities who have made significant progress in leveraging city data to improve operations
and deliver efficient services to residents (see ‘City Case Studies’). There is a good
case for seeing investment in data capacity, skills and products as a necessary
requirement for a twenty-first century municipality. This need becomes more acute in
Windsor’s case because of the city’s ambitious economic development agenda, where
major investments are planned, new activity is underway, and social and economic
indicators need to be benchmarked and tracked. Windsor’s new LIFT strategy
acknowledges that data is one of three key enablers (pp108-109 in Windsor Works
reprot) because a strategy without data to underpin it is unlikely to yield results.
Cities that have a clear data strategy can use the data they gather to guide investment
decisions, set policy priorities, and demonstrate to stakeholders and the public the
progress that is being made. The purposes of investing in data are three-fold:


Understand your community better, and use those insights to shape policy
and make budget decisions that reflect those priorities, helping to determine what
the city funds and how it runs;



Improve the efficiency of city services and deliver more effective tools that
meet the needs of residents and businesses, and at a lower cost to local
taxpayers;



Innovation to support growth and diversification, with data allowing new
partnerships and innovative projects that attract talented people and new outside
investment to address long-standing problems.

Where cities have traditionally neglected data it is because they fail to see data as an
asset and the opportunity that it presents. Collecting, hosting and sharing data involves
additional scrutiny, and requires proper governance, new software systems, ways of
working and access protocols. And often cities do not see the utility of spending
additional resources on generating data that then takes time and staff resource to
collate, interpret and act upon, when staff are already at capacity delivering business as
usual on systems they are already familiar with. The opportunity comes from seeing
data as a way to enhance business as usual rather than a distraction from it. In this
way data is a driver for behaviour change, not just an output.
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Many city services already involve significant data collection and Windsor itself has a
large amount of valuable data at its disposal. Some examples included but are not
limited to the following:
1. Financial Reporting: Automated processes could be used to create an analytics
dashboard to empower Finance and departmental managers through self-service
access to information.
2. Transit Self-Service: The new transit system is a rich data environment.
Information from this system is currently being manually compiled for ridership
analytics to support various internal business needs in addition to being provided
to client organization groups. The demand for this information is expected to
continue to grow in the coming years.
3. “311” Dashboard & Reporting: Automated reporting with a self-service
interface could be used to help provide information collected to a variety of users.
However, Windsor does not have a strategy for how to leverage the data it has, or to
generate the data it needs, to improve performance or deliver better outcomes Key city
partners like Invest Windsor Essex, the University of Windsor, St. Clair College, etc.
also have valuable data and present an opportunity for collaboration that will help
facilitate data sharing, resource, and knowledge sharing, along with the added benefit of
possibly building local talent to make smarter decisions and to innovate.
The first challenge is to create a data/information strategy that aligns with the City’s
goals and objectives. This will then lead to an audit of the data already available to
determine its quality and useability, so it can be triaged into data that is necessary to
collect as management information but with limited strategic value, all the way up to the
data that is optional to collect, and does not flow from traditional city activity, but which
is critical to driving strategic decisions. The following are areas where the City of
Windsor currently has data obstacles:


Data deficits. Windsor is dependent on national datasets that do not provide the
granular detail that would make them especially valuable for city planning
purposes. For example, Statistics Canada data is only available at municipal
level, rather than ward. Furthermore, census data on population and Windsor’s
demographics is for the metro area which includes Tecumseh, Lakeshore,
LaSalle, and Amherstburg. Crime data also has this limitation, making city
comparisons more challenging. The City has an opportunity to expand its
collection of data around citizen attitudes and business sentiment. By investing in
survey programmes data can be gathered year over year that help produce
statistically significant and representative metrics. Compared to some other
cities, Windsor does not know enough about what its own citizens and
businesses think because it has not made the investment in a survey programme
to gather these views. This lack of insight means that Council decisions may
become overly dependent on anecdotal feedback from individuals, local media
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coverage and seasonal campaigns, along with individualised casework or
constituent feedback that may not be truly representative of the views of the
population at large. This is the most urgent gap that needs addressing if a suite
of metrics is going to be developed to track progress.


Legacy systems. In common with many public agencies and municipalities,
Windsor operates a number of legacy software systems that were procured from
different vendors over several decades and these systems are primarily designed
to audit activity and to supply management data for resourcing purposes. They
enable the city to understand its revenue and costs but they are not geared to
producing actionable insights. For example, the city’s database for permits is not
fully geo-coded which means that permit activity over time cannot be easily
mapped by location to show trends in where development is happening. Another
system can only query results geographically to the level of council ward. There
are also inefficiencies in running many legacy systems. The maintenance and in
some cases replacement of these legacy system will be an ongoing challenge for
the City. Adopting best practices and ensuring adequate funding to keep
applications up to date will be an important consideration as part of the overall
strategy to ensure meaningful metrics can be produced from these datasets.



Fragmentation. As referenced above in regard to the City’s legacy systems, the
City does not have a defined governance model to manage the collection,
storage, access, and use of its data. Each legacy system has applied its own set
of rules and business practices around the data that does not necessarily
integrate the information for building data insights. This creates a barrier to being
able to fully merge datasets. It will be necessary to establish a data governance
model and redesign business processes to overcome this barrier. In some cases,
this may prove exceptionally challenging, especially given possible software
limitations that could lead to the retirement of certain application or necessitate
alternative solutions.

Overcoming these three obstacles will be necessary for Windsor to become a more
intelligent customer but also one that can innovate effectively and pursue new initiatives
in an efficient way. Modernising the data architecture for a city can come down to a
traditional make or buy decision. The right approach is dependent on resources, internal
staff skillsets, and the time imperative. In some areas where the city is seeking data
which it does not already possess – for example, survey attitudes of businesses and
residents – a buy decision means using a third party provider to yield new streams of
valuable data quickly. However, the city must have the capacity to interpret and act
upon this data in order to integrate the survey findings into how the city decides policy
and budgeting, for instance, through establishing a data and insights team. At this time,
the City has neither the capacity nor expert-level knowledge.
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A top priority is to determine a set of metrics that can be collated based on data already
available to the administration or to city-based partners, such as the University of
Windsor, St Clair College, Workforce Windsor Essex, or Invest Windsor Essex. For
example, to support diversification and the Future Economy pillar, Windsor is seeking to
become a destination for the future automotive sector, centred on electric vehicles
(EVs). Windsor Works should collate and publish data on the number of charging points
installed and use rates and record this as a leading indicator of local EV adoption.
Each of these type of metrics should relate to the pillars of the strategy – Location,
Infrastructure, Future Economy and Talent – and represent ‘quick wins’ where a
baseline can be set and data tracked moving forwards. More complex metrics will take
longer to develop and baselines may not be possible to set this year. Collecting relevant
amounts of data can be challenging and require multi-year datasets before meaningful
metrics can be created to analyze trends or provide predictive analysis. As an
organization, the City is just beginning to take steps towards a more holistic approach to
data analytics that is based on a corporate strategy. Building core competencies around
collecting, analyzing, and presenting data will evolve over time and during the initial
adoption, the outcomes will most likely result in internal savings surrounding effort and
higher quality metrics to support decision making.
Over time, new metrics can be developed based on collating city records, gathering new
data via surveys, or via data-sharing agreements from a wider set of community
partners, and the Windsor business community. For example, to monitor if the city is
leveraging their location to forge closer links with Detroit, staff for the Mayor and
Councillors should begin to keep a basic record of visits/correspondence between
Detroit and Windsor. Another example of data supporting the overall strategy, is to
develop a metric to classify businesses and count the number employed in the local EV
supply chain. The city could also work with Workforce WindsorEssex to understand if
key adjacent sectors are growing, with a new metric to monitor the number and
percentage of the Windsor workforce employed in the healthcare sector. Other metrics
around talent and the skills pipeline, and graduate retention, are only possible to devise
with the joint efforts of the city and the post-secondary institutions who are vital partners
in the broader Windsor Works strategy.

Recommendations
1. Resource an internal team to own and drive the data agenda.
The City is recruiting for a new role of Commissioner for Economic Development and
Innovation. This senior leader should drive the city’s data agenda to support innovation
across the municipal environment. Beneath them, Windsor would benefit from creating
a role for a Manager of Data Solutions. This role would provide a single point of
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responsibility for the data needs and activities of the city’s internal business units, and
provide legal authority for the pursuit of new data initiatives with vendors and external
partners to ensure full compliance with data protection and privacy requirements. A
Data and Insights Division beneath them should be established to devise and own the
city’s data strategy (see Recommendation 2) and to liaise with all business units as the
strategy is developed into concrete projects. This data team would also develop
external products and manage relationships with software suppliers (see
Recommendation 3).
2. Develop a data strategy.
The City of Windsor needs a bespoke data strategy that addresses the gaps identified
and outlines the resourcing needed to deliver an improved data capability for the city in
years 2-5 of the LIFT strategy. The strategy should empower city staff to explore the
potential for data to improve city services and to make the tasks of administration
easier. Whatever Council decides should be the key metrics of economic development
to be measured and monitored, the city’s data strategy will determine how that will
happen, and how partners can contribute. In accordance with the key enablers for the
strategy around senior municipal leadership and recruiting key external partners to the
mission, this new suite of metrics should be developed in consultation with outside
organisations. This exercise could encourage innovation but also signal that the city
was taking the progress of the strategy seriously. A clear summary of the gaps and the
reason why such data has value – ‘Windsor needs this data because…’ – will galvanise
the community and other partners to help support the City’s data mission.
The following principles should guide a future data strategy for the City of Windsor:


Community Focus. The principal beneficiary of Windsor investing in a stronger
data ecosystem will be local taxpayers and other city stakeholders like
businesses, visitors, and investors. Gathering community input, and feedback, in
a manner consistent with the approach to data analytics to create communitybased insights must be a key consideration. Even if the short-term demands on a
new data capability are internal – servicing the needs of different departments
and producing new applications to streamline administrative tasks – the ultimate
goal is to improve the experience of people in Windsor, and this requires a
community focus.



Clear Governance. The city needs to elevate the importance of data so that
staff and internal stakeholders understand how integral it is to Windsor’s
economic development agenda. To do this successfully, the data agenda needs
an internal champion at a senior level who can manage a dedicated team. This
team also needs resource – including capital – to pursue data initiatives, fund
product development and pilots, and to own the transformation. This team must
also be responsible for the compliance issues around privacy and data protection
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that will arise, especially in the context of sharing data with trusted third parties or
handling data that such partners provide.


Actionable Insights. A data strategy should decide resources based on what is
necessary to enable the data architecture to yield actionable insights. The legal
obligations around audit and financial reporting decide the basic minimum but a
strategy should also aspire to leverage existing data reservoirs to reveal more
actionable insights. Even a conventional budget process can be enhanced with
survey data, for example, to produce actionable insights to shape resourcing
decisions and give Council a clearer view on what expenditure is a priority for
local taxpayers.



Tracking Performance. The economic development priorities outlined in the
Windsor Works strategy involve many distinct actions that the city, working with
partners, will need to deliver. Any metrics agreed by Council for the delivery of
these actions will need to be underpinned by data that relates to an agreed
baseline (where Windsor starts from), annual or quarterly progress indicators
(how it is going) and a defined outcome (the public objective). Some of these
could form an online scorecard.

3. Explore market offerings for third party data partners. The city is unlikely to
have the necessary skills internally to achieve all its goals on data. There will be
areas where additional hires are preferred, and where the city can invest in outreach
to promote the opportunities to local people. For example, the city should utilise
local talent from the university and college to create a pipeline of new recruits to
work on data initiatives. The city will also need to explore the range of established
products on the market to evaluate which ones can support (a) external data
gathering and (b) internal data transformation. In parallel with the development of a
comprehensive data strategy, a new data and insights team should complete a
needs assessment and commission external data partners against clear business
objectives.

City Case Studies in Survey Data
All types of public and private sector organisations use surveys to better understand
their customers or those impacted by their product or activities. Municipalities
traditionally use surveys to consult residents and those impacted by their policies.
Typically, these surveys are time-limited, specific to an issue or single proposal, and
self-selecting. This means they are not comprehensive enough to show broad trends in
opinion, and too narrow to be representative, and because they are conducted ad hoc,
the data they yield cannot be tracked over time.
Traditional surveys involving phone polling or face-to-face interviews are expensive and
take longer to commission and conduct, and this can limit their utility and make it harder
to show the cost benefit of the investment. Online polling has now become a refined
and effective methodology that is significantly cheaper than traditional survey
techniques.
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New technology like push polling to cellphones can reduce the cost of surveys even
more, and still produce statistically robust samples that are broadly representative down
to a very local geography. These typically deliver results even more quickly and are
well suited to dip sampling to test local sentiment on live issues or topics of concern
(see: Example Solutions - ZenCity).
Long term trends around public satisfaction, or demographics, or business activity, can
be monitored only with systematic surveying on a regular basis using fixed questions to
show how the population is changing or local attitudes are evolving. The City of
Windsor, like many municipalities, has not undertaken such projects, but there are
examples of cities where the regular use of surveys, either or residents or local
businesses, has become established. These surveys plug gaps and/or augment the
data produced by surveys commissioned nationally or via other government or
statistical bodies.
Local projects need to be carefully designed and procured properly so the provider
delivers value for money and the product has wide applicability, and there are multiple
vendors with a track record in the Canadian market who could be considered. There is a
separate commissioning debate about whether such surveys are commissioned in
partnership with other local institutions (such as an economic development agency or
university) with a shared interest in the output, or whether the results are shared
routinely and/or published.
There is clear potential for producing valuable survey insights to inform the ‘Windsor
Works’ strategy and for using the output to measure progress against the goals of the
LIFT strategy. The cities highlighted here use regular surveys of different formats to
gauge attitudes and we can provide further information where required.

Kansas City, Missouri
Kansas City (population of ~490 000) has become something of a gold standard for the
use of regular surveys of residents and local businesses in municipal policy. Its Citizens
Satisfaction Survey has run for nearly two decades, and has assumed an important
strategic role in advising local government’s long term strategy.
For example, in 2017 Kansas City voters approved an $800 million infrastructure repair
plan - the largest general obligation bond in the City’s history. The bond provides for
$40 million a year over the next 20 years to be spent on revamping the city’s streets,
sidewalks, bridges, flood control and other upgrades. All three of the ballot questions
that concerned the allocation of the $800m general bond obligation were derived
directly from wording used in the Citizen Satisfaction Survey, which revealed high levels
of dissatisfaction with Kansas City’s infrastructure.
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Significantly, Kansas City government now also has a dedicated data team - DataKC
(previously known as the Office of Performance Management) - whose role is to collect
city data for the benefit of other local government department. DataKC ensures that the
data collected from the survey is put to good use.
Resident survey
● Administered every year to a statistically significant random sample of residents
and businesses (4048 respondents in 2020-21).
● Tracks metrics in key areas such as
○ Satisfaction with the city as a place to live
○ Quality of life in the city
○ Quality of education system
○ Resident priorities (eg. police services, snow removal on residential
streets)
○ Satisfaction with city services (eg bus system, trash collection)
The regularity of the survey allows Kansas City government to monitor annual changes
in citizen satisfaction. It has become one crucial metric by which to measure the
success of municipal policy.
Business Survey
● Administered annually to a statistically significant random sample of businesses
in the city
● Tracks crucial metrics such as
○ Size of business
○ Length of time in operation
○ Geographic distribution
○ Impact of COVID-19 by sector
○ Rating of Kansas City Missouri as a place to do business
○ Ratings of safety and physical appearance around business (the surveys
have exposed drastic regional differences within the city)
○ Business priorities for city services

Scottsdale, Arizona
Scottsdale (population 250 000) has operated regular resident surveys in their current
format since 2003. They utilise the National Community Survey developed by Polco,
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which is used by towns across America, giving Scottsdale the opportunity to benchmark
their results against those of other towns. The survey takes place every 2 years after
municipal elections, and provides incoming city council with important data.
The survey tracks numerous key metrics such as:
● Quality of life
● Sense of community in the city
● Resident priorities
○ Economy
○ Safety
● Quality of health and wellness opportunities within the city

Manchester, U.K.
Greater Manchester held regular business surveys from 2012 through to 2017. These
surveys targeted 1500 firms, and provide a key benchmark through which the city can
track critical barriers to growth, as well as identify trends among successful businesses.
The survey tracks multiple metrics including
● % of businesses reporting increase/decrease in employment
● % of businesses reporting increases/decrease in turnover
● Top barriers to growth, e.g. “Access to Market” or “Access to Skills”
● Rise and fall of business costs, e.g. raw material prices, energy prices, staff costs
● % of businesses providing training to staff
● % of businesses engaged in international trade

Hamilton, Ontario
Hamilton (population 579,200) began a regular resident satisfaction survey - the Our
Citizen Survey - in 2018. Renamed the Our City Survey in 2019, the survey will take
place biennially.
The survey tracks the following metrics
● Quality of Hamilton as a place to live/work/play/learn
● Quality of Hamilton as a place to raise a child
● Change in quality of life within Hamilton within the past 2 years
● Quality of city services (e.g. Fire Dept., Parks, Drinking Water)
A2-9
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● % of respondents who think services should be paid for by taxes vs. % of
respondents who think services should be paid for through user fees
● % of respondents who think the City engages residents in the decision-making
process

Calgary, Alberta
Calgary runs two large-scale surveys: an annual year-long longitudinal Citizen
Satisfaction survey (since 2011); and an annual Spring Pulse Survey (since 2017).
Together, these surveys provide municipal government with the opportunity to listen
directly to the input of citizens.
The Citizen Satisfaction Survey tracks multiple
metrics including:
● Quality of life in Calgary
● Local priorities (eg infrastructure; crime, safety and policing; taxes).
● Future of Calgary
● Current economic situation of Calgary
● Issue agenda (eg. snow removal, road congestions, property taxes)
● % of respondents who want to increase taxes and expand services vs % of
respondents who want to cut services to maintain or reduce current tax level
It is worth noting that, because the Citizen Satisfaction Survey is longitudinal, it can
track citizens’ perceptions over time to clearly report differences in perceptions of
Calgary’s services.

Coquitlam, British Columbia
Coquitlam has run an annual Citizen Satisfaction Survey since 2019, although 2020
was missed due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The results of the survey are used to inform
future corporate planning processes, from budgeting to strategic planning.
The survey tracks numerous key metrics including:
● Quality of life in Coquitlam
● % of respondents who would prefer increasing taxes to cutting services
● % of respondents that believe they receive good value for their taxes
● Satisfaction with city service
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Toronto, Ontario
Toronto has run the Toronto Employment Survey, an annual survey of businesses,
since 1983. Data from the survey is used to monitor the city’s economy and aid
decision-making.
The survey tracks numerous key metrics including:
● Total number of jobs
● Number of full-time and part-time employment jobs
● Number of new businesses established by geographic region

Example Solutions
ZenCity is a civic engagement platform that attempts to connect local leadership with
their residents. It is used by scores of cities, counties, state agencies and law
enforcement. ZenCity collects comparative data from over 200 cities and counties,
offering their clients insight into how they fare compared to other cities. ZenCity
acquired Elucd in 2020 and integrated the push polling to smartphones that Elucd
pioneered working for clients such as the NYPD in New York City. This survey
technique allows the city to measure local sentiment on a rolling basis and to provide
fast and granular results to city officials about how local people feel about issues. Their
dashboard feature can also provide insight into what local people are talking about and
the balance of opinion by analysing social media and distilling the output into activity
reports. In addition to many US customers, the City of Ottawa now uses ZenCity’s
platform and they are also present in the UK (Durham) and many cities in Israel.
Polco is an online community engagement platform seeking to provide local
governments with the information they need to make good policy. Hundreds of
organisations, including Scottsdale, use Polco to assist their budgeting and decisionmaking. Polco has 25 years worth of Benchmark data with which to compare the results
of one’s own community survey.
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Communication
Planning

for Windsor Works
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Executive Summary.
Initial Challenge:
Rising to meet evolving challenges and emerging opportunities, Windsor Mayor Drew Dilkens and
Windsor City Council commissioned economic policy firm Public First to develop a wide-ranging
economic diversification plan for Windsor (Windsor Works) to guide the city towards long-term
development and prosperity. Windsor Works is built on four pillars: location, infrastructure, future
economy, and talent; otherwise known as the “LIFT Strategy”.
Upon receiving the Public First Windsor Works report in February 2021, Windsor City Council voted
unanimously to adopt the Windsor Works plan.

Implementation Process:
As a next step, the Windsor City Council instructed Administration to develop an implementation plan
for Windsor Works.
Throughout the course of the spring and into the summer 2021, members of Administration have
considered the communications efforts that are required to support and celebrate this implementation.

Strategic Communications Plan for Windsor Works:
This plan reflects direction from the City of Windsor to deliver an integrated strategic communications
strategy that engages key stakeholders and the public with the Windsor Works plan, positioning the
City of Windsor on a provincial, national, and international stage, as a future home for students, working
professionals, entrepreneurs and families.
By adopting the principles of the Windsor Works Report, the city has determined that the best way to
ensure further investment and economic growth and development for the municipality will require that
the City of Windsor be heavily involved in implementing and resourcing this initiative. This Windsor
Works Communications Plan is designed to help do just that.

How It Works:
The Windsor Works Communications Plan reflects the four pillars of the “LIFT Strategy,” through a
communications approach that uses LIFT by communicating it in three themes. These themes are
LIVE, WORK, and GROW.
“Live, Work, Grow” takes the LIFT model, and refocuses it as a communication strategy to achieve
Windsor Works Report objectives:

2

•

Live (focuses on the quality of life in Windsor)

•

Work (focuses on business and the benefits of working in Windsor)

•

Grow (focuses on ways in which Windsor and those who live there can continue to improve)
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This communications plan emphasises the series of efforts and initiatives outlined in the Windsor
Works Report and leverages them into theme-based tactics. This tactical approach focusses on core
themes that will showcase and draw investment and talent to the city. It will help position Windsor
to be a successful and attractive place to live, work, and grow – where the people, businesses, and
culture of the city are encouraged and thrive.

A Tactical Approach:
The Windsor Works Communications Plan outlines a strategic approach to connect the initiatives and
recommendations contained within the Windsor Works Report; divided into individualized tactics in
three phases.
The outcome and key performance indicators of these tactics are:
1.

Advance a series of actions to increase the likelihood that Windsor will secure its position as the
site of the future auto sector in Canada through municipal, provincial, national, and international
campaigns, earned and paid media, social media, and increased government relations activity.

2.

Build up expertise in software, tech, and cyber-security through engagement of external
stakeholders, municipal, provincial, national, and international campaigns, earned and paid media,
social media, and increased government relations activity.

3.

Diversify the City of Windsor through the building of adjacent sectors by leaning into pre-existing
strengths including education, borders, and healthcare, so they comprise more of Windsor’s
economy in the future. This will be actioned-out through engagement of external stakeholders,
municipal, provincial, national, and international campaigns, earned and paid media, social media,
and increased government relations activity.

4.

Attract and retain more national and international talent through a joint accountability framework
and partnership among educational institutions, the city, and the private sector, which will be
cross promoted and amplified through attendance of trade shows, national and international
campaigns, earned and paid media, social media, and increased government relations activity.

The opportunity to observe the impact and growth these tactics will have on Windsor’s economic
development will take time, however, the purpose of this strategic communications plan and tactical
approach towards economic development will help the overall mission by positioning Windsor to
leverage underlying strengths.
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Communication Plan for Windsor Works: Executive Summary

Branding Exercise:
“Live, Work, Grow” represents the three themes that organize the proposed tactics included in this
communications plan. A comprehensive branding exercise is suggested to craft a public-facing
message to market the Windsor Works plan to different audiences, including prospective investors,
tourists and residents.
The implementation of these tactics will begin with a branding exercise. Integrating a strategic
branding exercise into the communications efforts will ensure that the overall project has a cohesive,
attractive, and creative approach to generate interest and engagement.
In order to begin phase one, a cohesive understanding of the brand will be required. The branding
exercise will focus on:
1.

Brand Core (Purpose, Vision, Values)

2.

Brand Positioning (Audience, Market, Goals)

3.

Brand Persona (Personality, Voice, Tagline)

Key Conditions & Considerations:
The following conditions must be addressed to ensure appropriate execution of the plan:

4

1.

Proper resources and expertise need to be in place prior to the execution of a phased-in
approach to fulfilling numerous tactical initiatives from a provincial, national, and international
perspective.

2.

This communications plan should be executed in tandem with community stakeholder partners,
to ensure there is no overlap of work or tactics, and harmoniously join forces when/if an initiative
applies.

3.

Many tactics and initiatives involve relationship and stakeholder engagement in order to
succeed, and these tactics will only be able to move forward when these relationships have been
established. As such, proper time to build out these relationships and form these bonds needs to
be taken into consideration, ahead of the tactical execution.
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Section 1:
What We Need to
Communicate
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Objective
Through discussions with City Administration, review of the Windsor Works Report, and additional
research, we have identified a plan for the successful implementation of Windsor Works.
The objective of Windsor Works is to:
•

Attract investment.

•

Generate positive exposure and raise awareness of Windsor’s strengths, opportunities, community
spirit, and civic pride to a provincial, national and international audience.

•

Share Windsor’s strengths and opportunities as an attractive city for workers and families,
provincially, nationally and internationally.

•

Champion Windsor Works’ on-going implementation successes to key internal and external
audiences.

•

Ensure the City of Windsor and the administration behind it are the strongest advocate(s) for
Windsor Works. Allotting the proper resources for this plan will not only push it forward but will be
the reason it succeeds.
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Communication Plan for Windsor Works: What We Need to Communicate

Audiences: The People and
Organizations that Can Help
Windsor Works
External audiences are potential partners and champions who will require the proper tools and
resources to enable them to participate.
Internal audiences share a common goal in the execution of the Windsor Works Report.

External audiences
Municipal government stakeholders
Municipal elected officials and their staff members can be vital advocates for Windsor Works. Frequent
communication, issue-specific briefings, and tailored communications materials should be prioritized
to mobilize their engagement. See appendix for list of internal and external civic bodies to engage.

Media (print, broadcast, radio)
Windsor has the fourth-largest media market in Canada (following Toronto, Vancouver, and Montreal)
and, as a border city, is uniquely positioned adjacent to the larger American media market. Given its
proximity to the border, with television signals from nearby U.S. cities reaching Windsor, the Canadian
Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) has exempt Windsor’s media market
from many of its Canadian content requirements. Windsor has also been exempted from the CRTC's
concentration of media ownership rules, resulting in a consolidated media market. Recognizing the
unique challenges posed by the region’s media market, it is imperative to build strong relationships with
local print, broadcast, and radio newsrooms that understand Windsor Works and can champion its
mission.

Post-secondary institutions
As highlighted in the Windsor Works report, post-secondary institutions are key anchor institutions and
must be integral players and co-architects of the city’s decisions and actions. Ongoing communication
and specialty key messaging will be necessary to engage post-secondary stakeholders. This includes
but is not limited to students, faculty, and staff at the University of Windsor and St. Clair College.

8
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Employers/Business Improvement Areas (BIAs)
The Windsor Works report also highlighted relationships with employers. This was a key
recommendation that emerged during the interview process. Active stakeholder engagement
with major employers and Windsor-based leaders in the green economy, EV innovation and
manufacturing will help reach large audiences.
As large talent recruiters in the region, it will be important to develop customizable key messages
and communications materials for employers to share with prospective employees. Additionally,
business improvement areas will be significant audiences. As the city continues its post-pandemic
reopening strategy the BIAs can integrate Windsor Works materials into external and member
communications.

Community groups/civic initiatives
Recognizing the pre-existing analysis and strategies of other bodies within Windsor-Essex which
contributed to the Windsor Works report, it is important to prioritize community groups and civic
initiatives in the communications plan.
This includes, but is not limited to:
•

Civic Action Groups

•

Professional Associations

•

Recreational Groups

•

Cultural Community Groups

•

Groups Representing Diverse Backgrounds of the Windsor Community

•

Labour Groups

Provincial and federal government stakeholders
Frequent government relations and communications activities directed to provincial and federal
officials and their staff members will be imperative to raise awareness of Windsor Works. This
outreach will help Windsor take advantage of partnerships with other levels of government that
will prove to be beneficial to the city. With the support of these stakeholders, Windsor will have
the opportunity to achieve some of its larger objectives, like the adaptation to the electric and
autonomous automotive industry.
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U.S. government stakeholders
Given the proximity to Detroit, and the U.S. border, developing communications for government
officials and staff members in Detroit (and surrounding U.S. cities), the state of Michigan, and
the federal government will be prioritized. Windsor has a unique opportunity to strengthen ties
with its U.S. counterparts, while advancing its Windsor Works objectives.

Groups located in the Detroit/Michigan Region
Detroit, and Michigan more broadly, have been identified as a unique resource to leverage
growth and opportunity as an ally and partner. This relationship can and should go beyond
government stakeholders and target groups that will be a substantial resource for championing
Windsor Works, including, but not limited to:
•

Business Groups

•

Academia

•

Cultural Associations

•

Professional Associations

•

Labour Groups

Internal audiences
City of Windsor’s Employees
With more than two thousand employees, the City of Windsor has many internal audiences
to engage. Employees should receive frequent updates and be provided ample opportunity
to share feedback. As champions of the City of Windsor, they will be the initiative’s greatest
advocates. Employees must understand Windsor Works and be equipped to amplify its
mission.

City of Windsor’s Administration
Senior Staff will be responsible for the implementation of the Windsor Works Report and
its communication. Like other city employees, they will also serve as champions and
ambassadors of the initiative.

10
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Communication Plan for Windsor Works: What We Need to Communicate

Key Messaging
•

Windsor Works is an ambitious project launched by the Mayor, City Council, and
Administration of the City of Windsor in February 2021. It aims to meet evolving challenges
and emerging opportunities.

•

The City of Windsor will deliver an integrated strategic communications plan that engages key
stakeholders and the public with the Windsor Works Report and positions the City of Windsor
on a local, national, and international stage, as a future home for students, entrepreneurs, and
families.

•

Communication of the Windsor Works Report will involve a tactical approach that focuses on
core themes. These themes will showcase and draw investment, talent, and culture to the city,
both nationally and internationally. The communication effort will help position Windsor as a
successful and attractive place to live, work, and grow – where the people, businesses, and
culture of the city are encouraged and thrive.

•

When cities align themselves as attractive places for highly talented or creative people to
move, they create new businesses and jobs for the rest of the local economy.

•

The execution of Windsor Works focuses on a Live, Work, Grow model. This model provides
us with a clear focus to implement the strategy needed to effectively communicate our goals
and objectives by focusing on:
o

Live: The quality of life in Windsor.

o

Work: The business and the benefits of working in Windsor.

o
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Grow: The ways in which Windsor and those who live here can continue to
improve this city.

•

The success of Windsor Works depends on the long-term engagement of residents, potential
residents, visitors, and new businesses; provincially, nationally, and internationally.

•

This ambitious project will make Windsor a 21st century city that thrives – making it not only
an example for others but helping to lead and provide benefits to the rest of the country and
the world.

•

As part of Windsor Works, numerous initiatives are underway to ensure its success.
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How Will We
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Communication Plan for Windsor Works: How We Will Communicate

Strategy
The Communication Plan outlines a series of recommended initiatives, correlated to the elements
of the Windsor Works Plan. Each initiative contains recommended tactics designed to further the
communication objectives related to the Windsor Works Report.
The initiatives and tactics have been re-arranged for communication purposes from the original
themes in the report.
Some elements of the report were purely operational. Only those items from the Report that would
involve communication requirements have been addressed.

Tactical Approach
The tactical approach encompasses three phases:
1.

Phase 1 is anticipated to begin immediately (likely in October 2021) and proceed for the first six
months.

2.

Planning for Phase 2 is anticipated to begin immediately, with implementation to require six
months, immediately following Phase 1 (likely April to September 2022).

3.

Phase 3 currently contemplates the continuation of certain tactics from Phases 1 and 2. Some
of the tactics would continue indefinitely, others would be discontinued after a determined
period, based on a review and revision conducted following Phase 2.

Conditions on the timeline include:
•

Presumes one vendor will be contracted for all three phases;

•

Routine review and assessment of initiatives result in value-add results;

•

Phase 3 is the ongoing routine communication.

Categories
The tactics have been created to cover three primary categories and are colour coded:
1. Live (focus on the quality of life in Windsor)
2. Work (focus on business and the benefits of working in Windsor)
3. Grow (focus on ways in which Windsor and those who live there can continue to improve)
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Tactics – Phase 1 Launch
Overview
The purpose of Phase 1 of the Windsor Works Communication Plan is to begin the process of
engagement with audiences – both internal and external – that should be engaged and informed
regarding elements of Windsor Works.
As has been noted, some elements of Windsor Works are operational in nature and will not require
a communication effort. The Communication Plan naturally focusses on those elements that
require communication as part of delivering Windsor Works.
Phase 1 of the Communication Plan will focus on tactics to communicate those elements of
the Windsor Works Report that are already underway, that can begin immediately, or for which
planning should start immediately, all with a clear focus on achieving early success in attracting
investment and talent.

Phase 1 tactics include (detailed further below):
1.

Social Media Ads – Lifestyle

2.

Print Ads – Lifestyle

3.

Cross Border Calendar (Phases 1 – 3)

4.

Two-city social media cross promotion (1 – 3)

5.

Job marketing to students and young professionals (1 – 3)

6.

Opinion editorial – eco/dev

7.

Media profiles – two-city eco-dev (1 – 3)

8.

Bridge promotion – eco/dev (1 – 3)

9.

Auto Sector GR Advocacy – Local Elected Partners (1 – 2)
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Tactics – Phase 2 Build
Overview
The purpose of Phase 2 of the Windsor Works Communication Plan is to build upon the
early successes of the communication effort, revise approach as necessary, and develop
deeper engagement and information for audiences – both internal and external – regarding
elements of Windsor Works.
Some of the tactics in Phase 2 are continued following commencement or development in
Phase 1, while others begin fresh in this Phase.
The new tactics in Phase 2 are:
1.

Job Fairs – Michigan and USA

2.

Cross Border Cultural Working Group (Phases 2 – 3)

3.

3x3 / Two-city bi-monthly cultural events (2 – 3)

4.

Two-city business cross promotion (2 – 3)

5.

International advertising and earned media (talent, business)

6.

Local Auto Sector partners – video and social (2 – 3)

7.

Local Auto Sector – Op-ed

8.

Earned media

9.

Auto Sector Government Relations advocacy (2 – 3)

10. Tik Tok Youth Campaign (2 – 3)
11. International media strategy (2 – 3)
12. Educational website links re Windsor-Detroit (2 – 3)
13. Two-city trade events (2 – 3)
14. National post-secondary partnership – manufacturing (2 – 3)
15. Post-secondary media – manufacturing (2 – 3)
16. National post-secondary partnership – tech (2 – 3)
17. Post-secondary media – tech (2 – 3)
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Tactics Continued from Phase 1
TACTIC
Cross border calendar
Two-city social media cross promotion
Job marketing to students and young professionals
Media profiles
Hospital promotion – eco/dev
Bridge promotion – eco/dev
Auto sector Government Relationsadvocacy

20
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Tactics – Phase 3 Sustain
The primary purpose of Phase 3 of the Windsor Works Communication Plan is to sustain the
communication effort started in Phases 1 & 2.
Depending on the analysis during review and revision of Phases 1 and 2, additional tactics may be
required.

Tactics Continued from Phase 1 & 2
TACTIC
Cross Border Cultural Working Group
3x3 / Two-city bi-monthly cultural events
Two-city business cross promotion
Local Auto Sector partners – video and social
Auto Sector Government Relations advocacy
Tik Tok Youth Campaign
International media strategy
Educational website links re Windsor-Detroit
Two-city trade events
National post-secondary partnership – manufacturing
Post-secondary media – manufacturing
National post-secondary partnership – tech
Post-secondary media – tech (2 – 3)
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Conclusion:
This plan effectively details and provides direction on how to deliver an integrated communications
strategy that engages key stakeholders and the public with the Windsor Works plan.
We are excited to present this to Windsor City Council.
We believe this will position the City of Windsor on a local, national, and international stage, as a future
home for students, working professionals, entrepreneurs and families.
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Hamilton
Link to Economic Development Management Team
https://investinhamilton.ca/about-us/
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Economic
Development
Staff: 45.99
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Economic Development
2021 Net Budget: $5.6M
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Kitchener
Link to Economic Development Management Team
https://www.makeitkitchener.ca/get-involved/more-information-ongetting-involved
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Economic Development
Staffing: approx. 60 (includes 30 part
time)
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Economic Development
2020 Net Budget: $6M
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Item No. 11.2
Council Report: C 153/2021

Subject: Deferral Report Back re: Festival Plaza, Civic Esplanade,
Waterfront Beacon-Ward 3
Reference:
Date to Council: 10/25/2021
Author: Jason Reynar
Chief Administrative Officer
caodept@citywindsor.ca
CAO Office
Report Date: 10/5/2021
Clerk’s File #: SR/13823 SR/14229
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
That Council RECEIVE FOR INFORMATION Report C 153/2021 regarding
Administration’s report back on the deferral of staff reports regarding Festival Plaza and
the Waterfront Beacon.

Background:
City Council, at its meeting held October 4, 2021 adopted the following motion:
Moved by: Councillor Gignac
Seconded by: Councillor Gill
Decision Number: CR452/2021
That the report of the Senior Manager of Engineering dated September 17,
2021 entitled “Festival Plaza Improvement – Final Design – Ward 3” and the
report of the Manager of Parks Development dated August 23, 2021 entitled
“Waterfront Beacon – Street Car # 351” BE REFERRED back to
Administration to allow for a comprehensive report related to how the Festival
Plaza and Waterfront Beacon can be linked to the new City Hall Esplanade
moving forward; including but not limited to information related to bathroom
facilities, food services, and other options, for Council’s consideration.
At the request of Councillor Gignac, a recorded vote is taken on this matter.
Aye votes: Councillors Francis, Costante, Sleiman, Gignac, Gill, and
McKenzie.
Nay votes: Councillors Bortolin, Holt, Kaschak, Morrison, and Mayor Dilkens.
Abstain: None.
Absent: None.
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Carried.
This report highlights the related components of the Festival Plaza and the Waterfront
Beacon and other elements of the downtown and riverfront landscape, and
recommends that the projects ultimately be considered for approval to move forward on
the original timelines proposed on October 4th. Administration does not see how the
projects can be further connected beyond what is outlined in this report.
Riverfront Lands
The City of Windsor’s Central Riverfront Park Lands (“Lands”) represent approximately
47 hectares of public open space. This includes 39 hectares of parkland located north of
Riverside Drive and extending approximately six (6) kilometres from McKee Park (west
of the Ambassador Bridge) to the Hiram Walker Distillery (west of Walker Road).
Adjacent public parks on the south side of Riverside Drive are considered part of the
Lands and include the Civic Esplanade Lands.
Civic Esplanade
The Civic Esplanade consists of the grounds surrounding City Hall and the pedestrian
corridor area north to Riverside Drive (along the former Windsor Avenue) which
includes Charles Clark Square, the open space east of the Joint Justice Facility, and
Windsor Civic Green. This open space is the pedestrian “spine” connecting existing and
future development described in the Civic Square Urban Design Study and Master Plan.
This Master Plan was adopted in 1993 with a tender awarded in 1998 to carry out
improvements to Civic Square to incorporate the majority of the originally recommended
elements from that plan. The City Hall Square Plaza project is nearing completion with
the construction of the new building 350 City Hall Square and demolition of the former
City Hall building.
The City Hall Square Plaza and Civic Esplanade Steering Committee received a project
update on August 12, 2021 on next steps for the area where the former City Hall
building was located. The link for the Agenda and update is noted below:
http://edit.citywindsor.ca/cityhall/committeesofcouncil/Advisory-Committees/city-hallsquare-plaza-project-steering-committee/Pages/City-Hall-Square-Plaza-ProjectSteering-Committee-Agendas.aspx
At the meeting, Cindy Rowan and Peter Marshall, FORREC provided a presentation
entitled “Windsor Civic Esplanade (WEC) – WEC Steering Committee Concept
Workshop”. A question and answer period followed the presentation. It was also noted
to the Committee that while three design options were presented, the contract is to look
at the esplanade and to do an update of what the original 1994 study looked at. There
will be one vision for the esplanade as there will be further consultation so there will be
a more solidified version that will meet the objectives and desires of the stakeholders.
For the plaza piece, there are three options that will come forward for the Steering
Committee to review and to provide direction. A second more in depth round of
consultations will be held at a later date.
Central Riverfront Implementation Plan
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The Central Riverfront Implementation Plan (“CRIP”) was approved in September of
2000 and was included as an Official Plan Amendment/Special Policy Area in 2002.
This established the overall development concept and design objectives for present and
future projects anticipated over a 25-year or longer implementation horizon and guides
the immediate, staged, and long-term implementation provisions for the Lands.
To ensure the Central Riverfront Park Lands will be perceived as one cohesive area
with a series of special and distinct elements within it, a series of systems are
envisioned including circulation, landscaping, urban design amenities, infrastructure
systems and building components.
At the heart of the concept for the CRIP are five (5) park pavilions called “Beacons.”
These Beacons provide a series of visual landmarks and destinations where the public
can access essential services including washrooms, concessions, information,
emergency assistance and shelter from the weather. Together the Beacons serve to
provide a wider strategy for a safe, well used, year-round park environment. Taken
together, they represent a series of distinct indoor areas essential to make the riverfront
safe, accessible in all seasons, and attractive to a wide range of the population.
Starting in the west, the beacons are known as Celestial, Legacy, Peace, City, and
Dawn. In February 2021, Council approved the “Windsor Works – An Economic
Development Strategy for the City’s Future Growth” report (“Windsor Works”)
which included a recommendation to “Complete the Riverfront Implementation Plan
goals through construction of destination beacons.”
Waterfront Beacon
Following receipt of public input, on October 16, 2017 City Council approved the
installation of Streetcar No. 351 at a riverfront park. At that time, Council directed
Administration to develop a report for site location approval and the establishment of a
maintenance fund for future requirements. In 2018, Council approved the Celestial
Beacon location after public consultation recommended that the Streetcar should be
located in a secure location on the waterfront. Following a Planning Act appeal in
December 2020, Administration began considering other locations and ultimately
recommended the Legacy Beacon as the new home of the Streetcar in a report to
Council on October 4, 2021. This report was deferred by Council.
Festival Plaza
The area of the Festival Plaza falls within the CRIP and houses the Riverfront Festival
Stage which opened in 2011 and has become the premier location in the City for
various outdoor events. In 2013, Landmark Engineers Inc. carried out a review and
public consultation process for the original CRIP and recommended that Council
consider completing the “unfinished” areas of the riverfront, namely Festival Plaza, and
to revise the CRIP in order to facilitate more detailed concepts for areas of the park.
A Preliminary Concept Plan with a canopy option for Festival Plaza was approved by
Council in February 2017 (CR 106/2017). In 2017, Landmark Engineers Inc. was
retained by the City to complete the Functional Design for the Festival Plaza
improvements. The scope of work included:
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Evolve the preliminary concept plan into a complete Final Concept Plan;



Produce a comprehensive Functional Design that establishes the line, grade and
form of all principal site features (e.g., site grading, site drainage, site fixture type
and location, retaining wall locations/dimensions, lighting and irrigation type and
layout);



Develop a detailed phasing plan; and



Refine the construction cost estimate.

The Final Concept Plan included a large permanent shade/canopy structure for the
concert area was approved by Council in July 2018 (CR 430/2018). Landmark
completed the Functional Design package including drawings and corresponding report
in March 2020.
To ensure the best value for money and to comply with the requirements of the
Purchasing By-law, a competitive process was recommended for the next phase of the
project rather than a sole source to Landmark. Therefore, a Request for Proposals (RFP
#47-20) for Consulting Services for Detailed design of the Festival Plaza Improvements
was issued on May 11, 2020 and closed on July 2, 2020. There were 5 Proposals
received and evaluated by a team facilitated by the Purchasing Department pursuant to
Purchasing By-Law 93-2012. Three proposals met the minimum technical score
required to advance. The successful proponent following the interview process was
Partisans Architects who prepared concept drawings for the October 4, 2021 Council
Meeting. That staff report was also deferred.
Importantly, the next step in this project is to engage with the community and key
potential users on the design, and report back to Council with that feedback and
recommendations to modify the design. In addition, Administration will work with
Partisans to address potential reductions in project costs/phasing options and address
potential funding sources.
Investing in Canada Infrastructure Plan
In 2019, Administration brought forward report C167/2019, requesting approval to
submit a set of projects to the Investing in Canada Infrastructure Canada Program
(“ICIP”), Community, Culture and Recreation (“CCR”). The project was titled
“Connecting People and Places - Construction of a Civic Plaza Linking to Enhanced
Riverfront Parks System,” and included six major sub-projects. The project aligned with
the grant program as it was to create a public access point to the riverfront and connect
public and multipurpose spaces in order to support the community’s vision for engaging,
accessible, and cost-efficient culture and recreation activities that support a high quality
of life.
The estimated total cost of project at that time was $57.4M. Potential grant funding
totalling $36,665,000, representing maximum funding of $20,000,000 (federal) and
$16,665,000 (provincial), would have reduced the net City costs to $20,710,527. The
table in the Financial Matters section (below) outlines the six major projects bundled
together under the grant application.
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Unfortunately, the City was not successful with the submission. As with other similar
situations where grants were not received, Administration continued to move these
projects forward as far as possible with available funding. As previously noted above
Festival Plaza, Walkerville Gateway and Civic Plaza, and Esplanade projects have all
continued to make progress. Should there be any grant opportunities for one or all of
these projects, the continued efforts to further refine the design, engineering, costs, and
support for proposed solutions will strengthen the City’s submission.

Discussion:
Development of the Central Riverfront requires a significant amount of capital
investment. Total capital costs are therefore spread out over a number of decades (a
25-year project horizon was established in 2000) and have been subsidized by the
periodic application of Provincial and Federal funding programs, representing a
significant source of funding for many of the larger park components. Now in 2021, it is
foreseeable that total completion of the CRIP implementation will extend beyond 2025.
The completion of the CRIP was thus meant to be implemented in a purposely phased
manner as each project is conceived, reaches final design, and is funded and tendered.
For the purpose of funding, the waterfront was divided into distinct Project Segments to
ensure that the completed projects could be evaluated on how they are received by the
public and how they meet their intended needs. Other projects in the queue are then
reassessed based on the experience of park users and as the park system evolves over
time. Simultaneous design and construction of all projects in all segments would impede
the continuous public circulation and enjoyment of the waterfront lands. As such, all
large projects are meant to be done individually and in distinct and separate
construction cycles, although their interconnectedness is essential.
The City’s Official Plan (Volume II - policy 1.13.19) guides the design and development
of buildings, structures and monuments on the Central Riverfront Park Lands. The
policy states that the roof level of all buildings and structures will be at or below the sight
line of Riverside Drive. As such, The Festival Plaza canopy will require an Official Plan
Amendment (OPA) to legitimize the current exceedance, as well as account for the
approved canopy.
The Festival Plaza and Civic Esplanade projects reside in the same park segment
(Segment 6) and as such are integrated in a conscious manner to ensure that service
components are complementary to each other. Festival Plaza acts as a large gathering
place for events that draw large contained crowds (examples include Rib Fest, Blues
Fest and single night concerts). The facilities at Festival Plaza are more akin to uses
that are intensive and experience peak and dynamic demand with crowds that can have
common arrival and departure periods. Thus concession stands and washroom facilities
as an example experience high demand during events versus how the City Beacons are
experienced by general park users throughout the year. Though the projects such as
the City Beacon at the terminus the Civic Esplanade and Festival Plaza may be in close
proximity to each other, their intended usage is not shared nor are the facilities
considered redundant due to the different park populations they will serve. And as
noted earlier, each Beacon was designed to have its own amenities including
refreshment/food concession capability and washrooms.
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A Public Consultation session was held with stakeholders on October 13, 2021 from 3
to 4 p.m. The session was held to provide an opportunity for those who had registered
as delegates at the October 4, 2021 Council Meeting to provide their comments. Four
delegates attended with three providing comments. These related to unencumbered use
of the trails around Festival Plaza for cyclists, the view of the river for the Casino Hotel
and future use of the plaza for events.
Partisans has evolved the functional design to include creative and innovative features,
which are highlighted in their Riverfront Festival Plaza ‘Roadmap’. A copy of the
roadmap can be downloaded here:
https://partisans.openasset.com/Page/Download?code=b1e448f541fe97e291e980ba88
d254b4

Risk Analysis:
There are generally two risk factors in having several major projects proceed
concurrently in the same geographic location and involving the same program area:


These types of major projects are generational and long-standing, and need to
be informed by how preceding projects are experienced/used. Large projects
benefit from the insights gleaned from the lessons learned from previous projects
are incorporated into the new designs.



A significant amount of capital is needed to complete these major projects and
doing so can provide strain on the capital allotments in a given budget cycle.

In addition, there are risks of not proceeding with these projects on their current
timelines, including but not limited to the delayed delivery of these amenities and the
fact that construction costs continue to escalate.

Climate Change Risks
Climate Change Mitigation:
The three projects noted have unique challenges and opportunities to manage energy
consumption and reduce emissions. The Environmental Sustainability and Climate
Change staff, along with Asset Planning are supporting the project managers to assist
in identifying opportunities to reduce energy consumption and emissions.
Previous council reports have addressed the climate change mitigation risks of the
individual projects. There is no increased mitigation risk with planning and
implementing these projects separately.
Climate Change Adaptation:
The Waterfront Beacon, Festival Plaza and the Civic Plaza have been reviewed to
identify opportunities to increase resiliency of the planned infrastructure (e.g. reduce
flood risk) as well as improved user experience (e.g. thermal comfort, mitigating urban
heat island). The Environmental Sustainability and Climate Change staff continue to be
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involved on these projects to ensure that climate change impact risks are identified
during design and addressed as necessary.
Previous council reports have addressed the climate change adaptation risks of the
individual projects. There is no increased adaptation risk identified with planning and
implementing these projects separately.

Financial Matters:
The table below outlines the project budget costs as submitted to the ICIP –
Community, Culture and Recreation grant in 2019 (report C167/2019), inclusive of cost
estimates for Civic Square and Esplanade, as well as Festival Plaza.
Project

Total Costs Eligible Costs

Ineligible
Costs

Civic Square
Civic Esplanade
Pedestrian Crossing at Riverside
Festival Plaza
Great West Park
Walkerville Gateway
Non project specific costs

15,157,390
4,938,747
5,252,791
26,768,722
1,876,144
2,994,917
386,816

12,792,810
4,739,493
5,041,591
22,841,955
1,799,077
2,785,074

2,364,580
199,254
211,200
3,926,767
77,067
209,843
386,816

Grand Total

57,375,527

50,000,000

7,375,527

Federal
Funding
(40%)
5,117,124
1,895,797
2,016,636
9,136,782
719,631
1,114,030

20,000,000

Provincial
Funding
Net City Costs
(33.33%)
4,263,844
5,776,423
1,579,673
1,463,277
1,680,362
1,555,792
7,613,224
10,018,717
599,632
556,881
928,265
952,622
386,816
16,665,000

20,710,527

Notes on Ineligible Costs:
1. Any costs incurred or agreements signed prior to the notification for approval of grant funding are deemed to be ineligible for
grant funding.
2. All HST, including non-recoverable HST on eligible expenses, are considered ineligible for purposes of grant funding.

As with all grant submissions, if funding is not awarded, the City would proceed with the
project based on available funding and consider opportunities in which the project could
be phased in over a longer period of time. In such cases, potential options are
presented for Council consideration in order to seek the necessary funding opportunities
in the capital budget to execute Council’s direction. The Festival Plaza project has
leveraged approved capital funding of approximately $3.8 million used to complete the
work previously noted resulting in the information put forward for Council’s consideration
in report C123/2021. Council’s direction on that report will provide Administration
direction as it relates to seeking additional capital requirements for the project (i.e.
through the 2022 budget process). The Civic Esplanade and Plaza project has
approved capital funding of approximately $1.7 million, which has been leveraged to
continue the work noted above.
Administration continues to monitor for potential grant opportunities where the grant
objectives and eligibility align with City projects. As with all grants, key evaluation
elements include but are not limited to:




The project scope and design is well defined;
Clear community and council support for the defined project;
City’s matching funding;
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Detailed cost estimates based on near final design specifications.

This approach is commonly referred to as ‘shovel ready’ projects and provides greater
certainty to the grant evaluators that there is limited risk of unexpected changes,
barriers and/or significant variance to cost estimates and provides added assurance that
the project will be achieved within the grant timelines. While there may not be a grant
for these projects in the future, continued efforts to confirm the design, support, and
funding will position these projects well for consideration both individually and
collectively should opportunities become available.

Consultations:
Parks
Recreation and Culture
Asset Planning
Planning and Development Services
Engineering
Legal and Legislative Services

Conclusion:
With confirmation that the design and planning processes incorporate both the
functional and infrastructure related components of these important projects,
Administration recommends that each project proceed as recommended in the October
4, 2021 staff reports for the Festival Plaza and Waterfront Beacon.

Approvals:
Name

Title

Thom Hunt

City Planner

Michael Dennis for Melissa Osborne

Senior Manager of Asset Planning

France Isabelle Tunks

Senior Manager Engineering/Deputy City
Engineer

Ray Mensour

Commissioner, Community Services

Joe Mancina

Commissioner, Corporate Services – Chief
Financial Officer/City Treasurer

Shelby Askin-Hager

Commissioner,
Services

Jason Reynar

Chief Administrative Officer

Legal
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Notifications:
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Email

Appendices:
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Item No. 11.3
Council Report: C 123/2021

Subject: Festival Plaza Improvement - Final Design - Ward 3
Reference:
Date to Council: October 4, 2021
Author: France Isabelle-Tunks
Senior Manager Engineering
ftunks@citywindsor.ca
519-255-6100 ext. 6402
Engineering Department
Report Date: September 17, 2021
Clerk’s File #: SR/14229
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
I.

II.

III.

THAT City Council ENDORSE the final design for the Festival Plaza
Improvements as presented and DIRECT the Manager of Parks Development to
apply for an amendment to the Official Plan and Zoning By-law 8600 to allow the
necessary buildings and structures within Festival Plaza to extend above the
crown of the pavement of Riverside Drive; and,
THAT Administration BE DIRECT to undertake public consultation for input on
the final design and report back; and,
THAT City Council REFER the project to the 2022 Capital Budget for
consideration.

Executive Summary: N/A

Background:
The area of the Festival Plaza falls within the Central Riverfront Implementation Plan
(CRIP) and houses the Riverfront Festival Stage, which opened in 2011 and has
become the premier location in the City for various outdoor events. The existing stage
roof extends 6.7 meters (22 feet) above the crown of Riverside Drive.
In 2013, Landmark Engineers Inc. was retained to carry out a review and public
consultation process for the original CRIP, which was adopted by Council on September
5, 2000. In response to some comments received about Festival Plaza, the June 2014
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CRIP review final report included recommendations to give consideration to completing
the “unfinished” areas of the riverfront, namely Festival Plaza, and to revise the CRIP in
order to facilitate more detailed concepts for areas of the park, such as Festival Plaza.
In 2015 following the adoption of the June 2014 report, Landmark Engineers Inc. was
retained to establish a concept plan for the Festival Plaza improvements based on the
findings of the CRIP review. The scope of work included:




Stakeholder consultation;
Development of various design concepts; and
Development of high level construction cost estimate.

A Preliminary Concept Plan with a canopy option was approved by Council in
February 2017 (CR 106/2017) attached as Schedule A.
In 2017, Landmark Engineers Inc. was retained by Parks to complete the Functional
Design for the Festival Plaza improvements. The scope of work included:






Evolve the preliminary concept plan into a complete Final Concept Plan;
Produce a comprehensive Functional Design that establishes the line, grade
and form of all principal site features (e.g., site grading, site drainage, site fixture
type and location, retaining wall locations/dimensions, lighting and irrigation type
and layout);
Develop a detailed phasing plan; and
Refine the construction cost estimate.

The Final Concept Plan included a large permanent shade/canopy structure for the
concert area was approved by Council July 2018 (CR 430/2018) and is shown in
Schedule B.
Landmark completed the Final Functional Design package including drawings and
corresponding report in March 2020.
Retaining Wall
In early 2019, Landmark was retained to undertake the design and contract
administration for Phase 1 of the Festival Plaza Improvements. This phase relates
specifically to the replacement of the retaining wall along the pedestrian esplanade.
Construction commenced in the Fall of 2019 and was substantially completed in June
2020.
Plaza Improvements
A Request for Proposals (RFP #47-20) for Consulting Services for detailed design of the
Festival Plaza Improvements was issued on May 11, 2020 and closed on July 2, 2020.
There were five (5) Proposals received and evaluated by an evaluation team facilitated
by the Purchasing Department all in accordance with Purchasing By-Law 93-2012.
Three (3) proposals met the minimum technical score required to advance to the
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interview and price opening stage.
process was Partisans Architects.

The successful proponent following the interview

Windsor Works
City Council approved the “Windsor Works – An Economic Development Strategy for
the City’s Future Growth” report (Windsor Works), February 21, 2021. One of the
recommendations in that report was to “Complete the Riverfront Implementation Plan
goals through construction of destination beacons.” An update on Windsor Works
implementation plan will be before City Council this fall, and will reference the
relationship of this project to the objectives and recommendations contained within the
Windsor Works report.

Discussion:
Design is now well underway, and Partisans Architects has completed the final Design
Plan (Schedule C, attached) which incorporates the large permanent canopy structure
consistent with the previously approved Concept Plan.
The permanent canopy structure has been designed to cover a portion of the existing
stage roof to prevent snow and rain shedding, and to reduce the loading requirements.
The overall shape of the canopy came from the requirement to host an audience of
5,000 persons or greater. The centre of the canopy is translucent and is designed as a
dome. It peaks at the centre of the concert area at about 14m above the adjacent
Riverside Drive roadway, then slopes down sharply in all directions. This unique design
of incorporating a translucent roof in the centre will not only bring light to the area under
the canopy but will also create a sense of openness and allow views to the water. The
canopy was also designed to create a comfortable space by attenuating south-west
winds in the colder season while allowing the south winds in the warmer months.
Acoustics and noise studies were also conducted to improve the quality of sound for the
audience by evenly distributing sound under the canopy, blocking the environmental
noise from the outside (especially road noise), and reducing the noise attenuation to the
outside through the overall shape and selection of materials.
The area adjacent to the stage and canopy involves extensive landscaping including
vegetative islands and seating areas, along with an “eddy” area at the centre of the site
to host gatherings and expression, small-scale events and art-based activations.
Partisans Architects provided an estimated construction cost and phasing plan for the
various components of the overall design. Phase 1 is proposed to include the
construction of site servicing, the canopy foundations, limited amenities and
hardscaping. Phase 2 is proposed to include the construction of the canopy structure.
Phase 3 is proposed to include the remaining works, balance of amenities building,
landscaping, activation area, and lighting with programming.
The estimated
construction cost and funding requirements are detailed in the Financial Matters section.
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Planning Matters
The 2000 CRIP is implemented through the Official Plan, specifically within Volume II
Chapter 1 where the Central Riverfront Park Lands are identified as a Special Policy
Area (Section 1.13). Section 1.13 was adopted by Council through Official Plan
Amendment (OPA) #20 on October 9, 2002, and provides direction for the development
of the lands based on the CRIP through objectives and policies.
The Festival Plaza lands are designated ‘Waterfront Recreation’ within the Official Plan
Schedule E – City Centre Planning District, and are further identified as the Central
Riverfront Park Lands Special Policy Area within Volume II Chapter 1 of the Official
Plan. The lands are zoned GD1.1 with special provisions in the Zoning By-law 8600.
Of key relevance to the proposed design concept of Festival Plaza is height restriction
policies within the Official Plan and Zoning By-law. The Official Plan limits the height of
development along Waterfront Recreation lands as per Volume I Chapter 6 Land Use
6.11.3 Development Profile Area Policies:
WATERFRONT RECREATION PROFILE
6.11.3.2 Notwithstanding policy 6.11.3.1, any development on the lands
designated Waterfront Recreation on Schedule E: City Centre Planning District
shall generally not exceed the height of the crown of the pavement of Riverside
Drive.
This policy is reiterated within Official Plan Volume II Chapter 1 Special Policy Area 1.13
Central Riverfront Park Lands:
BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES & MONUMENTS POLICIES
1.13.19 (g) the roof level of all buildings and structures will be at or below the
sight line of Riverside Drive
The Official Plan policies above are enforced through Zoning By-law 8600 Section 20
(1) 3, as stated below:
For all lands zoned GD1.1, on Zoning District Maps 3, 6 and 10 and situated on
the north side of Riverside Drive East and West, no new building or parts thereof
shall be permitted to extend above the crown of the pavement within Riverside
Drive adjacent thereto. This provision shall not apply to observation decks,
fountains, sculptures and other works of art. (ZDM 3, 6, 10; ZNG/2931).
(AMENDED by B/L 53-2012, June 1/2012)
As the proposed canopy structure would rise approximately 14 metres above the road, it
would not be in conformity to the Official Plan or Zoning By-law 8600. As such, the
Official Plan and Zoning By-law 8600 would need to be amended through an Official
Plan Amendment (OPA) and Zoning By-law Amendment (ZBA) to allow for the height of
the canopy structure to exceed the crown of the pavement of Riverside Drive.
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A combined OPA and ZBA application process takes approximately six to nine months
from the submission of a complete application. If City Council chooses to endorse the
design including the canopy structure as proposed, it is recommended that the Manger
of Parks Development initiate these planning processes.

Risk Analysis:
Approvals under the Planning Act are subject to statutory appeal provisions. In the
event of an appeal, the planning approval process may take longer than the identified
six to nine months.
In order to fund this project within the 5-year window of the 2022 Capital Budget, which
will allow for pre-commitments and the project to proceed, it will impact other
growth/service enhancement projects previously approved in principal in the 2021 10Year Capital Budget.

Climate Change Risks
Climate Change Mitigation:
Urban temperatures are often higher than surrounding areas due to hard surfaces such
as asphalt and concrete that absorb and retain heat and which contributes to the urban
heat island effect. In the case of the existing Festival Plaza, the majority of the surface
is asphalt. By converting the majority of the hard surface to landscaping such as grass
islands and trees, in addition to the canopy which will reflect much of the sun’s radiation,
we can expect a reduction in the heat retention and increase in the overall cooling
effect.
Climate Change Adaptation: N/A

Financial Matters:
As noted, Partisans Architects was tasked with providing construction estimates and
breaking the works down into manageable phases to assist with funding challenges.
The table below summarizes the overall estimated project costs (in $ 2021) noting three
possible phasing options for implementation.
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DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

A

Professional Fees for Detailed Design, including Consulting
Services and Internal Project Management

$2,654,000

B

Construction - Underground works (Phase 1)

$3,800,000

C

Construction - Canopy (Phase 2)

D

Construction - Balance of Landscaping, Containers
(washrooms, concession and amenities building), Activation
features, Lighting and Programing (Phase 3)

E

Non Recoverable Taxes

F

Contingency (15%)

$13,500,000
$8,305,000
$445,400
$3,795,600
Total Estimate Budget

$32,500,000

The funding still required for the estimated project costs noted above are being referred
to the 2022 Capital Budget. Additionally, subject to the project proceeding,
Administration would formally put forth the necessary operating budget impacts.

Consultations:
Carrie McCrindle – Financial Planning Administrator
Melissa Osborne – Senior Manager of Asset Planning
James Chacko – Senior Manager Parks
Wira Vendrasco – Deputy City Solicitor
Thom Hunt – City Planner
Neil Robertson – Manager Urban Design/Deputy City Planner
Greg Atkinson – Planner III
Tracy Tang – Planner II
Jen Knights – Executive Director Recreation & Culture (Acting)
Mike Taylor – Supervisor, Special Events
Michelle Staadegaard – Manager, Culture & Events
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Colleen Middaugh – Manager of Corporate Projects
Paul Mourad – Engineer III
Wadah Al-Yassiri – Manager of Parks Development

Conclusion:
Festival Plaza and Windsor’s Riverfront is a valued community asset enjoyed by both
residents and visitors alike.
Endorsement of the final design will confirm City Council’s goals and objectives for the
project.
Accordingly, should City Council endorse the design including the canopy,
Administration will proceed to initiate the amendments to the Official Plan and Zoning
By-law 8600 that will allow for the height of the canopy structure to extend above the
crown of the pavement of Riverside Drive in the event the project moves forward.

Approvals:
Name

Title

France Isabelle-Tunks

Senior Manager of Engineering/Deputy
City Engineer

Chris Nepszy

Commissioner, Infrastructure Services

Ray Mensour

Commissioner, Community Services

Thom Hunt

City Planner

Shelby Askin Hager

Commissioner,
Services

Joe Mancina

Commissioner,
Corporate
CFO/City Treasurer

Jason Reynar

Chief Administrative Officer

Legal

&

Legislative
Services

Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Pooya Baktash

950 Dupont Street, Toronto, pooya@partisans.com
ON M6H 1Z2
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Appendices:
1
2
3

Schedule A - Preliminary Concept Plan (2017)
Schedule B - Final Concept Plan (2018)
Schedule C - Detailed Design Plan (2021)
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Item No. 11.4
Council Report: C 129/2021

Subject: Waterfront Beacon - Street Car # 351
Reference:
Date to Council: October 4, 2021
Author: Wadah Al-Yassiri
Manager of Parks Development
519 253- 2300 Ext. 2740
walyassiri@citywindsor.ca
Parks
Report Date: 8/23/2021
Clerk’s File #: SR/13823
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
That City Council APPROVE the design of the building and the terraces for the Legacy
Beacon as the new home for Streetcar No. 351, located on the waterfront North of
Riverside Drive at the foot of Caron Avenue in Legacy Park (Appendix A); and further,
That the City Planner BE DELEGATED the authority to approve the Site Plan Control
Application and BE AUTHORIZED to approve minor changes to the design to allow for
the construction for a permanent building (Legacy Beacon) to house Streetcar No. 351;
and further,
That City Council APPROVE and pre-commit $1,000,000 in 2023 from the Central
Riverfront Festival Plaza (PFO-003-15) for the incremental construction costs needed at
the Legacy Beacon.

Executive Summary:
On October 16, 2017, City Council approved the installation of Streetcar No. 351 into a
Riverfront Park after receiving public input. Council directed Administration to develop a
future report for site location approval as well as a maintenance fund for future
requirements.
In 2018, Council approved the Celestial Beacon location for Streetcar No.351 after
public consultation recommended that the Streetcar should be located in a secure
location on the waterfront. In addition, Administration was directed to proceed with the
soil testing, design and sketch options for this location.
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On December 1, 2020, the City received an appeal from one of the residents living
across the proposed Celestial Beacon site regarding the Committee of Adjustment
decision as the design of the Celestial beacon exceeded the crown of Riverside Drive
by 7 feet in order to accommodate the height of the Streetcar. This appeal was sent
through the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal (LPAT) about the minor variance approval.
LPAT later set a date for the hearing on May 26, 2021, which was not contested by the
City.
As a result of the appeal, Administration began considering other locations as per the
direction received in 2017 to have the permanent home of the Streetcar be located in a
Riverfront Park.
Administration is now recommending the Legacy Beacon as the new home of the
Streetcar as it will not exceed the crown of Riverside Drive at an additional cost of
$1M in addition to the previously approved $7.4M for a total cost of $8.4M.

Background:
Windsor City Council adopted Windsor’s Central Riverfront Implementation Plan (CRIP)
on September 5, 2000 as the overall conceptual plan for the riverfront. As such, it
provides a conceptual design and high-level guidance for the ongoing development of
the riverfront.
The CRIP includes the construction of five key park pavilions called Beacons. These
are visual landmarks where the public can gather and access services (i.e. washrooms,
concessions, information, and shelter).
Constructing these Beacons will be an
important step in making sure the Waterfront can be used year-round, giving people a
place to sit, gather, eat and rest. They are also an opportunity to celebrate Windsor’s
past and aspirations for the future.
The Celestial and Legacy Beacons are two of the five (5) Beacons and, according to the
CRIP, are to be located in Assumption North Park and Legacy Park, north on the
riverfront near the foot of Askin and Caron Avenue respectively. Please refer to
(Appendix D).
On October 16, 2017, Council directed Administration through CR648/2017;
“That pending the restoration of the Streetcar No. 351, City Council
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE the installation of Streetcar No. 351 into a
Riverfront Park location with a future report to City Council for site location
approval and funding request to install at said location and to develop a
maintenance fund for future requirements.”
An Open House was held on January 31, 2018 regarding options for the Streetcar
location; at the same time, an online survey was open for public feedback until February
28, 2018. The City of Windsor has been working to identify a permanent home for
Streetcar No. 351 once restoration is complete. Following public input, which
recommended the future location of the Streetcar No. 351 be located in a safe location
on the waterfront and at the July 4 th 2018 council meeting, City Council approved the
Celestial Beacon as the new home for Streetcar. The Streetcar is to be located inside a
building in order to mitigate the various risks if it were to be housed outside.
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Administration through CR/297/2018 was directed;
“That the Celestial Beacon location for Streetcar No.351 as recommended
by Administration BE APPROVED; and further,
That Administration BE AUTHORIZED to proceed with the soil testing,
design and sketch options of the Celestial Beacon site for future
installation of Streetcar No.351 upon approval of the 2019 capital budget.”
The 2019 capital budget as per B8/2019 was approved on April 1, 2019, which allocated
$400,000 to begin phase one including hiring a consultant to prepare design drawings,
a contract tender package, geotechnical testing and an archeology review for Streetcar
No. 351 at the Celestial Beacon site.
The design drawings for the Celestial Beacon were to include a shelter/building to
house the Streetcar, a concession, public washrooms/service building, a covered patio
terrace area, landscaping, site servicing with utilities and landscape amenities. Apart
from the Streetcar, all other elements of the design were in the CRIP master plan, which
was reaffirmed by City Council August 2014, and included a westerly location with all of
these amenities.
In September 2019, the City of Windsor hired Architecttura Inc. as the project consultant
to prepare conceptual design drawings for the building and terrace in addition to the
landscape area for the Celestial Beacon as the new home for Streetcar No. 351. The
design has taken into account the CRIP as well as public input received to date.
On June 15th, 2020, City Council approved report C 197/2019 (Appendix H) and
CR317/2020 resulted;
“That City Council APPROVE the design of the building and the terraces
for the Celestial Beacon prepared by Architecttura Inc. as the new home
for Streetcar No. 351 located on the waterfront North of Riverside drive at
the foot of Askin Avenue in Assumption Park North as attached under
APPENDIX C; along with the following:


That the patio terrace footprint BE REDUCED to under 10,000
square feet; and,



That administration BE DIRECTED to work with the architects and
the designers to try to naturalize and landscape as much of the
paved footprint as possible, while maintaining accessibility and
functionality; and,



That spruce trees BE PLANTED and spread out in a responsible
way so as not to further obstruct views; and further,



That the height of the street car enclosure BE LOWERED to as
much as practical while taking into account ERCA’s considerations
and public safety.”
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The total cost for the project at that time (2020), was estimated at $7,400,000.
On May 29, 2020, Administration had a virtual open house planned and on-line
feedback survey received on June 10, 2020. Given the timing of that event, a summary
of the overall feedback was provided to City Council in a separate memo at the June
15th meeting to provide the results and feedback from the community.
On September 12, 2020, the Committee of Adjustment approved the Minor Variance to
the Zoning By-law 8600 Provisions regarding part of the Celestial Beacon building
protruded approximately 7 feet above the crown of Riverside Drive.
On December 1, 2020, the City received an appeal from one of the residents living
across the proposed Celestial Beacon site regarding the Committee of Adjustment
decision. This appeal was sent through the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal (LPAT)
about the minor variance approval. LPAT later set a date for the hearing on May 26,
2021, which was not contested by the City.
As a result, Administration began considering other locations as per the direction
received in 2017 to have the permanent home of the Streetcar be located in a Riverfront
Park.
It should also be noted that City Council approved the “Windsor Works – An Economic
Development Strategy for the City’s Future Growth” report (Windsor Works), February
21, 2021. One of the recommendations in that report was to “Complete the Riverfront
Implementation Plan goals through construction of destination beacons.” An update on
Windsor Works implementation plan will be before City Council this fall, and will
reference the relationship of this project to the objectives and recommendations
contained within the Windsor Works report.

Discussion:
As mentioned previously, the CRIP provides the development concept, objectives,
policies, and design guidelines for all of the physical aspects of the central riverfront.
Specifically, as it relates to the proposed Beacon projects, the CRIP states that:
Wherever possible buildings should be located below the elevation of
Riverside Drive and constructed into the side of the riverbank. Rooftops
should be designed as platforms accessible from sidewalks along
Riverside Drive and incorporate viewing areas, shade / trellis structures,
seating and landscaping. Stairs and or ramps should directly link the
rooftop decks to the riverfront.
The Official Plan incorporates the CRIP as a Special Policy Area. The purpose of
designating the Central Riverfront Park Lands as a Special Policy Area is:
(a) to establish the development concept, objectives and policies for the
Central Riverfront Park Lands; City of Windsor Official Plan;
(b) to incorporate the City of Windsor Central Riverfront Implementation
Plan (September, 2000) as the design guideline for the Central Riverfront
Park Lands describing standards that are intended to guide the detailed
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development and design of open space, buildings, structures and
monuments, beacons, circulation network, water transportation, parking,
landscaping, and service infrastructure.
The specific Beacon Policies from the Official Plan are as follows:
(a) each Beacon will provide a visual landmark and destination;
(b) wherever possible, the Beacon should house park services such as
washrooms, telephones, concessions, information kiosks, and shelter;
(c) wherever possible, the Beacon should be located in proximity to small
surface parking courts;
(d) with the exception of the Dawn Beacon (existing 19 th century water
intake facility) all of the proposed Beacons will be set within the south
slope of the riverbank;
(e) the roofs of the Beacons are to be designed as a landscaped terrace
accessible from the Riverside Drive Promenade;
(f) the roof level of the Beacons will be at or below the sight line of
Riverside Drive; and,
(g) vertical architectural elements of the Beacons, intended to act as
visible landmarks along the riverfront, may extend above the sight line of
Riverside Drive.
It is section (f) that has presented a challenge for the project to be located at the
Celestial Beacon.
The CRIP did anticipate situations that would fall outside of these general design
guidelines and provided for some flexibility. The CRIP states, “any buildings exceeding
the height of the crown of Riverside Drive between Janette Avenue and Chilver Road
will require Committee of Adjustment approval for a height variance.” However, the
standard for development / Planning Act decisions has changed since this time to
require all decisions to “be consistent with” the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) and
more importantly, should conform to the Official Plan. The Official Plan, particularly
policy (f) above will require an amendment to allow for the flexibility that the original
CRIP plan had provided. To meet this requirement, the Zoning By-law that limits the
height of all buildings to the crown of Riverside Drive will also have to be amended to
allow this project to proceed at the Celestial Beacon location. The Official Plan
Amendment (OPA) and Zoning By-law Amendment (ZBA) would be processed
concurrently under a joint application by the City. The OPA and ZBA can both be
appealed to the Ontario Land Tribunal (formerly OMB and now LPAT).
It is important to note that an Official Plan Amendment or Zoning Bylaw Amendment
would not be required at the Legacy Beacon location as this location will not exceed
the crown of Riverside Drive.
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New Location - Legacy Beacon at Legacy Park
The new proposed location will be similar to the design proposed for the 2020 Celestial
Beacon with the layout mirrored in order to fit better within the Legacy Park. Should the
new location and associated recommendations above be approved, all project
references going forward will be amended from Celestial Beacon to Legacy Beacon.
The design intent for the Legacy Beacon as outlined in the CRIP has the same
requirement for the Celestial Beacon in general.
“The Legacy Beacon focuses on the relationship of human settlement the fragile
natural environment in the past and in the future.”
The streetcar theme at the Legacy Beacon will be compatible and complimentary to the
site story. Historically the Legacy Beacon site was train yards and dock.
 Elevation and Natural Topography
The benefit of the Legacy Beacon location is that there is a 7.93-meter or 26 feet of
elevation difference between the grade on the road along Riverside Drive and the
elevation of the pathway closest to the Detroit River which allows for the full
construction of the future home of Streetcar No. 351 below the crown of Riverside Drive.
There is a proposed green roof covering the top of the pavilion, which helps blending
the building exposed part with the surrounding landscape.
 Asset Management
The new proposed Legacy Beacon will become part of the Corporate Facilities asset
inventory. It will be reviewed in concert with all other new assets added since 2018, to
determine the impact they may have on funding levels required to sustain the City’s
assets. The costs associated with the operation and maintenance of this facility are
noted in the financial matters section of this report.
 Existing By-laws and Permits Required
Based on public consensus of the aesthetic value of uninterrupted views from Riverside
Drive, the Legacy Beacon, like all new buildings cited in the CRIP north of Riverside
Drive, will be set into the riverbank with terraces allowing for views over the river
towards the Detroit skyline. In this option, there will be no need to amend Zoning Bylaw 8600 for relief, as the height of the building (Legacy Beacon) will not extends above
the crown of the pavement for Riverside Drive across that location (Appendix C).

Previously Proposed Location - Celestial Beacon
The City worked with Architecttura Inc. to update the 2020 Council approved design for
the Celestial Beacon at Assumption North Park as a potential alternate option, which
will require an amendment to the Official Plan and Zoning By-law. The 2021 updated
design replaces portions of the solid walls that extend above the crown of Riverside
Drive with glass (Appendix G). Otherwise, the Celestial Beacon design for North
Assumption Park remains unchanged from the 2020 design (Appendix E & F).
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 Elevation and Natural Topography
The first design consideration is the significant grade change within the site. There is a
5.85 meters or 19 feet elevation difference between the grade on the road along
Riverside Drive and the elevation of the pathway closest to the Detroit River. The entire
site is sloped heavily, which has benefits as well as challenges. The benefit of this
elevation change is that following the design principles as outlined in the CRIP, the
building will predominantly be constructed into the embankment. Unfortunately, 20% of
the building will be constructed above the embankment, which is the pavilion of the
streetcar protruding above Riverside Drive by approximately 2.13 meters or 7 feet.
Hence, 80% of the rest of the building is proposed to be constructed into the
embankment taking full advantage of the topography and elevation change.
There is a green roof covering the top of the pavilion, which helps blending the building
exposure with the surrounding landscape. The portion of the building that can be seen
from Riverside Drive has been revised to maximize the glass panels on all four sides,
which provide a sneak peak of the Streetcar to pedestrian and vehicular traffic traveling
along Riverside Drive. In addition, this would minimize sightline and view obstruction
for homes located directly south of the building along the Drive (Appendix G). As
indicated earlier, the differential height from the roofline of the pavilion, to the crown of
road is about 7 feet. This is similar to the height differential of the washroom building at
Alexander Park along Riverside Drive in the east.
 Asset Management
The revised proposed Celestial Beacon will become part of the Corporate Facilities
asset inventory. It will be reviewed in concert with all other new assets added since
2018 to determine the impact they may have on funding levels required to sustain the
City’s assets. The costs associated with the operation and maintenance of this facility
are noted in the financial matters section of this report. Once the facility is operational,
an operational budget increase will be required to sustain operations.
By adding more windows to the building, there will be a negative impact on heati ng /
cooling efficiency. Additional information will be required in order for the design team
and City Energy division to complete an energy efficiency modelling exercise prior to
tendering stage if Council selected this option.
 Existing By-laws and Permits Required
Based on public consensus of the aesthetic value of uninterrupted views from Riverside
Drive the Celestial Beacon, like all new buildings cited in the CRIP north of Riverside
Drive, will be set into the riverbank with terraces allowing for views over the river toward
the Detroit skyline. The city's Zoning By-law 8600 limits the height of buildings along
the waterfront and states:
“For all lands zoned GD 1.1 ZDM 3,6,10 and situated on the north side of
Riverside Dr. W. no new building or parts thereof shall be permitted to extend
beyond the crown of Riverside Dr. adjacent thereto. This provision shall not apply
to observation decks, fountains, sculpture and other works of art.”
A narrow portion of the Celestial Beacon (the Pavilion) will extend beyond the crown of
Riverside Drive West and therefore a relief from Section 20 (1) 3 of Zoning By-law 8600
would be required.
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In addition, the Celestial Beacon is considered a development and is subject to Site
Plan review and approval by City Council as per the Site Plan Approval Delegation Bylaw 11275 therefore Site Plan Approval would need to be delegated to the City Planner
to expedite the review process.
In the event that Council’s direction is to move forward with the updated 2021 Celestial
Beacon design at North Assumption Park, the following Recommendation could be
used to replace the existing Recommendation:
Revised Celestial Beacon with the Streetcar at Assumption North Park
1. That City Council APPROVE the revised design for the Celestial Beacon, in
Assumption North Park as per (Appendix B), detailed below; and,
2. That City Council DIRECT the Manager of Park Development to apply for an
amendment to the Official Plan and Zoning By-law 8600 to allow for a portion
of the building (Celestial Beacon) that extends above the crown of the
pavement within Riverside Drive; and,
3. That the City Planner BE DELEGATED the authority to approve the Site Plan
Control Application and BE AUTHORIZED to approve minor changes to the
design to allow for the construction for a permanent building (Celestial
Beacon) to house Streetcar No. 351; and,
4. That City Council APPROVE an additional funding of $200,000 for the revised
design of the Celestial Beacon to be funded from the approved in principle
funding in 2023 for the Central Riverfront Festival Plaza (PFO-003-15).

Risk Analysis:
Timing Risks
As with any capital project, there is a timing risk related to unforeseen conditions or
events such as COVID 19 pandemic that would have considerable impact on both
timelines for project completion as well as budget implications. To mitigate this risk, it is
recommended the project commence once the detailed design is complete and subject
to Council approval.
Financial Risks
There is always a potential risk the project costs are higher than anticipated. This risk
could be mitigated through having contingency funds available if required to complete
the project.
Technical Risks
As with many capital projects, there are risks related to soil conditions, archeological
considerations and conflicts with infrastructure, etc. In order to mitigate these risks the
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City is following the required protocols. Soil tests and archeological studies conducted
to date, for the Celestial site, which have returned favourable results. There is a sewer
line at the Celestial site, however, the design team managed to move the building
slightly to east mitigating this risk.
Similar protocols will be followed to analyze the Legacy Beacon site beginning with a
phase one and two archeological assessment which will be required. This study will
properly investigate the probability based on a phase one investigation involving
research of historical data, and an actual phase two analysis involving test holes
sampling and review to ensure that the site is free and clear of any archeological
artifacts. As well, dialogue with First Nations will also take place as part of the study.
If Council approves the Legacy option, a detailed field survey and a risk analysis will be
conducted in order for the design team to come up with the best feasible design and
construction options.

Climate Change Risks
Climate Change Mitigation:
Regardless of location, the building is expected to be electrically heated and cooled and
will result in the least impact to the Corporate Greenhouse Gas emissions inventory.
The inclusion of a green roof will also help maintain the buildings temperature by
regulating temperature variability, insulating it from cold weather in the winter and
absorbing the heat in the summer.
Climate Change Adaptation:
The variability and the possibility of high great lakes levels under a changing climate will
be considered for either location. Below-grade features should be limited and the
building protected to limit impacts in the event of overland flooding from the Detroit
River.
Annual temperatures and extreme hot days are expected to increase in Windsor. The
installation of a green roof will aid in regulating the building temperature as well as
reduce the impact of the urban heat island in the area.
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Financial Matters:
Capital Cost
The new cost estimates are detailed in the table below.
Item
Building

Legacy Site
2021

Celestial Site
2021

$4,000,000

$4,000,000

$1,000,000

Additional building site work

$150,000
$50,000

Add glass panels (770 sf)
Mechanical upgrade for glass story
Exterior Components
Site servicing
Parking improvement
Trails and landscape improvements
Building backfill
Terrace and ramps
Shade sail
Site furnishings, benches and signage
Contingency allowance
Building contingency
Terrace component contingency
Archeological contingency
Contaminated soil contingency
Additional items (must be done)
Utility upgrade - Hydro and Fiber
Generator
Pedestrian path along the river edge
Sprinkler system
Engineering and Consulting
Finalize design and construction administration
(including
non-recoverable
HST and temporary
financing costs)
Internal City PM
Spent to-date (Not only for consulting service)

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
PREVIOUSLY APPROVED FUNDING
ADDITIONAL FUNDING REQUIRED

$150,000
$200,000
$250,000
$400,000
$500,000
$250,000
$50,000

$150,000
$200,000
$250,000
$400,000
$500,000
$250,000
$50,000

$200,000
$150,000
$100,000
$100,000

$200,000
$150,000
$100,000
$100,000

$100,000
$75,000
$100,000
$25,000

$100,000
$75,000
$100,000
$25,000

$175,000
$75,000
$500,000

$175,000
$75,000
$500,000

$(8,400,000)

$(7,600,000)

$7,400,000
$1,000,000

$7,400,000
$200,000

It is acknowledged that the location change results in a project name change from
Celestial to Legacy Beacon. As such all references in the financials will be changed
from Celestial to Legacy Beacon.
Administration further recommends that the
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remaining $1,000,000 shortfall be redirected from the 2023 funding approved in
principle for Central Riverfront Festival Plaza project. As noted in report C123/2021,
confirmation of the new festival plaza design, along with public consultation and a
funding strategy for a significantly larger budget is required prior to any work
proceeding. Redirecting the fund will allow for the Legacy Beacon to be constructed as
efforts and work are completed to allow the Festival Plaza to be in a position to seek
approval to construct.
Operational Cost
All annual operating costs for the Legacy Beacon site are expected to be the same as
previously identified for the 2020 Celestial Beacon Site, with some adjustments for
inflationary cost increases as a result of the delay in the completion of the project.
Maintenance responsibility for the facility will be shared amongst Parks, Recreation &
Culture, and Facilities, and is estimated at a total of approximately $40,000 annually.
The information below outlines the allocation to each division and the type of general
cost expectations.
The Facilities department anticipates requiring an operating budget of approximately
$25,000 per year for maintenance of the building envelope & structure, building
systems, and exterior elements such as lighting, plumbing and paving.
City Parks department will perform cleaning and maintaining of exterior terraces,
landscaping and green roof.
They anticipate requiring an operating budget of
approximately $15,000 per year for maintenance of the terraces, green roof, cleaning of
the washrooms, snow removal and ongoing surrounding park and parking lot
maintenance.
The Recreation & Culture department will provide curating, as well as the coordination
of event services and concession operations. It is anticipated that any direct costs
incurred by Recreation & Culture will be offset be revenue for the events and operations
tied to the direct costs.
Although difficult to estimate the capital needs of such a new facility, the potential exists
for some additional capital costs to maintain the building over the next 45 years. As
always, building systems can exceed their life expectancy, or fail early. Building
condition assessments are planned at 5-year intervals, and capital needs will be
brought to budget as they arise. It is recommended that an annual contribution to a
capital reserve fund be considered for the facility.
The first year of operating will be charged to BSR and then an Operating Budget Issue
request will be submitted for future years once we have a better estimate on what it will
cost to operate this site.
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Consultations:
Jen Knights, Executive Director Recreation and Culture (A)
Neil Robertson, Manager Urban Design
Dana Paladino, Purchasing and Risk Management
Tom Graziano, Senior Manager of Facilities
Melissa Osborne, Senior Manager Asset Planning
Emilie Dunnigan, Manager Revenue and Financial Administration
Carrie McCrindle, Financial Planning Administrator
Karina Richters, Supervisor Env. Sustain. & Climate Change
Wira Vendrasco, Deputy City Solicitor

Conclusion:
In conclusion, Administration recommends relocating the home for Streetcar No. 351 to
the Legacy Beacon near the foot of Caron Avenue. This will allow the opportunity to
create a destination that will attract interest to the riverfront without interrupting the view
of the riverfront skyline. The design of the building at the Legacy location will blend
seamlessly into the landscape taking full advantage of the topography of the site and
satisfies the design principles of the CRIP. The gallery space that tells the story of the
Streetcar, green roof, viewing platform, concession, large terrace, bike rental facility,
and public washrooms will transform the park into a destination on the waterfront.
Appendix I (Different Views - Legacy).

Planning Act Matters:
N/A

Approvals:
Name

Title

James Chacko

Senior Manager of Parks

Ray Mensour

Commissioner, Community Services

France Isabelle Tunks

Senior Manager of Engineering / Deputy
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Name

Title
City Engineer

Chris Nepszy

Commissioner, Infrastructure Services

Thom Hunt

City Planner

Joe Mancina

Commissioner, Corporate Services CFO /
City Treasurer

Jason Reynar

Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
Name

Address

Architecttura Inc.

180
Eugenie
St
Windsor, ON N8X 2X6

Email
W. dan@architectturainc.com

Appendices:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Appendix A (Legacy Beacon)
Appendix B (Revised Celestial Beacon)
Appendix C (Legacy Cross-section)
Appendix D (CRIP)
Appendix F (Beacon Floor Plan)
Appendix G (Celestial with Glass walls)
Appendix H (C 197/2019)
Appendix I (Different Views - Legacy)
Appendix E - Beacon Site Plan
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Council Report: C 197/2019

Subject: Waterfront Celestial Beacon -Home to Street Car 351
Reference:
Date to Council: June 15, 2020
Author: Heidi Baillargeon
Manager of Parks Development
519 253- 2300 Ext. 2740
Hbaillargeon@citywindsor.ca
Wadah Al-Yassiri
Project Administrator - Engineering
walyassiri@citywindsor.ca
Parks
Report Date: 11/25/2019
Clerk’s File #: SR/13823
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
I) That City Council APPROVE the design of the building and the terraces for the
Celestial Beacon prepared by Architecttura Inc. as the new home for Streetcar No.
351 located on the waterfront North of Riverside drive at the foot of Askin Avenue in
Assumption Park North as attached under APPENDIX C; and,
II) That City Council DIRECT the Manager of Park Development to apply for an
amendment to Zoning By-law 8600 for any portion of the building (Celestial Beacon)
that extends above the crown of the pavement within Riverside Drive; and,
III) That the City Planner BE DELEGATED the authority to approve the Site Plan
Control Application and BE AUTHORIZED to approve minor changes to the design
to allow for the construction of a permanent building (Celestial Beacon) to house
Streetcar No. 351; and,
IV) That City Council AUTHORIZE the Chief Administrative Officer to submit a grant
application for the Celestial Beacon /Streetcar Museum project to the Canada
Cultural Spaces Fund requesting $3,032,066 in grant funding; and,

V) That City Council APPROVE the following recommendations upon receiving
confirmation that the City’s grant application submission has been received by the
grant provider for their review and consideration:
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a) That Council PRE-APPROVE and AWARD any procurement(s) necessary that
are related to the Celestial Beacon /Streetcar Museum project, provided that the
procurement(s) are within approved budget amounts, pursuant to the Purchasing
By-Law 93-2012 and amendments thereto; satisfactory in financial content to City
Treasurer, and in technical content to the to Corporate Leader of Parks,
Recreation & Culture and Facilities and City Engineer; and further,
b) That the Chief Administrative Officer and the City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to
take any such action required to effect the recommendation noted above and
sign any required documentation/agreement(s) for the Celestial Beacon
/Streetcar Museum project, satisfactory in legal form to the City Solicitor, in
technical content to Corporate Leader of Parks, Recreation & Culture and
Facilities and City Engineer and in financial content to the City Treasurer; and
further,
c) That the Purchasing Manager BE AUTHORIZED to issue Purchase Orders as
may be required to effect the recommendation noted above, subject to all
specification being satisfactory in technical content to the Corporate Leader of
Parks, Recreation & Culture and Facilities and City Engineer; in financial content
to the City Treasurer.
VI) That City Council APPROVE a total budget of $7,000,000 (net City Cost of
$3,967,934) for the Celestial Beacon project, to be funded as follows:
 Canada Cultural Spaces Grant Funding of $3,032,066
 $2,000,000 already approved by Council through CR B30/2019 as part of the
Central Riverfront Improvement project; and,
 Pre-commitments of $300,000 in each of 2022 and 2024 Pay-As-You-Go funding
from the Grant Matching and Inflationary Pressures project, FIN-001-19; and,
 Pre-commitments of $954,000 in 2023 Pay-As-You-Go funding and $413,934 in
2024 Pay-As-You-Go funding from the Central Riverfront Park Improvements
project PFO-001-14; and,
VII) That City Council APPROVE additional funding in the amount of $3,032,066 as
follows in the event the Canada Spaces grant should not be successful:


Pre-commitment of $632,066 in 2024 Pay-As-You-Go funding from the Central
Riverfront Park Improvements project PFO-001-14; and,
 $1,350,000 from the PYG funding reserve; and,
 $1,050,000 in placeholder funding for Paul Martin Building (CAO-001-16) be
directed to the Celestial Beacon Streetcar project and that those funds be deemed
pre-committed for immediate use on January 1, 2021 when it is within the required
5-year timeframe.
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VIII) That, if the City’s Canada Cultural Spaces Fund application is successful and the
$3,032,066 in requested grant funding is approved in whole or in any part:
a) The Chief Administrative Officer and City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to execute any
agreements, declarations or approvals required resulting from receiving grant
funding approval subject to such documents being satisfactory in technical
content to the City Engineer as well as the Corporate Leader, Parks and
Recreation & Culture and Facilities, in financial content to the City Treasurer, and
in Legal form to the City Solicitor; and,
b) The Chief Administrative Officer BE AUTHORIZED to delegate signing of all
claims, progress reports and applicable schedules and other such documents as
may be required as part of the request for payment to the Senior Manager of
Engineering or designate, subject to financial content approval from the area’s
Financial Planning Administrator or their manager.

Executive Summary:
In 2000, Windsor City Council approved the Central Riverfront Implementation Plan
(CRIP). This master planning document, identifies five Beacons which are to be located
along the length of the central waterfront and act as nodes encompassing points of
orientation, activity and information. The Celestial Beacon is one of the five (5) Beacons
and, according to the CRIP, is to be located in Assumption Park North on the riverfront
at the foot of Askin Avenue.
The City of Windsor has been working to identify a permanent home for Streetcar No.
351 once restoration of it is complete. Following public input, and at the July 4th 2018
council meeting City Council approved the Celestial Beacon as the new home for
Streetcar No. 351. The Streetcar is to be located inside a building in order to mitigate
the various risks if it were to be housed outside.
The City of Windsor hired Architecttura Inc. to prepare conceptual design drawings for
the building and terraced landscape area for the new Streetcar and Celestial Beacon.
These designs have taken into account the CRIP as well as public input received to
date. There are three key elements to consider at this location that are driving the
design of the proposed Celestial Beacon. Those elements include the elevation and
natural topography of the site, site servicing (existing underground infrastructure), and
technical considerations such as soil conditions and archeological considerations. The
proposed design satisfies all the design criteria laid out in the CRIP and has been
integrated into the site taking into consideration all the above noted variables. The
proposed design will allow for the area to be open to the public for a variety of uses,
allows the public access to tour the streetcar at posted times while also having a section
that can be rented for special events.
The total estimated cost of the project is estimated to be $7,000,000. The City is in the
process of applying for a grant from the Canadian Government and if successful, could
receive up to $3,032,066 which represents half of the eligible costs associated with this
project.
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Currently, Administration is seeking additional public input on the design provided by
Architecttura Inc. in order to gain feedback on how the various proposed features have
been integrated and how they could be used. A summary of the overall community
feedback is provided to City Council in a separate memo at the June 15th meeting.

Background:
On October 16, 2017 Council directed Administration through CR648/2017,
“That pending the restoration of the Streetcar No. 351, City Council APPROVE IN
PRINCIPLE the installation of Streetcar No. 351 into a Riverfront Park location with a
future report to City Council for site location approval and funding request to install at
said location and to develop a maintenance fund for future requirements.”
An Open House was held on January 31, 2018 regarding options for the Streetcar
location, at the same time an on line survey was open for public feedback until February
28, 2018. This information was used in the June 4, 2018 report to City Council on
location options for the Streetcar.

On June 4, 2018 Council directed Administration through CR/297/2018,
“That the Celestial Beacon location for Streetcar No.351 as recommended by
Administration BE APPROVED; and further,

That Administration BE AUTHORIZED to proceed with the soil testing, design and
sketch options of the Celestial Beacon site for future installation of Streetcar No.351
upon approval of the 2019 capital budget.”

The 2019 capital budget as per B8/2019 was approved on April 1, 2019 which allocated
$400,000 to begin phase one including hiring a consultant to prepare design drawings,
a contract tender package, geotechnical testing and an archeology review for Streetcar
No. 351 on the Celestial Beacon site.

In addition, $2,000,000 as per B30/2019 was approved for Central Riverfront Park
Improvements to contribute to the overall project. The design drawings for the Celestial
Beacon were to include a shelter/building to house the Streetcar, a concession, public
washrooms/service building, a covered patio terrace area, landscaping, site servicing
with utilities and landscape amenities. Apart from the Streetcar all other elements of the
design were in the C.R.I.P. master plan, which was reaffirmed by City Council August
2014, and included a westerly location with all of these amenities.
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At the time this report was being written, Administration has a virtual open house
planned for May 29, 2020, and on-line feedback survey open until June 10, 2020.
Given the timing of this event, a summary of the overall feedback will be provided to
City Council in a separate memo at the June 15th meeting to provide the results and
feedback from the community.

It was noted that Administration would report back to Council with a detailed but
conceptual installation plan including a rendering of the proposed site with cost options
for Council’s consideration. This report provides for City Council’s consideration of
potential funding options for this project, the detailed conceptual design and installation
plan as well as potential grant funding, which if awarded, would reduce the City funding
requirements for this project.
Discussion:
The City contracted Architecttura Inc. to prepare conceptual design drawings for the
building and terraced landscape area for the new Streetcar and Celestial Beacon site as
approved through CR/297/2018.
The building itself is 6458 sq. ft. or 600 sq. M. with an accessible rooftop observation
deck, accessible public washrooms, a concession, a gallery space for Streetcar No.
351, a bike rental facility (which would be managed by TWEPI who will have a presence
on the site aimed at providing tourism information), storage and a utility space (See
Appendix A for complete Site plan and Building Areas). The outdoor seating area and
terraces cover approx.13,000 sq. ft. or 1,200 sq. M. and are designed for everyday
public use while still being able to accommodate special events such as weddings,
birthdays and small private parties or gatherings. The terraces will be partially covered
to provide shade for patrons and will provide a spectacular view of the Detroit skyline
with the Ambassador Bridge to the West and the Renaissance Centre to the East. The
terraces are elevated above the multiuse trail to provide unobstructed sightlines to the
riverfront while seated and have been designed to accommodate food and beverage
service from the concession including accommodations for alcohol to be served. The
design is specifically planned to allow for public access and special events to operate
simultaneously and seamlessly to provide for maximum use of the space.

Special Events and Programming
The gallery that houses the Streetcar has been designed with future opportunities for
public art in addition to promoting culture and tourism for Windsor Essex. The City is
designing the space to be accessible to the public and be available to rent for private
gatherings and special events. Recreation and Culture will be exploring opportunities
for a private vendor to operate the food and beverage area. The gallery space has an
overall square footage of 2466 sq. ft. or 229 sq. M. with an internal height clearance of
14 ft. or 4.3 M. to accommodate the Streetcar. A stationary ramp will provide the public
with unobstructed access and the public will be able to tour the Streetcar during posted
operational hours. Programming details and operational hours are still being explored
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and in part will be dependent upon the vendor operating the concession. Administration
will bring a recommendation forward as part of the 2021 budget.
The Central Riverfront Implementation Plan (CRIP)
In September of 2000, Windsor City Council adopted the Central Riverfront
Implementation Plan (CRIP). The CRIP is a master plan that guides and directs the
development of parks, open space, buildings circulation and infrastructure on the City’s
Central Waterfront and is identified as a Special Policy Area in Vol. II of the City’s
Official Plan. The document identifies five key points also referred to as ‘Beacons’
located along the length of the central waterfront which act as points of orientation,
activity and information.
The Celestial Beacon is located between Segment 1 and Segment 2 as noted in the
CRIP and is one of five key Beacons on the waterfront (See Appendix B).
The overall guiding design principles outlined by the CRIP state the following:






To the greatest extent possible, new structures are to be integrated into the slope
of the riverfront
Collectively, the beacons create the Central Riverfront’s primary orientation
system
The Beacons shall provide a series of visual landmarks and destinations where
public services including washrooms, concessions, information, emergency
assistance, shelter and small surface parking courts can be found
The Beacons should be designed to glow at night and site lighting shall provide
comfort and safety in all areas of the riverfront
The Riverfront Interceptor Sewer runs the distance of the Central Riverfront. It is
crossed by a number of sewer outfalls that discharge directly into the river. The
location, condition and potential for replacement of these underground utilities
should be considered when designing the surface development.

The design intent of the Celestial Beacon as outlined in the CRIP states The Celestial
Beacon and Sculpture Garden, plaza and other elements shall provide a setting for
enjoyment and contemplation of sunsets, sculptural works of Art, the Ambassador
Bridge, Astronomical Patterns.

“The Celestial Beacon bridges the embankment and provides an outdoor rooftop
viewing platform accessible from Riverside Drive and below. In support of the
passive role of the surrounding open space and sculpture gardens, the Beacon
provides the opportunity to view the river from above. The Beacon enriches the
contemplative experience of the park.”

Architecttura has developed the proposed building and terrace design as attached
under (Appendix C) following the design principles and guidelines as outlined in the
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CRIP. The site itself presented four key elements that impacted the overall proposed
design at this location.
Three Key Elements at the Proposed Location
The three key elements driving the design of the proposed Celestial Beacon at this
location are:
1. Elevation and natural topography of the site
2. Site Servicing –existing underground infrastructure
3. Technical Considerations
1. Elevation and Natural Topography
The first design consideration is the significant grade change within the site. There is a
5.85 meter or 19 foot elevation difference between the grade on the road along
Riverside Drive and the elevation of the pathway closest to the Detroit River. The entire
site is sloped heavily, which has benefits as well as challenges.
The benefit of this elevation change is that following the design principles as outlined in
the CRIP the building will predominantly be built into the embankment with minimal
exposure above Riverside Drive. In order to house the Streetcar the building footprint
itself is large however, the natural topography of the site lends itself well to minimize this
impact thereby seamlessly integrating the building into the site. The building at its’
highest point is 22.9 ft. or 6.9 M. and is approx. 6458 sq. ft. or 600 sq. M. in with a green
roof covering 36% of the building. There is an accessible rooftop terrace and 80% of
the entire building is proposed to be built into the embankment taking full advantage of
the topography and elevation change. At this location accessibility was somewhat of a
challenge however, the proposed design strives to provide equal accessible routes to all
amenities found within the site. The portion of the building that can be seen from
Riverside Drive has a glass window that provides a sneak peak of the Streetcar to
pedestrian and vehicular traffic traveling along Riverside Drive. The differential height
from the roof line of the building to the centre of road is between 6 and 7 feet. This is
similar to the height differential of the washroom building in Alexander Park along
Riverside Drive in the east.
2. Site Servicing
Preliminary investigative work regarding existing and proposed utilities and their impacts
with respect to the proposed development are as follows:
1. There is an existing 600mm storm sewer outlet and a sanitary sewer directly
under the originally proposed building location. After further investigation and
consultation with the City’s Public Works Department, it was recommended that
the location of the building be shifted further east to avoid any potential conflicts
with the existing underground infrastructure.
2. Initial construction site servicing and utility cost for the new proposed Celestial
Beacon are included in the Building costs shown in the financial matters section
of the report.
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3. Technical Considerations
Technical considerations relates to both soil conditions and archeological
considerations. CT Soil & Materials Engineering Inc. completed a geotechnical
investigation report for the proposed pavement reconstruction and new Celestial
Beacon at the Riverfront and Askin Avenue. Twenty test holes and pits in different
locations and depths were taken within the area of the proposed building and pavement
location.
A complete stage 1 and 2 archaeological assessment was prepared for the site area in
advance of proposed improvements to the Celestial Beacon site by Wood Environment
and Infrastructure Solutions. Results of stage 1 and 2 showed no intact soils or cultural
artifacts were encountered in any of the test pits. The report was submitted to the
Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport as a condition of licensing in accordance with
Part IV of the Ontario Heritage act, R.S.O. 1990, c 0.18. The report is reviewed to
ensure that it complies with the standards and guidelines, and that the archaeological
fieldwork and report recommendations ensure the conservation, protection and
preservation of the cultural heritage of Ontario. The report states that no grading or
other activities that may result in the destruction or disturbance of the study area is
permitted until notice of Ministry of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture Industries
(MHSTCI) approval has been received.
Asset Management
The new proposed Celestial Beacon will become part of the Parks asset inventory as
such ongoing operational and maintenance cost will be part of future operating budgets.
Existing By-Laws and Permits Required
Based on public consensus of the aesthetic value of uninterrupted views from Riverside
Drive the Celestial Beacon, like all new buildings cited in the CRIP north of Riverside
drive will be set into the riverbank with rooftops available as terraces allowing for views
over the river towards the Detroit skyline. The city's zoning bylaw 8600 limits the height
of buildings along the waterfront and states:

“For all lands zoned GD 1.1 ZDM 3,6,10 and situated on the north side of
Riverside Dr. W. no new building or parts thereof shall be permitted to extend
beyond the crown of Riverside Dr. adjacent thereto. This provision shall not apply
to observation decks, fountains, sculpture and other works of art.”
A narrow portion of the Celestial Beacon will likely extend beyond the crown of
Riverside Drive West and therefore relief from Section 20 (1) 3 of Zoning By-law 8600 is
required. Recommendation II of this report requires an amendment to Zoning By-law
8600 for relief when the height of the building (Celestial Beacon) extends above the
crown of the pavement within Riverside Drive.
In addition, the Celestial Beacon is considered a development and subject to Site Plan
review and approval by City Council as per the Site Plan Approval Delegation By-law
11275. Recommendation III of this report requests that Site Plan Approval be
delegated to the City Planner to expedite the review process.
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With respect to permits The Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry would need to
be contacted for permits as the project falls within 100meters of the Detroit River. In
Ontario, the use of Crown land and shore lands is regulated under the Public Lands Act.
There are some exceptions, including provincial parks and conservation reserves. The
regulations state you must get a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry for certain activities on Crown land and shore lands before any work can take
place. It is an offence to work on Crown land and/or shore lands without a work permit
when one is needed.

Grant Opportunities
Administration will pursue all grant opportunities that satisfy the project objectives and
could potentially apply in order to offset the cost for this project. Administration has been
in active discussions the Ministry of Canadian Heritage regarding The Canadian
Cultural Spaces Fund (“CCSF”) Grant. The project, inclusive of the Streetcar, meets
with the eligible project requirements for the grant, specifically “construction / renovation
of arts and or heritage facilities”. Administration has also confirmed, as recently as May
26, 2020, that the grant program remains fully funded and is accepting applications.
This grant provides funding up to fifteen ($15) million at a 50/50 sharing of eligible costs.
This grant also allows for a project to commence work once the grant application is
received, rather than awarded, without adversely impacting the eligibility of project
costs.

Risk Analysis:
Timing Risks
As with any capital project, there is a timing risk related to unforeseen conditions or
events that can have considerable impact on both timelines for project completion as
well as budget implications. This risk is partially mitigated by the soil testing and
archeological work already completed.
Financial Risks
There is a potential risk the project costs are higher than anticipated. To mitigate this
risk it is recommended the project commence once the grant application is submitted
ensuring construction costs for 2020 pricing rather than 2021 or later are secured.
There is a risk the grant funding is not awarded in whole or in part. This risk is mitigated
by determining City funding sources for the full project cost.
As with any pre-commitment of funds, the approval reduces the future funding available
for other initiatives not already approved.
Technical Risks
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As with many capital projects, there are risks related to soil conditions and archeological
considerations. In order to mitigate this risk the City is following the required protocols.
Soil tests and the archeological studies conducted to date have returned favourable
results. This reduces these risks but does not eliminate them.

Financial Matters:
The funding recommended for this project is in large part funding City Council has
previously approved or approved in principle for the Celestial Beacon. Funding
identified as a placeholder for the Paul Martin Building has also been identified as a
funding source as there is an immediate need for funding the Celestial Beacon and no
active plans for Paul Martin in place at this time.
As this project provides for a museum which will house a part of Windsor’s history as
well as outdoor seating space, walking paths and washroom facilities it is seen as a
draw for tourism. The open nature of the design, including the glass walls for the
Streetcar, and various trails at the top and bottom of the structure, also lend itself to
outdoor activities which respect the new norm of physical distancing and the ability to
have access to facilities such as hand washing.

Capital Cost
City Council approved a pre-commitment of $400,000 to commence preliminary design
and investigative work on this project. Expenditures to date total approximately
$260,000.
As indicated previously, Administration is requesting approval to submit an application
to the CCSF. Below is a breakdown of the $7,000,000 in anticipated overall project
expenses and a breakdown of eligible and ineligible costs.
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Building
Building Contingency (10%)
Subtotal - Building

Description

Eligible
2,820,525
282,053
3,102,578

Ineligible
387,360
38,736
426,096

Total
3,207,885
320,789
3,528,674

Terrace
Terrace Contingency (10%)
Subtotal - Terrace

1,977,020
197,702
2,174,722

236,920
23,692
260,612

2,213,940
221,394
2,435,334

500,000
286,833

150,000
99,160
-

500,000
150,000
99,160
286,833

Consulting Fees
Internal Salary for Project Management
Internal Financing Charges (2.5% per year)
Allowance for Archaeological Monitoring, Contaminated Soil, Moving, etc.
Total Expenses
Less: Canada Cultural Spaces Grant Funding (50% of Eligible Expenses)
Net Cost to City

6,064,132
(3,032,066)

935,868
-

7,000,000
(3,032,066)

3,032,066

935,868

3,967,934

Assuming that the City is successful in the grant application and receives the entire
request of $3,032,066, anticipated net costs to the City will total $3,967,934, which are
inclusive of $3,032,066 in City-funded eligible costs and $935,868 in ineligible costs.

The $3,967,934 in City funding is recommended to be funded as follows:


$2,000,000 already approved by Council through CR B30/2019 as part of the Central
Riverfront Improvement project, and;
 Pre-commitments of $300,000 in each of 2022 and 2024 in Pay-As-You-Go funding
from the Grant Matching and Inflationary Pressures project, FIN-001-19, and;
 Pre-commitments of $954,000 in 2023 Pay-As-You-Go funding and $413,934 in
2024 Pay-As-You-Go funding from the Central Riverfront Park Improvements
project.
Preliminary estimates from the consultant indicate that, if the project scope were
reduced to exclude the Streetcar building, net costs to the City would total
approximately $4,000,000. Without the Streetcar element to this project, the project
would not qualify for grant funding from the CCSF and the City would bare the full cost
to complete the work. There is also no alternative grant currently available which could
be pursued for the entire project with or without the Streetcar. If the Streetcar were
removed from this project, the City would also need to determine a location for the
Streetcar to be placed, which would likely result in additional costs to properly present
and preserve the Streetcar. It is also noted that the washrooms currently nearby are old
and would need to be replaced in the very near future, while the next closest ones have
already been closed due to disrepair. For reference the Alexander Park washrooms
have a cost of approximately $600,000 based on 2019 pricing and less challenging
location characteristics. With this in mind, it would appear that by including the Streetcar
element to this project and applying for support from the CCSF that the City could
complete the Streetcar element of this project for little to no additional cost.
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The Ministry of Canadian Heritage has indicated that the City can commence work on
the project, however, only expenses incurred after submittal of the application are
eligible for funding. It should be noted that if the City is unsuccessful with its
application that the Ministry will not fund any of these expenditures and they would be
the City’s responsibility.
To ensure that sufficient funding is available to complete this project in the event the
City is unsuccessful in our grant application for $3,032,066, Administration has also
recommended the following City funding sources be approved:




Pre-commitments of $632,066 in 2024 Pay-As-You-Go funding from the Central
Riverfront Park Improvements project, and;
$1,350,000 from the PYG funding reserve.
$1,050,000 in placeholder funding for Paul Martin Building (CAO-001-16) be directed
to the Celestial Beacon Streetcar project and that those funds be deemed precommitted for immediate use on January 1, 2021 when it is within the required 5year timeframe.

It should be noted that because the funding strategy recommends the use of future
funding dollars, financing charges have been accounted for within the budget.
Operational Cost
All operating cost for the site and the New Celestial Beacon will be referred to future
operating budgets.
Maintenance responsibility for the facility will be shared amongst Parks, Recreation,
Culture, and Facilities, and is estimated at a total of approximately $37,000 annually.
The information below outlines the allocation to each division and the type of general
cost expectations.
The Facilities department anticipates requiring an operating budget of approximately
$23,000 per year for maintenance of the building envelope & structure, building
systems, and exterior elements such as lighting, plumbing and paving.
Cleaning of the interior and exterior of the building, and maintenance of exterior
landscaping and green roof will be performed by the Parks department. They anticipate
requiring an operating budget of approximately $14,700 per year for maintenance of the
terraces, green roof, cleaning of the washrooms, snow removal and ongoing
surrounding park and parking lot maintenance.
Curating, event services, and concessions will be provided by the Recreation & Culture
department.
Although difficult to estimate the capital needs of such a new facility, the potential exists
for some additional capital costs to maintain the building over the next 42 years. As
always, building systems can exceed their life expectancy, or fail early. Building
condition assessments are planned at 5-year intervals, and capital needs will be
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brought to budget as they arise. It is recommended that an annual contribution to a
capital reserve fund be considered for the facility.

Consultations:
Ray Mensour, Executive Director Recreation and Culture
Pam LaBute, Manager Community Development
Mike Taylor, Coordinator Community Special Events
Cathy Masterson, Manager Cultural Affairs
Jamie Scott, Manager of Parks Operations
Kevin Alexander, Planner III Special Projects
Dana Paladino, Purchasing and Risk Management
Tom Graziano, Senior Manager of Facilities
Derek Thachuk, Manager of Parks and Facility Assets and Projects
Melissa Osborne, Senior Manager Asset Planning
Kathy Roeder, Asset Coordinator
Mark Spizzirri, Manager Budget Control and Financial Administration
Val Clifford, Financial Planning Administrator
Carrie McCrindle, Financial Planning Administrator
Tina Italiano, Financial Analyst

Conclusion:
In conclusion, the home for Streetcar No. 351 will be the Celestial Beacon site located
at the foot of Askin in Assumption Park North on the waterfront. The design of the
building blends seamlessly into the landscape taking full advantage of the topography of
the site and satisfies the design principles of the CRIP. The gallery space that tells the
story of the Streetcar, green roof, viewing platform, concession, large terrace, bike
rental facility, TWEPI presence and public washrooms will transform this park into a
destination on the waterfront. The public will be able to visit and enjoy a beverage or a
bite to eat while enjoying a beautiful uninterrupted view of the riverfront skyline. Without
the Streetcar element to the project, the project would not qualify for grant funding from
the CCSF and the City would bare all of the cost to complete the work. There is also no
alternative grant currently available which could be pursued for the entire project with or
without the Streetcar.

Approvals:
Name

Title

James Chacko

Senior Manager of Parks

Jan Wilson

Corporate Leader of Park, Recreation and
Culture and Facilities
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Name

Title

France Isabelle Tunks

Senior Manager of Engineering

Mark Winterton

City Engineer

Thom Hunt

City Planner

Joe Mancina

Chief Financial Officer & City Treasurer

Onorio Colucci

Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Architecttura Inc.

180 Eugenie St W.
Windsor, ON N8X 2X6

dan@architectturainc.com

Appendices:
1
2
3

Appendix A--Site plan and Building Area
Appendix B--CRIP Segments 1 and 2
Appendix C--Proposed Building and Terrace Design
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Item No. 12.2

Committee Matters: SCM 299/2021

Subject: Minutes of the City Hall Square Plaza Civic Esplanade Steering
Committee of its meeting held August 12, 2021
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City Hall Square Plaza & Civic Esplanade Steering Committee
Meeting held August 12, 2021

A meeting of the City Hall Square Plaza & Civic Esplanade Steering Committee is
held this day commencing at 10:00 o’clock a.m. via Zoom video conference, there being
present the following members:
Councillor Jim Morrison, Chair
Councillor Gary Kaschak
Councillor Ed Sleiman
Guests in attendance:
Peter Marshall, City Rowan and Scott Torrance – FORREC

Also present are the following resource personnel:
Jason Reynar, Chief Administrative Officer
Adam Coates, Planner III, Senior Urban Designer
Wadah Al-Yassiri, Manager Parks Development
James Chacko, Senior Manager, Parks
Thom Hunt, City Planner
Joe Mancina, Chief Financial Officer
France Isabelle-Tunks, Senior Manager, Engineering
Mary Rodgers, Communications Officer
Karen Kadour, Committee Coordinator

1.

Call to Order

The Committee Coordinator calls the meeting to order at 10:02 o’clock a.m. and
the Steering Committee considers the Agenda being Schedule A attached hereto, matters
which are dealt with as follows:

2.

Election of Chair

The Committee Coordinator calls for nominations from the floor for the position of
Chair. Councillor Kaschak nominates Councillor Morrison, seconded by Councillor
Sleiman. The Committee Coordinator asks if there are further nominations from the floor.
Seeing none, the Committee Coordinator asks Councillor Morrison if he accepts the
nomination. Councillor Morrison accepts.
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Moved by Councillor Kaschak, seconded by Councillor Sleiman,
That Councillor Morrison BE ELECTED Chair of the City Hall Square Plaza and
Civic Esplanade Steering Committee.
Carried.
Councillor Morrison assumes the Chair.
Presentation – Windsor Civic Esplanade

4.

Cindy Rowan and Peter Marshall, FORREC appear before the Committee and
provide a presentation entitled “Windsor Civic Esplanade (WEC) – WEC Steering
Committee Concept Workshop” attached as Appendix “A”.
The highlights of the presentation are as follows:


“What we heard” –



People Centric Design – Desire to create a flow of people to and throughout
downtown (beyond the site)
Greenspace & Urban Canopy – Desire for ample greenspace, landscaping, trees
and shade.
Pedestrian & Cyclist Connection – Desire for safe pedestrian-first, cyclist-first
connection across north-south route
Connection to the River – Desire to use this site to connect downtown to the
Riverside Park & Trail
Flexible Use – Desire for a wide range of space-types and space-sizes to foster
spontaneous gathering and passive programming.
Inclusivity – “A space for all” – Cultural Resonance & Historical Storytelling
Desire to use the space to tell the stories of the place’s people, history & legacy.
Environmental – Desire for design to include flood mitigation strategies, thermal
comfort strategies and prioritization of active transportation.








City objectives include:
o Provide a functional, flexible and programmable outdoor space for public
use.
o Create outdoor space for civic ceremonies and announcements.
o Connect City Hall to the Civic Esplanade.
o Incorporate the heritage, culture and context of the existing plaza.
o Increase the connectivity and cultural footprint that the Civic Esplanade and
Civic Square segment has on the core of the City.
o Meet environmental and sustainability objectives.
o Incorporate operating and maintenance objectives.
o Reinforce the Civic Campus concept adopted during the design of the new
350 City Hall Building.
2
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Concepts and options include:
o Light the Path – Through time in this sentient space, pulsating pathways overlap
to gather in shared spaces, defining the communal identify of this truly living place.
Will include two gathering plazas with an ice rink in winter and a large splash pad
in the summer.
o River Flow – Water flow is elemental to the historical origins of communities;
especially for the City of Windsor. Modelling the flow of crowd movement, the
people centric design offers flexible programmatic experiences in a variety of urban
scales that encourage enthusiastic exploration. Will include an ice rink and skating
trail for winter use with a large splash pad for summer use.
o Matrix Garden – Conceptually, the Matrix looks to the larger context to consider
the civic precinct as a civic park, rather than strictly confined by the axial orientation
of the Esplanade. Program, activities, stories and art are woven throughout a
hierarchy of paths, which tell the story of the land through the people, flora, fauna,
ecology and innovation. A focus on tree planting and vegetated roofs enlarges the
urban forest, providing shade, wind protection, promoting biodiversity and reducing
stormwater run-off to reduce flooding.
A question and answer period follows the presentation.
Councillor Sleiman refers to the connection from City Hall to Riverside Drive and
asks if a crossing will be required.
A. Coates responds that the Environmental Assessment did recommend that a
connection to Riverside Drive as an underpass is the preferred option.
Councillor Sleiman asks if it is possible to close Riverside Drive (in front of the
Casino) up to the International Aquatic Centre and reroute the traffic to allow for free
movement.
A. Coates suggests that this be referred to Transportation Planning for a response.
The Chair asks if the three options include a skating trail versus an ice pad or the
traditional style of a skating rink and where does the trail go.
C. Rowan responds that all of the concepts have that central element that allows
people to skate around in a circular way. The Matrix Concept allows for skating in a figure
eight.
The Chair asks if the size of the skating trail would be one quarter of a mile or
smaller.
C. Rowan responds that the trail would be quite a bit smaller and is not intended
to go through the entire esplanade.
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The Chair asks in terms of the River Flow concept, will there be water flowing
through the parkland.
C. Rowan responds that the pathways have a flowing quality which function like
tributaries to take one to different destinations in the esplanade. This concept does have
water experiences, i.e. water pad.
The Chair indicates that there are three conceptual options and asks how the
selection process will move forward to reach a final concept.
A. Coates responds that the contract is to look at the esplanade and to do an
update of what the original 1994 study looked at. There will be one vision for the
esplanade as there will be further consultation so there will be a more solidified version
that will meet the objectives and desires of the stakeholders. He adds for the plaza piece,
there are three options that will come forward for the Steering Committee to review and
to provide direction. The second more in depth round of consultations will be held at the
end of August/ early September 2021.
A. Coates adds that the purpose of this meeting is to identify the extensive
background, research and consultation that has occurred and where we are in the
process.
Moved by Councillor Sleiman, seconded by Councillor Kaschak,
That the project financial summary for the City Hall Square Plaza and Civic
Esplanade dated July 30, 2021 BE RECEIVED FOR INFORMATION.
That the “Windsor Civic Esplanade” (WEC) Project Report” completed by
FORREC BE RECEIVED FOR INFORMATION.
That the “What We Heard Report” submitted by Gloss Arch + Eng and FORREC
which details the public consultations to date BE RECEIVED FOR
INFORMATION.
Carried.
5.2 City Hall Square Plaza & Civic Esplanade Project Executive Committee
Minutes
Moved by Councillor Kaschak, seconded by Councillor Sleiman,
That the minutes of the City Hall Square Project Executive Committee of its
meetings held March 12, 2020, October 8, 2020, February 2, 2021 and June 10,
2021 BE RECEIVED.
Carried.
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August 12, 2021

Other Business
None.

7.

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held at the call of the Chair.

8.

Adjournment
There being no further business, the meeting is adjourned at 10:41 o’clock a.m.

___________________________
CHAIR

___________________________
COMMITTEE COORDINATOR
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WHAT WE HEARD

PEOPLE-CENTRIC DESIGN — Desire to create a flow of
people to and throughout downtown (beyond our site)
GREENSPACE & URBAN CANOPY – Desire for ample
greenspace, landscaping, trees and shade
PEDESTRIAN & CYCLIST CONNECTION – Desire for safe
pedestrian-first, cyclist-first connection across NorthSouth route
CONNECTION TO THE RIVER – Desire to use this site to
connect downtown to the Riverside Park & Trail
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WHAT WE HEARD

FLEXIBLE USE – Desire for a wide range of space-types
and space-sizes to foster spontaneous gathering and
passive programming
INCLUSIVITY – “a space for all”
CULTURAL RESONANCE & HISTORICAL STORYTELLING – Desire
to use the space to tell the stories of the place’s people,
history & legacy
ENVIRONMENTAL – Desire for design to include flood
mitigation strategies, thermal comfort strategies &
prioritization of active transportation
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CITY OBJECTIVES
1. Provide a functional, flexible, and
programmable outdoor space for public use.
2. Create outdoor space for civic ceremonies and
announcements.
3. Connect City Hall to the Civic Esplanade.
4. Incorporate the heritage, culture and context
of the existing plaza.
5. Increase the connectivity and cultural footprint
that the Civic Esplanade and Civic Square
segment has on the core of the City.
6. Meet environmental and sustainability
objectives.
7. Incorporate operating and maintenance
objectives.
8. Reinforce the Civic Campus concept adopted
during the design of the new 350 City Hall
Building.
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FORREC PLACEMAKING APPROACH
The STORY of the place; its history and meaning, past present and future.
The CHARACTER of the place; how it should feel, what the mood is.
The ACTIVITY of the place; what people do here, what draws them here.
The FORM of the place; the expression of the concept in built form.

STORY

CHARACTER

PLACE
FORM

ACTIVITY
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1

LIGHT THE PATH

Severing land into hard edged plots kills
the life that flows through it.
The components of an eco-system
overlap and fluctuate, expanding and
contracting, a complex balance that is
never static.
So too do the programmatic
components of shared public space; the
scales and seasons of inhabitation
migrate and shift, vibrating; dissolving
barriers, unreconciled histories rising.
Through time in this sentient space,
pulsating pathways overlap to gather in
shared spaces, defining the communal
identity of this truly living place.
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OPTION 1 - LIGHT THE PATH
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2

RIVER FLOW

Water flow is elemental to the historical origins
of communities; especially for the City of
Windsor.
Streaming from various sources and tributaries,
a steady flow carves paths that shift in speed
and pooling capacity, from times of day and
season to season.
Perpetually, it breathes life to the landscape it
touches and attracts those who seek it.
Proud Locals and visitors to the City of Windsor
represent the water sources within this
pedestrian motion and crowd behaviour based
design option.
Modeling the flow of crowd movement, the
peoplecentric design offers flexible
programmatic experiences in a variety of urban
scales that encourage enthusiastic exploration!
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OPTION 2 - RIVER FLOW
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3

MATRIX GARDEN
MA

Conceptually, the Matrix looks to the larger context
to consider the civic precinct as a civic park, rather
than strictly confined by the axial orientation of the
Esplanade.
A matrix of circulation reaches out and connects to
the adjacent commercial, residential and
entertainment districts.
Program, activities, stories and art are woven
throughout a hierarchy of paths which tell the story
of the land through the people, flora, fauna, ecology
and innovation.
A focus on tree planting and vegetated roofs,
enlarges the urban forest, providing shade, wind
protection, promoting biodiversity and reducing
stormwater run-off to reduce flooding.
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LIGHT THE PATH
2021.09.12
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OPTION 1 - LIGHT THE PATH

E

F
A
D
B
C

A.

Interwoven pedestrian circulation with flexible spaces.

B.

A series of storytelling moments, powered by Beacons and Sentinels

C.

Two large gathering areas, skating rink and splash pad in the City
Hall Square Plaza (one for political use, one for public events)

D.

Food trucks / pop-up vendors, outdoor offices/classrooms and
programmable space at Charles Clark Square

E.

Pedestrian underpass and overlook with City Beacon at the
Riverfront

F.

Sequenced spaces and activities along the Esplanade
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OPTION 1 - LIGHT THE PATH
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BEACONS AND SENTINELS
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BEACONS AND SENTINELS
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LIGHT THE PATH- UNDERGROUND
RAILROAD HISTORY
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CITY BEACON AND UNDERPASS

CITY BEACON- Sketch from City
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RIVER FLOW
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OPTION 2 - RIVER FLOW

E

F

D

A
B
C

A.

Trace flow of crowd movement. People-centric design.

B.

Combine skating rink and skating trail for winter use.

C.

Both the skating/splash and large gathering space in the City Hall
Square Plaza (Segment 1).

D.

Multi-purpose court in combination with skateboard park and
adult playground at the Charles Square (Segment 2).

E.

Rain Garden with Art Exhibition at Segment 3.

F.

Street closure allowing flexible use of the esplanade due to
events/gathering.
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MATRIX GARDEN
MA
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OPTION 3 - MATRIX GARDEN

F

D
A

B

E
C

A.

Hierarchy of pathways

B.

Skating trail at the City Hall Plaza (Segment 1).

C.

Large gathering space at City Hall Plaza

D.

Dog run and Pollinator Garden at Segment 3.

E.

More green (tree canopy, planting bed, garden, green roof) overall.

F.

Riverside Pavilion at Segment 5
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OPTION 1 - LIGHT THE PATH
1. Gathering Space: Two gathering plazas. One for political use, one
for public events. Curved wall separated from the stage.
2. Water Feature: Ice Rink in winter.Large splash pad for summer use.
3. Accessory Building: Washroom building with storage/utility area,
vendor space and shared canopy.
5. Expanded park space into parts of the adjacent parking lot,
retaining some parking
6. Segment 2: Outdoor seating, classroom and office. Pop-up vendors.
Remove shade structure, ex. washroom, and ex. skate rental
buildings. Retaincurrent terraced seating.
7. Bike sharing station / Bike rack south end of Segment 1.
8. Lawn for outdoor casual use at Segment 1.

OPTION 2 - RIVER FLOW
1. Gathering Space: Standard gathering space (1000 sq.m.)
2. Water Feature: Ice Rink and skating trail for winter use. Large
splash pad for summer use.
3. Accessory Building: Single building with washroom and storage.
4. One seating mound.
5. Curved wall as the backdrop for the stage.
6. Keep ex. drop-off
7. Keep Councilors' parking.
8. Segment 2: Multi-use Court and Skateboard park expanding on
streets. Keep ex. terraced seating. Remove ex. shade structure,
washroom, skate rental buildings.

OPTION 3 - MATRIX GARDEN
1. Gathering Space: Double sized gathering space (2000 sq.m.)
2. Water Feature: Skating trail for winter use. Adjacent to the Church.
Splash pad for summer use.
3. Accessory Building: Washroom building separated with the storage
building, shared canopy.
4. Two seating mounds.
5. Curved wall as the backdrop for the stage. N-NE Orientation
6. Segment 2: Gardens with water fountain. Remove ex. washroom
building and shade structure. Reuse the skate rental building for F+B
only. Remove terraced seating.
7. Temporary Food Trucks on streets.
8. Extend drop-off at segment 1. Remove councilors' parking.
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